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COMING ATTRACTIONS
It is an observed fact that cultures achieve their
crowning glory after their heyday has passed.
The power of the French throne was definitely

acomplete report on our recent Bay Area High
End Hi -Fi Show. This report, while of general
appeal, will particularly interest those visitors
to the show who took part in the controlled
blind listening tests on amplifiers; there will be

on the wane during the flourishing of the mag-

acomplete discussion of the results. Did peo-

nificence of Versailles; the tube reached its peak
of technological sophistication after the

ple hear adifference between a$4900 pair of
VTL tube amplifiers and a$750 Adcom GFA-

development of the transistor. Likewise, now
that record retailers are doing their darnedest

555? You'll find out the answer to that question
next month.

to make the analog LP unobtainable, there has

Other features in July will include: areport

been aflowering of ultimate vinyl playback systems. Amis Balgalvis looks at three high-end

from the AES conference on Digital Audio, held
last month in Toronto; Bill Sommerwerck on

MC cartridges in this issue; he will be report-

listening-room acoustics; an interview with

ing on three more models in the July Stereo-

conductor Christopher Hogwood; the first in

phile: the hand-built and -tested Spectral Reference, anew Monster Cable cartridge, the Sigma

aregular series where readers discuss the evolution of their systems; and all our regular col-

Genesis 2000, and the cantilever-less Comple-

umns, from "The Audio Anarchist" to "Build-

ment from the Jeff Rowland Design Group. \
1
Ve
also hope that Thomas J. Norton will be complementing Arnie's review of cost-no-object

ing aLibrary."

pickups with a review of two of the latest

And remember: Unlike other high-end magazines, Stereophile appears on the newsstand
every month. If you enjoy reading Stereopbile,

affordable Grados.
It seems that every month sees the introduc-

don't miss out on any of the ongoing topics?

tion of another loudspeaker brand. Ihave been
listening to the top of anew range from Pio-

To have each issue of the magazine drop into
your mailbox like clockwork, fill out the sub-

neer, the S4000/pair TZ-9, while Dick Olsher
reports on a$10,000 "statement" design from

scription form that can be found in this issue
on p.99.

drive-unit manufacturer Dynaudio.
The July issue of Stereophile will also include
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AS WE SEE IT
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ENSIOINIS
John Atkinson

have been reading alot of late. Whether
it is due to the reduced appeal of recorded

pie, first published in 1938 and afiner exami-

music owing to the ever-decreasing shelves

wouldn't want to find, should be essential reading for anyone involved in writing articles that

of LPs in our local specialty record store (the
owner explains that he still wants to sell LPs;

nation of what came to be called semantics you

are still intended to communicate some meaning.

it's the record companies that make it increas-

Ialso found it hard to put down the second,

ingly harder for him to do so with punitive

and presumably final, volume of the late Richard

returns policies and deaf ears to back orders),

Feyrunan's non-autobiography— What Do You

or the fact that it's Spring, Idon't know. But the

Care What Other People Think?. This collec-

fact remains that Ihave recently found myself
devouring ashelf-full of titles sometimes only

tion a) proves that, of all scientists, theoretical
physicists seem to have their feet most firmly

vaguely related— horrors!— to high fidelity.

on the bedrock of reality, and b) by including

Stuart Chase's The 7jnanny of Wbrds, for exam-

the full text of Feynman's appendix to the offi-
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Designed by Keith Johnson
for aLifetime of Listening.

With Precise Loudspeakers, noted inventor and recording engineer
Keith Johnson has added still another notable achievement to his long
list of industry credits.
Precise embodies the finest sonic characteristics of the hand made
studio monitors Keith uses at Reference Recordings. They are a
testimony to his dedication, persistence and uncompromising ideals.
The design signatures Keith has brought to Precise create aspeaker
capable of atruly wondrous performance. Indulge yourself today with
alistening session at your Precise dealer.

recise

Acoustic Laboratories

Suite B, 200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446 201-934-1335

cial report on the Challenger disaster, demon-

different coordinates for describing precisely

strates exactly how large institutions become

the same signal."

more concerned with preserving their own
existences than with carrying out their raisons

"Pitch is not frequency."
"At the present state of sound reproduction

d'être (a trap that high-end companies have so

technology, the audio engineer shares the

far nearly all managed to avoid). But the book

professional goal of amagician."
"The effect that modem sound reproduction

that kept creeping back into my life was the
comprehensive collection of the published
papers of the late Richard Heyser, published by

strives to achieve is the creation of an acceptable illusion in the mind of the listener."

the Audio Engineering Society under the basically accurate but still somewhat misleading

"If we wish to understand how to 'measure'
what we 'hear,' then we must deal with subjec-

title, Time Delay Spectrometry) Each 10 min-

tive perception and the illusion of sound."

utes' worth of reading this accessible volume

"The actual sound field in alistening environ-

inexorably led to 10 hours' worth of thinking.
It should be on every engineer's and every seri-

ment is not identical to the sound field which

ous audiophile's "must buy" list.
Isay "misleading" because although much

we may perceive. .."
"The end product is the listening experience"
"One of the worst-kept secrets in audio engi-

of Richard Heyser's audio-related academic

neering is that what we hear does not always

work did involve time-delay spectrometry,

correlate with what we measure."

which he derived as ameans for assessing the

"Those whose principal professional in-

anechoic response of aloudspeaker in anor-

volvement is based on the listening experience
tend to develop asubjective viewpoint with
value judgments seldom related to instrumental

mal room back in 1967, 2 the philosophical
thrust of his writing involved, as did Richard
Feynman's, the wider implications of what at
first might be thought trivial. In particular,

measurement."

I
leyser, who not coincidentally was also aphysicist, was concerned with exploring something

deride the 'black art' of acraftsman who gets
consistent results by acertain ritual which he

that deeply involves this magazine: the social con-

cannot explain and then to discover that his
actions in fact held adeeper technical signifi-

flict between those who listen and those who
measure, and the apparent dichotomy between
what is measured and what is heard. To give a

"One of the most belittling experiences is to

cance than we understood at that time from

taste of his thoughts (and food for your own),

our simplified model."
"If we measure the frequency response of

I'll offer anot-so-random collection of quotations pulled from Time Delay Spectrometry:

everything about the response of that system.

"The evaluation of the acoustics of loud-

We have all the technical information needed

asystem, and do it correctly, then we know

speakers and the room containing them proved

to describe how that system will 'sound.' But

to represent amicrocosm of all the difficult

the information we have is not in asystem of

problems in wave propagation."
"Nature does not solve equations."

coordinates that will be recognizable by asubjectively oriented listener. ..That is the root

"The thing we call time in audio measure-

cause of the continuing fight between subjec-

ments and the things we call frequency are

tive and objective audio. It is not that either is
more correct than the other. ..
rather it is due

ITime Delay Spectrometry, softbound, 280 pages, 8.25" by
11.25", is available from Audio Engineering Society Inc., 60
East 42nd Street, Room 2520. New York, NY 10165-0075. $27
to AES members, $30 to nonmembers.
2The idea is st, simple it took agenius to think of it. The TDS
technique, now commercially implementxxl in analyzer) fium
Brun & Kjaer and lechron ((:rown). uses aswept tone to drive
tic loudspeaker under test and asynchronized hut delayed
six ept handpass filter. When the time delay is arranged to
exactly match the transit time from the speaker to the meamicrophone, any room reflections of that tone and the
general nx)m itverheration, etc., am rejectixl by the filter's having moved to adifferent center frequency by the tinte they
arrive at the microphone. The result is that the effect of the
room is completely (within the filter's limits for our-of-hand
rejection) removed from the measurement.

suring
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to the fact they do not speak the same language"
"The next time you hear an argument between
atechnologist and golden ear about the audibility of certain types of distortion ...
is it possible they do not agree because each have [sic]
aview through adifferent window?"
"You out there, Golden Ears, the person who
couldn't care less about present technical measurements but thinks of sound as aholistic
experience. You're right, you know."
If you think that my selection has been
biased in favor of the subjectivist viewpoint,
7

NP 27
The music begins and awindow
opens. The boundaries of time and
place fade as aunique musical
experience is recreated in your
home.
Our quest for this ideal has
produced the new Mark Levinson
No. 27 Dual Monaural Power
Amplifier. We believe it is destined
to bring more music lovers closer
to their ideal than ever before.
To learn why, you are invited to
share the experience at your
nearest Mark Levinson dealer.

Mr

'

ne products are designed, manufactured and distributed
MADRIGAL AUDIO LABO
TORIES
6 '

and that Heyser must himself have been a

seriously expect anyone to make use of his

crazed "golden-ears," neither is the case. If you
were an admirer, as Iwas, of Richard Heyser's
loudspeaker reviews in Audio (a full index of

evaluations to make abuying decision when
all that his review consists of is an assurance
that the component conforms to aset of num-

them is included in TDS), you will remember
that he was one of the few reviewers who
attempted acomplete technical analysis of the

bers that are apparently arbitrarily chosen to

product under test. Read again two of his last
reports, on the Quad ELS-63 (the latest version

used to describe the list of specifications that
are quoted everywhere, from catalogs to even

of which is put through its paces by Sam Tel-

the review headings in Stereopbile? The last

hg and myself in this issue) and the Thiel CS3,

thing any rational reader would expect is that

in the June and November 1985 issues of Audio

the specifications could "describe" the sound

respectively, for about as thorough atechnical
exposition as it is possible to find. (His brief

cations be expected to yield apresumable

comments on the listening in his reviews, however, always gave me the feeling that there was
more he wanted to say but, for whatever rea-

indicate "goodness"?
"Arbitrarily?" Yet what other word can be

of acomponent. How, then, can such specifi"goodness" quotient? And if they are not relevant, then why bother with them at all, apart
from that fact that some—loudspeaker sensi-

son, felt it inappropriate to do so.) Heyser

tivity, preamplifier noise levels, and amplifier

appeared to believe passionately that the experience induced by inserting anew component

output power into arange of loads—can indicate system-matching problems?

into asystem could be explained by measure-

The problem is that traditional measure-

ment, hence his invention of TDS. But any one

ments developed along directions not suggested

measurement, or even any limited set of mea-

by their usefulness but by their ability to be

surements, could not describe what the listener
would hear. His writings convince this reader

performed at all. As Heyser points out in TDS,

that when it comes to assessing the ultimate

were extremely difficult until the advent of
modern TDS and FFT techniques. They were

worth of acomponent, it is the whole—ie, the
listening—that matters, not the sum of any of

for example, measurements of acoustic phase

thus omitted from the traditional measurement
cocktail and considered unimportant. Even the

the routinely measured parts.
The quotations succintly illustrate, Ifeel, the

set of measurements we routinely perform for

general point that emerges from this collection

Stereopbile's reviews are dictated by what is

of Richard Heyser's writings: that, indeed, the

achievable; we can only attempt to project

conflict between measurement and listening
is due to protagonists for both sides using

from them to explain the "why" behind the
"what" is heard.
Of course, that is the correct way 'round, in

different frames of reference. There can't be
communication unless acommon language is
agreed upon; this was exactly Stuart Chase's

explain. In the early days of sound reproduc-

thesis. Can the subjectivist writer expect to be
taken seriously by the engineers responsible

equipment did not exist. As test techniques

for designing the components he is listening

evolved, each involved areduction of the com-

to when all he will talk about is the increased

plex mix of parameters representing the listen-

my opinion: Note what is heard, then try to
tion, all evaluation was done by listening; test

ability of acomponent to present the emo-

ing experience to just one that could be measured

tional content within the music? Does he even
expect his loyal readers to take his writing seri-

and plotted against another: voltage or pressure plotted against time to give the traditional

ously when he says something along the lines

frequency response, for example, or Total Har-

of "it increases the specificity of image—
location of instruments and voices, exact loca-

monic Distortion against output level into a

tions of boundaries between sound source and

fixed resistive load. But, Iam sure, to those

surrounding air—by about 200 percent ..." 3

engineers who developed such tests 50 years
or more ago, it was still the whole experience

(Sounds like avery unique observation to me.)
On the other hand, can the test-bench reviewer

that mattered, the measurement being used
merely to aid diagnosis than to determine the

3John W. Ccxgedge, The Absolute Sound, September/October
1988, p.63, as quoted by Euphonic "Itchnokey's Michael Goldfield in this issues "Manufacturers Comments "

latter years of the 20th century, awhole culture
has arisen that insists that the measurements

quality of the experience. Now, however, in the
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The Next
Generation
The DQ-20
Imagine a speaKer system tnat delivers

transparent imaging, accurate dimensionality in width, height and depth.
combined with harmonic integrity and
dynamic power.

The Dahlquist DO-10, the original Phased
Array dynamic speaker system, became a
legend in its own time. This seminal design
employed many of the concepts which are still
at the leading edge of loudspeaker design
The importance of low cliff, •
and correct inter-driver time a,
•
popularized by
The DO-10 • Thre. ed .•.
wider range with •realer

is possible with
to diff

ett•c, nc

n allows
:ed open

•ahlcsdot

vehicle that will tran
into the realm of pure sound. This i
achievement lets you surround your
the captivating reality of brilliant musical performances and listening pleasure.
It is an experience you will never forget.

CPA Di ILQ IJ II 1111"1"

601 Old Willets Path. Hauppauge, NY 11788
(516) 234-5757
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are the experience. If ever Icame across a

Sam Tellig has been wrestling with in his "Audio

worse case of mistaking the messenger for the

Anarchist" column.) The anguish and the

message, Ihave forgotten what it was.
As Heyser repeated again and again in his

inflamed rhetoric in the responses to Peter's
comments from Noel Lee, Bill Low, and Mike

essays and papers, the reproduction of music
is amultidimensional event. Music consists of
an instantaneous sound-pressure level which

Goldfield in this issue's "Manufacturers' Comments" to me reinforce the fact that all the
Rings have to justify their use is the fact that

changes according to the logical demands of

they change the sound. If absolute evidence
for aSoundRing's ability to improve sound

two things which have no physical reality: the
way in which music is structured in time and
pitch, and how that structure is ordered by the

quality did exist, we would have received three
much shorter letters.
Hold on, Ihear you saying. Steven Sims's

composer/musician. The real aspects of the
concrete framework that supports those two

response does outline a measurement that

abstractions are, according to Heyser, at least
five-dimensional in that not one dimension is

shows the Rings to have abeneficial effect.
They appear to reduce the amount of jitter in

causally related to any other.* The sound has

the raw FM signal recovered from the CD. But,

a"where," which already covers three dimensions. It has a"tone," which includes pitch and
timbre, themselves independent variables. Its

with respect to Mr. Sims, this may be true but
his letter is disingenuous in that it entirely fails

intensity, a"how much?" that varies with time,
represents its dynamics. It has a"when" aspect.

disc will make it sound better. He attempts to

The listener's instantaneous perception of
musical values depends very much on what has

C, without showing any primary relationship
between either A or B and C.

gone before. And which of these aspects is the
most important when assessing quality will be

ter in the FM signal will increase the likelihood

different for each listener.
And is "objectivity" even the tight tool to ascess

to address the question of whether ringing a
jump from aproof that A =B to asonic result,

To examine his points in more detail, time jitthat a"1" code will be mistaken for a"0," and
vice versa. The error rate in the raw signal off-

worth in an area which uses technology in the

disc will therefore be reduced by using aring.

service of art? You can't measure the difference

But this doesn't matter; as such errors will

between agood and an inadequate performance

always be 100% corructed so that they cannot—

of, say, aMozart piano concerto. The reductionism inherent in scientific method will inform

sound quality! Only when the intrinsic error

you of "how" the two performances have been
constructed, but it will not tell you which is

rate on the disc is already so high that the additional jitter error pushes the player's error cor-

repeat, cannot—lead to a degradation in

"better" "Quality" can only be inferred via ahol-

rection over the edge, forcing it to interpolate

istic approach, which is of necessity subjective

or mute, will such errors affect the sound.
This was the gist of Peter's own experiments;

When we leave the conventional world of
electronics and loudspeakers and look at components for which aset of measurements to
assess their worth has still to be developed, the

if Mr. Sims really feels that this particular measurement is the one to reveal the sonic benefit
of ringing aCD, then Ifeel it incumbent on him

seen from Peter Mitchell's discussion of the

to show why. Until then, we have just anecdotal
evidence, such as that provided in aletter also

recent Consumer Reports review of CD Sound-

on p.27 from aStereopbile reader, Bernard

Rings in this issue's "Industry Update." Does

Engholm, who found that use of aCD SoundRing enabled both his CD players to cope better
with the catastrophic gaps in the recorded data

test-bench engineer is in big trouble, as can be

the fact that their effect cannot yet be measured
mean that they have no worth? No, of course
not. As the letter from Stew Glick on p.27
points out, if the SoundRings do make asonic
difference, that is all that is needed to justify
their use (Providing, Mr. Glick, that they're not
actually making things worse, something that

on the Pierre Verany test disc.
But remember (to paraphrase Heyser): Because
no one can convincingly find ameasured reason for the Rings to bring about sonic improvements does not mean that they don't. Ithink
they generally give an improvement; Sam Tellig

Best described in "A View Through Different Windows,•
reprinted in TOS from Audio, February 1979.
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ARAGON. When Price Is No Object

S

orne people buy the most expensive components to feel
assured they're getting the best quality—others can discern
the highest quality independent of price...
My memory of the transparency and musical instrument soundstage
produced by the Cello Encore and Spectral DMA 200 is quite clear.
I
can say that the 24K and the 4004 have also reached the same level.
Law Kong Ink Audiophile Magazine, January 1989
...the Aragon preamp is now my choice for under £1500 ($2,700).
Ken Kessler HiFi News &Record Reviews, March 1989
That's the kind of design it is: it sounds right from the very first note.
More correctly, it doesn't really sound much at all.
Alvin Gold HiFi Answers, December 1988
So, you see, to purchase the highest quality amp and
preamp combination you can spend well over S10,000 or
well under S3,000. The choice is yours.

MONDIAL

DESIGNS

Two Elm Street, Ardsley, New York 10502

LIMITED

• (914) 693-8008

MONDIAL DESIGNS LTD.
Welcomes

THETA DIGITAL CORP.
to the

ARAGON PROJECT TEAM
With the Introduction of

THE ARAGON D2A
D/A Converter Preview: June CES
Availability: Late Summer 89
Introductory Price: Under $1.000
Due to the expected demand
we suggest orders be placed
as soon as possible
Call for further information

MONDIAL

DESIGNS

Two Elm Street Ardsley. New York 10502

LIMITED
•

LETTERS
We regret that resources do not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those
requesting advice about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service charge would have to be assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all
are read and noted, only those of general interest are selected for publication.
A lack of ethics?

those readers who traded up from rack systems

Editor.

that the Absolute Sound doesn't get).

Iwould like my subscription to be canceled
because of what Ibelieve to be your Editor's
lack of ethics. In his editorial in the February

Believe me, of the two magazines, Icertainly
prefer Stereophile for some things. Your review-

issue, he refused to name poor-quality prod-

ers, like Don Scott and others (1 have aScott
receiver and Scott CD player, but Idon't know

ucts, just saying "read the original reviews." CU

that's any relation to him), really know their

would never use such tactics because we all

electronics. You could almost call your mag-

know nobody is going to go to all that trouble
Stereophile used to be super!!

azine Circuit Board Audiophile, if that wasn't

Cardy Clybor

which dates from the time when even people

Wheeling, IL

like you referred to their audio systems as their
stereos? What would you have done if quad

Punks...

too long. So why have aname like Stereophile,

Editor:

had really taken off in the '70s?
Paul Mendelowltz

Regarding John Atkinson 's 'As We See It" in the
December 1988 issue, here's adirect quote
from someone named Ed who writes for High
Fidelity, from their March 1989 issue: "Com-

Redwood City, CA
7b answer Mr Mendelowitz's questions in
order: I) Ifyou don't make comparisons with
competing products, you don't offend any

parisons with other loudspeakers would neces-

manufacturers. (You also then fail to provide

sarily be restricted to other models we had
tested and probably would be of little value to

readers with bard purchasing information,
in my opinion.) 2) What's in aname?3)Don

anyone who had not actually heard one of
these other speakers. They might even be

Scott is no relation, asfar as Iknow, though

misleading."

Iwould wager some common genes, to judge
from his love for FM. 4) It didn't.

What's your reaction to that? Considering
that John Atkinson had written that aprecis of
Julian Hirsch's speaker reviews (from, of course,

Editor:

yet another prestigious audio magazine) would
read "of all the speakers Ihave reviewed ...
this

March '88 issue (Vo1.11 No.3) from the Thumbs

...
and skinheads
Iwas disturbed by Kerry White's letter in the

is certainly one of them," it certainly proves

Down Audio Society. Stereopbile's policy of

you're right.

openness dictates that letters like this will be

If you're going to mention what you should
expect from amagazine named High Fidelity

published at times. That's okay with me, I'm

in the first place, may Itake this time to ask that
perhaps you should change your name from
Stereophile to something like, say, Audiophile?
As The Absolute Sound's one punk letter writer
(and perhaps Stereopbile's now, too), may Isay

all for non-censorship. But this letter represents
the setbacks that high-end audio strives to
fight against.
By making massive erroneous sweeping
generalizations like "no tube hardware can be
taken seriously" because it reflects aregression

that while Stereopbile may have sounded really
advanced when J. Gordon Holt started the

opinion of the ARC SP9 is well founded ..."

magazine in 1962, it now sounds on the same
level as High Fidelity. (After all, how many of

when Ihappen to know differently since I
heard the SP9 myself, leads me to believe that

you buy your equipment at stereo stores, or
hi-fi stores?) In other words, it's backwards. It's

skinheads—representing no focused contri-

that leads us back to the '20s, and that "JGH's

the Thumbs Down Audio Society are Audio's

ignorant. It's on the same level as High Fidelity

butions to (audio) society yet contributing

or Stereo Review (one reason you may get all

disgruntled discontent in the form of absolu-
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tion theories. This group is like scavengers

ticular, the tonal accuracy is badly flawed. It is

waiting for the mistake they can prey on, eg,

not edgy or electronic-sounding. However, it

the allure of certain reviewers to recognize the
SP9 as afine-"sounding" piece of circuitry,
while TAS did: at least three times! However,

does sound harmonically starved. Instruments
with simple harmonic structure such as flutes
and clarinets, etc., sound okay. But stringed

Idon't wish to make this a TAS I
Stereopbile
argument. Isubscribe to both. Since the Si:,

instruments sound thin. Piano notes don't ring
and they lack body, particularly starting with

does not hide anomalies of other equipment:

notes in the octaves below middle C. These

Check your setup; Check your setup. That's the
bottom line to that argument! (Or your hearing.)

problems were serious enough that Ifound

About tubes: They're simpler to use than

myself listening to CDs in preference to LPs.
John Atkinson's high regard for the Phono

solid-state in the circuitry and take up less cir-

Drive is probably related, in part, to its excel-

cuitry space for the same function. Which leads
me to believe it's an advancement over solid-

lent soundstaging. Ifound it to be wonderfully

state as such. Tubes "reflecting an intransigence
to leave the 1920s" is not asolid argument but

detailed. Some listeners find the soundstage to
be abit narrow and lacking in height. However,
Ithought that it was about right in this regard;

apreference. If tubés are more troublesome in

at least the Phono Drive did not exaggerate

maintenance, and if that's what Kerry White
means, then he should say so.

spatial aspects.

Referring to analog as afailed medium with

So why did Ibuy the Phono Drive in the first
place? Iwas seduced by the wonderful sound-

malicious intentions is simply ignorance. Ifeel

staging and the detailing, etc. Ialso wanted to

that these types (there are many) ride the crest
of the digital wave and force it to wash on the

get away from the necessity for tube replace-

unbelievers like petty dictators: as if they
created digital themselves. UGH is somewhat

that The Mod Squad has agood reputation.
The Mod Squad's Line Drive is another story

guilty of this.)

altogether. It's awonderful piece, and I'm using

But the major theme—and don't deny it—is
that cligiholics don't say what they really mean:
which is that CDs are convenient. I'll bet a

ment every few months. There is also the fact

it now with an Audible Illusions Ilc as the
phono section.
For others who might be unhappy with the

year's salary (doesn't matter whose) that the

sound of the Phono Drive, and Ihave met sev-

digiholic's primary reason for arguing his or her

eral people who are, changing the interconnects can improve the sound, especially in the
upper octaves. Get rid of the MIT interconnects

cause is the convenience of CD usage. This
covers all other rationalizations for CD.
I'm not anti-digital. Ijust don't let its strengths

sold by The Mod Squad for connecting the

override its weaknesses, like those who have
average or masked hearing do. Just don't push

Phono Drive to the Line Drive. Similarly, don't
use MI-330 (or MI-330 Shotgun) between the

your mid-fl mentality on the rest of us. Many

Phono Drive/Line Drive output and the power

of you sound like blockheads, and it's tiresome,

amp. Ifound that Monster M1000 works best,
with minor improvements in sound. (The rest

and predictable.

Paul C. Macaluso
San Diego, CA

JA's wrong

of my system consists of Moscode 300/600s—
both maxi—driving Celestion SL600 /6000
speakers.)

Editor:
Idisagree with John Atkinson's rather enthusiastic review of the Mod Squad Phono Drive in

Robert F. Davis
New York, NY

Mr Davis doesn't say whether his feelings
about the Phono Drive's tonal balance were

the January issue. Ibelieve that there are other

made with its line stage in-circuit or not. Cer-

problems more serious than the noisy moving-

tainly concerning its line stage Ithink "har-

coil section that should disqualify it from the

monically starved" would be an (exaggerated)

Class Acategory of Stereophile's "Recommended

indication of its basic charartin; but !did maize
it clear in my review that my positivefeelings

Components" list.
Iowned the Phono Drive/Line Drive combo
for about three weeks, and while this pream-

about the Phono Drive's sound concerned the

plifier does some things very well, Ibelieve that

use ofjust its phono stage. It then rates ahigh
ranking in Class B of our "Recommended

it is seriously deficient in other ways. In par-

Components" listing.
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Natural ingredients. The components of a
great audio product are like the ingredients
of agreat recipe. With the help of skilled
hands they can become awork of art. Your
nearest Accuphase dealer invites you to a
feast for your ears.
DP-80L CD Parreport
DC-81L Discrete 20-Bit Digital Processor

›fccupkase
Exclusive U.S. Distributor MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
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No redeeming qualities?
Editor:
It happens every month. Stereopbile arrives in
the mail, Iskim through cover-to-cover in a
vain attempt to find something of interest,
finally toss it aside in frustration and think,
"Oh well, at least my subscription will run

asystem Ican live with right now.
Iexpect any journal like Stempbile to keep
me abreast of new developments in the audio
industry, and reviewing very costly state-ofthe-art (an overworked phrase) equipment is
part of that coverage. Let us know what is possible; these developments have away of work-

out soon."
Unfortunately, Ihave acouple of years to go.
Ishould have canceled when the "Cheap-

ing their way down into truly affordable gear.

skate" raved about an $11,500 record player

the Far East. Today's truly good equipment is

Regarding prices, people have been spoiled
by the flood of inexpensive components from

(add another grand for the cartridge). His con-

not overpriced at all. Iwould advise your

tempt for his readership is obvious.

readers, especially the younger ones: Take a

Is it possible that the people who read your
magazine buy this stuff? Are they foolish millionaires or just poor fools? As for myself, I'll
take well-built, affordable equipment from
reliable companies that will still be around

look through an Audio magazine or an Allied
catalog of 25 to 30 years ago, translate those
prices into today's money, and be brought back
to earth.

Charles L. Crawford
St. Albans, WV

when Ineed service in ten years. Then Ican
focus my attention on the music.
Iguess it was JGH who kept me reading—

Hype or blind reality?

he's agood "de-mythologist." Now, however,

As Ireached the concluding remarks of JA's
review of the Accuphase DP-80L/DC-81L CD
player in March, Iwas once again set to won-

Ican find no redeeming qualities in your pages,
and therefore request that you cancel my subscription and refund my money for the remaining issues.
J. Kent Hollingsworth, Psy.D.
Haledon, NJ

Editor:

dering why the "alternative" audiophile press
continues to avoid double-blind testing like the
plague and why it continues to find so much
fault with those tests when they are conducted
by others. To judge by the written opinions

One redeeming quality?

expressed by reviewers, it would seem that

Editor:
You seem to have been receiving alot of letters

even the recently deceased should have no
problem distinguishing the sound of certain

lately castigating you for reviewing so much

pieces of equipment from others. Here are just

high-priced equipment. In looking back
through the copies of Stereopbile that Ihave

three recent examples:

accumulated since Ibegan reading it, Ifind that
plenty of affordable components and loudspeakers bave been covered. Admittedly, there
can be agreat deal of disagreement on what
"affordable" means. (I myself am no wealthy

J. Gordon Holt on the VTL Monoblock 300s:
". ..
the best power amplifiers Ihave heard, by
asubstantial margin ..."
J. Peter Moncrieff on the Audio Research
SPI5: ". ..
it puts every other complete preamp
to date in the sonic dark ages." (And what's with

man. lama lowly engineer who earns only a

the "J." thing? Some sort of secret honorific

fraction of what your average doctor or law-

prefix bestowed on esteemed audio writers?

yer pulls down.)
However, most of these people seem to miss

What next—J. Samuel Atkinson?)

the point. Simply by reading your magazine,
Ihave come to understand what agood sound
system should offer; and, following your list

"The difference between the Accuphase and
ordinary CD players is the difference between
apainting and aprint made of that painting."

of recommended components as aguide, I
have assembled atotally new system that is well

pret the above statements, but it does not seem

John Atkinson on the Accuphase CD player:

Dear reader, Icannot be sure how you inter-

within my means but yields sound quality and

to me that we're talking about "shades" of audi-

enjoyment an order of magnitude better than
what Ihad before. No, the job is not finished;

ble differences here; "night and day" more

Ishall continue to upgrade and fine-tune as
long as Iam able to, but thanks to you Ihave
Stereophile, June 1989

readily come to mind. And if the differences
are as great as these statements would indicate,
then why all the whining when it comes time
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Finally,
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to express opinions without the benefit of visi-

rately what he heard. However, Iseriously

ble nameplates?

doubt that any weight should be attached to
it, or that it should have been reported in your
magazine without an appropriate caveat.
It was an uncontrolled experiment.

JA, Ihave no personal axe to grind with you
or the other two gentlemen mentioned above
but the opinions quoted are typical of the
hype-oriented writings increasingly found in
the alternative audio press. Back in January, you
were wondering aloud as to why the "objective" engineering and scientific communities

Along association with dealers leads me to the
conclusion that most of them are uncommitted
when it comes to setting up turntables to achieve

would not take audiophiles more seriously.

optimum performance They generally do not
have the time or inclination to agonize over fine

Don't you see the problem? You're like awine
critic who praises the glories of Chateau

tuning for VTA, tracking weight, absolute
phase, etc, with the same enthusiasm that good

Petrus —but seems unable to distinguish it
from Thunderbird once the labels are covered.
To return briefly to your own quote about

reviewers and audiophiles display.

the Accuphase: Iam quite sure that Icould distinguish between apainting and its print with
100% accuracy. Nearly anyone could—the
differences are that great. Is it really the same
with the Accuphase, JA? Is it so clearly different
from ordinary CD players? Because if it is, I'd

For avalid comparison between the LP and
CD, the turntable would need to be carefully
set up in a controlled environment (not a
dealer's room), and tuned to achieve best performance from that particular LP As you would
know from your best reviewers' experiences,
VTA can be critical on each record played if
musical "magic" is to be enjoyed. Ipersonally

think adouble-blind test would be abreeze Set

use aquick, repeatable, and accurate method

up the conditions and equipment to your liking, so that neither becomes aproblem. And

of adjusting VTA for every record and know that
arm height movements of only y
2000 "can change

if you're unwilling to do so, then Ibelieve you

mediocre sound into stunning performance.

owe your readers some type of explanation.
The audiophile press, if it is to be taken as

To set the "record" straight for readers,
please consider arepeat experiment under

more than an entertaining joke, cannot continue to have it both ways. The trained eye has

proper conditions with correct methodology.
Iam sure it will make entertaining copy.

proven that it can spot the difference between
an original and askilled forgery; the silver pal-

F.J. Habrle
Auckland, New Zealand

ate can distinguish agreat Bordeaux from a
merely good one The golden ear, alas, has thus
far shown itself to be deaf without anameplate
to lean on. If there is adifferent truth to be
learned, it's the responsibility of the audiophile
press to prove it. Why shouldn't Stemopbile lead
the way in doing so? Ican think of no service
that would be more beneficial to your readership.
Charles Nordlander
New York, NY
Yes, Mr Nordlanden the Accupbase is that
good.

LP & CD comparisons

The Crabbe Position
Editor:
Ihave no wish to drag Stereopbile even further
into the occult regions being debated by Edison Price and Tom Wong in its "Letters" pages
(see March, pp.22-27). But as Mr. Wong has
contrived to use my reported speculations on
possible PK effects in audio amplifiers as a
launching pad for along diatribe against the
whole realm of the paranormal, perhaps some
clarification of the Crabbe position would be
in order.
As JA explained in his footnote to Mr. Wong's

Editor:

earlier letter, Icertainly wasn't being facetious

In your February issue Les Berkley gave an
account of aCD outperforming the LP version
of the same recording. The assessment was

in that 1978 HFN/RR note However, Idid offer
the idea "with tongue slightly in cheek," and
remarked that "psychokinesis is deep water

made in adealer's listening room. The implica-

indeed, and would need the most elaborate

tion and conclusion was that CD/digital reproduction had progressed to the point where
LP/analog reproduction was in second place.

experimental set-up for verification." Unlike
Mr. Wong, Idon't dismiss all psychical research
as riddled with loose thinking and poor meth-

Ido not doubt Les Berkley reported accu-

odology, but Ido share his scientific bent and
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for the first time.
AudioQuest Blue uses surface-only conductors.
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cables. A surface-only
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sounding, while the bass is tighter and better defined. The
very cost effective design of AudioQuest Blue brings you an
absolutely incredible improvement for very little cost.
So, replace your current cables with AudioQuest cables
and rediscover your entire music collection.
Call today for the AudioQuest dealer near you.
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agree that one ought to apply Ockham's Razor
and the principle of parsimony when framing
hypotheses in response to eccentric phenomena. Thus Iwas not proffering electronic PK

2) Just because you can't measure something
doesn't mean it isn't there.
Ijust thought I'd throw my two cents (if not
my sixth sense) in.

as aprime candidate in the amplifier debate,
but simply suggesting it as one rather offbeat possibility.
The important thing is to remain agnostic
when first meeting unexplained facts, and not

Frank Doris, Technical Director
The Absolute Sound, Sea Cliff, NY

The digital brain
Editor:

automatically to dismiss unlikely observations

Ifirst began subscribing to Stereophile in 1977,

as illusory (which they may be) or to confuse
the improbable with the impossible. We live in

when Iwas apoor, struggling graduate student.
At that time, Ihad purchased and built apair

amuch more complex and strange universe

of Southwest Technical Products Tigersaurus

than that conceived by Mr. Wong, who would
have felt very much at home with the outdated

power amps because they were cheap and
powerful. Ithen became apoor, struggling

materialistic certainties of Laplace. Our consciousness, creativity, powers of reasoning, and

gling professor of psychology. During all this

the ability to act upon the world according to
mental constructs are themselves deep mysteries beyond proper comprehension, and should
give anyone pause for thought before dogmatically circumscribing what the human mind
can or cannot do. As C.J. Jung said somewhere,
one should never fall into the vulgar trap of
sweeping all inconvenient data beneath acarpet labeled "Fraud."
Having said that—and returning to this jour-

postdoctoral fellow and am now apoor, strugtime, my research interests have focused on the
processing of auditory and visual signals by the
central nervous system. (I still have the Tigersauri,
although they are no longer my main amplifiers.)
Iam writing in reply to Floyd Barrates "Musk
isn't analog" letter in the January 1989 issue,
who in turn wrote in reply to Robert Rowton's
"Music isn't analog" letter in the September
1988 issue. Many readers appear to believe that
the brain encodes and processes information

nal's proper subject—I am inclined to believe

digitally. This is not atruly accurate analogy

that there is indeed afair amount of deluded

because there is a fundamental difference

wishful thinking and perhaps more than a

between the brain and devices that use digitally
encoded information.

whiff of fraud in some present-day hi-fi. My
hunch is that alot of things claimed to be audi-

It is true that the individual nerve cells that

ble would not survive properly controlled,
double-blind listening tests. Icould be wrong—
there's the agnostic in me again—but it seems

are either inactive, or, when active, produce an
action potential of fixed amplitude. This is a

that there's plenty of fancy nonsense about in the
audiophile fraternity without any need to invoke

of information used by the central nervous sys-

the paranormal. Could Mr. Wong and Iagree
to differ about psi and join forces to help bring
some scientific sense into sound reproduction?
John Crabbe
London, England

The Doris Position
Editor:

make up the brain rely on adigital format; they

binary code. The problem is that the basic unit
tem is not the individual action potential (or the
lack of an action potential), but the change in
the number of action potentials produced by
aneuron over aperiod of time. That is, it is
changes in the rate of action-potential production that form the basic units of information
used by the nervous system, not the individual

Ihave been reading the letters-page discussion

action potentials themselves. Ibelieve that this
makes the brain an analog device. Devices that

of the book Margins of Reality with ardent fascination. It prompts me to share with you my

use digitally encoded information require that
the information moves at afixed rate; acom-

two basic axioms regarding equipment set-up.

puter whose clock continually changed speed
would not be able to function.

1) The only thing worse than setting up asystem correctly and achieving bad sound as the
end result without knowing why, is setting up
asystem correctly and achieving gorgeous
sound without knowing why.
Stereophile, June 1989

The difference between the brain and devices
that use digitally encoded information is so
important and fundamental that some scientists feel that those who are trying to create
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models of the human mind using computers are
wasting their time. It is aserious problem for
researchers in the field of artificial intelligence.
Of come, if you are afirm believer in quantum
mechanics, then the entire universe is digital. ..
Donald S. Leitner, Ph.D.
Philadelphia, PA

The digital madness
Editor:
The argument that "music isn't digital" is
absurd. The vast majority of modern musical
instruments are digital, or at least, "digitally
manipulated." In addition to the obvious harpsichord, clavichord, organ, piano, and celesta,

of two mikes is "purist." Recordings made with
two omnidirectional mikes evidence acenter
"suck-out" that is unacceptable (and remains
so in CD remasterings).
This problem was "corrected" by Mercury
by adding athird microphone (and, indeed,
Westminster, who gets too little credit, though
they used mike techniques virtually identical
to Mercury's, if without the care at locating the
aural focal points of the recording venue).
Incorrectly, the center mike was called "center fill." True, it was fed into both stereo channels at half level, the sum creating aphantom
third center source in playback. Actually, this third
mike served to do nothing (!) more than create

most of the brass and woodwind instruments
are fitted with keys. Rumor has it that keys were

a"phase plug" that eliminated the "suck-out."

added to the transverse flute in the 19th cen-

early '60s, the ones so highly praised, were
made with peaky Telefunken U-47M micro-

tury after afailed attempt to build adigital
recorder. Certainly the fretted string instruments would have to be classified as digital.
Even the fingerboard of the violin, in some of

Further, American recordings of the '50s and

phones, which were rejects from Neumann,
which were rejects from the prime manufacturer of the condenser element, AKG. They

Heifetz's recordings, makes some hard (though

were down over 3dB at 50Hz (more usually

hardly "unmusical") transients in the fast pas-

6dB), had a+5dB plateau from 5-12kHz, and
adrop-off which made them dead at about

sages, even though they were recorded in analog. In the former group of instruments, by the
way, the front pan of the key—the lever which
moves the action, or, in the case of the clavichord, is the action—which the player's digits
touch is called the digital. Given James Boyk's

15kHz. No wonder that such recordings, if not
frequency-corrected when transferred to digital, often sound awful. No wonder that early
digital recordings, made with similarly peaky
mikes, sound awful.

anti-digital bias, I'm surprised he doesn't give

Icalibrated Ford Motor Company's anechoic

up the piano and take up the slide trombone.
Seriously, live sound isn't analog (or digital,

chambers when they were first opened in the

for that matter) because it isn't analogous to

late '50s, and also made over ahundred recordings at and around Cambridge/Harvard in the

anything. It just is what it is. Ilook forward to

late '50s and early '60s, as well as on Cape Cod

the day when the LP and the CD, along with

(for the Oberlin College G&S Players), and was
able to test in vivo all of the above. When

analog and digital magnetic tape and whatever
other storage media may crop up in the future,

reviewers with golden memories clear their

will be seen merely as alternatives, each with

heads and begin to hear the best of current

its own advantages and disadvantages, instead

recordings, they will find superior sound. Isuggest they start with the recordings made, live,

of opposing factions in aHoly War. Isense we
are reaching that point in the issue of thermi-

at Spoleto USA, with acoincident (single-point)

onic vs semiconductor active devices, thanks,
in large measure, to the efforts of Stereopbile

Schoeps mike (Musicmasters MMD 60152W/
53M, if you missed the NPR radio broadcasts).

and, in particular, J. Gordon Holt. Keep up your
Attacks on Digital Madness!

Bill Storrer

David Ligouri
Albany, NY

Newark, NJ
But Mr Storren are you saying that inadequate tools inherently deny the rightfor artistic greatness to exist? That, in my opinion, is

Purist miking?

the error perpetuated by the photographic

Editor:

magazines, with their emphasis on the hard-

All the fuming and fussing about how great
were (are?) the recordings of the '50s is largely

asuperlative image using aBox Brownie; the

misinformed, particularly the idea that the use

cameras of the late '80s only make it easierfor

Stereophile, June 1989

ware. Aphotographer ofgenius can produce
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him or her to produce a correctly exposed,

intents and the customers' perceptions (or, sim-

inherently sharper negative of that image But
the artistic merit remains unaffected. Doesn't it?

ply, buyers' remorse). A manufacturer trying to
satisfy acustomer who is in either of the two

JA

modes is doomed. Ithink that the VTL initiation
of giving back the customer's money (and Ican

—

Why not?

imagine the typical salon dealer's response to that

Editor:
Why do so many "high-end" tuners contain AM?

notion), is both remarkable and commendable.
No company (or magazine) has too many

Dr. B. E. Satterwhite

customers. Editorial comments such as "When

Columbus, GA

acompany attempts to prove to one of its customers that he or she is wrong, winning that

David Manley defended

argument will always cause it to lose in the

Editor:

broader scheme of things" are not appropri-

There seems to be alot of David Manley bash-

ate in the Belterri/VTL matter. If the customer
is always right, then in this case, this customer

ing going on in the high-end press lately,
mostly having to do with charges of inaccessibility and alack of response to telephone calls.
Iwould like to say aword in Mr. Manley's defense
Last year, Iordered two copies of his Vacuum

says Stereopbile is wrong.
Ido enjoy Stereophile and greatly appreciate
the more frequent publishing schedule. On
balance, it is excellent, which is perhaps why

Mire Logic book, but when only one arrived,

the handling of the Belterri/VTL matter is so

Icalled California several times to try to find
out what had happened to my other (prepaid)

remarkable.

Roger F. Cox
Chino, CA

copy. Idid get the answering machine acouple of times, but Ialso got Mr. Manley, and he
was very polite and helpful in what was aminor

VTL vindicated

matter compared to his amplifier business. Ido

After three months of being ignored, demeaned,

not own any of his equipment (yet), but he did

and denied use of aSony CDP705 this past
summer, you know Iwasn't prepared for what
just happened!

not treat me rudely in any way. As for the second book, it had been shipped separately and
arrived shortly after Italked with him.
Ithink that the trouble may be that Mr. Manley is ano-nonsense sort who states his case
tersely, without alot of wasted verbiage; some
people interpret this as rudeness. He is simply
too busy to waste alot of time in conversation.
Maybe he needs aPR man (or woman)?
Charles L. Crawford
St. Albans, WV

VTL defended

Editor:

ltvelve weeks ago Iordered anew set of output tubes for my VTL amps. As these are not
acommon type, Ithought at first they had
some trouble locating the four matched pairs.
Finally, memories of my sad Sony saga got
me worried.
Iwrote to VTL asking for arefund of the
cost—a not inconsiderable amount. Today I
received the eight tubes, carefully packed, with
envelope attached. Are you ready for this?

Editor:

Inside that envelope was ahandwritten apology for the delay, and amention of an error,

Ireally must protest the one-sided publishing

and—a refund of the cost, plus 5%!

in the Belterri/VTL matter in the February 1989
issue of Stereophile.

of Mr. Manley's amplification products.

This response is as disarming as the sound

What requires, Ithink, editorial attention and

Gerald Grockowski

notation is the timespans for Mr. Belterri's com-

Mayfield Heights, OH

plaints and the rather flexible "going the extra
mile" responses from VTL.
In 25 years of dealing with customers in a
variety of roles (engineer, marketeer, and manufacturer), Ican tell you that the customer is not
always right. Some of the very worst exchanges
of communications or equipment have been the
results of divergences between the designers'
Stereophile, June 1989

With the appearance of these three letters, I
would like to declare this particular correspondence closed. As was made clear in Mr
Manic 's letter in the May issue (p.181), VTL
has replaced its answering machine with a
flesh-and-blood receptionist—Shirley—which
should mean that the company will be notice-
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ably more receptive to customer queries and

evidence—tests, not testimonials. .." Ithink

problems.
With the majority of the responses in this
and the last issue echoing Mr Cox'sfeeling that

Sam may be taking his new title—"The Audio
Anarchist" —a little too seriously; it always
comes down to the listening, not test results,

Stereophile was out of order in airing Mr

when final judgments are made. Why some-

Belterri's grievance well, Iaccept that it does

thing like the CD ring—which has the main
purpose of simply stabilizing adisc—should

appear that VTI. did do their best to keep this
particular customer satisfied. However, for
the record, Ishould reiterate that we only
rarely receive letters of complaint and tend not

have anegative effect upon the sound of aparticular player (in this case the Yamaha CDX1110U) is strange indeed. Sam felt them to be

to publish when we receive just the one con-

"rolling off the exquisite highs." Well, to be con-

cerning any one company. Rather our policy

sistent with what Isaid above, if that's how you

is to publish only when we receive asteady
trickle, perhaps even a stream, of letters or

hear it, Sam, then that should suffice for your

phone calls indicating that something is

with that particular player. (One wonders,

"hard evidence," at least in this particular case

wrong.

though, whether there isn't some distortion

To ring. ..

component in this machine which the rings
helped alleviate, but which Sam nonetheless

Editor:
In the March issue of Stereopbile, Dick Olsher
asks for any comments concerning potential
problems with CD rings pointed out to him by
Rick Roberts of Simply Physics. Having been
auser of these rings for over ayear now, and
having played certain discs many, many times

enjoyed. ..
hmm.) Anyway, as Irecall there
have been some tests done by the Sims Vibration people showing how the rings do help to
alleviate the problem of jitter, and this had
already been mentioned in aprevious issue
of Stereopbile.
Lest you think Ihave nothing but exasper-

over, Ifeel that the "accusations" made by Mr.

ation over this issue of Stereopbile, let me just

Roberts are off the mark—at least from my

say that Iappreciated Larry Archibald's March

own experience. (I should add that Ihave no

"Final Word" column; parts of it should almost

experience with the version of the rings now

be made into akind of "preamble" to each issue

distributed by Monster Cable, but have only up

of Stereopbile. Idon't think it can be emphasized

to now been using the maroon-colored rings

enough how much difference it makes when

sold by Euphonic Technology.) Upon close
examination, it may be true that sometimes the

one looks at the hi-fi system as awhole (including the room!). Running out and buying this

rings do not fit as accurately as one might like;

month's best amp, speaker cable, or what have

still, they either have improved the sound qual-

you can not only lead to wasted money, but this

ity in certain definite ways or not effected much

fragmented view will simply drive one in cir-

of achange, but in no case have they made a

cles. It seems silly to point this out, but maybe

disc sound worse in any way. The point about

the first "component" of concern needs to be

"oozing glue" is the kind of scare tactic that may
help to sell new products such as the plastic

the listening environment itself, and one needs
to go from this given fact rather than aspire to

disc stabilizer Rick Roberts is now peddling,

speakers, for instance, which simply will not
work well in the space provided. Maybe the

but it has not been aproblem. Ican only assume
that the new, thinner rings are of the same
material and use the same glue as the older-

"chain of command" is the room, followed by
the speakers, then the amplifier that best drives

style rings which Iam used to, but Icannot

those speakers in the given room, and then the

comment upon them from direct experience

best equipment (including cables) one can

in this regard.
The issue of CD rings in particular and
"quantifiable" evidence for improvement in

afford which complement these. Ah, if only
one could take what has been learned and be
able to start from scratch!

general comes up in adifferent guise in Sam

Stew Glick
Springwater, NY

Tellig's review of several current CD players in
the same issue. Specifically, in afootnote Sam

...
or not to ring.

exclaims that with reference to the alleged

Editor:

benefits of CD rings, "We need to see hard

Sam Tellig certainly is fickle when it comes to

Stereophile, June 1989
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Good things come to those who wait.
These days. sr uiS audiophiles searching for the right highperformance cable face along, difficult road. Each manufacturer has their own story. And it takes time to sort out all
the different designs before deciding which cable to buy.
When Monster Cable decided to enter this market, we
took the opportunity to examine the various technologies.
Pick out their strengths. Identify their weaknesses. And
design an extraordinary series of cables that deliver unprecedented performance for the serious audiophile.
Introducing the MESigma Series -.
The MESigma Series is Monster's latest musical revelation.
Representing the ultimate extension of Monster's Bandwidth
Balanced technology, the MESigma Series delivers the
highest level of audio interconnect and speaker cable
performance.
In every area of cable performance, we designed for one
key objective: abalance of sound. To that end, the MESigma
achieves abalance of such sonic qualities as precise imaging, overall naturalness, three-dimensionality, and asense of
space without sacrificing any key sound parameters. Our
goals were met. And surpassed.
New Monster "Balanced Impedance" technology.
Both the ME2000 Audio Interconnect and the M22 Speaker
Cable incorporate several innovative new technologies.
Consisting of separate multi-gauge wire networks featuring Monster's advanced "time-compensated" windings,

tile ,,unduCtui aft, gfüupeL1 diuurld ouf ddvailCed Magnetic
Flux Tube -,with aspecial termination to create a"balanced
impedance" throughout the entire audio range.
The World's Reference Standard Cable Termination.
MESigma's sonic improvements require anew approach to
termination technology. Using amassive ground contact
crimped with over 20 tons of pressure, we feature aspecial
copper-to-copper, cold-welding process using no solder
or other extraneous metal that can cause sonic degradation.
With amore direct hook-up of MESigma's conductors,
all the subtle nuances and power of your music are transferred to the speakers through an uncompromising connection that ensures absolute accuracy and signal integrity.
Sonic rewards worth the price of admission.
With signal phase integrity now maintained, all the depth,
range, and power of your music are reproduced with
unequaled accuracy. You'll hear singers and soloists projected to apinpoint spot in front of your speakers. Instruments and vocals that seem to "float" space. With arealism
that breathtakingly captures the essence of the original
performance.
Although not inexpensive, the MESigma Series represent the highest level of sonic performance money can
buy. We invite you to audition these extraordinary cables at
aMonster M•Series - dealer. And prepare yourself for a
thoroughly enjoyable musical experience.
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CD rings! In April 1988, he wrote: "The CD

most informative authors in the audio field. Mr.

rings work. That is, they change the sound—

Mitchell's articles for Opus were some of the

make it more dynamic.. .
And they appear to
enhance detail." In May he said, "Not that the

best audio writing of the mid-1980s. Ialways
learned something new and valuable from him.
His article on near-field listening is only one
of many examples. Sure, many audio pros

rings don't 'work.— September brought the following paean of praise: "Yes, Iuse the rings,
which Inow appreciate more than ever with
my new Marantz CD-94 ...1 ringed the discs
and found relief—less stridency, more smoothness, more detail, better dynamics."
However, with the Stereopbile of March,
1989, we encounter nagging doubts: "We need

knew about near-field listening, but Mr. Mitchell was the person who recognized that it was
useful knowledge for audiophiles, and went to
the effort to explain it clearly. It was anew concept to me, so his article gave me important
new knowledge.

to see hard evidence—tests, not testimonials—

The 1988 Reader Survey results (Vol.11 No.10)

as to what CD rings do or do not do. .." And:
"Incidentally, Ipreferred the Yamaha with my

were one of the most interesting things you
have ever published. Since Ihave only one

discs naked—no rings. Ifelt the rings were rolling off the exquisite highs."

audiophile friend, Iformed many of my opinions about who is a"typical" audiophile from

Well, Ihave to say, Mr. Tellig, you have won

meeting salespeople. Iwas startled to learn that

the credibility-gap prize among all the Stereo-

most of your readers are over 30, but Iwas truly

pbile reviewers, yes, even including Mr. Olsher.

amazed to discover how high apercentage of

Getting back to your rhetorical question in
the March issue, it seems to me that Steven

survey respondents have postgraduate degrees.

Sims's letter on p.183 of the April 1988 Stereo-

from experience), but the form of one partic-

Questionnaire design is very difficult (I speak

pbile addresses the technical considerations,

ular question could lead to incorrect conclu-

at least qualitatively. He apparently has plenty

sions. Lumping Opera and Choral together misstates my preferences. Ihave no opera in my

of test data to back up these claims, though I
do not know if it is published.
You can get some "hard evidence" by testing players with the Pierre Verany tracking test
CD, first unringed and then ringed (as you
point out, the ring can easily be removed afterwards). My Philips 880 clicked 11 times on
Track 50 (average of three trials) with no ring,
and 8times with the ring. My Sony 570 either
repetitively muted or stopped playing Track

collection because Ionly enjoy it live. But
about athird of my collection of recorded
music consists of masses, odes, oratorios, and
the like where following aplot line is not very
important, as it is in opera. It might be worth
separating these categories in future surveys.
Iwas dubious when you announced some
time ago that you planned to increase the number of record reviews. Most audio magazines

48 with no ring, but played it perfectly with
the ring.

seem more interested in sound engineering

Finally, Rick Roberts's comments about the

maligned Gramophone as "the Polygram news-

than performances. Also, Alvin Gold had twice

CD rings are just plain nonsense; he is obvi-

letter" in two of his early columns. The truth

ously trying to sell his own product. To make

of his allegations is less important to me than
the fact that he made them without offering a

the glue run, he must leave the ringed CD in a
hot player in ahot room for the whole day. Furthermore, it is perfectly possible to center the
ring; if you don't get it centered, just pull it off
and reapply. Watch the ring as the disc is rotating to find out if it's off-center.

shred of supporting evidence. (As an aside, I
have never been able to feel confident about
anything he has written since, although Iam
sure he has had many important things to say.)
Iam pleased to say that Ithink you have

Bernard A. Engholm

done avery credible job of reviewing record-

Carlsbad, CA

ings. For example, it was easy to praise the
Orpheus Chamber Orchestra's Haydn sympho-

Praise...

nies or Sir Colin Davis's Berlioz Requiem. But

Editor:

it took real insight for Robert Levine to ac-

Thank you for increasing the number of arti-

curately describe the strengths and weaknesses

cles by Peter Mitchell. Ithink he ranks with

of Robert Shaw's interpretation of Beethoven's
Missa Solemnis and Mozart's C-minor Mass

Martin Colloms and Floyd Toole as one of the
Stereophile, June 1989
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Ohm CLS Drivers
Make Your
Speakers Disappear
From Our S5000 Walsh 5
to Our S600 Sound
Cylinders the Critics
are Impressed.

Stereophile

Vol. II, No. 8

"So the bottom line is quite favorable: the Walsh 5is afull-range
speaker that is quite clean and
images very well." "Soundstaging
is another strength and joy, and
at their best the 5s can set up a
very palpable illusion of the original performing space." "In its
present incarnation, it is one of
the few dynamic speakers that my
jaded electrostatic taste buds
could live with." 3—Dick Olsher

Audio

6-88

"The Walsh 5is one of the
cleanest speakers available. .. I
perceived remarkable depth and
spaciousness to music well
recorded in aconcert hall. This
spaciousness did not result in a
vague mass of sound: image location is sharply defined and
accurately placed...They are a
masterpiece of the speaker
designer's art." 2

Stereo Review

1-88

"The sound of the Ohm Sound
Cylinders was smooth, balanced
and thoroughly enjoyable, well
beyond what anyone would expect
from such asmall, light speaker.
Its dispersion was subjectively
complete, and we were never
aware of the speakers as distinct
sound sources, no matter how
much we moved around the
room...these speakers certainly
offer impressive value for their
price and size." 3

New York Times 3-88
the various frequencies
emerge in their natural phase
relationship—more than in conventional designs. To what extent
this accounts for the speakers
fine sound may be debatable, yet
there is no question that the Ohm
Sound Cylinders represent an
excellent bargain, with aclarity
and richness of sound rarely
found in aspeaker of this size and
price." 4
Find out about buying, directly
from the factory by calling toll
free 800-221-6984
MM

tip1=

For Those Who Care
to Listen

and to give them the praise they are due. It gives

Athena to aYugo. I've been acertified car nut

me great pleasure to find my initial doubts
about your record reviews to be unfounded.
J. B. Oakley HI

since the mid '50s. Of the cars I've owned, I'd
say the Athena is most like aMercedes Benz.
The massive solidity, good performance, con-

ltilsa, OK

servative good looks, the basic correctness of
the design—it's all there As far as manufactur-

...and belated brickbats
Editor:
Regarding DO's review of the Maplenoll Athena
in Vol.11 No.10: Ihave been an Athena owner
for about 2.5 years. My experience is that the

ing defects go, my 'Benz had some that made
me scream and cost me alot of money once off
warranty. The Maplenoll is actually better than
my 'Benz in that department—especially since
the Maplenoll is simple and straightforward

Athena has had afew problems with manufac-

enough that you can work on it yourself, and

turing defects, but Ifeel that most of Dick's

Maplenoll will send you the parts free of

other criticisms are off the mark or overdone.
For example, Idon't think Dick should have

charge. That's pretty nice, since when Ibought
mine there was no warranty past the 30-day

gone on and on about sensitivity to footfalls
since his problem was obviously caused by his

trial period. No matter, you don't need awarranty with these people because they're trying

own turntable stand, which had a2Hz resonance. Using astand that wobbly on asus-

to treat the customer right.
Iwould also like to say that the owner's man-

pended wood floor is just asking for trouble.
My turntable stand (it is a5.5' -long dining-

ual is very good—one of the best I've seen. The
only significant omission in mine is that no

room buffet) also sits on asuspended wood

mention is made of the four small set screws
in the arm bearing sleeve which serve as

floor, but it has alateral resonant frequency of
7Hz, and very low motion amplitude. Ihave
absolutely no footfall problem. Ican even open
and close heavy drawers in the buffet without

adjustable air-flow valves in the arm's air supply. About once per year you need to push out

inducing groove skipping.

this sleeve and remove, clean, and replace the
set screws. Otherwise they gradually clog up

By the way, my Athena is the earlier version
with spring suspension and foam damping

and your arm starts to run aground out at the
full extent of its travel (on the arm rest).

blocks. Ilike this setup, and would not trade
it for an unsuspended model. Ibet Maplenoll

In all other respects Ihave found that the
'table/arm doesn't require twiddling to keep

would still supply suspended tables to those

it working correctly. The opportunity to tweak

who ask for them. The lateral (left-right) res-

is definitely there for those who are so inclined.
But once set up properly, it stays set.

onance of my turntable's suspended mass is
2.'7Hz, and the lateral resonance of my arm/stylus combination is 2.2Hz. That is with an
Audio-Technica AT16OML cartridge.
Ialso find my Athena's warp tracking to be
exemplary, much better than my previous

Dick's comment about the noisiness of the
air pump is certainly true: You need aremote
location for the airpump. If you don't have that,
don't get aMaplenoll. It's that simple. The
pump should not even be on the same floor as

'table, which had alow-mass pivoted arm. I
attribute this partly to the fact that alinear

the listening room unless you can design and

tracking arm has no skating compensation

pump resides in the furnace room, which is on
the floor below the listening room. Iturn the

force, since it has no skating tendency in the
first place. If the stylus on apivoted arm gets

build an elaborate isolation box to put it in. My

alittle light on its feet while cresting awarp, the
skating compensation can easily push it side-

pump on and off with alow-voltage relay operated by an illuminated switch at the turntable.
Idon't think it is possible to produce apump

ways right out of the groove. There is no such

station at this price that is quiet enough to

problem with alinear-tracking arm. Dick's

place right in the listening room.
On record clamping, Dick took agenerally

general negativity toward the arm's highish
lateral inertia seems strange to me The ET2 arm
has the same basic characteristic, and Ihave
never heard anything but praise for that arm.

messed-up subject and messed it up even
more You should have Martin Colloms or some
other engineering type do a piece on the

Certainly the term "dinosaur" does not apply.
Neither does Dick's comparison of the

face of arecord into "intimate contact with the

Stereophile, June 1989
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The McIntosh XRT 22
Loudspeaker System delivers
The McIntosh XRT 22 is the purest

Extra Realism

expression of the loudspeakers
scientist sendeavors. It is the one
right combination of component
parts that has eluded the diligent

Extra Spaciousness

Extra Depth
Extra Smoothness

searcher for the loudspeaker bridge
to the dominion of reproduced
musical reality. The high-frequency
radiator column is an illustration of
the right combination. The 23 tweeter
elements can reproduce 300 watts
sine wave input power at 20 kHz, with
the lowest measured intermodulation
distortion. Because each tweeter
mechanism handles a small quantity
of the total power. extremely low
quantities of distortion are
developed. The total column radiates
the energy in a half cylindrical time
co-ordinated sound field. The low
distortion. transparency of sound.
coherence of sound images.
definition of musical instruments.
and musical balance is simply a
revelation that you must experience.

Handcrafted with pride in the United States
by dedicated, highly trained craftspeople

For information on the McIntosh XRT 22 SPEAKERS
and other McIntosh products write
McINTOSH LABORATORY INC
P0 Box 96 EAST SIDE STATION DEPT S28
BINGHAMTON. NY 13904-0096

platter" solely by means of acenter clamp.
As far as Iknow, there is no other 'table/arm
combination under $1000 that even approaches
the Maplenoll for sheer performance. If you can
handle the remote air-pump requirement, and
if you have adealer who will give you good
setup and warranty service, Iwould certainly
recommend it. A competent dealer experenced with this product ought to be able to
spot any manufacturing defects immediately
during initial setup. If you don't have adealer,
Iwould still recommend it if you feel technically competent. You can become your own
expert, as Idid, with help from the people at
Maplenoll.
Iwould also recommend reading Stereophile's earlier (Vol.9 No.2) review by George
Graves and the review published in The Sensible Sound (#36) as being more descriptive of
the Athena's true character. Also, Bob Dilger's
letter in "Manufacturers' Comments" (Vail
No.10) is right on. It may interest you to know
that none of my favorable opinions about this
turntable are derived from Enid Lumley's
writings!

Gary Werner
Everett, WA

lb respond to acouple of Mr Werner's points,
conventional engineering wisdom bolds that
it is unwise for the turntable suspension frequency to coincide with the arm/cartridge LF
resonance, the result being a very unstable

ous genius as an audio reviewer.
Ibegan reading Stereopbile regularly several
months ago. After reading LL's thoughtful,
insightful review of the Mark Levinson model
No.23 (Vol.11 No.9), aseries of events began to
unravel that has positively affected my musical pleasure, and undermined my financial
wellbeing. Could an outrageously priced amplifier really sound that much better than two
modified mono Hafiers built with my loving care?
After extensive shopping and comparative
listening to virtually every product at this price
point, Irealized that LL was indeed accurate in
his report. This product was at least better in
some respect than each of the competition,
and light years ahead of my wonderful Haflers.
Imade the plunge, and also purchased interconnects and speaker wire (MIT, in spite of
DO's review) costing more than my original
system, and the No.26 preamplifier to boot.
Again LL was right on. The ML No.26 is a
superb partner for the No.23. My children are
delighted with the hand-me-downs. My system never sounded better—glorious!
Enough? Unfortunately, no. Maybe it never
is once we're smitten. 1had now become
vaguely dissatisfied with my Thiel 03As. Maybe
Iowed it to myself to just look around and see
(hear) if there was aspeaker that was better.
After all, didn't the Mark Levinsons deserve it?
Of course they would have to be substantially

platform for the cartridge generator Likewisg
to place the latter resonance well below 10Hz

better since the 03As had become bona fide
members of the family, having given us years

will result in warp information, which of

of pleasure.
Thus began my crazed search for the ulti-

course is of high amplitude and bas its maximum energy in the 6Hz region, being transduced rather than rejected. This inherently
introduces the possibility of both frequency
modulation of the music signal (audible as
flutter), soundstage wandering as the large
excursions undergone by the cantilever drive
it into nonlinear and unpredictable behavior
and woofer-cone pumping that reduces
amplifier headroom. As far as Iam concerned, Dick called 'em as be heard 'em regarding the Maplenoll Athena, and that is the
end of the matter

A vote for Lipnick
Editor:
My vote for audio guru of the year goes to
Lewis Lipnick. What akeen musical ear and
powers of observation he must have. No tongue
in cheek. The man possesses informed, seriStereophile, June 1989

mate, currently available, home speaker system.
Ifollowed every lead in asearch taking me to
virtually every audio salon in Westchester and
Fairfield counties. Ilistened to the Apogee
Duetta and Diva, the Infinity IRS Beta, the large
Duntechs, the Snells, the Mirage (good midrange), the Martin-Logans, and on and on. All
these had positive attributes—they should
have, at the prices. Several were simply not
practical for my listening room, and if they
were, something was missing; or, in the case of
the larger systems, something was there in
much greater abundance than Ihad ever
experienced in alive concert—especially with
the large Infinities. Oddly, none seemed to have
the imaging and midrange neutrality that Iwas
used to except the Thiel CS3.5s, and it was not
enough better in other respects to throw out
my $900 03As.
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mirage

The Mirage M-1 loudspeaker system is being praised by the
leading audio critics as one of the biggest breakthroughs in
speaker technology available today.
This full range Bi -Polar Loudspeaker has set new standards for
musicality and home stereo reproduction.
Experience electrostatic transparency. thundering dynamic range
and possibly the best sound staging of any speaker system.
Audition the Mirage M-1 and the Mirage 60 series speakers at
selected audio specialist stores.
This speaker may change forever the way you think about music
Mirage -3641 McNicoll Ave. Scarborough, Ontario, Canada. NI 1
XI
(
(416)321-1800

mirage

Icalled the Thiel organization, remembering

recovery. They were alittle forward and con-

how well they had handled my inquiries in

gested without stands, as LL predicted.
To the non-musically initiated or inclined,

years past. (Jim Thiel once personally called me
to see if thad any trouble installing a new

one could sell scads of these speakers using

tweeter that he had replaced by overnight mail

only Telarc potboilers like the 1812 cannons,

when one of my then-new 03As had arrived
from the store with shipping damage. This

Copland's Fanfare for the Common Man, and

company truly personifies what customer service and quality are all about.) Iwas informed

the "Cloudburst" movement from Grofé's
Grand Canyon Suite. It has become customary

that they expected to have their new CS5 on

to put aplastic sheet over the couch before
your friends sit down and audition CDs such

the market in June, a5'/' monolith complete

as these. Seriously, if you feel you are too

with three 8" woofers, no equalizer, and amar-

sophisticated or pure to like these renditions,

ble speaker baffle. Wow! This should be worth

they will knock your socks off nonetheless
when heard through equipment of this caliber.

waiting for, but Iwonder what my wife will
think of something that big in our living room.

From amore mainstream classical perspec-

More importantly, will they have tamed that

tive, anyone who can listen through the entirety

high end? And hell! June is three months away!
Enter again LL (Vol.10 No.9) and his review

of Bernstein's latest Mahler Symphony 2with

of the B&W 801 Matrix Series 2that Idiscovered leafing through back issues of Stereopbile.
Replete with stands and bi-wiring, he said, "it
represents the pinnacle of current full-range

this equipment and not be moved is brain dead. For the serious listener, however, outstanding source material is a requirement
(Telarc's better efforts included), because the
801s and the Levinson products tell all.

dynamic loudspeaker design." Later Iread that

As has been said in Stereopbile many times

the 801 has become his reference speaker. And
become more glowing: "I still feel it to be just

before, the 801s are "real goosebump material."
My wife had goosebumps of adifferent sort.
Her first utterance after gazing at the 801s in her

about the most musically accurate currently
available" (Vol.12 No.3).
Could LL be correct again? The 801s are easy

newly redecorated living room was, "Damn!
They're ugly" They look like two hi-tech, fat
black robots sitting at one end of atraditional

his comments have continued in each issue to

to find, but not always is it equally easy to find

living room. With stands, more of the "ugly"

areally cooperative dealer. This turned out not
to be aproblem in my case. My local Danbury,
CT dealer, Hi Fi Stereo Consultants, insisted—

stares at you. Frank Lloyd Wright would have
loved them: unabashed "form follows function." This may be afatal flaw for some, but we

yes, insisted—as ahelpful gesture, in lugging

have taken the view that learning to like

these monsters to my home for an audition,
knowing full well that Ihad my mind made up

speakers is like having one's daughter bring
home an otherwise really neat guy of the

to wait for the Thiel CS5s before making apur-

"wrong" background or color. His true virtues

chasing decision. This is the only high-end

eventually overcome one's initial biases and

dealer during my quest that made such an
offer; most suggested that Ibring my speakers

beliefs about what's right and correct. So it was

to their store!
Although my listening room is excellent,
having been designed in part for good sound

with our learning to love the 801s.
My hat's off to Lewis and Stereophile for the
real service you have provided to your readers
and to me. What's next? Isee LL has reviewed
the Theta DIA convertor and he likes it. Ihave

reproduction, Iwas not prepared for the aural
experiences in store. In terms of reproducing

decided not to audition it, but you know how

alive musical event, and without the recommended stands or bi- wiring, these were the

that story goes.
Should Ihave waited for the Thiels? Only

most natural speakers that Ihad heard any-

time and LL will tell, but I'm happy with the

where at any time. Imaging, balance, timbre,

801s.

Bob Welty
Ridgefield, CT

inner detail, female voice and chorus retention,
large-scale sound, all were outstanding. Awesome, tight, deep visceral bass, and at times

Alternative stability

frightening dynamics. With stands and biwiring, incredible openness and ambience

The February issue of Stereopbile contained an
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WHAT THE EXPERTS SAY
ABOUT THETA DIGITAL
"...the DS Pre sets an entirely new standard of performance!'
"...a sense of clarity I
had never before heard from anything other
than master tapes."
"...the nightmare of inadequate D/A conversion, with all of its
attendant musical aberrations can finally be put to rest."
"...the best sound ever from CD..."
—Lewis Lipnick
Stereophile Vol. 12 No. 3
March 1989
"It is simply astounding in all sonic aspects, especially in transparently revealing whole layers of musical information we had not
suspected of existing on CDs."
—Peter Moncrieff
International Audio Review
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Digital Done Right
Theta Digital Corporation
6360 Van Nuys Boulevard • Suite 5 • Van Nuys, CA 91401
(714) 997-8908 FAX (818) 905-7301

advertisement for Audio Advisor (a mail-order

line drawn through the two small black circles

firm) selling the Tripplite LC-1800 AC line con-

(A and B) did not bisect the spindle hole. Rather,

ditioner/stabilizer for only $299 plus shipping.

it falls at the front of the spindle and tangent

Audio Advisor claims in their ad that the unit

to it.

is not available elsewhere by mail. How wrong

Was mine the only template made incor-

they are! If your readers are interested, the same

rectly? Is there adifference between mathemat-

unit can be purchased by mail from Jameco

ical tangency to acircle and cartridge tangency

Electronics of Belmont, CA, (415) 592-8097, for

to an album groove? I'm asking these questions

only $229.95 plus shipping. Iown aTripplite

because Istill can't bring myself to believe that

1800, awise investment Imust say. It really

an organization held in as high esteem as yours

does the job.

Brad Greenspan

is could possibly send out ashred of cardboard

Island Park, NY

cut this way and ask people (trusting people)
to misalign their cartridges with it. Iknow you

Tangency errors

didn't do it on purpose but, gracious sakes, you

Editor:

are one of the leading authorities on home

Iused to pick up your magazine from my local

music reproduction.

Bruce E. Ryan
San Luis Obispo, CA

high-end dealer, but your subscription offer
of several months ago was too good to pass up.
Included in that offer was a"Tangency Tem-

It was with mounting horror that we realized

plate" and instructions on how to use it prop-

that a number of our tangency templates bad

erly. As soon as Ireceived it in the mail Istuck

had the bole punched in the wrong place. The

the thing on my housemates"tables and saw

center of the spindle hole should be co-linear

that their alignment was way off as measured

with the centers of the two small circles. If any

with the tangency template. 1didn't use it on

reader has abad template, please return it to

my record player since Iuse an ET2 arm. Fur-

Stereophile, RO. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM

ther investigation of the gross tangency error

87502, marking the envelope "Templatg" and

showed that it was your tangency template that

we will send acorrectly punched replacement

was off and not the record players. A straight

by return post.
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—JA
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BARCLAY hy (5444BARCLAY CD Players an,designed and manufactured by Soloist Audio
Details, call or write 332 Tuttle Rd., San ,4ntonio, TX 78209 1-800-648-6637
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CONVERSATION.

Close your eyes, put on your
woofers placed in the center of the
favorite CD and listen. That's the
12's cabinet minimize standing
best way to appreciate the natuwaves while providing accurate
ral, accurate musical reproduction low-frequency response to 20 Hz.
of the new Elite TZ Series referThe cabinet of the143-1h TZ-9
ence loudspeakers from Pioneer
is specially constructed, using
Designed by the same engi1"-thick high-density board and
neering team that develaseparate inner
oped Pioneer's renowned
baffle that isoTAD studio monitors, the
lates the nega\ TZ Series speakers are
tive influence of
designed to accommodate
low-frequency
the extended dynamic
vibration. Corrange, superb clarity and
ners are special(In ique hapjoinird twin4vuoter system.
depth of digital source
ly rounded to
materials.
eliminate diffraction and drivers
Pioneer began by developing are arranged for optimum
two entirely new diaphragm
sound-field intensity The result
materials—ceramic graphite and
is imaging and clarity that bring
ceramic carbon. These unique
performances alive with smooth,
low-mass materials are used to
true-to-life sound.
construct midrange and highBut enough conversation. If
frequency dome-type diaphragms you're interested in hearing more
that virtually eliminate spurious
about Pioneer's new TZ Series
resonance while providing light- speakers, call 1-800-421-1404 for
ness, stiffness and excellent signal
atechnical white paper and the
propagation speed. Now critical
Elite dealer nearest you.
midrange frequencies and deliAnd let the speakers do the
cate highs will sound clearer and talking.
more natural than ever before.
To reproduce the extended
low frequencies found on digital
recordings, Pioneer developed a
twin woofer system that packs a
punch you'll feel as well as hear
• 1989 honrcr IIcctrugu,t1 SA) Ica. Long Itcach.
\
Opposite-mounted bar-jointed
Modd
ii I/ O 1mi:wadable El.'.

INDUSTRY

USA: Peter W. Mitchell
One of the most-discussed product introductions at the Winter CES last January was a
Yamaha subwoofer/satellite system which,
depending on who you .talked to, either produced astounding bass response for its small
size or was amazingly tiny for the bass that it
produced. But the woofer system is not as
revolutionary as it seemed: it's apartial implementation of the 'ACE-bass" idea that was
patented adecade ago by Audiopro of Sweden.
Audiopro speakers are widely available in
northern Europe but are sold by only ahandful
of dealers in the US. Yamaha has negotiated a
semi-exclusive license from Audiopro to use
the design.
In the ACE scheme, the mechanical resonance of the woofer system is canceled by
designing acomplementary negative output
impedance into the driving amplifier. Then, by
adding simple filter networks within the amp,
the system's response can be shaped by the
designer to provide any desired bass response,
overcoming the usual relationships between
box size and bass extension. By careful matching of amplifier to speaker, adesigner can obtain deep and powerful bass from arelatively
small box. For audiophiles, the obvious drawback of this approach is that the amp and
speaker are permanently married: you can't
substitute a different amplifier in search of
more transparent sound. So it's a scheme
whose main application is in subwoofers and
compact mid -fi systems.
Stereophile, June 1989

What do damping rings do?

ples per second, and replacing erroneous sam-

The May issue of Consumer Reports included
atest of SoundRings, the stick-on CD vibration
dampers. Using aCD player modified to display

number of errors in the data stream. This process works inaudibly up to the point where the

an error-correction count, the magazine found

ples with corrected ones, regardless of the

that the rings made no difference with either

number of errors exceeds the capacity of the
correction code. Then the player may either

new or damaged discs. David Ranada at High
Fidelity obtained the same result in asimilar

1) interpolate estimated data to conceal the
errors, with apossible loss of sound quality, or

experiment ayear or two ago. Note that the

2) produce an audible tick, chirp, or dropout.
If dampers reduced the rate of interpolations,

reports didn't say that damping rings can't
improve CD sound, just that they don't reduce

that would make avery plausible case for using

the error count. Part of the mythology sur-

them on all discs, in all players. But how often

rounding dampers is that they improve the

do interpolations occur? Iused to have an NAD

sound because they stabilize the CD and give

5300 CD player which displayed successful

the player fewer errors to correct. That, at least,

error-correction activity on aflickering amber

has been shown to be false.
If you're tempted to dismiss these results as

LED and interpolation on ared LED. With a
couple of poorly pressed CDs the red LED

the ravings of tin-eared mid-fl mavens, wait a

flashed constantly (though, interestingly, the

minute. It's true that Consumer Reports does

interpolation worked so well that the music

not care about high-end audio, but the maga-

sounded completely normal). But with many

zine's institutional bias is toward "best buys" —

CDs the interpolation LED never flashed at all,

low-cost products that work well. If aSI accessory really did improve CD playback, the mag-

and with others it appeared only afew times
aminute. In normal CD playback, interpolation

azine would be proud to trumpet the discovery

affects such atiny percentage of data samples

Even if damping rings did reduce the CD

that its effect must be exceedingly difficult

player's error-correction burden, that would
have no direct effect on the sound. This is one

to hear.

of the most widely misunderstood aspects of

home CD playback, Consumer Reports found

Regardless of what dampers may do for

CD playback. Digital error correction does not

them to be adrawback in mobile playback

cause progressive deterioration of the sound

(portables and automobiles), where the mech-

as the error rate increases. On this score, at

anism is subjected to agreat deal of motion and

least, the "pure and perfect sound forever"

vibration. CD playback is aCLV (Constant Lin-

guys are correct. Digital error correction either

ear Velocity) process: the motor speed varies

works perfectly or fails completely. Afew years

from 50Orpm at the start to 20Orpm at the outer

ago Brad Meyer and Idemonstrated this at an

radius in order to scan the pits past the laser at

AES convention with atest disc, aStuder/Revox
player, and adistortion analyzer. By using the

aconstant speed of about four feet per second.

analyzer's notch filter to attenuate the test tone
by 60dB and amplifying what remained, we

by feedback from the playback circuitry to

could easily hear the low-level artifacts that are
normally masked by the signal itself—

The motor's speed-control servo is governed
maintain aconstant data rate of 2.5 million bits
per second. Since damping rings increase the
disc's rotational inertia by 30 percent, they

distortion, noise, and the little ticks caused by

actually make it more difficult for the servo to

mistracking and error-correction failures. As

correct the speed. Consequently, in mobile

Istressed the system by tapping and vibrating

playback where the laser's tracking ability is

the player with progressively greater force, the

already stressed by vibration, CR found that

amount of residual garbage in the output signal

ringed discs mistracked more than bare CDs.

remained uniformly low until the vibration

At home, where aCD player may be subjected

caused the laser to mistrack, and the player

to vibration from subwoofers, the same ten-

muted the output until stable tracking was

dency may be expected.

restored.

If dampers don't reduce error correction or

That's the way the system is supposed to
operate. ACD player's error-correction circuits

concealment, and don't improve tracking in a

are always working, performing the same cal-

The best remaining hypothesis, Ithink, is that

culations on each of the CD's 88,000 data sam-

by stabilizing the spinning CD they may reduce

Stereophile, June 1989
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Now the Classics Are
for Everyon
LHIj

research
Despite the undoubted pleasure that
high-performance amplifiers bring to
legions of audiophiles and music
lovers, such rarified performance
usually comes at relatively high cost.
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Audio Research believes that highly
accurate music reproduction isn't just
the prerogative of the well-heeled
audio enthusiast, but the natural
desire of every serious music lover.
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Audio Research now proudly introduces
the Classic 60 and the Classic 30: two
new, moderately priced stereo hybrid
amplifiers that come surprisingly dose
to the benchmark set by the acclaimed
Classic 150 hybrid monaural amplifier
It doesn't take a"golden ear" to
immediately perceive the emotional
power and sonic authority the Classic
60 and Classic 30 bring to any good
musical program. Silences are more
silent by an order of magnitude: the
soundstage is broad, deep, tall:
instrumental timbres have an
uncommon truth to them: dynamics
soft and loud are unbelievably
convincing.

audio research
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And the Classic 60 and Classic 30 are
designed to provide years of troublefree service. You don't need to be a
technician to use and enjoy them.
Quite simply, the Classic 60 and
Classic 30 bring world-class audio
performance within reach of most
music lovers. Audition one today at
your nearest Audio Research dealer.
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kway /Minneapolis. MN 554301 Phone: 612-566-7570 FAX. 612-566-3402

the work of the focusing circuit. Dampers don't

price. A $5000 product that advances the state

affect the player's ability to keep the laser

of the art is nice, but when a$600 product out-

focused on the pits; if they did, error rates
would be reduced. But they may reduce the
amount of work done by the focusing system,

performs last year's multi-thousand-dollar
player—that, friends, is news worth repeating.

and so reduce the amount of current drawn
from the power supply by the focus coil and

the sonic differences among CD players. The

servo. Focusing is accomplished by asmall coil
and magnet, similar to the voice-coil in a

(due to milcing, EQ, and mixing practices) were
so great that player differences seemed rela-

In the past Ihave not paid much attention to
differences in sound quality among recordings

tweeter, and in normal playback the focus is

tively unimportant by comparison. Musical

adjusted hundreds of times per second, so the

enjoyment, after all, is the only real point of hi-

focus-correction current is an audio-frequency
waveform. In aplayer with poor grounding and

fi. Spending several kilobucks on aslightly

power-supply regulation, intermodulation
between the focus signal and the audio signal

if its superiority would be evident only with
ahandful of musically trivial demo discs. But

could cause veiling in the latter.
If this theory is correct, the improvement

as the percentage of well-engineered recordings has grown (even on such formerly dis-

provided by damping ought to vary inversely
with the quality of the player. In atop-class

ity of agood-sounding player has risen in

player with excellent power-supply regulation

proportion.

better-sounding player seemed unproductive

reputable labels as CBS and DG), the desirabil-

and filtering, good inter-stage isolation, and a

To place my comments in context, Ishould

high-quality transport, dampers should have

also say that while Iadmire Adcom's goals, I

the least effect. They would be expected to pro-

have not always been impressed by their exe-

duce the greatest benefit in cheap players in

cution. For instance, Idon't think their GFP-

which the audio could easily be contaminated

555 preamp deserved the praise it received in

by power-supply modulation and ground-path

one or two oft-quoted reviews. When Iheard

currents. Of course, in acheap player the audio
may already be so contaminated by other types

the preamp, it failed asimple bypass test, casting aveil over the sound. (In fairness, you

of interference that achange in focus-current
intermodulation would be inaudible.

and other literature fop competitor, NAD. Feel

The bottom line is that we don't know what

should know that Iwrite instruction booklets
free, therefore, to disrégard my opinion.)

dampers do. (Nor do their manufacturers; most

That said, Iam giddily enthusiastic about the

claims are purely speculative.) We know some-

Adcom GCD-575 CD player. Istarted to write

thing about what they don't do, which helps

alengthy tribute, but since Sam Tellig and JA

to cut through the fog of myth. As with cables,

described its virtues quite well in the March

another product category surrounded by

issue, Iwill be brief. It measures well, so I

mythology, the best evidence is that their effect

expected it to sound alittle better than the

is highly equipment-dependent. More experi-

other midprice players in my collection. What

ments are needed to sort out the wheat from

surprised me was the size of the improvement—

the chaff.

the precision of its soundstage imaging, its airy
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Adcom GCD-575 CD player

A bargain
To begin at the conclusion: the Adcom GCD-

reproduction of stage-area ambience, the clarity with which the smallest details are resolved.

575 is abreakthrough. It's aCD player that

And unlike Sam, Ihave no complaints about

offers high-end qualities at a mass-market

its shock resistance; it is as well-built as any

Stereophile, June 1989
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HEARI \G AD
Your ears are acute enough to
hear the ultimate reproduction that
your system is capable of delivering.
But does your system deliver?
It won't if you overlook one of its
most important components, the
interconnects.
Esoteric Audio Inter-Connects
are designed to maximize the
delivery of source signals. And that
will aid your enjoyment of the best

your system has to offer.
Ask your dealer for more details
about Esoteric Audio interconnect
systems or simply send $2.00 for our
latest color brochure.
Dealer inquiries invited.

ESOTERIC
AUDIOUSA
RR 3Box 262
Winder, Georgia 30680

player in its price range.

UK: Ken Kessler

In the past Ihave been able to hear the effects
of polarity reversal through Quad electrostatics,
but not through multi-way dynamic speakers.

At the risk of sounding either paranoid or—

With the Adcom's polarity switch, the differ-

in the UK hi-fi kingdom. In contrast to my
recent glowing reports about empire building

ence is obvious: the "wrong" setting produces pinched timbres and aloss of air. Idon't

if this is referenced to my last two columns—
schizophrenic, Imust report that all is not well

and about Linn's state-of-the-art factory, there
appears to be ashakeup going on right now

know why.
The front panel of the GCD-575 is ahumanengineering disaster, with 16 identical round

sector will weather the remainder of the cen-

buttons in two rows. Happily the remote con-

tury. I'm hoping that it is aDarwinian process

that could determine how the British specialist

trol, which produces avery strong beam, is

which will leave us with only the most fit and

much better designed.
In anutshell, if you want to spend more than

most deserving of survival. To be perfectly

$1000 for aCD player, enjoy your search. But

eign parts concerning the lack of profession-

in the under-$1000 class the Adcom is the

alism in the UK; I'd welcome anything that will

frank, I'm tired of fielding phonecalls from for-

player to beat—or, more to the point, the

rid us of the cowboys, amateurs, deadbeats,

player to buy.

con artists, incompetents, maladroits, and any-

USA: John Atkinson

one else who can't cut it. ,
I've long held that one of the best things that

Due to amisunderstanding concerning which

could happen to the (global) hi- fi industry is

Nelson-Reed loudspeakers were to be updated-1 had understood from aconversation

that half of it should disappear. There are simply too -many manufacturers and too many

with Bill Reed at the WCES that both the 8/02
and 8/04 were to feature anew tweeter—we

sion of the dream situation imagined by capi-

mistakenly dropped Nelson-Reed's 8/04B

talists who think that competition should be

retailers chasing too few sales, awarped ver-

loudspeaker from Class Bof our "Recommended

the sole driving force in commerce. Given that

Components" listing in the April issue. The

we're unlikely to see again the boom which ran

8/02 does have anew tweeter, but the 8/04
remains unchanged in production, thus deserv-

the market will either remain constant or even

ing to be reinstated in Class B.

shrink, it strikes pie that the only solution is to

Its entry should have read:

from the late 1950s to the mid 1970s, and that

share that market among fewer manufacturers

Nelson-Reed 8/048: $3250/pair

and retailers. The only difference between

One of the few moving-coil loudspeakers to

what's going on now and the way I'd imagined
it happening is that Ihad longed for acon-

get arecommendation from J. Gordon Holt,
the three-way, reflex-loaded 8/04B combines
high sensitivity and astonishing dynamic range

scious effort on the part of consumers (and the

with deep, tight low frequencies and well-

press) to boycott the unworthies. In reality, genuine market forces are killing off the drones

defined imaging. Overall balance is somewhat

for us.

forward, while treble is not quite up to the stan-

In case you prefer to see this Adam-Smithian,

dard set by other Class Bcontenders. (Vol.11

live-and-let-live approach, let me remind you

No.4)

of what happens whenever acompany goes
bust, or simply fails to provide services like a
proper repair under warranty. What that company does is sour the customer against all hi-fi,
reinforcing the notion that hi- fi is ascam and
an invitation for the consumer to get his fingers
burned. We—and that includes everyone with
an interest in hi-fi on any level—do not need
anything or anyone which undermines the
IIt was Quad's Rom Walker who remarked to me some years
back that asmall recession every few year. or so is not ahad
thing in that it whittles oui the unfit and just plain crooked.
thus helping keep the industry healthy and honest). —JA
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Kinergetics KCD-40

You Can Hear The Beauty Of The Music Free From Hysteresis Distortion.

In all audio equipment, each transistor,
wire and connector adds its own minute
bit of distortion. The sum total of
this is hysteresis distortion. It dulls
the clarity and obscures the
realism of the music.
iiinà
Only Kinergetics' patented hysteresis canceling
circuitry gives you the true quality of the
music free from this distortion. We
have invented acreative merger

Our reputation...
"Kinergetics' KCD-20.. "the first CD player to
crack the Class ISound barrier"
J Peter Monterier
"International Audio Review': Hotline #43-45
CES Winter '87
•'Their KCD-20A puts other CD players in the
shade musically
it is a clear first-choice
recommendation among CD players"
Neil Levenson
"Fardare': Vol 10, Not
CES — Summer '87
"Pure musicality is the only way Ican adequately
describe what Iheard: no sensation of
electronics or speakers, with believable sound
staging and tonal accuracy... Ithink it would
be safe to say that this represented the most
'music for dollar' at the show."
Lewis Loonies
"Stereophole" Vol 10, No.5 Aug 1987

of art and technology in

CES — Winter '88
''The Death of Mid -Fi: The Big Chill in Vegas"

music reproduction.

Michael Framer
"The Absolute Sound" Vol f3, Issue 52. page 250
CES — Summer '88
We weren't there.

Our reputation is built on our obsession—
to reproduce music with perfect realism.

CES — Winter '89
"...I am pleased to note that the sound in the
Kinergetics room was stunningly true to the sound
of the original Steinway. Nice one, Ken and Tony ,.
John Atkinson
"Stereophile" Vo/r2. No.3, Mar 1989

9.nerg914. Research 1909

Kinergetics Research — "constantly reaching for the final plateau — perfection:'
KCD-20 Compact Disc Player •KCD-40 Compact Disc Player • <BATO Class APower Amplifier •KBA-202 Mono Power Amplifier •K8T-1 FM Tuner •KPC-1 Passive
Control Center •BSC Compusound Systems: SW-200 Sub-Woofer Amplifier •SW-100 Sub-Woofer •SW-1005 Sub-Waster •Music Mate SpeakerrSub-Woofer Stands

KINERGETICS
111W RESEARCH
6029 Reseda Boulevard • Tarzana, California 91356 • Phone (818) 345-5339 • Fax (818) 609-8576

that luxury hi-fi is worth owning. It means that

confidence of the consumer.
Without naming all the names (you try get-

the separates market survives because of a

ting adefinite statement out of certain hi-fi
companies, especially when inquiring about

dwindling number of hobbyists saddled with
only real-world incomes, plus a few non-

their finances), Iwant to report that the following events are alleged to have occurred in just

enthusiasts who were curious enough to dis-

the first three months of 1989. As these may be

Amstrad (a UK brand that pushed back Japanese imports by descending to alevel of quality

only rumors, I'm loath to identify some of the
brands in question, something which could
cause adisaster where none exists:
1) Source-Odyssey has gone out of business,
thus indicating the end of a turntable, a
tonearm, and an associated line of equipment
stands. (Though sales, spares, and service for
the arm are apparently being handled by its
designer, John Gordon.)
2) Another turntable company which was
still in business for the production of spares has
closed for good.
3) Inca Tech, manufacturer of solid-state

cover whether or not there's life beyond

that the Far-Eastern competition hadn't even
realised existed). Unfortunately, they're the
ones being pinched by recent changes in the
UK economy, including very high interest rates,
gasoline at £1.81 (S3.30)/gallon, and ahost of
other ills which everybody knew would hit
working- and middle-class purchasers of luxury goods. Idon't know if other nonessentials
have suffered as much, but I'm certain that
times are hard as far as hi-fi is concerned.
Those in the UK who think that "UK News"type columns should be goodwill exercises will

integrated amplifiers, has folded.

hate me for failing to play the role, however

4)A tube amp company previously thought
to be healthy is said to be on the market, with

blindly, of asycophantic ambassador for British

no readily apparent takers.

hi-fi. That is not my job. On the other hand, it
would be unfair of me to paint apicture of pure

5) Audio Innovations went into liquidation,

gloom. The companies referred to in previous

though the company immediately reappeared
under the Audio By Design banner.

columns are doing very nicely, thank you, and
there are plenty of success stories to be told.

6) At least three highly regarded sales execu-

But that's the other half of the Darwinian equa-

tives in the UK tendered their resignations
within days of each other, none of them with

tion: For all of those who go belly-up, there are

other offers as the reason for their departures.
And that's just the rumors about manufac-

bound to be makes which remain healthy and
capable.
So what determines a"healthy and capable"

turers; the sob stories about retailers are just as

brand? Is it just good business sense and an air

disconcerting, while at least half the hi-fi maga-

of stability? Unfortunately for the enthusiast,

zines are looking decidedly shaky. (With the

the companies which do fit that description

exception of Gramophone and Hi -Fi News &

make either low-end junk or dull-but-depend-

Record Review, whose audited UK circulations

able hi-fi separates. It's almost as if the element

rose by 3% and 0.1%, respectively, all the UK

of danger—will the company last until Decem-

magazines that published circulation figures

ber? —enhances the concept of ownership of

reported adrop.) Am Isimply scaremongering?

exotic products. Now Ido realize that no com-

Ithink not. The most-used hi-fi adjective I've

pany is "forever," with the possible exceptions

been hearing this year is "fiat," and Idon't mean

of IBM and Coca-Cola, but specialist hi-fi com-

frequency response. It's the market they're talk-

panies are about as volatile and impermanent

ing about, which is as dull and stagnant as it's

as you can get. While researching an article I

been at any time in this decade.

contributed to arecent yearbook, Iwaded
through avirtually complete run of The Hi -Fi
Yearbook, aBritish publication which ran from

Considering that the UK possesses afeverishly active hi- fi industry which contributes
ideas and trends (if not unit sales) in aquantity
quite disproportionate to the country's size,
you'd expect it to have ahealthy, stable home
market. This is not the case, at least not for hi-fi
separates. The British—and only the British—

1956 to 1979, as well as an American publication called Who's Who In Audio from 1979.
The frightening realization which came from
this exercise is that the defunct makes outnumber the surviving brands, which suggests that

high-end community has failed to impress

ahigh mortality rate has always been apart of

upon even atiny number of non-enthusiasts

hi- fi. What puzzles me is how, like Hydra's
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WHAT MAKES
ONE AUDIO BRAND
SOUND BETTER.
CD PLAYERS have always been
susceptible to errors in converting
digital data to analog audio. In fact,
academic researchers recently declared that error in converting the
Most Significant Bit is aprimary
cause of audible problems. Every
Denon CD Player since 1983 has
corrected this problem with the
Super Linear Converter.
Now we're going one step
further. With the new "Delta" conversion circuit, Denon's DCD-3520
and DCD-1520 represent the closest
approach yet to true 16-bit linearity.
Denon's 20-bit 8x oversampling digital filter ¡oined to apair of true
20-bit Super Linear Converters
quite simply elevates digital playback to anew level of musicality.
-DCD-1520

But then, Denon has long recorded digital master tapes of unsurpassed musical accuracy.
It's simply easier to make digital audio sound more like music
when you know what music sounds
like

DENON

Deeon AlSenco
Dew Coned°.

272 Nee Rem. Pcx.peen ).
N 07054 201! 515. 7810
.
17 Den.son Sh net Monk., Ont 138185 Cor.de

heads, these companies are replaced so quickly

money. Even the majority of Peter Belt's

with new firms just as likely to go bust.

notions cost no more than acouple of CDs.

But the UK seems to encourage this more
than any other territory The country is overrun

Instead of lusting after high-priced exotica and
building up asense of envy, jealousy, or Resentthe real-world-income audiophile can

with barely significant operations serving the

ment,

tiniest of niches. Iknow because I'm just as
guilty of publicizing them as the next high-end

maintain an ongoing relationship with the
hobby by employing these affordable acces-

journalist, usually in the sincere hope that

sories, even to the point where he or she can

maybe I'm discovering another Audio Research

become quite self-satisfied. Believe me, there's
more than one Belter running around con-

or afuture Krell. Because the British so love
their eccentrics, weirdos of every stripe are

vinced that apack of electret foils does more

allowed to flourish. I'd be the last to suggest

for asystem than an injection of 160W Krell

that this tolerance should be curbed—it does

monoblocks or afresh Koetsu.

make for some interesting products—but it

Some of you might feel that Belt is precisely

also makes it easy for undesirables to operate.
This wouldn't matter if the British were as

the type of "crazy" which the industry doesn't
need, but I—after acouple of years as abe-

"consumerist" as, say, the Americans. It's still

mused spectator—have grown to realize that

true that the British consumer does not like to
complain even when it's justified, or prefers to

someone like Peter Belt can actually have a
beneficial effect on the audiophile, indepen-

complain about the wrong issue. The British
consumer is deathly afraid of making up his or

dent of any actual gains attributable to his
wares. There's acertain trance-like smugness

her own mind, independent of second or third

seen on the faces of contented audiophiles,

opinions. Because of this unwillingness to chal-

those who've achieved some form of nirvana

lenge the manufacturers, the consumer's wel-

either with expensive hi-fi or through afford-

fare is in the hands of others, namely the

able tweaks. And making the latter seem like

retailers and the press. The former should but

the former could be the dominant pursuit of

don't support only the worthiest makes, 2while

the British audiophile for the foreseeable

the latter are powerless to blow the whistle on

future. Or at least until interest rates fall.

the dodgier brands unless they have unshakable evidence and brilliant lawyers.
With the hi-fi enthusiast getting it from all

West Germany:
Markus Sauer

sides—lower disposable income, diminishing

The days of the sot tdome tweeter seem to be

confidence in the specialist makers, lunacy in

numbered, despite Dynaudio's Esotar backlash.

the press, rip-off CD prices, etc —he or she can

The first dynamic tweeter to break the barriers
of Audax/Vifa/SEAS performance standards

either abandon hi-fi altogether, or satisfy any
remaining cravings with inexpensive tweaks.
If you think of audiophilia as ahobby, wherein

was Focal's inverted dome, made from either

the actual key usage (listening to music) is aug-

fiberglass or Kevlar (seen today in Dave Wilson's WATT, for example). It proved to be very

mented by peripheral activity (reading maga-

good, sonically, but was apparently very dif-

zines, playing with accessories), then tweaking's true worth becomes more and more

ficult to manufacture consistently, meaning
either variable sound quality or, if you took the

evident. It also explains why tweak mania

trouble to select and match rigorously, ahigh

reaches its highest peaks in the UK.
With the exception of f1000 /meter cables,
most tweak accessories are available for pocket

price. A more predictable (and more cost effective) alternative is offered by metal domes.
Now, it has been said about early examples that
they sounded metallic, and some did indeed

2 Come on, Ken. You're getting dangerously close to the
Socialist idea that "Someone" ought to control matter.. Who
is going to tell retailers what they should and should not be
selling? Their tnitle organi/ation? That's getting close to conspiracy. Surely dealers should he allowed to sell products from
whomever they like, otherwise, how can someone setting up
in business compete with established outlets? (And how else
can new manufacturers find someone to sell their products?)
If, then, those dealers are incompetent enough to choose to
sell products that sound had, are unreliable, and have poor service support, then they will fold, along with the relevant
manufacturer,
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show a trace of that behavior (for reasons
which will be explained below), but their real
problem, Ifeel, was that they were too good.
A well-designed metal dome maintains its
intended mode of operation (pure pistonic
motion, free from breakup) to ultrasonic frequencies; it needs little or no frequencyresponse shaping via crossover networks, its
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Stop.

Stop and consider the
Allison difference. Roy
Allison's unique roommatched design ensures
that your loudspeakers
sound as good—or better
—at home as they do in
the store. Unmatched
quality control for top
performance. Specifications are guaranteed by a
full five-year warranty.

Look at the sculptured
beauty of natural wood
veneer cabinets, hand finished to look as great as
they sound.

Listen to the closest replica of the original music
as is possible today.
Call us toll free at
1-800-225-4791 for the
name of your nearest
Allison dealer. (In
Massachusetts call
508-788-1500)

ALLISON
Alittle hit different.

_

potential clarity competing with ribbons and

pany. MB wanted to market speakers under

electrostatics. But when they were first intro-

their own brand, and the introduction of the

duced, speaker designers tended to simply substitute ametal dome for a soft dome in an exist-

titanium dome in 1984 provided the perfect
vehicle to create high brand awareness—a mar-

ing box, leaving the crossover basically as it

keting dream come true. Starting more or less
from scratch, and being the manufacturers of

was. The first thing the metal dome usually did
was to tell the world how the crossover capacitors sounded (and in most cases, there were
quite alot of them). Ever compared an electro-

the metal tweeters, they had ahead start on
everybody else (avoiding most of the learning
process described above), and used it to advan-

lytic cap to something decent? Right, the treble
has ametallic zing. So the treble leg of cross-

tage. The speaker line was asmash success with
reviewers and public, and the company has

overs was radically simplified and the parts
uprated.

gone from strength to strength ever since. MB
is now acompany with about 420 employees

At this point, the next problem lurked. You
now had aclean and direct signal path between

base in Germany, and has set up aUS subsidiary

worldwide, 300 of them at its manufacturing

amp and tweeter, but you still had to filter out

in Walpole, MA. You don't get this big without

all kinds of nasties from the bass driver, leav-

attention to the general public's whims and

ing its sound veiled, compressed, and slow.

wishes, so the line-up includes price-point and
perceived-value models, some of which, not

How does it sound when the tweeter is very
much faster and has ashorter signal path?

to put too fine apoint to it, sound pretty awful.

Bingo! Metallic. To make the tweeter sound

But you will find these models in the range of
any manufacturer beyond acertain size, and if
your dealer earns his money, he will have

right, you had to improve the woofer.

The two companies who were the first to
popularize the metal-dome tweeter were Celes- avoided the models not suited to high-end
Lion from the UK and MB Electronics from Gersalons.
many, although Yamaha's original beryllium
Unfortunately, there's not much Ican prodomes date back to the mid- '70s (they were
vide by way of guidance here. First, because I
designed before environmental consciousness
reached its present level; beryllium is highly

ond, because MB Quart slightly adjusts their

toxic, and the manufacturing process involved

speakers for the American market, the treble

was particularly nasty 3). Celestion used copper

being shelved down adB or so (which led JA

to produce arelatively large and heavy dome.
The former adjective meant abreakup fre-

to complain about alack of treble energy in his
review of the MB Quart 280 in January). They

quency uncomfortably close to the audible
range, the latter alow sensitivity. The resonance

those in Germany. Americans seem to switch

occurred around 21kHz (and Celestion used
individually tuned notch filters to cancel it out;

haven't auditioned all their models, and sec-

find that American listening habits differ from
on the stereo the minute they get inside the
door, and leave it playing for the rest of the day

Ido not wish to cast aspersions, but what does

This puts the emphasis on unobtrusiveness.

that say about manufacturing consistency?).

Many Germans tend to sit down in front of

MB used titanium to form a25mm dome, push-

their system, listen for an hour or so, and then

ing the resonance frequency up to ca 25kHz.
This unit changed the company's history.

do something else. Here the emphasis is on

MB had been part of the Peerless empire,
supplying OEM chassis to about half the

information and detail, which is why we were
prepared to tolerate some sizzle and distortion,
rather than suppress it along with all the detail,

manufacturers in Europe. In 1982, the manage-

as was the British habit in the '70s. With their

ment bought out the American parent com-

next generation, MB feels that different versions will no longer be necessary.
MB has done alot of research into the be-

3Iworked for awhile in the early — Os at alaboratory that
specialized in air-pollution problems. It always puzzled me
that it was considered asolution to the problem of polluting
the (-min',Intent with extremely carcinogenic beryllium %ewe
for the factory to build amuch taller chimney stack, thus contaminating 2 wider am with lower leveLs of carcinogen. The
idea of "acceptable" levels of contamination will. Ithink, be
seen by generations to come as apeculiar mind set characteristic of the second half of this century.
— JA

havior of their chassis. While the dome itself
has not changed much over the years, what was
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perceived as the inherent metallic edge of early
designs was traced down to the suspension,
which has been changed to aSupronyl (plastic) sandwich (on the 19mm model, even the
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Symbol of quality

Made in England

"After the Monitors, Isimply cannot go back to listening to aspeaker that is less transparent.
The Monitors make everything sound so interesting, so involving. They are so good that one
stormy evening, Ithought to myself why go out to aconcert? Ithink I'll stay home with my
Monitors." Sam Tellig, Stereophile, May 1988 (Model R952MD).
Hand finished using only the finest real woods available — Walnut, Oak, Black Ash, Teak, Rosewood, Mahogany
For information on the complete line of award winning loudspeakers contact:

KE

R0

ELECTRONICS INC.

IN U.S.A.
P.O. Box 1355
Buffalo. New York 14205
Telephone (416) 831-4741

IN CANADA
1755 Plummer St.. Unit 20
Pickering. Ontario LIW 3S1
Telephone. (416) 831-4741

with ahardness of 9, only diamond at 10 being
harder? Thiel H. has found away. The diaphragm starts out in life as an aluminum foil,
cut into small squares, which are pressed into
the required form. The domes are then put into
an acid bath and anodized (this is what ELAC
in Britain does to the Acoustic Energy AEI's
cone, and now some tweeters, too; Thiel H.
investigated this early on and found it could be
improved upon). Since the domes are very thin
(0.05mm), the anodization goes all the way
through. They are then put into an oven and

Thiel C211

suspension is titanium). The suspension requirements of ametal dome are quite different

slowly heated to around 1300°C, the exact
heating and cooling cycle having been the
object of much trial and error. At the target temperature, the molecules reconfigure into the
alpha crystal lattice (corundum); where the
material had been amorphous before, it now
crystallizes and becomes ceramic Chemically,

from those of acloth or plastic dome, it turns

it is identical to ruby; add some coloring trace

out. Along with the suspension, the diffusor

elements and you end up with sapphire, in case

(the plastic protection-cum-diffraction part in
front of the dome), whose job it was to keep

you wondered where all those cantilevers and
bearing plates come from. Thiel H. then uses

the sharp resonance at ca 25kHz from reach-

a(very expensive) industrial laser to cut the dia-

ing the listener's ear, was changed; while it was

phragm (once you have alaser on site, you can
use it to do all your other cuffing, greatly improv-

pretty effective, it had its own audible resonance (sounding slightly metallic. ..). The new

ing overall manufacturing precision and con-

version is better, but if you can get by without

sistency). They also cut two lobes out of the

the protection aspect (no cats or small children
in the household), it is still agood idea to carefully remove the diffusor; with arazor blade,
for example.
The many very good metal domes, not all

diaphragm, on opposite sides. This means that
standing waves cannot develop, so instead of
the usual sharp peak, the frequency response
simply drops off cleanly and rapidly above the

from MB, have raised overall treble standards

resonance frequency (ca 32kHz).
The voice-coil is glued (with aglue that

in non-electrostatic speakers to undreamed-

won't soften at high temperatures) not to the

of heights, but the ante has just been upped
again. In the February issue, interviewed by JA,

perimeter, but to the nodal points of the first
breakup mode, further stiffening the assembly,

Robin Marshall, designer of the excellent Epos

which is held, in turn, by acloth suspension

speakers, speculated on the next significant

with avery special shape said to reduce ring

step up from metal domes, his ideal being a

radiation. (Did you know that anormal woofer%

cone made from ceramic materials. Well, such

surround contributes around one third of total

adriver exists! The German Thiel Hochtechnologielautsprecher company (no relation to

output?) The rest of the chassis follows known
paths, but is well-executed.

American loudspeaker manufacturers, Thiel;
this is Bernhard, not Jim Thiel) have just put a

has been put into these chassis. Fortunately, the

range of three ceramic chassis into full produc-

Obviously, agreat deal of thought and research

tion, the C2 11 tweeter, C244 midrange, and C2
77 lower midrange drivers (the latter an equivalent of Infinity's Polygraph). I'll concentrate on
the C2 11; the others are the same, only bigger.
The C2stands for Concave Ceramic, describing the diaphragm. Ceramics are an engineer's
dream—stiff, light, rigid—and nightmare
rolled into one. How do you machine amaterial
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I. Tonal fidelity ensures the taithtul reproduction of the exact timbre of each specific musical sound.

2. Spatial fidelity ensures the accurate recreation of the positions and "'feel" of instruments in three
dimensional space.
3. Transient fidelity ensures the clarity of subtle musical details necessary for asense of realism.
4. 1h nantie fidelity ensures the preservation of musical contrasts that are crucial to musical enjoyment.

THIEL

Coherent Source- loudspeakers preserve the time and

phase information of music, providing more complete musical performance than conventional
speakers. This time and phase accuracy along with cabinets designed to greatly reduce diffraction and
enclosure resonances provide unsurpassed spatial fidelity. Instruments are correctly placed in their
originally recorded positions; the sound stage is wide, extending even beyond the speakers, and
remains stable in space regardless of listener position.
Accurate imaging, along with the extreme tonal accuracy provided by very uniform frequency
response, and the exceptional clarity achieved by very rigid cabinets, sophisticated drivers and high
quality electrical components together provide loudspeakers that deliver complete musical fidelity.
We invite you to audition.them with the music you love most.
The CS3.5 is the finest, most accurate loudspeaker I've
had the pleasure of reviewing.... one amazing loudspeaker."
—Bruce Bartlett High Performance Review Agni 88
"The Thiel 3.5 is atrue standard for dynamic speakers. An
extraordinarily musical speaker.
My compliments and
praise to Mr. Thiel."
—Bebo Moroni. Audio Review. Italy April 87
"The (CS3.5's) overall treble performance is suberb ... No
electrostatic that I've heard comes close."
—Anthony H. Gordesman. Storeophile Vol. 10 No. I. January 87
"The Thiel CS3.5 is a remarkable loudspeaker. It offers
exceptional imaging, both laterally and in terms of depth."
—Audio Ideas. Canada Summer 87
"The imaging on these speakers is nothing short of amazing
... The CS3 has quite remarkable detail."
—Gordon Holt Stereophile Vol 7 No 3. May 84
"The CS3 is simply a superb-sounding loudspeaker with a
remarkable natural tonal balance and excellent imaging."
—High Fidelity Vol. 34 No 6
"The exceptionally fine impulse response clearly verifies the
CS3's claim of being acoherent-source loudspeaker."
—Richard G Heyser, Audio November 85
"... musically. the CS2 is outstanding ... The imaging and
depth are coherent, tightly focused, and exceptional."
—Anthony H. Gordesman. Slereophile Vol. 8 No 6. October 85
"After the first couple of minutes, we had no doubt that the
CS2s were exceptional speakers."
—Julian Hirsch. Stereo Review January 86
NEW
CS1.2
$1090 /pair
CS2 $1650
CS3.5 $2450
prices suggested retail
slightly higher in the West

"The CS2 provides incredible stereo imaging with stunning
depth. This is the speaker of choice for the music lover in
search of atrue rendition of timbres and dynamics."
—Revue Du Son, France June 87

11-11EL

Call or write for product
1042 Nandino Boulevard
information, reviews and the name
Lexington. KY 40511
of your nearest THIEL dealer.
606-254-9427

"The Thiel CS1s are excellent portrayers of musical detail,
and they faithfully and naturally reproduce all timbres."
Fi Heretic number 7
"The CSts do it all. Indeed this is a highly musical system."
—Revue Du Son. France November 86

confidence of founder Bernhard Thiel (and it

wire-mesh protection cover (what did Isay, a

takes alot of confidence to start acompany and

few paragraphs back, about the diffusor?). The
wonderful thing about this new technology is

hire four people with the prospect of no
income for the first two years, just R&D) seems

that the sphere size can be increased, for better

justified. It is difficult to judge achassis alone;
while there are 50 ways to leave your lover,
there are at least 1000 to ruin aspeaker. But

low-frequency reproduction, almost indefinitely
(although Idoubt there will be many people
who would like two 2-meter beachballs in their

listening seems to bear out the promise of the
new driver—there's scarcely an excuse left for

living rooms; MB experiments with sizes up to

not using adynamic tweeter.

mass—remember, the effect works on the submolecular level—even alarge sphere suffers no

Or is there? Well, MB hopes to come up with
not a refinement, but a revolution. In late

50cm). Because the effect is not related to

penalty at high frequencies.

February, they held the US launch of their Aera

The rest of the Aera consists of a2" metal-

speaker in New York. The Aera is the first

dome midrange, a10" woofer, three built-in

speaker to feature anovel high-frequency trans-

amplifiers, and an extremely rigid and unusually

ducer working on the magnetostriction prin-

shaped box. All in all, it serves as agood show-

ciple. If you expose ferromagnetic materials
(iron, nickel, cobalt, rare earths) to amagnetic
field, they get smaller. The effect works on a

case for the new technology. MB has chosen
to premiere their new driver in avery expensive speaker (making sure that demand does

molecular level: the atoms simply get closer
together. The effect is long-known, if obscure,'
and has been used for submarine sonars, for
example, but no one had ever thought of using
it in hi-fi. The original idea came from Prof.
Siegfried Klein, and was developed over the last
few years by MB's Jurgen Weiss. The change in
size is very small, so the optimum shape is a
sphere (maximum surface). The sphere will
shrink and expand, so in effect you generate
aspherical wave—the old audiophile dream
of atrue point source fulfilled.
Unfortunately, magnetostriction responds
to the intensity of amagnetic field, not its vector, so the sphere would shrink twice per full
cycle of asinewave, doubling the frequency fed
to it. The solution is to magnetically pretension
the sphere (which is made from anickel-cobalt
alloy) with apermanent magnet inside of it.
Magnets come in bars, not balls, so the field it
generates, even when helped by asoft iron cap,
will not be evenly distributed over all points
of the sphere's surface. Much of the development work therefore concerned the exact layout and spacing of the coil inside the sphere
which generates the modulation field. The
sphere also has amechanical resonance which
has to be damped and suspended somehow.
The theoretical frequency response of the
10cm sphere used in the Aera is 4-100kHz
(which should ensure avery good phase linearity), but is limited in practice to 50kHz by the
4Iremember Quad's Peter Walker pulling what seemed to be
amagnetostriction tweeter out of his "ideas** closet back in
1982.
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California Audio Labs introduces
the new ICON CD Player

From the company that builds the
worldwide reference standanl
in CD Players.

California Audio Labs has set the standard in CD player
performance for years. Now, at an affordable $695
the new ICON joins the most successful fa
of high end CD players made.
Featuring 8tinges oversampling
and 18 bit DIA converters, the
ICON is made in America
to exacting standards.
Our new linear drive
laser and 24 bit
digital filter add
quality and
performance
far beyond
expectations.

tCalifornia
Audio Labs,
exceptional
sound quality
is atradition.
The ICON brings
CAL performance
to anew level
of affordability

California Audio La
7231 Garden Grove Blvd. Suites E&
Garden Grove, CA 92641
(714) 894-9747 Fax (714) 894-6706

not surpass their ability to supply), so they
could take out all the stops in construction. An
audition should prove interesting.
Finally, if you are in Europe this summer and
want to take alook at (and maybe give alisten
to) audiophile gems not yet available in the
States, the 1989 High End fair in Frankfurt will
be held from August 10th to 13th.

The Netherlands:
Peter van Willenswaard
In my report last month, Imentioned that Matsushita, in cooperation with NTT, the Japanese
equivalent of Bell Labs, had developed a32xoversampling, quasi-4-bit PWM DAC, using a
third-order noise shaper, which will appear in
Technics CD players toward the end of 1989
Well, my news was already obsolete, as these
so-called "MASH" converters were available
in three CD players in Technics' European line

Fig. 1Transfer function, typical multi-bit
linear DAC
glum, and was given more details about this
system.

at the end of March: the SL-P333, SL-P555, and

The disadvantage inherent to aconventional

SL-P777. ("MASH" is an awkwardly derived

multi-bit linear DIA system is these days well-

acronym for their patented Multi-stAge noiSesHaping PWM topology.) It must have been a
last-minute decision for Matsushita to include
this new technology in commercial players, as
these models' front panels still say "18-" or "20bit/8x-oversampling." The company also
seems alittle embarrassed about how to promote fewer bits to the European buying public
while other companies are still proudly
announcing more bits and higher rates of oversampling.

The Netherlands:
John Atkinson
Following hard on the heels of Peter van
Willenswaard's report in the May issue that the

known: errors in the relationship between the
currents switched by the individual bits, particularly the Most Significant Bit (MSB), lead to
anon-linear transfer function (fig.1), which
manifests itself as level errors and added distortion which can become significant at low
levels and high frequencies. Nearly all high-end
players, apart from those using the Philips 16bit, 4x-oversampling chip set, feature some
kind of linearity adjustment, therefore, either
in the manufacturing stage, where lasers are
used to trim on-chip resistors to the precise
value, or in the assembly, where trimpots allow
individual bit currents to be adjusted for lowest
overall distortion. (The Burr-Brown 18-bit
DAC, for example, featured in the Onkyo DX -

Dutch company Philips had developed a1-bit
D/A converter that offered 16-bit resolution,
called the "Bit Streamer," Ivisited both Philips'

GIO and California Audio Labs Tempest SE, has

research laboratoriess in Eindhoven, Holland,
and their CD-player factory in Hasselt, Bel-

ever, is that they may only produce optimum

trimpots for its four MSB currents.) The disadvantage of such calibration procedures, howperformance either for asmall length of time
or under identical conditions of temperature,

5Philips emplins 310,000 people worldwide. Its annual net
income in 1988 was approximately $500m from sales of 28
billion—sales of consumer electronics products represent 33%
of that 28bn (not including ies 90% share in the PolyGram
record companyi—and about 8.3% of that income is spent,
or rather invested, in basic research and development. With
the exception of, say Apple Computer. IBM. or Ilewlet Packard, 1can't think oía large American electronics company that
derives ahigh proportion of its income from selling products
to consumers (as opposed to the militare), that invests as heavily
in its future in the form of R&D. By contrast, t!ti giants such
as RCA and CBS have divested themselves of their wealthproducing divisions. the latter even of its research laboratories. I'll leave it to you to draw some kind of moral from these
facts and ligures.
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etc., as when the original calibration was carried out. (Use alaser to modify aresistor's value
and it is possible that you will heat it up as you
do so, resulting in afurther unwanted change
when it cools down again.)
The 16-bit Philips system avoids the need for
such calibration as the current sources for the
most significant bits are time-averaged—see
my review of the LHH1000 CD player for a
more detailed explanation of this "Dynamic
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Such is said to be the case with Philips' BitStreamer topology. Rather than use the obvious and so-far ubiquitous technique where
voltage or current are divided according to the
digital word input, and having to accept the
IN

real-world errors that occur in such analog
quantity division, why not change the system
so that you are now dividing something where
standard techniques have proved to have aconsiderably greater degree of inherent accuracy:
time. Any electronic engineering student will
tell you that dividing apulse train with aperiod

o

of 1/2T into ahalf-speed one of period 1/T
with astonishingly high accuracy is about the

Fig. 2Transfer function, 1-bit DAC

simplest thing to do compared with dividing
areference voltage or current into two iden-

Element Matching" — but the user is then

any errors inherent in the operation of the 1-bit
DAC are said to result, not in non-linearity, but,

tical halves to the same accuracy. In addition,
stuck, therefore, with the DAC's intrinsic linearity, which is why Philips grades their chips. But
whatever the particular topology used, Iam
sure that many audiophiles will agree that CD

as shown in fig.2, in an amplitude gain error
and/or aDC offset, both benign and easily
compensated for.

players using state-of-the-art DACs can achieve

Fig.3 shows ablock diagram for aD/A pro-

very high levels of performance, sounding

cess using Philips' 44-pin SAA7320 CMOS Bit-

almost as good as can be expected from the CD
medium. However, the very complexity of the

Streamer chip, which was prototyped at the
Mullard MOS plant in Southampton, England,

task suggests that there should be asimpler,

but will be produced in quantity by Valvo in

more elegant way to achieve the same result,

Hamburg, West Germany. (Both plants are

aDAC technique which is inherently linear
without adjustment.

wholly owned subsidiaries of Philips.) Appar-

citors and timing crystal excepted), is realized
on the one piece of silicon. Astandard, time-

FLOW DIAGRAM
OF SAA7320 DATA PATH

multiplexed, error-corrected, 44.1kHz-sampled
stream of 16-bit stereo data retrieved from aCD

I
2S SERIAL INPUT

is fed to a 4x-oversampling Finite Impulse

16-bit it 40.1 kHz
Ox OVERSAMPLING (FIR FILTER)
ATTN

16-bit

176.4 kHz
I
2S OUTPUT
(SERIAL)

MUTE

32x OVERSAMPLING (LINEAR INTERPOLATOR)
DITHER SIGNAL ADDED
2x OVERSAMPLING (SAMPLE AND HOLD)
17-bit

11.2 MHz

+

1bit PDM SIGNAL (2ND ORDER NOISE SHAPER)
1-bit

11.2 MHz

1bit OUTPUT
(11.2 MHz)

1-bit DAC (SWITCHED CAPACITOR NETWORK)
DEEM

3RD ORDER LOW PASS FILTER

IL

ANALOGUE OUTPUT

1.

Fig. 3Philips' "Bit-Stream" DM Convention
System
Stereophile, June 1989

ently everything in the block diagram, from
input digital filter to output analog filter (capa-

Response (FIR) digital filter. This uses 12-bit
coefficients and 28-bit internal words, rounded
off in two stages to 16, and outputs a176kHz
stream of multiplexed 16-bit data, which feeds
separate left and right 32x-oversarnpling stages.
Rather than repeat the original samples or
insert zeroes to achieve the new sampling rate,
the 32x-oversampler interpolates between
adjacent samples to generate new data, and digital dither (-20dB at 352kHz) is added at this
stage to minimize requantizing distortion and
avoid idling patterns in the following noise
shaper which, it is said, could lead to nonlinearity. Asample-and-hold circuit increases
the effective sampling rate by an additional factor of two (but without interpolation). The
output from this stage consists of 17-bit data
(the dither adds one bit) at a256x rate, le, at
59
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Fig. 4Second-order noise shaper used in SAA7320 "Bit Stream" DAC
11.2896MHz. This is where something akin to
magic occurs.
Asecond-order noise shaper or code converter, operating with 21-bit internal words,
takes in the 17-bit data and outputs equivalent
1-bit data at the same rate. When these over-

value of 1divided by 4; le, 0.25.
I'll leave it to you to determine that for a4xoversampled input signal equivalent to the analog value 0.75, the 1-bit datastream output by
the device will be "1011," which, when timeaveraged, will be equal to 0.75 (but note that

sampled, noise-shaped 1-bit data are DIA - the noise shaper in this example has to have a
converted and time-averaged by the final thirdhigher internal dynamic range than the input
order-Butterworth, low-pass filter, the origsignal would seem to require).
inal 16-bit resolution of the CD data is said to
have been preserved.

can be seen to give aresolution of two extra bits

This is hard to believe. Let me expand, following an example given by Jos Timmermans

in the word length at the expense of quadrupling the necessary data rate—in the above

of the Philips CD-player facility: Imagine you
have afirst-order noise shaper, the 1-bit out-

example, the 1-bit output is arranged to carry

put of which can either take on avalue of "1"
or "0." At the input of the noise shaper is an

intuitively seem to be able to. This is why the
original Philips SAA7030 digital filter chip,

adder circuit which computes the sum of the
input value and the remainder left over when

shaper, was able to wrest 16-bit resolution from

the previous output was truncated to one bit.
Imagine that the input to this circuit is adigital word representing 0.25, oversampled without interpolation at a4x rate; je, the input con-

In effect, the use of afirst-order noise shaper

four times as much information as it would

which incorporated asimilar first-order noise
the 14-bit TDA1540 DAC. (Note that while
Philips' current SAA7220 digital filter-may run
at a4x rate, thus relaxing the analog postfilter
requirements, it doesn't have anoise shaper

sists of four words representing 0.25, 0.25,
0.25, and 0.25. The first output bit will be a"0"

and therefore doesn't offer more than 16-bit
resolution. Mere oversatnpling in itself, Ibelieve,

(0.25 is nearer to 0than it is to 1); the remainder

does not increase intrinsic resolving power,

of +0.25 is fed back to the circuit's input. The

whether it be 4x, 8x, or 16x. 6)
Asecond-order noise filter in effect has two
separate "feedback" loops for the remainder

second output will also be a"0," as the input
of 0.25 plus the remainder from the previous
bit of +0.25 equals 0.5. (I have arbitrarily
assumed that 0.5 will be decoded as a0rather

left over after truncation, and thus is considerably more complex. It offers aconsiderably

than a1.) The remainder is now +0.5, which in

greater increase in resolving power, however:

turn is fed to the input to be added to the next
value to give 0.75. Now the output from the cir-

that the configuration used in the SAA7320 (see

cuit will be a 1, with aremainder of -0.25,
which when fed back to be added to the fourth
sample, gives 0, of course. The final bit output
from the noise shaper is therefore a0, resulting in the 1-bit output stream consisting of
"0010," which when time-averaged by the final
low-pass filter (which will not pass the 4xoversampling frequency), will give an analog
Stereophile, June 1989

from the figures given by Philips, it would seem

61f you laboriously work it through with pencil and paper.
you can show that the fint-order noise shaper descrilwd above
gives an increase in resolution pmponional to the degree of
oversampling. Thus, 8x-oversampling will enable afirst-order
noise shaper with a I-hit output stage to resolve levels down
to YÇ, of the I-hit quantizing step—le, an increase in resolution
of 3bits—and 16x-oversampling will result in a -hit increase.
But note that it is the noise shaper in combination with the
ovenampling which achieves the increase in resolution, not
the ovenampling on its own.
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Fig. 5Pulse-Density-Modulated waveform representing one sinewave cycle
fig.4, where twice the remainder is added at
one point and the inverse of the remainder at

anese. As can be seen from fig.3, the 1-bit datastream is fed to a1-bit DAC which consists of

another), in conjunction with the interpolation

an on-chip switched-capacitor network. This

and digital dither employed, does enable the

outputs astream of bipolar pulses, going from

1-bit DAC to achieve full 16-bit resolution. The

the middle of the voltage window to either the

necessary tradeoff, of course, is the need to

positive rail or the negative rail. As can be seen

resample the data at 11.2896MHz, something
that Mr. Timmermans said was not possible to

resents the original analog waveform in aPulse-

implement in monolithic silicon until relatively
recently. Why not go beyond asecond-order

spectrum for an 11.3MHz PDM-encoded 2kHz

noise shaper, thus increasing resolution even
further? As Iunderstand it, third-order and
above noise shapers are inherently unstable,

in fig.5 (which is simulated), this process repDensity-Modulated form. Fig.6 shows atypical
tone; when this PDM signal is low-pass filtered—
and preventing that RF hash from corrupting

though Iam told that it is possible to arrange

other circuits inside the box will not be atrivial
task—then all you will be left with is the orig-

for one to be metastable; je, arrange for it to

inal analog signal.

avoid the regions where it goes crazy—or add
an ALT-CTRL-DEL button.

Like Isaid: magic.
According to the chip pinout, all inputs and

Iwould imagine that if you low-pass-filter
this 1-bit, 11.3MHz datastream, which repre-

outputs for the on-chip op-amps used for the

sents the information in apulse-width-modu-

right DAC/integrator outputs, are made avail-

lated form, then you would recover the analog

able, which facilitates getting even higher per-

signal. However, Ibelieve that Philips was
forced to think of anew technique for the final

formance from the SAA7320. 'ftvo can be used:
one fed the conventional datastream, the other

DIA conversion due to the fact that PWM tech-

with the same data with reversed polarity. The

niques have been heavily patented by the Jap-

two left outputs, mirror images of each other,

Stereophile, June 1989

final low-pass filtering, as well as the left and
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Fig. 6Typical spectrum of PDM pulse train representing 2kHz tone
can then be taken to the inputs of adifferential

to get an answer to that question, other than

amp on one chip, then to the low-pass filter on

astatement from Mr. Timmermans that at pres-

the same chip, the two rights to adifferential

ent the Bit Streamer DAC is more expensive

amp, then to alow-pass filter on the other chip.

than even the top-selected TDA154IA 16-bit

The differential operation should minimize

DAC/SAA7220B digital filter combination, but

gain and DC errors, while separating the left

Ican say that Philips seems to be preparing to

and right analog channels on individual chips

use the technology in awealth of future elec-

will maximize separation.

tronic components.

As stated earliet the figures for the SAA7320-

In development is areduced-performance

96dB dynamic range, S/N+THD better than

version of the 7320, the 7340, which will also

-90dB, passband ripple of less than 0.035dB,
and stop-band attenuation of 60dB—indicate

incorporate the demodulation, error-correction, and concealment functions at present

true 16-bit resolution, which, coupled with the

implemented in either the SAA7210 or SAA7310

1-bit converter's inherent linearity, would sug-

chips. In effect, the entire digital and analog cir-

gest its use in high-end players. Philips even

cuits of aCD player, following the RF pream-

reports that initial listening tests show the sys-

plifier that processes the signal from the

tem to sound at least as good as their current

pickup, can be contained on two chips, one

I6-bit system. But therein lies aquestion: with

80-pin 7340, and one 8k RAM IC. Farther along

the Bit Streamer chip in production, why, then,

down the line is adual-chip bit-stream set, the

is Philips sticking with its conventional 16-bit

PCF5022 and '23, which will function as the

chip set for its own models and so far appearing

core of an all-digital preamplifier/decoder. Dig-

only to offer the SAA7320 as an OEM DAC to,

ital inputs will be processed directly, while ana-

for example, Japanese companies? Iwas unable

log inputs will first be converted to digital by

Stereophile, June 1989
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We have. Two years of research and careful music
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ribbon loudspeaker systems. We are proud to introduce
DAX, our two channel Dedicated Active Crossover. DAX
is designed specifically to enhance the Apogee Diva,
Duetto Signature and Caliper Signature Series. It
provides exceptional tuning flexibility which enables
listeners to sculpt a tonal balance to meet their exact
listening requirements.

Exclusive Apogee DAX
features include a six window
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abit-streamer AID converter incorporated in
the 5023 chip. (Interestingly for surroundsound enthusiasts, this set has four DACs.)
A system based on this chip set will, of
course, use analog power amplifiers, but Philips
Research Laboratories, Iwas told, have developed anumber of loudspeakers that will operate directly on adigital input signal. Discussion
of these, however, was left for the future.

USA: Bill Sommerwerck

Pro headroom-extension system).
The licensing process is primarily aimed at
establishing aspecific level of quality in any
product with the Dolby label. Dolby Labs feels
the "Dolby" name conveys asense of quality
(even to the great unwashed), and they want to
maintain both the trademark and the image it
presents. Even when all the Dolby patents have
expired, you will still have to get Dolby's approval to use their trademark on your product.
The new licensee receives acopy of the

My Dinner at Dolby's

Dolby bible—Dolby Signal Processing and
Noise Reduction Systems Licensee Informa-

Some dinner—the main course was crow! In
my review of Dolby MP surround-sound

tion. Basically, everything you could ever want
to know about Dolby is in this book. Trade-

decoders in Vol.11

mark usage, circuit design, testing and performance standards, and, most significantly, how

No.3,

I made some

uncharitable remarks about Dolby Labs' licensing policies. They came not from any factual
source, but from awellspring of curmudgeon-

to use Dolby technology effectively, are all
covered.

liness that has been overflowing since Ifirst saw

The latter is important, because it isn't enough

a $150 TEAC cassette deck with Dolby-C.

that the product have a Dolby-authorized

(About which, more later.)

noise-reduction circuit. Acassette deck's overall performance has to be good enough to

Dolby Labs was not happy. Their Roger
Dressler asked me to come down and see just
how they handled things. They were kind
enough to pay for plane fare and aroom, so I
could hardly refuse. Besides, Ialways want to
do my job right; Iowed Dolby alisten.
Dolby Labs is housed in an enormous warehouse in one of the less-safe sections of SF.
(How less-safe? The thieves grab the tape player
from your car during the daytime.) Dolby did
amagnificent job of remodeling. The decor is
amixture of high-tech solid woods and nubby
fabrics, with exposed overhead pipes and the.

justify the inclusion of Dolby NR.
The testing is carried even further in products containing more than one component
(such as Proton's AI-3000 audio system, or
those blecbb rack systems). Dolby Labs wants
to be certain that when you press the Dolby
noise-reduction button, you will get noise
reduction. To this end, they test all the surrounding equipment, including tuners and
equalizers. If atuner has aS/N ratio of 50dB,
you aren't going to hear much noise reduction
when you make aDolbyized cassette tape from

occasional touch of Art Nouveau. There's even
amovie theater, on aconcrete slab for isolation,

it. Similarly, equalizers and power amps are
checked for noise and headroom, to make sure

and decorated in what looks like early-'20s

they don't undo what Dolby NR did.

style. The theater exists primarily to show

Dolby Labs has several full-time technicians
to test products. The process is thorough. A

recent films (employees can see them on Friday and Saturday nights), but is also used for

home cassette deck can be checked in less than

recording. Movable sound-absorbing panels

aday, but more complex products (like blecbb

hidden behind the faux walls can adjust the
liveness as appropriate.

can take as long as two days.

As you may know, Dolby Labs and Dolby

rack systems and radio/cassette players for cars)
Dolby Labs doesn't wait until you submit a

Labs Licensing are separate corporations. The

product for testing; they're available for con-

licensing of Dolby products brings in about

sultation right from the start. Part II of the
licensing manual has athorough discussion

30% of Dolby's income. License fees are paid
quarterly, on about 8,000,000 Dolby-licensed

(complete with math) of the factors involved

items manufactured each quarter (that's alot
of quarters!). Of course, Dolby doesn't get to

in designing low-noise, high-headroom tapedeck electronics, as well as Dolby's require-

keep all the royalties. Some go to Peter Scheiber
(for the use of basic surround-sound patents),

ments for band-limiting and multiplex pilottone rejection.

while others go to Bang & Olufsen (for the HX

If this isn't enough help, your firm can sub-

Stereophile, June 1989
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mit block diagrams and schematics for Dolby's

Dolby chips—it is not aproperty of the chips

perusal. If they see something that doesn't look

themselves. If you want flatter response and

kosher, they'll let you know and make suggestions for improvements.

better tracking, just replace these resistors and
capacitors with 1% values. Idon't know how
much it will improve the sound, but, like anice

Which sort of brings us to the point about
the $150 TEAC. (Actually, $90, but that was the
"blowout" price.) Iasked Roger Dressler how
such adeck could be good enough for Dolby-

bowl chicken soup—it couldn't hurt! (As it is,
it appears that even inexpensive decks are built
to amuch higher standard than the specs require)

C. He explained that it was now possible to
make adecent head for $2. modestly priced
transports were available to OEMs. and that
most of acassette deck's electronics could be

Which brings us to the question of sound
quality. Dolby Labs does listen to licensed prod-

bought on inexpensive ICs. These factors,

decent sound quality, without serious aberrations. Roger told me of adeck submitted by a
manufacturer (unnamed) not long ago. They

combined with experience in designing products that didn't need much hand assembly or
adjustment, result in inexpensive decks that

ucts, but not (of course) in the nit-picking way
we would. They are looking for basically

meet Dolby's requirements. Just what Dolby's

had just added HX Pro (see below) to the
design. Alistening test showed that the sound

requirements are is revealed in the license man-

was dynamically "squashed," especially at high

ual. There are three product groupings, labeled

levels. Acheck of the circuit showed that, iron-

A, B, and C (which have nothing to do with

ically, the recording amplifier didn't have
enough headroom! The circuit was conserva-

A-, B-, and C-type noise reduction).
Group A: four-processor noise-reduction
units; preamplifiers with processors incorporated; some FM tuners/receivers; professional

tively designed, and doubling its rail voltage
fixed the problem. The embarrassed manufacturer quickly changed the design before the

products (duplicators, pro video).
Group B: cassette decks; music centers; per-

product got to market.

sonal portable players; most FM receivers and

decoders has added anew dimension (ouch!)

tuners; automotive products with C- type NR;

to listening tests. A licensee is pretty much

The licensing of Pro-Logic for Dolby MP

portable casseivers with C-type NR; open-reel

required to use the circuit topology and com-

tape decks; 2-processor noise-reduction units;
VHS video cassette decks.

ponents specified by Dolby Labs. If they don't,
they have to demonstrate that their changes
will not significantly aher the logic circuit's per-

Group C: automotive products with B- type
NR; portable casseivers with B-type NR; record
functions of personal portable casseivers (this

formance. Each Pro-Logic design is auditioned
with selected video disks and tapes to confirm

is aseparate spec, because there is licensing for

that it performs correctly.

play-only B- type NR in Walkmen).

The requirement that the logic circuits match

In going from group A to group C, the fre-

Dolby's design leads to an interesting problem

quency-response tolerance widens (both

with the Lexicon CP-I (see the review in this

for the deck and the NR electronics), and the
product's raw S/N ratio is permitted to get

control digitally. Dolby Labs was given apro-

worse (though not below alevel where Dolby
NR would not be audibly effective). Although
Ithink Dolby Labs is remiss in not making
this information public, the situation is in no
way sinister.

issue), which does all its processing and logic
totype CP-I whose every new software update
was compared with aprofessional reference
decoder, until it was determined that the logic
actions matched. 8
Interestingly, the license for a Pro-Logic

First, any good-quality cassette deck will
have substantially flatter response than required
by Dolby. (And if you haven't tweaked the deck
for flat response and proper Dolby level, it's
your problem, not Dolby Labs"). Second (as
Roger Dressler pointed out to me), the broadened
tolerance for low-priced equipment is based
on the use of wider-tolerance resistors and
capacitors surrounding the (now-universal)
Stereophile. June 1989

7l'nfair, BS. When aconsumer hu ys acassette deck. it should
already have been set up and aligned for specific tapes. Except
that at less-than-Nakamichi price levels, there is not enough
profit. Iam informed, for either manufacturer or retailer to
carry out this essential task. Hence the large population of
badly aligned. off-azimuth cassette decks.
it Iknow what
if re thinking. "A patent only COWTN aspecific
implementation of an idea. Therefore, lexicon would not he
infringing Dolby's Pro-Logic patents if they implemented the
design digitally. Why, then, do they need Holhs *s cooperation?" Simple. They are licensing the trademark, and that
requires Dolby's approval.
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decoder includes aprovision to reject the product on the basis of "poor sound." So far,

The engineer set up the appropriate combina-

though, it has been applied only once, on a
product with severe turn-on thumps. Ipressed

prise. Without changing the bias level, switching on the HF test tones increased the output

tion of signal generators—and got areal sur-

Roger Dressler on this point, mentioning the

of the midband test tone! The obvious conclu-

Dolby MP section of apopular ambience synthesizer that had really dreadful sound. We

sion was that high-frequency audio signals
could bias the tape as effectively as an ultrasonic signal.

banged it back and forth, and came to the conclusion that there was no fair or consistent way

In retrospect, this shouldn't have been asur-

for Dolby Labs to perform critical listening
tests. (If agolden-eared engineer quits, and all
the others are disciples of Julian Hirsch, what

prise. In home video recording, the FM carrier

do you do?)
Dolby Labs seems to do agood job of main-

with the luminance (brightness) signal is the
bias for the AM carrier that handles color. The
frequency ratio of FM to AM is only about 5:1,
yet the AM signal is properly biased. The high

taining the technical quality of their licensed

frequencies recorded on cassette are 10 to 25

products, if for no other reason than to protect

times the midband frequencies, so they should

their reputation. If they aren't golden-eared

provide acomparable biasing effect. They do.

tweaks—well, that's our job. It's probably fair

The discovery of "self-bias" opened up an

to say that we wouldn't have decent-quality,

intriguing possibility. A servo circuit could

moderately priced cassette decks if it weren't

monitor the high-frequency level of the pro-

for Dolby Labs, since manufacturers wouldn't

gram material and adjust the ultrasonic bias to

have anyone to answer to for the technical quality of their products. Iapologize for my cur-

greater the high-frequency energy, the lower

mudgeonliness—next time I'll ask first!

produce aconstant level of effective bias. The
the bias, and vice-versa. The result is flat frequency response with program material (not

Dolby HX Pro—
Some Interesting Stuff
You Didn't Know
For those who don't know what HX Pro is, I'd

just test tones), and increased high-frequency
headroom (since at high signal levels the bias
that would otherwise tend to erase the high frequencies is cut back).

better explain first. About 10 years ago, an

This "servo-bias" system is called HX Pro,

engineer decided that there had to be an easier way to set up the bias and recording EQ on

and was developed by Bang & Olufsen. Dolby

cassette decks. The usual procedure is to record

Labs licenses the system and pays royalties to
B&O. The description you've just read is the

ahigh-frequency test tone and tweak the bias
(an ultrasonic signal at about 100kHz) until the

same one given by the popular press, and is

HF tone's level matched the level of amidband

FIX Pro.

tone (in the 400 to 1000Hz range).

correct as far as it goes. But there's more to
Every licensee uses it to increase HF head-

Setting up adeck with this procedure can be

room. But there is another possible operating

painfully irritating. At the cassette's slow re-

mode, in which the static bias level is increased

rding speeds, bias changes have asignificant

to reduce distortion. This causes aloss of HF

effect on midrange output. Raising the bias to

response, which requires afurther increase in

pull down a rising high end may actually

recording pre-emphasis. This would normally

increase midband output, necessitating more

cause aloss of HF headroom, but the HX Pro

measurements. And since most cassette decks
have only two heads, the tape has to be

circuit can be adjusted to restore most of the
loss.

rewound and played to assess each change in
bias. 9
The solution was simple. Just record all the
test tones—mid and high—at the same time.

9Three-head decks are superior to two-head, if only for this
reason. Provided that there is no leakthrough of the recording signal to the playback, you can adjust everything while
recording, since there is aseparate head to play back the tape
just afraction of asecond later
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Dolby Labs modified athree-head Nakamichi to work in this "low-distortion" HX Pro
mode. Roger Dressler told me that the ability
of the deck to sound like the program source
was "significantly improved." (And aNak right
out of the box isn't exactly chopped liver.) The
machine was returned to Nakamichi, but to
this day they resist including either version of
FIX Pro.
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"Line protection you can pay a
little for it now,
or you can pay a
lot for it later: 7.,„0,,i/epr..
ADCOM

R

egardless of how sophisticated your
stereo and video system is, it may
never achieve its full potential if plugged
directly into an AC outlet. Raw and
unprocessed AC power can severely
diminish the clarity of audio signals and
reduce the resolution of your video picture.
Harmful high-voltage spikes and surges
can also damage your valuable equipment.
The ADCOM ACE-515 AC Enhancer
significantly improves the performance
capabilities of your system by filtering and
processing raw AC power, unveiling a
pure, noise-free power source. And, it
protects your components from harmful
line voltage disturbances.

Listen To The Critics
"Electronic equipment (especially digital audio gear)
is vulnerable to both annoying and catastrophic power-line
problems. Your stereo gear should have line spike and
surge protection, with hash filters thrown in too."
—Ken Pohlman, AUDIO, November 1987.

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, N108816 U.S.A. (201) 390-1130

..the effective suppression of AC 'RE hash by the
ACE-5I5 improved clarity and lowered noise in all
three CD players. ...the significant improvements in
instrumental and vocal harmonic retrieval and hall
ambience are superb.. ..
it simply appears to allow
musical information to be passed through to the
listener with less veil and electronic 'haze.' "
—Lewis Lipnick, Stereophile, Vol. 11 No. 4, April 1988.
Recommended accessory in Stereophile, Vol. 12 No. 4,
April 1989.
For amodest investment, the ADCOM
ACE-515 enhances both audio and video
clarity while protecting your equipment.
Once again, ADCOM lives up to its
reputation of offering superior performance
at areasonable cost. For complete
technical data, please visit your Adcom
dealer. You'll discover the ACE-515 is
more than an accessory. It's anecessity.

ADCOM

o

Durribuied in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Pointe Claire. Quebec H9R 4X.5

Why the improvement? Two reasons. The

with the ratio of high-frequency signal com-

most obvious is the lower distortion. Harmonic
distortion on cassette tapes runs at least 0.8%,
and cassette recordings are noticeably grundgier than those made on open-reel or digital

ponents to ultrasonic bias. At half speed, the

tape recorders. (See my comparative reviews
in Vol.5 No.I0 and Vol.6 No.I.)
The other reason is more subtle and complex. In those same reviews, Icommented on
the Nakamichi 680's sound quality at half speed

extreme treble boost needed during recording
and the relatively low bias needed to minimize
self-erasure combine to create the strongest
self-bias effect. Since metal tapes need more
bias and less recording boost than conventional tapes, they show less self-bias effect at
any speed. Hence, the metal-tape recordings
sounded significantly more stable at half speed.

(
1
y, 6ips). With Type lori! tapes, it had adecid-

In as much as DAT has the potential to wipe

edly unsteady quality, as if the level were "bobbling" like aship in rough weather. Type IV

out the over-S1000 cassette deck market, you'd

(metal) tapes had much less of this quality, and

anxious to improve their products as much as

think cassette deck manufacturers would be

were the only ones suitable for anything other

possible—especially Nalcamichi. But Nak

than background music.

seems to have most of its eggs in DAT basket.
(They developed aspecial DAT transport and

This made no sense at the time, but it does
now. The self-bias effect causes the tape's midrange output to fluctuate with the level of high
frequencies in the program material. It was the

are selling it to other companies.) So unless
Tandberg or Revox decide to produce adeck
with the "low distortion" version of HX Pro,

resultant rapid fluctuation in midband output

we may never know just how good acassette

that made the sound so unsteady.

recording can sound.

The strength of the self-bias effect varies

We Are Pleased To Introduce

10[11J
USA
Now The Exclusive American Importer Of Koetsu Moving Coil Cartridges.
For Information On The World's Finest Phono Cartridges Please Contact
Eric Block, Vice President
Koetsu USA, Inc.
712 South Military Trail
Deerfield Beach, FL 33442
Telephone: 305-698-6102

Fax: 305-480-6410

Dealer Inquiries Invited
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Row good is the conrad'johnson PV8 preamplifier?
Strings sound like strings, and that folks, is hard to do. Harmonic
balances sound so natural and correct that Ihave gone through dozens
of records, and the glory of each performance bursts forth from each
of them.
Bill Semple
Sounds Like/#2

e

Its musical abilities are as obvious as the brilliant colors of autumn, but
just as subtle, too. The PV8 re-creates the living breathing presence of
musicians and singers. the changeable, yet immutable timbres of wood
and metal and gut when they become pianos, violins, and horns. the
overall experience that moves you. enriches you, replenishes your
energies and faith.
Duncan &Adrienne Hartley
High Performance Review/Dec 88
the conradlohnson group •2800 R Dorr Avenue •Fairfax VA 22031 •703-698-8581
-

Distributed in USA & Canada by:

ARTECH ELECTRONICS LTD.

P.O. Box 1165 Champlain, N.Y. 12919 (514) 631-6448
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THE AUDIO ANARCHIST
Sam Tellig
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en Feldman's ears are turning gold!

It's true. Read his write-up of the Linn
d LK1/LK280 combination in the April,
1989 issue of Audio. Len loves Linn. He played
Inbal's Mahler (Denon CDs) on the Linn pre-

quality to voice, and a"hooty" quality to flute.
Ithink Iunderstand "hooty," but I'm not too
sure what "hooded" means. Is that the same
as "cupped hands" coloration? Or "overhang"?

amp/power amp combination. "Both the First

Speaking generally (and not just about
speakers), Iam in "aww" (that's Brooklynese)

and Fifth Symphonies. ..
sounded so com-

of John's descriptive abilities. His prose is so

pletely open and devoid of electronic artifacts

transparent. There is no veiling of his opinions.

that when Iclosed my eyes, Ialmost felt as

And he puts afirm foundation under each of

though Ihad been transported to the sight of

his reviews with all that testing. But why does

the live performance."

he waste both his time and ours with one medi-

Len continues: "This doesn't happen to me
very often, and Imust confess that Idid not get

ocre speaker after another?

the same sensation when these recordings

think Gramophone may be right. Gramophone's

were played through what 1had previously

stated policy is to review only products they

Enough fooling around. I'm beginning to

regarded as apretty good integrated amplifier

can recommend and to ignore the rest. To be

which Ioften use as areference in my listening room." Of course, Len didn't mention the

sure Gramophone does not extend this policy
to its record reviews, which are the magazine's

manufacturer of said integrated amp.

main business.

Now, if Len can hear the difference between

Anyway, with so many inferior speakers

aLinn preamp and power amp on the one hand

around, methinks reviewers tend to be more

and an ordinary integrated amp on the other,

tolerant of imperfection in speakers than in any

maybe Julian Hirsch will begin to hear differ-

other type of component. We come down hard

ences, too. Julian, your friend Len is becoming
one of us. What's even more amazing, Julian,

on preamps or power amps—and certainly
cartridges—for the least shortcoming. Yet we

is that Len came to his conversion —ah, con-

tend to overlook or make excuses for far more

clusion—by listening:

serious faults when it comes to loudspeakers.

"The more 1do this sort of listening, the
more convinced Ibecome that differences in

I've been guilty myself.

relatively good audio components are most

Don't get me wrong. There are afew good,
inexpensive speakers. The new Celestion 3is

easily perceived when the source material is

acase in point. A superb little speaker for

well recorded and well performed."

S250/pair, if you can live without deep bass.
The Epos ES-14 (recently improved) is excel-

Who knows what Len may hear next? Once
you start hearing differences it's hard to stop.
Which brings me to John Atkinson.
Here's achap who's been hearing things for
years. He hears differences among loud-

lent, too, although not so cheap in the US. Snell
makes some excellent affordable speakers. So
does Spica—the TC-50 "can be confidently
recommended," as the Brit-crits like to say.

speakers which, Iam afraid, elude me. Iwon-

Let us not forget, too, the venerable LS3/5A

der, though, why he's wearing out himself—
and wearing out his readers?—with exhaustive,

this list the Boston Acoustics A40s at $170 a

exhausting reviews of under-S1000 speakers

pair—when mounted on good stands, imag-

which are mediocre. ..
and worse.
Ido enjoy John's adjectives, though. "Rumbly" bass and "grumbly" male voice. ..
in the

from Rogers and Spendor. Iwould even add to

ing is superb, even if the tweeter is amite overaggressive.
Now, when we reviewers do encounter a

same paragraph! The "quack" coloration. Not

worthy, inexpensive speaker—one that isn't

really an adjective How about "quack" speaker
manufacturers? And this is delicious: an "aww"

awful—I am afraid we may tend to go overboard with the praise. Ithink of my two

character in the midrange that lent a"hooded"

months spent with the Thiel CS1.2s, favorably
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"It is so clearly superior
to past amplifiers in the low- to
mid-priced range—not to mention
most amplifiers two to three times
its price- that Ican unhesitatingly
recommend it for even the most
demanding high end system!'
Anthony Cordesman

.
00
vol 8. no
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HIGH POWER HIGH CURRBIL

ADCOM

11 Elkins Road, E. Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A.
Teiaphoner 201-390-1130 Riles: 844430
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reviewed just about everywhere, including by
LA in the January issue of Stereopbile.
Thiel CS1.2
At S1090/pair these speakers have alot going
for them. They look great —elegant styling,
impeccable cabinet finish. (The speaker terminals under the cabinet are apain in the ass if
you like to experiment with changing cables,
though. You have to pick up the speaker, turn
it on its side to switch cables. With this arrangement, though, you can hide some cables under
the carpet, and bring them up under the speakers
through alittle hole in the rug. "Look, dear,
no cables!")
When Ifirst got the Thiels, Iwas favorably
impressed. They are neutral—notxx)my bass.
They are not overly aggressive in the treble—
no tizz. Lateral imaging—the ability to locate
instruments across the soundstige —Ls excellent.
The more Ilistened to the ThieLs, though, the
less Iliked them. First, the bass extension is
limited. The Thiels do not put afirm foundation under the music—even with a highcurrent amp like the Electrocompaniet AW100.
Consequently, Ibegan to feel that Iwas hearing
only part of the music. The sound was thin,
bass-starved.
Of course, the same criticism could be made
of many small mini-monitors. But the best of
the mini-monitors—the Acoustic Energy AEls
or even very inexpensive ones like the Celestion 3s and the Boston Acoustics A40s —give
you excellent, pinpoint imaging. The speakers
practically disappear.
For me, in my listening room, the Thiels did
not disappear. Iwas very cOnscious that the
sound was coming from two speakers. Iwas
getting neither satisfactory bass nor pinpoint

Thiel CS1.2 loudspeaker
'steens do superbly is give you rich, full, deep,
tight bass. The bass performance of the Van-

imaging. As aresult. Ibegan to listen to my

dersteen 2Ci's, for the price, is astonishingly

system less and less until Icalled Quad for relief

good. Of course, you might prefer the leaner,
possibly cleaner sound of the Thiels—sub-

and had them send me anew pair of ESL-63 US
Monitors.
"Whoa—the Quads cost nearly four times
the price. They should please you more."
Of course, but even if Icouldn't afford apair
of ESL-63 US Monitors, which fortunately I
can, Iam not sure that Iwould stay with the
Thiels. You do have alternatives. The Epos
ES14, for instance. Or the new Vandersteen
2Ci's, which Ifind agreat improvement over

jective preference. But before you run out and
purchase apair of CS1.2s on the basis of all the
favorable reviews, do yourself afavor and audition the Vandersteens. And the Epos ES-14s, if
you can find alocal dealer.
If lack of bass doesn't bother you, listen to
the 3250/pair Celestion 3s on agood pair of
stands—don't be put off by the ridiculously
low price. These speakers are good. Iintend to

the previous 2Cs. The Vandersteens are rea-

find out just how good by getting apair. You

sonably transparent, perhaps not quite so trans-

may have another option—a used pair of old

parent as the Thiels, but close. But what the

Quads (you can expect to pay about $600) or
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Ihave to say that the AE1 is one of the finest, most
transparent cone speakers I
have heard.
...As far as I'm concerned, it redefines the art of
miniature speaker design.
John Atkinson, Stereophile, Sep 1988.
This is without doubt awholly remarkable loudspeaker,
and astunning endorsement of the well developed
metal cone bass units.
...on current showing the state of the art miniature,
bar none.
...to the author's knowledge, the most awesomely
dynamic and articulate miniature ever made.
Alvin Gold, Hi-Fi Choice, Jun 1988

There is no point beating around the bush —these
speakers are arevelation. Their dynamic performance i
in advance of anything I've heard before.
...And what aproduct, Few new companies in the hi-fi
field can boast aspeaker that leapfrogs existing
references and sets new standards of technical and
musical excellence.
David Prakel, Hi-Fi Answers, Mar 1988.
The AE-1 has an 88dB/W sensitivity, and is designed to
handle —and I
mean handle —something like 200W. But
those are just numbers —the reality is quite
extraordinary.
...As astonishing as the dynamics of the AE-1 are, so toc
is its bass extension, which has depth and fullness quite
out of line for aspeaker this size.
Alvin Gold, Stereophile, Aug 1988.

EXCLUSIVE USA DISTRIBUTOR
ACETRAIN INC. 8300 TUCKERMAN LANE. POTOMAC, MD 20854
800-5277161, FAX 703-5214958

asecond-hand pair of pre-US-Monitor Quad
ESL-63s (expect to pay around $1500).
Back to the Thiels. Ialso have some doubts
about the metal-dome tweeter. With apair of
new VTL 80W monoblocks, Igot noticeable
hiss from the tweeters, which was particularly
bothersome while playing CDs. Ihooked the
VTLs up to the ESL-63s and the hiss almost
completely went away. Curious. (The Thiel
tweeters were dead quiet with the Electrocompaniet AWI00.)
Maybe I'm being too tough on the Thiels.
When you compare them, side by side, with
the Monitor Audio RS952s, at $1549/pair. the
Thiels appear to offer better value. After all, the
Monitors had their shortcomings, too, including amore forward midrange than the Thiels.
The Thiels are neutral. The Thiels seem to offer
better value, too, than the Spendor SP- Is,
which now seem somewhat outdated: the
Thiels are more transparent. Ijust couldn't get
excited about them.
The Thiels, by the way, seem to be very cable

Quad ESL-63 US Monitor loudspeaker

sensitive. Beware, in particular, of cable
masquerading as garden hose. The AudioQuest

Monitor version.
This is my third pair (it ESL-63s —a very

LiveWire Green that Iused briefly—very

early pair, followed by alater pair, and now the

briefly—is even the same color as agarden

new ESL-63 US Monitor. Iguess Iam acreature

hose. Iwonder who would want to have agar-

of habit. I've been married to these speakers

den hose on his/her living-room carpet? The

now for seven years. And married to Mrs. Anar-

cable was so thick Icould hardly tuck it under
the Thiel speakers. "Boy, this had better be

chist now for 25.
"You're getting another pair of Quads,"

good," 1recall thinking to myself.

shrieked one of the Thursday night 'philes at

lengths—made the Thiels sound confused,
hashy: highs were harsh. Igot instant relief by

Definitive Hi- Fi. "That's not progress."
AHC said as much several years ago, when he
talked about the ESL-63 being agood speaker

disconnecting the hoses, turning off the water

"in its day," implying that its day had passed.

It wasn't. Ifound that this cable—in l'

(only kidding), and substituting two l' lengths

Well, newer speakers have come (and gone).

of 18-gauge Radio Shack solid-core. Short

But you still have to go some to better the
Quads. And now, having welcomed them back,

lengths of Naim Cable worked well, too. Iam
sure AudioQuest can come up with some
excuse: the lengths were too short (but all I

Icannot name you aspeaker Iwould more prefer to own. (My friend Lars says Ihave been

needed was 12"), the speakers aren't agood

suffering from metal-dome tweeteritis.)

match for the cable, the directionality was
wrong. Whatever.

on top. Some are subjectively more transpar-

Oh, yes, some speakers are more extended

soon. Arid if you have aNairn dealer nearby, try

ent. There are definitely speakers which play
louder and go lower. And yet ...well, welcom-

some of that stuff, too—at $5.75/yard, you can
afford it. Feel free to use my naim.

ing back the Quads was like climbing into bed
with an old girlfriend after along absence (in

Quad ESL -63 US Monitor

Meanwhile, do visit your local Radio Shack

this case, the absence was 18 months). Not that

Not Fred Yando, of Quad USA. But FRED as

Iwould know about such things. But Ido love
these speakers!
They are so neutral—so free of coloration.

in Full-Range Electrostatic Dipole—the now

There is no discontinuity from bass to mid-

venerable Quad ESL-63, available in its new US

range to treble—it's all so natural. Transient

Remember Fred?
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response is excellent. There are no boxy colorations because there are no boxes. So what

better controlled. (I use my Quads in sandfilled Arcici stands, and the bass is good enough

if they cost $3990/pair. Ican put another 20,000

that Iwouldn't dream of adding asubwoofer.)

miles at least on the VW Jena (it has 86,000

Next, the treble—it's less confused, crisper,

already—good car, cheap to run). To hell with

better defined, not slightly fuzzy the way it

the money.
When Ifirst asked Ross Walker, of Quad,
whether Ishould sell my old pair of Quads and

used to be. The speaker is more transparent. At
the same time, the treble still does not "go over
the top," the way so many other audiophile

buy the new US Monitors, he told me not to
bother. (I suspected then, and still suspect, that

speakers do.

Quad was trying to get rid of me as acustomer.)

ble." The Quad ESL-63 US Monitor is the most

The word Ikeep coming back to is "listena-

Iasked Ross why Quad was introducing them.

listenable speaker! know—and for this reason

Marketing considerations played a role,
according to Ross. They were going to have to

(and also because Ihate the notion of mods),
Idecline to have my speaker modified by Cnksby,

raise the price of the ESL-63 anyway because

as

of the fallen dollar. So they decided to improve
the product and put up the price afew hun-

the speaker, and forget the recording quality,
for that matter. The Quads do not make poor

dred more.
Ross pointed out that Quad was already

phile speakers do.

building aheftier version of the speaker—this
for recording studios. Stronger, more rigid

touted by TAS. With the Quads, Ican forget

recordings sound worse. Most of today's audioIhave also noticed that Ican enjoy listening

frame. Some other things, too—forget what.

to CDs with the Quads—I don't feel the urge
to shut off my CD player and turn to my 'table.

So the US would get apremium version, and
the rest of the world, presumably more price-

their respective manufacturers, Ihave gone

sensitive, would get the ordinary Quads, which

hack to an old 14-bit, Philips-based Nlarantz

are still to this day sold outside North America.

CD65 player. The soundstaging is so natural.
Many very expensive, very sophisticated current

I'm not sure what Canada gets.
Maybe Quad had another motive. Because
ola price disparity between the UK and the US,
some audiophiles were importing Quads directly
from the UK. Quad dealers in the US were not
so happy about that. If you try to import apair
of Quads from abroad now, you will be able to
purchase only the ordinary ESL-63s, and only
in 220/240V, although an overseas dealer should
be able to change over the voltage.
It would be pointless to import apair of

Lately, having returned several CD players to

players don't do nearly so well, including, I'm
afraid, some offerings from Magnavox/Philips.
Incidentally, 1found that the Quads take a
while to break in. (Or were the speakers ready
out of the box and Ihad to take time to break
in? Idon't know.) Ifelt that the speakers were
smoother, cleaner, clearer after about aweek to
ten days. After my first day back with the Quads,
Iwas reasonably happy, but not overwhelmed.

"ordinary" ESL-63s from the UK, however,

After ten days with the Quads, Iwas in ecstasy
because Ifelt 1was listening to music rather

because you can readily find used ESL-63s on

than to audiophile sound.

the market here in the US, and at reasonable

While the Quads sound okay with such inex-

prices—as low as $1000 /pair for early-production ESL-63s, up to about $1500 /pair for

pensive amps as the Adcom GFP-535 or the

later production.
That's quite adisparity. $1500 for apair of
used, regular ESL-63s, $3990 for apair of new
ESL-63 US Monitors. Ithink I'd opt for aused

B&K ST-140, they can use power. They like
current. They like to be driven—they sound
cleaner, the bass becomes tighter. An amp like
the B&K ST-140 reveals all its strengths (tubelike midrange) and weaknesses (flabby bass,

pair. At the same time, Ihave to say that the new

rolled-off highs, lack of ultimate transparency)

US Monitor version represents asignificant

when used with the Quads.

improvement on the older ESL-63, which
Quad still deems good enough for the rest of

current solid-state amp with real muscle, an

Instead, you might want to choose ahigh-

the world.
How has the speaker been improved? First,

amp such as. ..

the bass. It's more extended. It's more defined,
possibly because resonances in the frame are

The Electrocompaniet AW100
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Iget lazy sometimes. Iaudition equipment and
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Electrocompaniet AW100 power amplifier
then don't write about it. Several years ago, I

why he found the amp slightly dark in the

got the original Electrocompaniet Ampliwire
100 from Mel Schilling, of M&S Imports,

March issue and Ididn't. The point is, both of
us really liked the AW100, and this is two

listened to it, liked it, but did not write it up—

tubeophiles talking. Neither one of us is an easy
pushover for your typical solid-state amp.

perhaps because it did not fit into what was
then the "Cheapskate" column.

Like the Quad ESL-63, the Electrocompaniet

No one could mistake the current equivalent,

AW100 is amature product—it's been around

the $2195 Electrocompaniet AW100 (M&S
dropped the "Ampliwire" moniker) for an offer-

develop. Iliked the amp afew years ago—for

ing by Threshold, Levinson, Rowland, etc. It's

its clarity and dynamics, especially its ability

looks are not bad—just plain. At least, it doesn't

to take charge in the bass, whether with cone
speakers or electrostatics. All that is retained

have any tacky touches like afaceplate that says
"handcrafted." It doesn't have large heatsinks

for at least five years and has had achance to

that you can scrape your ankles against (you
won't need to put your Electro on the floor) or

in the latest version.
What you also get now is atreble that Iwould
describe as exquisite. It is smooth, sweet,

that might impale the cat. Or the kids. It's small

detailed, free of grain or other transistor nasties.

enough to fit on your equipment rack or table.
It doesn't run in class-A all the time, doesn't

as seductively appealing as the treble of the

In fact, Ifound the treble of the AW100 almost

draw 600W of power at idle, heating up the

VTL 80W monoblocks I've been using. The

listening room, making it impossible to listen

VTLs are excellent amps, too. Iwouldn't pre-

for more than an hour at astretch in the sum-

sume to opine which is/are better—the AW100

mertime without turning on the air condition-

or the VTL monos. Ido know that, as anew

ing, thus introducing so much noise the per-

Quad ESL-63 US owner, Icould live with either

formance of the amplifier doesn't matter.

the VTLs or the Electro. (The Electro scores

The Electro doesn't heat the room—not by

over the VTLs in the bass—it's tighter, better

much, anyway. It's not macho looking. It has

defined, although the VTLs are surprisingly

no tubes. It isn't temperamental. It doesn't
cause problems. It lacks the cachet of class-A.

good on the low end, for low-powered tube
amps. Ithink the Electro is atouch more trans-

All it does is sound at least 90% as good as any
solid-state amp Ihave heard to date selling at
any price. Class Bindeed. This is very close to

parent, too, although Imight change my mind
about this on further listening. Close.)
Itook the AW100 over to visit my friend Lars.

being Class A. Class A Recommended Coin-

You remember—the owner of the ESBs. I
never stop hassling Lars about his ESBs, and he

ponentwise, that is. The amp is class-A /B,
somewhat richly biased into class-A.

never stops bugging me about speaker wire.

Olsher thought his sample was dark, what-

Well, anyway, this was before Lars got his Krell.

ever that means. That's the last adjective I
would apply, but then Iam not sure what dark

job of driving the ESBs than the Electro —even

Iwould have to say that the Krell does abetter

means. Maybe Olsher had been drinking too

deeper, wider soundstage, better dynamics,

much dark beer. Ido know this: Igot alater
sample than did DO, so maybe that explains

somewhat greater clarity. ..or transparency,
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if you will. But the Electro comes close. Much
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model la
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0.05% THD into 8Ohms
20Hz- 20kHz
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model 3
200 watts/channel
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20Hz-20kHz
high bias class AB
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ultra-quiet, ultra-low distortion
F
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Sonographe is value
The SC1 FET preamplifier and SA120 power amplifier
redefine value in audio. Designed and manufactured in the
US by conrad-johnson design, the SC1 and SA120, at under
$1600 for the pair, make more affordable than ever the
quality, value, and musicality for which conrad-johnson is
internationally recognized. Add the "best-buy" SDI cd
player or the award-winning SG3 turntable and the
/remarkable SL21 loudspeakers for acomplete, matched
high end system for under 53000.
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closer, in my opinion, than the Threshold SA/3,

many other high-end amps. The amp stays

which just did not open up like the Electro or

mute for afew seconds when you turn it on.
This prevents any damage from asurge, and is

the Krell—sounded compressed.
So who's the Electro for? Easy. It's for people who can afford more than B&K, Adcom,
etc. and yet who don't want Threshold, Krell,
Levinson, Rowland ...
for whatever reasons:
they don't want to spend the money, they don't
have the space, they can't stand the beat.
Ifound it interesting to put the Electro headto-head with the Threshold SA/3—this on my
Thiel CS1.2s and on Lars's ESBs. The Electro
had more balls—more dynamic. Ithought the
Electro was more transparent, too. And the treble was just as sweet as that of the Threshold.
So much for the advantages of "pure class-A."
The Electro has another feature Ilike—one
that's missing from the Threshold SA/3, and

especially welcome in the event of amomentary power interruption—particularly with
preamps which themselves lack an automatic
output mute relay.
Itried to get Lars fired up about the Electro.
It's made in Norway—"That's almost Sweden,"
as Ireminded Lars. When he heard that, he
made some strange Scandinavian snort.
Anyway, Lars had his heart set on the Krell
KSA80. Now he's decided to double his listening pleasure by changing his single KSA80 for
apair of KMA160s—twice the power, twice the
heat. Summer's approaching. We'll see how
keen he is on Krell by Labor Day.

...remarkable!
Every once in agreat while
aproduct comes along that
offers performance which rises
above the current variety of
clever designs and marketing
hype When this occurs the
new level of performance
achieved can be readily heard
by both the ardent audiophile
and the novice listener.
Paradigm is abreakthrough
loudspeaker that provides a
level of musical truth that
simply must be heard
Oh yes, the price for such
glorious performance? Well
that's even more remarkable
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music ...above all.
AudioStream Corporation, MPO Box 2410, Niagara Falls, NY 14302
Paradigm Electronics Inc., 4141 Weston Rd
Weston, ON M9L 2S8

"In its price category,
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The complete report:

Adcom GFA-535 power amplifier.

Sometimes products are too cheap for their

"I've never heard the Quad ESL-63 sound

own good, and people don't take them seri-

better," Rob said. Of course, he was hardly an

ously: the Superphon Revelation Basic Dual

impartial observer, but the sound was extraor-

Mono preamp, Rega RB300 arm, AR ES-1 turn-

dinarily clean, detailed, and musical. If it

table, Shure V15-V MR cartridge, and the B&K

wasn't the best sound Ihave ever heard from
Quads, it was pretty close.

ST-140 power amp. They can't be any good
because they cost so little, right?

This humble $300 amplifier was driving a

Wrong, of course.

pair of very revealing $3000 speakers and giv-

Adcom appeals to be having the same prob-

ing avery good account of itself. (We listened

lem with their $299.95 GFA-535 amp. Credibility.

first to some Goran Sollscher classical guitar.)

Now if this amplifier were imported from

"So how come this product isn't flying off
the dealers' shelves?" Iasked Rob.

England and sold for $599.95, then maybe it

"I don't know. Everyone wants the GFA-555

would be taken seriously. And highly praised,

with 200 watts per channel. Including people

no doubt.

who don't need it."

For the baby Adcom is one of the finest

"Does the GFA-555 sound any better?" I

solid-state amps Ihave heard. No, not the best;

asked.

I'm not sure what is the best. But it's an
amplifier that is so good for so little money as

"It's our aim to have all our amps sound
pretty much the same. You pay more money,

to be practically agift.

you get more power."

Actually, when Rob Ain from Adcom called,
Iwas about as enthusiastic about the GFA-535

rated at 60Wpc, it puts out more like 80. And

as you were before you finish reading this
piece But Rob insisted, "You've gotta hear this

while Idid not do any measurements, my experience with other amps tells me Rob's right.

amp."

Isuppose Adcom doesn't want to steal sales

He brought it over the next day, along with

Rob pointed out that while the GFA-535 is

from its GFA-545, rated at 100Wpc and selling

the GFP-555 preamp ($499.95), and we put
both pieces into the rest of the system: aShure

for $200 more.

Ultra 500 in aRep,a RB300 arm on an AR ES- l

from ear to ear, and Ilater sat down to listen

After acouple of hours, Rob left, grinning

table, with Quad ESL-63 speakers on Arcici

alone. True, when Itried certain Telares and

stands. Then we chatted for ahalf hour or so

pushed hard Icould get the amplifier to clip—

while the electronics warmed up.

two LEDs quickly light up (very useful). But
the Quads were running out of the ability to

And then, simultaneously, the two of us
decided to shut up and listen.

use the power anyway My first impressions

were confirmed: the GFA-535 is one of the
best amplifiers around for driving Quads.

The bass, like everything else is neutral, certainly not fat and overdone But it's here where

Spendor SP-1s, too.

you notice that this amp is not apowerhouse.

Suddenly, it hit me what this meant. Con-

You just don't get the solidity and extension

ventional wisdom had been dealt a severe

you get with avery powerful (and expensive)

blow. You know, the old saw that you should

solid-state amp. Nor do you get the breadth
and depth of soundstage that you often find

never power agood pair of speakers with a

"The GFA-535 reminds
me of... amplifiers that
sell...for about three
and five times the
price:'

with avery powerful amp. The Adcom GFA535 sounds awee bit small, which it is.
My only criticism, and it's more of aquibble, is that the speaker connectors are nonstandard and unique (so far as Iknow). You insert bared speaker wire into ahole and twist
the connector tight aquarter turn. Most speaker
cables will fit, but some will not. Certainly MIT
won't. Neither will the best }Umber, the kind

cheap amplifier. Here was acheap amp—one

with eight clumps of strands. The less costly

of the cheapest on the market—that sounded

four-clump Kimber will, and proved an excellent choice. My sample amp was quiet—

good with Quads, Spendors, later Vandersteens. Probably Thiels, too—at least the CSI.
What it means is you can stretch your speaker
budget abit and get the speakers you really
want, then economize by buying an Adcom
GFA-535 for $299.95. Time, you may be alittle
power shy, but probably not much. And to say
the least, the GFA-535 would make adecent
interim amp.
What does the GFA-535 sound like? (You
thought I'd forget that part, right?) Well, this
is one of the most neutral amps I've heard.

"...the baby Adcom is
one of the finest solidstate amps Ihave
heard...so good for
so little money as to
be practically agift:'
While it doesn't sound particularly tubelike,
it avoids the typical transistor nasties through
the midrange and into the treble. Iwouldn't
call it sweet—there's no euphonic coloring—
but it isn't cold or sterile What it is, is smooth.
And detailed. Far more detailed than Iwould
ever imagine a$300 amplifier could be. The
GFA-535 reminds me of the Eagle 2A and PS
Audio 200C, amplifiers that sell, respectively,
for about three and five times the price. Of
course, they have more power. And they are
more detailed. The point is, the Adcom comes
close. Very close.

"This amplifier is so
good and so cheap that I
think any CD owner who
buys an integrated amp
is nuts:'
no hum—and ran cool. There are selectors for
two sets of speakers And the 535 looks nice.
And talk about economy: If you're not into LPs anymore. ou could buy aMod Squad,
dbx, or Old Colony line-level switching box
—or possibly aMK Pro 5preamp, with its
sveitchable line amp section (only $350), or the
Adcom SLC-505 passive preamp (SI 50)—and
run it with aCD player. In fact, if you are into
CD only (no tape, no tuner, no phono), you
could huy aCD player with avariable volume
output and run it directly into the Adcom. This
amplifier is so good and so cheap that Ithink
any CD owner who buys an integrated amp
is nuts.
In its price category, the Adcom GFA-535 is
not only an excellent choice; it's the only
choice. The real question is whether you
should buy one even if $299.95 is much less
than you planned to spend for an amp —ie,
whether you should put the money into abetter CD player or pair of speakers instead.

ADCOM

11 Elkins Road, East Brunsmck, NJ 08816

201-310-1130

D.strbuted .n Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS, INC.
Ponte Clare, Quebec H9R 4X5

ADREAM 1
SOME TRUE

John Atkinson talks with
Reference Recordings'
Tam Henderson

s
fascinating as the design of high-end

Krell, Mark Levinson, and Jeff Rowland.

hardware can be, it goes without

When we met, Ihad intended to ask Tam

question that without musical soft-

about amajor project Reference Recordings

ware (or firmware, as our more computer-

had undertaken to record Fats Waller stride-

minded readers would have it)of an appropri-

piano pieces both direct-to-CD and direct- to-

ately high standard, the whole business would

DMM-LP Both processes are hardly straight-

be pointless. Stereophile's interviews have

forward, and Tam and Keith Johnson had

therefore often featured engineers and pro-

expended considerable ingenuity to make

ducers whose recorded work reveals sound

them happen. Unfortunately, the test pressings

quality to be a major concern. Iinterviewed

revealed that the BOsendorfer computer-

Performance Recordings 'James Boyk back in

cont rolled player piano, which was essential

Vol.9 No.6; J. Gordon Holt spoke in Vol.10

to realizing the project, bad had adefective

Na 3with Doug Sax and Lincoln Mayorga, of

damper pedal and the entire project had been,

Sheffield Lab, and with KeithJohnson of Refer-

well, not canceled, but at least postponed. I

ence Recordings, about their history-making

asked Tam, therefore what had led him to start

Moscow sessions; JGH also discussed Brad

arecord company Surely it didn't spring fully

Miller's and Lou Dorren's Colossus digital pro-

formed, from a vacuum ...?

ject in Vold° No.! and Vol.11 No.4; while last
month Dick Olsber interviewed Peter McGrath,

Itans Henderson: More or less it did. But if I

responsible for some superb-sounding record-

could go back and change one decision that I

ings for Harmonia Mundi USA as well asfor

made in my life, Iwould not have gone into the

bis own Audiofon label.
To continue this irregular series of inter-

record business. Even though it now appears
that it's successful, it's been very, very difficult.

views, Imet with record producer Tam Hen-

But as to how Igot into it? Well, my background

derson at the 1989 WCES. Together with Keith

is not in technical matters at all. Early on in my

Johnson, Tam has been responsible for acon-

school days Iwanted to go into electrical engi-

sistently excellent-sounding series of record-

neering, but when Igot ataste of what that

ings on the Reference Recordings label, includ-

involved Irealized it really wasn't for me. My

ing of course, 1983 's awesomely percussive

only real love in life has been music, even as a

Dafos (RR-12). Perhaps unknown to relatively

child. Iplayed alittle piano, but not enough to

recent readers of high-end magazines, how-

ever be professional. Igot avery late start in

ever; is thefact that Tam is one of thefew audio

studying music—only at college—and Ifound

personalities to have crossed the fence divid-

out that even though Ididn't have agreat back-

ing the press from those who actually get their

ground in music, Icould study music history.

bands dirty. Before starting Reference Record-

Igot adegree, but then learned there's noth-

ings, be first wrote for the seminal San Fran-

ing much you can do with aBA in music his-

cisco magazine Sound Advice, then con-

tory except perhaps get an MA, then aPh.D.,

tributed anumber of landmark reviews to The

and then teach music history.

Absolute Sound back in the mid-to-late '70s,

That path didn't seem to be right for me

including one of the original John Iverson-

either, Idon't think I'm ateacher at heart. So

designed Electro Research amplifier; perhaps

Ibegan to cast about for what Iwould like to

the progenitor of today's muscle amps from

do. And one of the things that appealed to me
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JTH (left) with Keith Johnson at arecent recording session
was to get involved in the quest for music radio.

demise, but Isaw what Ed was doing in the

So when Imoved to San Francisco in 1964, I

early days when he was just getting it started.
Ithought /would like to try something simi-

was fortunate enough to connect with the very
best classical-music FM station. For anumber

lar, but doing music that appealed to me. Ihad

of years 1worked in various capacities, mainly

just sold ahouse at that point and had afew

as music director, which Ienjoyed very much.

extra dollars, and instead of putting the money

Iwas able to decide what music our listeners

into another piece of real estate, decided to put
it into starting arecord company. Knowing

would hear. It was quite acreative outlet for me,
and Igot to be very familiar with most of the
things that had been recorded, what versions,

almost nothing about the technicalities of how

and so on. It fueled my need for vinyl fixes, so
that was apleasant period. However, then the

records are made, Ijust jumped right in. No
other record label would have hired me, of
course, because Ihad no experience—it's been

radio station was sold and the format was
changed, so Igot into retail record sales for a

along, slow learning process.
John Atkinson: Did KeithJohnson work with

while. That period is when Istarted writing for

you right from the start?
TH: Not at that time. We did our first four
recordings with another engineer, Ed Long,

Sound Advice.
Ed Wodenjak, the publisher, had started
Crystal Clear Records. It had ashort but inter-

who now writes for Audio. At that time, he was

esting life, that label. The direct-to-disc pro-

developing amicrophone technique that later

cess certainly was afascinating thing to do. I

became what's now known as PZM. He used
B&K capsules on aflat sort of platform that you

don't know all the reasons for Crystal Clear's
Stereophile, June 1989
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could put on the floor. The first four recordings were done with that technique, the two
mikes spaced 12' apart, and Ifound out in a
hurry once our tapes had been made that it was
close to impossible to cut aphonograph record from them. Because of all of the random
phase information, the vertical modulation of
the groove was just horrendous. Especially
when there was anything in the bass.
So Idecided not to pursue that as an ongoing
technique, particularly after I'd met Keith John-

His recordings had aclarity and afocus
and alive quality that were enormously
appealing.
experience reproduced music are educated
into adifferent set of expectations concerning
soundfrom people who do regularly attend
live concerts. I've beard other producers evress
regret that to some extent the public is educated

son and heard his work. He hadn't done much

to expect, even demand, asound that is rather

in the way of commercial recordings at that

different from what anaturalistic engineer

time. He'd done some reproducing piano

like Keith would want to capture on tape.
TH: Especially alistening public which has

recordings for the Klavier label in Los Angeles,
but most of his work was for live concerts and

grown up primarily listening to multi-miked,

friends—that sort of thing. But it was clear that
his recordings had aclarity and afocus and a
live quality that were enormously appealing.

studio-type recordings. Our kind of sound is so
very different that people are often disappointed
and send records back to us, even complain-

And he also had amuch better tape recorder
than we had been working with, obviously.

about live concerts, all you can really speak

ing that they're defective! (Incidentally, talking

(That machine is somewhat legendary.) So we
decided to give it atry with Keith.
It's been, Ibelieve, asomewhat tempestuous

ever hear.)

relationship. It hasn't been all smooth by any

JA: How then do you, as acommercial pro-

means. We've had some ups and downs and
difficulties, Lord knows, and not everything

ducer, make records that are honest in how

has turned out equally well, but by and large,
when things work well with Keith's techniques,

sound, yet still appeal to people who have no

they're superlative. Ithink they're the best I've

TH: Well, that is aconundrum, isn't it? All Ican
say is we do the best we can to get the kind of

ever heard.

about is classical music. If you go to concerts,
that's now the only unamplified sound you'll

they portray both the music and the original
idea what live music sounds like?

JA: /would have thought that the relationship

sound that is pleasing to us and hope that

between producer and engineer always features adegree of conflict because the two are

someone else enjoys it too. But in recent years
the philosophy of recording an orchestra seems

actually looking for different things from a
recording.

to have changed with the major labels. They
are backing away from the overdone, over-

TH: That certainly is the situation in our case.

microphoned, multitrack approach and going

We do have differences about what we want a

back to amore naturalistic miking technique.
Which is very encouraging. I'm so happy to see
and hear that happening. It doesn't apply to all

recording to sound like. In the beginning I
pretty much left the miking the placement and
so on. up to Keith, but as Ihave to be involved

of them by any means, but it's not uncommon

in the commercial aspect of the business. Ihave

to find arelatively simple miking approach

to keep an eye and an ear on what the public

being used by amajor label. Ithink Telarc is

is interested in hearing. Keith might like to do

largely responsible for that. Their success in
the marketplace has drawn the attention of

the microphoning from the balcony, and that's
never going to sell! Certainly not at CES. So yes
indeed, we compromise. We try to reach amiddle ground. And we don't disagree all the time,

some of the major labels. CBS. for example, is
calling on Jack Renner himself to engineer
some of their sessions. And even others are

by any means.
JA: One of the sad things that appeared in

going hack to aless complicated approach,

StereophileS 1988 readership survey was how
few of our readers regularly go to any live con-

outcome of the success of Telarc and their digital sound in the market place.

certs. One in three doesn't go to any tile music
This creates aproblem. as people who only

tend to be alittle different from anyone else's

Stereophile, June 1989

with good results So that, Ithink, is apositive

As far as we are concerned, our methods
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simply because Keith's equipment isn't quite
like anyone else's. His microphones behave
differently, and we don't have ahard and fast
or rigid approach to microphoning, as some
do. Ithink Nimbus uses only that one Ambi-

We'll use as many or as few microphones as we need to get the best
sound we can...

sonic Soundfield microphone, and Telarc
apparently sticks with athree- mic approach
(though Ibelieve it's not always that these

are polite, rustly harpsichords. This instrument

days). But we will do whatever is necessary—
or, Ishould say, we'll do the best we can under
the circumstances. We'll be flexible and use as

ment that has agreat deal of body and weight
when that's called for. Albert Fuller is agreat

many or as few microphones as we need to get
the best sound we can under those circumstanc:es.
JA: What specifically do you try to capture?
TH: In anutshell: We strive for recording in real
concert spaces that have an agreeable acoustic sound that doesn't interfere with the music
and adds areverberant field. And we try to get
anice three-dimensional holographic sound
reproduction of the performing forces within
that field. That isn't always easy. It isn't always
highly successful. But that is our goal. Maybe,
for example, we will use aBlumlein approach
mixed with spaced omnis. That's sort of heresy;
it's either/or with most recording engineers.
But sometimes it works very nicely.
It's also important, if you're using more than

was not one of them. It's aFrench-style instru-

Rameau specialist. He's spent alifetime studying
and performing his works. ..
and he welcomed
the opportunity to record some of them again.
So when Iheard this particular instrument in
his home—he was playing casually for us one
evening—I just moved around the room, at
various perspectives, to find the place where
it really came together and sounded its very
best. And Iwas surprised at how close that

turned out to be. When Igot within maybe 3
,
of the instrument, in just the place where the
sounding board focused, an astonishingly rich
and satisfying sound came from it, full of complexity and all sorts of lovely harmonics. Isaid
to Keith, "Come put your face right here That's
what Iwould like to try to capture."

one pair of microphones, to have one of them
be dominant. They mustn't conflict or confuse

Many people would be surprised that it is so
immediate sounding and so dynamic. Some
will like it, some won't. Ilike it agreat deal—it's

one another or fight, and that's avery delicate
thing to manage sometimes. But, for example,

an exciting sound. It hasn't so far been abig
success in the marketplace, though. Most audi-

the Nojima Liszt recording [RR-25] was less
complicated than with agroup of instruments.

and boring, it has no bass drum, so forget it."

We used two Coles ribbon microphones in a

JA: Was Professor Johnson's Astounding Sound

Blumlein configuration for the primary pickup,

Show fRR-71 from 1979 the first Reference

with then apair of spaced omnis further back

Recordings album to bave been engineered
by Keith?

to help open out the sound. The Blumlein configuration gave arather close, dry sound that
we didn't think was what we wanted, so we
opened it up abit with apair of spaced omnis.
So, as Isaid, we'll be flexible and do the best
we can with as few microphones as we can

ophiles say, "Ugh, harpsichord, echh. It's dull

TH: No, though that was the first one that got
afair amount of notice. We did two prior to
that. Steven Gordon Plays Chopin, the Sonata
in b[RR-51, was the first thing we did, and then
there was another about the same time of jazz
piano and string bass called First Takes [RR-61.

manage to get an agreeable holographic sound
to it. With enough presence to satisfy the presence freaks!

original edition of the Sound Show was also at

JA: Ithought you did agredt job with your
Albert Fuller Rameau recording IRR-27J, par-

of years ago. And, frankly, Ithink that's one of

ticularly the way in wbicb you and Keith
captured both tbefragility of the harpsichord
and its powerful tone.

Those were all mastered at 45rpm. And the
45rpm. We did 45 consistently until acouple
the things that has kept this company small and
poor for so long! Because its appeal is strictly
to audiophiles. The general public is not even
remotely interested in 45rpm LPs. And the

TH: That's precisely what we set out to do.
Most of the harpsichord recordings I've heard

artists don't understand it; they say, "I want my

are tinkly and rustly, and lack the visceral pres-

friends to buy these records ..." Every label

ence that certain harpsichords can have. There

that has attempted to market 45rpm LPs has
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abandoned them.
It's difficult enough these days to market LPs.
They can't be weird LPs as well. We do want to
stay in business.
JA: But then the CD came along and presuma-

It's difficult enough these days to
market LPs. They can't be weird LPs
as well.

bly gave you access to a wider market.
TH: Well, yes, that's what we thought. The first

TH: Well, that depends on which convertor

two years of CD, however, were very, very dif-

you're talking about. But Ican tell you that I

ficult for small labels because of the shortage

know what Itake into the editing facility, and

of manufacturing facilities. There was agreat

Ihear what comes out. It isn't the same. Infor-

shortage of CDs, yet those were the two years

mation is lost; there's agrainy, hard, well, "dig-

when nobody wanted to buy LPs because the

ital" sort of sound that creeps in, but there's no

CD had arrived. We couldn't get CDs made and

way to avoid it because everything has to be

it very nearly put us under. Not only our label,

edited in one form or another.

but

number of other small labels as well.

JA: There have been companies that have said,

Luckily that's behind us, and the waiting periods are no longer aproblem. And even such

"Wé'll produce recordings without edits," but
that policy seems to fade very quickly in the

a small

light ofpublic reaction against the occasional

a

label as Reference Recordings is getting

calls from CD plants from all over the world,

wrong note.

soliciting business. There's now an excess of

TH: Precisely, and the artist isn't happy either

capacity, thank goodness.

Ido as little editing as Ican get away with, hut

JA: One thing that has puzzled mefte some time

Iwill do as much as necessary to get the best

is that you make your CDs from digital mas-

possible performance out of the materials that
we have.

ters rather than from Keith's analog machine.
Why is that?

JA: It depends, of course, on your artists. An

TH: On all new projects, we run two machines.
We make the LP from the analog tape and the

pany related a horror story of bow be was

CD from the digital tape. It's alot of extra work
and it's alot of extra expense, but the reason

found be bad to do an endless number of edits

we do it that way

is

to try to give everybody

who is interested in our work the format that

acquaintance who works for a major comasked to produce abot new young pianist,- be
to make this pianist appear to be an artist
TH: There are many industry tales about such

they would prefer to hear. CD fanciers want

things. Ienjoy the editing process. Of all the

their digital, and if it doesn't say "DDD," they're

different things that Ihave to do to make this

either disappointed or they just don't buy it at

little company operate, Ithink I'm best at edit-

all. On the other hand, we feel that people who

ing. That's my real calling in life.

are drawn to the sound of our analog LPs want

In classical music, editing is much more

their analog. So we don't cut the LPs from the
digital tape, for that reason.

straightforward. You have the score and after

Ihave to edit everything twice, therefore.

with edits and where you just needn't bother

Well, three times actually. Ido practice edits firm,

because you know from past experience that

from copies, to figure out where Ihave to make
the edits. Then Iedit the analog and digitd rapes.

editing is in popular and jazz music. You have

And digital editing is atremendous expense.

say three or four takes of atune, and they won't

awhile you can tell where you can get away

it won't work. The most difficulty Ihave in

JA: Do you use the Sony digital editor?

be the same. The artists won't be together at the

TH: No, we use the JVC at present. Though the

same spot that they were in the one that you're

JVC has problems too, Ithink it sounds alittle

trying to fix. And that's terribly limiting. It's a

better than the Sony. But this is an interim

real challenge.

thing; there is anew generation of digital edi-

JA: Could you expand on your thoughts on the

tors using hard-disk computers that Ihope will
sound significantly better. The main drawback

TH: Frankly, Iam disappointed that so many

in digital recording and processing these days

audio fanciers seem to be satisfied with digi-

state of digital recording?

is the editors.

tal sound as it is today. Iknow the reasons why.

JA: More so than the initial analog-to-digital

CD is popular, that's perfectly obvious, and it

conversion?

has to be because audiophiles are simply not
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aware of what is missing in current digital
recordings. We are able to hear our microphone feeds at the sessions. We hear what the

Digital sound has taken over faster
than I
ever dreamed possible.

analog machine does to that signal; it does certain things, it's not aperfect medium by any
stretch of the imagination. And we hear what
the digital machine does to the signal. It's far
from perfect also, but it seems to be more subtractive in nature. It loses information. Even
the convertor we're now using, which is a

do. But that to me would be boring, and it certainly would be to Keith, because he likes to do
different things, the more unexpected the
better.
We tend to do the unexpected for our own

highly modified thing that Keith has had his

amusement and hope that our fans will find

way with—it's clearly better than any of the

something to enjoy. But people will come in,

other ones I've heard—has pretty serious diffi-

for example, at CES, and say "Well, Ilike only

culties in certain areas. But digital sound certainly

jazz. What have you got in jazz?" Or "I like only

has taken over faster than Iever dreamed possible

classical. .." Mainly what they come in and say

Don't get me wrong. I'm not so enamored

is "What have you got with alot of bass?"

of the LP that I'm oblivious to its shortcomings.
There are serious shortcomings to the LP

That's CES! So periodically, we need to do
something with big bass, simply to keep our

medium. Iwish there were something better

bass fans happy. We're planning acouple of

for us to preserve our analog recordings and

those for this year. We haven't done one for

circulate them to the public. But it is the only

quite awhile—we've been distracted by more

real analog medium apart from cassette, which

musically rewarding projects.

doesn't work at all. So there we are, stuck with

JA: What projects are you cuerently working on?
TH: This may or may not come to pass, but I

the LP as it exists. It's becoming increasingly
difficult to make agood LP, but that's another
whole can of worms.

read apiece that David Ranada wrote in High

The reason CD has become the dominant

mentioned aconcert of unamplified jazz he

Fidelity magazine a few months back, that

medium must have to do with the lack of noise,
the lack of ticks and pops and groove skips,

had been to at Alice

etc, that we are too well acquainted with. And

the object of that exercise being to see what it

the relative permanence of CD is certainly very
attractive. It's convenient, it sounds the same
for many years, it doesn't deteriorate.

might sound like as played in Ellington's day.
Sort of an "original instruments" approach to

JA: And you don't notice the lack of what you

Hall in New York. It

was abig band playing Duke Ellington's music

jazz. Isaid, "Well, that fits with what we're trying to do," so Italked to David and he put me

should be getting.

in touch with the arranger and conductor of

111: Precisely. You get accustomed to the
sound; that sound is satisfying by and large, so

that project, David Berger. I've been talking
with him about the idea of doing arecord.

it's good enough.

We had tried [a recording of unamplified
jazz) that came out with mixed results, because

JA: Reference Recordings bas an amazing roster of artists, from Red Norvo to The Blazing

we were trying to be too purist in our approach.

Redbeads to Albert Fuller to Minoru Nojirna.

We thought we could go in with our sym-

How do you choose artists to record?

phonic-style milting, but this particular ensem-

TH: What motivates me is to get awide vari-

ble had been so accustomed to playing with

ety of kinds of music Icouldn't possibly be

amplification, and so accustomed to studio
techniques with earphones and so on, that they

happy working in this business having to deal
with the same kind of music all the time. Though
many labels are quite successful doing just that,

didn't know how to balance among themselves.
JA: That 's asad commentary.

narrowing in on one area and doing it consistently well, that just isn't my idea of how this

TU: But you go to any live jazz concert these

company should go. It started out, and still is,

one player or two players or 14 or 20 players,
there'll be amplification. That's just acomment

primarily focused on audiophiles, and audiophiles tend to like awide variety of kinds of
music Irealize we could probably be more successful if we were to specialize more than we
Stereophile, June 1989

days you will hear amplification. Whether it's

on how we've become accustomed to hear real
music. I've stopped going to live jazz concerts,
pretty much, for that reason, unless there's an
95

artist that I'm particularly interested in. You
don't hear real music, you hear bad PA.
JA: Do you have any more projects planned
witb Nojima?
TH: Yes, as amatter of fact. ‘Ifle're doing another
recording in August of Ravel, Gaspard de la

Klelne Dregrostbennumet

Nuit and Miroirs, and I'm confident it's going

h
i
,errhin
ruverortú
La Revue de Cuisine

to be magnificent. Iheard him play the Miroirs
in aconcert acouple of months ago. Isat there
and said, trying to be objective, "I don't think
Iwill ever hear this music played any better
than this." It was one of those goosebump livemusic experiences. Icouldn't be happier than

VARt$E>
Octandre

CHICAGO
PROMUSICA

to be able to work with him. Ithink he's going
to be amajor name in piano circles.
My highest priority for this year, and as soon
as this CES is over I'm going to devote alot of
energy to it. is to find away to record Nojima
in concertos. I'm aware that its only amatter
of time before amajor label will start courting
him. I'm sure for his own benefit that he will
go with amajor label,

we have xnumber of

very favorite singer of all time. Eileen Farrell

months to do something. Nojima is acuriosity

was, Ithink, the greatest singer this country has

among performing artists. He has practically

ever produced. She started her career in the

no ego to speak of. and Ithink that has worked
to his detriment. Ithink that's probably why

and did concert appearances with orchestras—

his name isn't better known than it is, but he's

she was asinger who could sing anything.

so

'40s; she had aradio program, branched out

not your typical flamboyant egotist at all. And

Eventually she was at the Metropolitan Opera.

he's nervous about recording because he says,

She had the biggest, warmest, most luscious

"Oh, there're so many good pianists."

dramatic soprano that Ihad ever heard. There

Iwould like to talk abit more about the

was something about her singing that just

upcoming things that we have because those

vibrated within me, and it was she who made

are really important to me. I'm the one who

it possible for me to get into opera. It was the

gets to decide what we record, so I'm really

last musical form that Iresisted, but it was

pleased about the things coming up. The next

through her singing that Ibegan to explore

release is another Marni Nixon album, singing

opera and find things that Ienjoyed. So Ifol-

Jerome Kern. This time we have some arrange-

lowed her career all through my teen years and

ments. Lincoln IMayorgal has written charts for

early 20s, when she was at her peak. But in

asmall string group, we have aharp and flute,

addition to her operatic singing, she always was

and some of them are piano, bass, and drums;

able to sing popular music as well. She had a

there's agood deal of variety. Then there's

complete and different way of singing. She was

another Chicago Pro Musica album that we did

the only trained singer who could turn that off

last June, right after CES, with the Threepenny

and approach popular music on its own terms.

Opera Suite of Kurt Weill. That's for 17 instru-

JA: Unlike, say, KiniTe Kanawa.

ments, which is afairly large ensemble to be

TH: Precisely. Who tries. But you can always

playing without aconductor. The first two

hear that opera singer singing, behind it all.

records we did with the Chicago group four

When Eileen Farrell stopped singing in public
and began her teaching career—she was at

years ago were very successful. They won a
Grammy for the group, so we have high hopes

Indiana University for many years—she sort

for this one.
We have three more projects in the can

of faded from public sight.
About two years ago, there was aPBS TV

already. It's enormously satisfying to me, more

special, one of their fund-raising devices where

than adream come true; it never occurred to

everybody gets up and does acouple of num-

me that Iwould ever be able to work with my

bers. ltzhak Perlman was the hast, and he came
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very good at accompanying. His name is
Loonis McGlohan, and he understands that
style of Cabaret music from the inside out, and
is wonderfully supportive of Eileen. And
although she is not interested at all in performing any more in public, she is willing to do
some recording. Those two will be out as
quickly as possible, in the spring or summer,
and then we've already agreed to do two more
records with her this year. We'll be going back
in May to do two more.
JA: Still concentrating on (be Golden Age of
Songwriters?
TH: Yes. Eileen also had close ties with acomposer named Alec Wilder. He was acurious
composer in that he wrote popular music and
classical music. He's not nearly as well known
as the other composers ...
JA: He did write the definitive book on American Popular Song. ..
Eileen Farrell records Harold Arlen

TH: .. .
but since she and Loonis McGlohan
also worked with him and wrote some things
together, that was alogical thing to do. Some
of Alec Wilder's songs are well known, but not

on and said, "Well, we're especially pleased to
have Miss Eileen Farrell singing for us tonight.
She's retired, but we're very happy that she

all of them by any means. And this record's
largely of things that are never performed. I
think that it may not be box office, but it's

could come and be with us. And she had only
one condition, that she could bring her own

going to be avery beautiful album.

accompanist." So out she came and behind her

first two albums, it was obvious to me that

was Leonard Bernstein! Ifeared the worst. You
know, it had been along time, but she sang a

Eileen's most successful songs are the slow, tortuous love-gone-wrong songs.

couple of numbers, and it was astonishing that
awoman of her age—she's now well into her

TH: Exactly. So Isaid, "Eileen, let's do arec-

Going through the experience of doing the

JA: Like Rodgers' & Hart's "Where or When"?

60s—still had the basic quality of her singing.
It's largely still there. That wonderful, communicative way that she has with the music is

wrong-and-walked-out-the-door" songs, and

unmistakable.

Ithink it's going to be amajor success.

ord of torch songs." She said "I'd love to!" We
worked out a program of "He's-done-me-

Iwrote her afan letter and said, "Would you

Beyond that, we don't have acontract yet,

consider making just one more recording for

but everyone's in agreement that we make two

your fans? Iwill do anything !can to help bring

records with the Dallas Wind Symphony in

it about." One day the phone rang and she said
"This is Eileen Farrell. .." and Inearly fainted.

July. I've been looking for along time for an

One thing led to another and it's worked out.
JA: What have you recorded with ber?

sonally anxious to da It's called La Fiesta Mccicana by H. Owen Reed. Ithink it's the only

TH: We have two albums in the can. One of
Rodgers and Hart, and the other of Harold
Arlen songs. She's always had aclose relation-

ensemble to do apiece of music that I'm per-

piece he ever wrote Maybe not. Anyway, it was
on one of the early Mercurys in the mono era,
and I've always been fond of that piece. It has

ship with Harold Arlen, and has always specialized in his songs, so I'm especially pleased

lots of bass drum, bells, and percussion of var-

about that. We did those in the studio with

type thing to do. And the other record we're

ious sorts, so Ithink it will be agood CES -

musicians that she prefers to work with these

doing with them is all the Hoist wind music.

days—they're in Charlotte, North Carolina

So those I'm excited about. It's going to be a
busy year...

strangely enough. There's apianist who's very,
98
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS
HIGH-END PICKUP CARTRIDGES, PART 1
Amis Balgalvis reviews models from Dynavector, Krell, and Madrigal
The latest hot news among analog aficionados

strength. What puts all this on really solid

is not which records are the sonic blockbusters,
but where to get them. Operating on the prem-

ground are the particular companies involved
in this effort—some very familiar names head

ise that all the sonically outstanding LPs have

up the resurgence. Madrigal has anew headline

already been pressed, the new game in one-

model to show off their marque more promi-

upmanship is discovering sources for these

nently, as does Monster Cable. Then there's

sonic treasures.

Dynavector, returning after ahiatus of afew

From what Ihear from my friends, as well as

years. But more assuring than that are the new-

from some first-hand experiences, there is a

comers to the cartridge games, where we see

groundswell developing in the form of avery
active used-record marketplace. It appears

Krell, Rowland, and Spectral offering con-

that with billions of LPs already released, the
needs of the record collector can still be ful-

companies are well-established high-end elec-

filled.
Ihave visited several used- record stores in

amplifier endeavors.
Krell and Spectral are also engaged in con-

New York and in Dallas, and came away with

certed efforts to produce all-out CD-playback
products. If vinyl is as dead as the new-record

several records long out of print. In New York,

tenders for the cartridge sweepstakes. These
tronics houses with enviable reputations in

G&A Records, Academy Records, and Gryphon
were helpful when it came to classical releases,

bins would have us believe, would these com-

while in Dallas, Forever Young and Bill's had
an abundance of pop titles. For example, I

that the cutting edge of digital is not yet ready
to mow down the analog establishment?

picked up aRoy Orbison album on the Monument label at Forever Young. Prices are not

panies bother with cartridges? Or could it be

Let me tell you at the outset that, as agroup,
these cartridges are remarkable performers. A

low, so don't expect miracles. There's talk of

few models manage to stand out, but there are

bargains at out-of-the-way places, but Ihave

no losers here. Each offers excellent results, but

not had the good fortune to hit such ashop
myself.

even at this level of refinement — $850$2500—there are some clear-cut differences.

My point is that source material should not

From the praise already lavished, you might

be the concern. Trust the entrepreneurs to

expect innovations galore. Except for one truly

solve the supply problem, but work with/

exciting departure from the norm, the group

against them to keep the prices under control.
situation, and you, as the customer, can in-

mainly represents avery mundane level of
creativity, however: variations on the wellknown MC theme.

fluence the direction this market takes.
Having said that, what about the playback -

But before Italk about the cartridges themselves, let's take alook at what they do from an

equipment situation? Well, the news on the
playback side is very good indeed. While

unfamiliar perspective.

recent LP releases have dwindled to atrickle,

the cartridge presents an illusion of accuracy.

Remember, it's clearly asupply-and-demand

Hiding behind afaçade of miniaturization,

new high-end, analog playback equipment is

It's impossible for us to delve into the diminu-

flourishing. In sheer numbers, cartridges lead

tive world of the stylus riding in the groove by

the way. This survey will cover six new models

merely looking at the cartridge with the naked

(three in this issue, three in the next), each a

eye. Proportions lose their significance once

full-fledged high-end citizen; Iknow of at least

we depart from our world of feet and inches;
dimensions are difficult to visualize realistically

as many other cartridge developments equally
exciting.
It's gratifying to see such ashow of analog
Stereophile, June 1989

when we condense our perspective to the mil
and micron level.
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TABLE 1
Model

Dynavector

Krell

Madrigal

XX -1

KC-200

Carnegie 2

Type

MC

MC

MC

Output (1kHz, 5cm/s)
Source Impedance

2OmV

0.35mV

0.35mV

270 ohms (700 µH)

4ohms

20 ohms

100 ohms

Compliance

47k ohms
10 cu*

100 ohms
15 cu

Recommended
Downforce
Cantilever material

2.0gm

1.8-2.0gm

1.8gm

Solid Boron

Sapphire

Solid Boron

Stylus type

Line Contact

Semi Line Contact

Stylus dimensions

14 x 801.an

Recommended Load

Body Material

8.5 cu

Micro-edge
4 x 80,2m

Aluminum

Aluminum

Mass

12gm

13.5gm

9gm

Mounting method

Through holes

Threaded holes

Special features

Flanges
Flux Damper

$850
40

Price

$1295

$1100

Approximate number

20

30

of dealers
Distributor

Dynavector/

Krell Industries
20 Higgins Drive

LM Acoustics
5617 Glenhaven Cr
Westlake Village
CA 91362

Madrigal Ltd.
P.O. Box 781

Milford

Middletown

CT 06460
(203) 874-3139

CT 06457
(203) 346-0896

(800) 262-8346
*1 Cu

10 -°cm/dyne

A more effective way to convey the drama

not! The above should make it obvious that we

of groove-tracking is to examine an exaggerated, scaled-up version of the cartridge. Mitch

are more than lucky indeed when we hear any-

Cotter related this analogy some time ago in a
transcript of around-table discussion by audio
designers organized by The Audio Critic, and
reported in their Vol.2 Noel. By using ascale of

thing recognizable when the program is read
by dragging a vinyl groove past a stylus.
Granted, the cartridge is avery sensitive transducer, but its inherent design is not conducive
to following -40dB, 15kHz signals. Here's a

1:12000,
or 1mil (25.4µm), equals P. In
this scenario, the 3-mil record groove appears

clear case of just how blissful it is to be ignorant

as a 3'-wide, 1W-deep "ditch." Taking our
4-mil-square and 15-mil-long diamond stylus,
we find, in our scaled-up world, that it is a

phonograph record as we know it today had
they been aware of these facts?

colossal chunk 4' square and 15' tall! And our
y
4"-long cantilever is abeam 250' long and 10'

what many are calling the "twilight of analog,"
you're mistaken. I've just reminded you of

in diameter. That's like awhole Sequoia trying

something that has been in existence for

to keep pace with the wiggles (the smallest of
which is just over y, "
across) in the walls of our
3'-wide ditch. To drive the point home, let's
skip over the cartridge itself for now, and look

decades, and, if anything, has been steadily

at the tonearm. The pivot of the tonearm
would be well over amile away, since the typical 7" stylus-to-pivot distance is equivalent to
7000' in our Gulliver's world.
Pretty awesome, yes? But precise? Absolutely
102

—who would have attempted to invent the

If you think I'm picking on cartridges in

improving. It was far worse even acouple of
decades ago.
Because modern cartridges perform well
beyond what could be expected, Ihave nothing but the highest admiration for them; this
latest crop of cartridge concoctions confirms
the faith that many of us have placed in such
devices. The cartridge designers have obviStereophile, June 1989

ously been busy fussing over their designs in
order to make our listening experiences more
enlightening than ever.
Examination of the table summarizing the
cartridge characteristics in this survey reveals
some interesting trends. First, the cartridges as
agroup are heavier (the Carnegie 2is the lightest, at 9 grams). Second, stylus profiles are
definitely moving in the direction of linecontact designs. By contacting the groove wall

Dynavector XX -1MC cartridge

over amuch narrower, taller footprint, these
new profiles establish amore intimate contact
and allow the stylus to track the groove more
effectively. This process replicates the original
path described by the cutting stylus more
exactly, improving the resolution of the information imbedded in the groove walls.
Another parameter parlays itself into avery

models provided many of us with numerous
exciting moments only afew years back. This
time around they have an all-new top-of-theline model featuring ahigh output of 2mV, a
boron cantilever, and a claimed frequency
response of ±1dB over the 20-20kHz range.

practical advantage—higher output. With the

There's also talk of "soft magnetism" and

exception of the Dynavector XX -1, ahigh-

"flux damping" in their literature. Imust own

output design to begin with, the other car-

up to an initial skepticism—hype for sure, I

tridges put out areasonably high signal for

thought. But, lo and behold, they responded
with areasonable explanation of these con-

MCs. Since the prevailing trend in phono stages
is in the direction of configurations with significantly higher gain—many can even deal
with the 0.1mV level of the Ortofon MC-3000

siderations.
Dynavector discovered that, contrary to conventional thinking, the magnetic force field in

—these current output levels should be wel-

acartridge cannot be assumed to remain reso-

come.

lutely constant. Their findings indicate that the

We also get consistently low output imped-

motion of the moving-coil armature has atell-

ances, usually between 4and 20 ohms. The
low impedance, combined with the less than

ing effect on the force provided by the perma-

100-ohm cartridge loading, should help in

nent magnets, and results in amodulated output, most apparent at high frequencies.
To counter these distortions, the front yoke

transferring the cartridge signal to the preamp
effectively. (For the same output voltage, a

of the magnetic circuit incorporates ashorting

lower source impedance means a higher

wire which they have christened the "Flux

current.)

Damper." This single turn can be shorted or

Compliance specifications seem to be favoiable as far as tonearm selection goes. The heav-

opened with asmall switch mounted on the

iest cartridge has the lowest compliance, while

this benefit.

front of the XX -1, allowing the user to control

the lightest is designed to have the most give.

"Soft magnetism" involves the operating

A medium-mass tonearm should be agood

region of the characteristic curve of the perma-

starting point.
On apurely practical basis, the best news is

nent magnet. If very powerful magnets are

the growing number of cartridges incorporating threaded holes for capturing the mounting
screws. That's the way to go—let's be rid of
those little nuts forever.
What follows is abrief description of each

used, the incremental deviation of magnetic
force, and therefore output variation, is larger
for agiven influence of the moving coil. Selecting less powerful ("softer") magnets reduces
the influence on the output significantly.
Dynavector claims that the benefit will be most

is alphabetical.

apparent when high-amplitude modulations
are encountered.

Dynavector XX -1: $1295

Krell KC -200: $1100

It •• (ertainly good to see Dynavector back in

Tom Norton did avery good job of describing

the groove. Their Karat Ruby and Diamond

this cartridge's basics when he reviewed the

of the survey's first three contenders. The order
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cartridge inside, and is machined from asolid
chunk of brass, making the container essentially crushproof. Icould well imagine acar
driving over it without ascratch to the cartridge
inside. It is, therefore, functional.

Madrigal Carnegie 2: $850
Interestingly enough, the Carnegie 2is not a
tweaked Carnegie I. What Madrigal did instead
was to start over with the basics, developing a
cartridge which would meet their very stringent performance requirements. Mind you, the
judge and jury at Madrigal always gather all of
the evidence based on extensive listening sesKrell KC-200 MC cartridge

sions. To arrive at anew model, they first exam-

lower-priced KC-100 in the February issue. To

ine the available options, prepare prototypes
recap, the KC-200 has aclear anodized finish

which embody their desired course of action,
and then start to listen. Besides practical con-

and uses sapphire for the cantilever material,

siderations such as configuration and reliability,

while the KC-I00 is black and uses an alumi-

or economic matters involving pricing strategies, everything else is governed by what they
hear.

num cantilever. Both models put out acomfortable 0.35mV.
Iwas especially taken with the KC-200's very

Since every aspect of perception counts in

convenient cueing. The sapphire cantilever
extends all the way to the front of the body, and

Madrigal's book, they have produced an impressively specified component: asample is the

is visible in asquare cut-out. Without adoubt,
it is apure joy to use.

Carnegie 2's channel separation of 25dB at

wish 1could say the same when it came to
mounting the cartridge. I'm not referring to the
lack of instructions, nor am Icomplaining
about the screw-down procedure. The instructions, I've been told, will be supplied once they
are written. To get the screws into the cartridge,
simply put the nuts in the holes from the bot-

10kHz. Some of their sonic claims are equally
significant; they explain that their performance
is based on attention to detail at every level of
design, and topped off by meticulous manufacturing techniques.
Madrigal explained that while the Carnegie
l's Micro-Edge stylus tip configuration has
been retained, just about everything else is

tom in the body, and replace the protective sty-

revamped. Coils are wound using anew tech-

lus guard to capture them. (The stylus guard
must be the most elegant in the business. It is

nique; the generator assembly, the cantilever,
and many of the materials used are different.

obviously part of the cartridge, not an after-

For example. the cantilever is now solid boron,

thought.) Then insert the screws from the top
of the tonearm headshell and turn them to
catch the nuts.
My gripe has to do with the round body.
Except for avery short vertical surface at the
front of the cartridge, the shape of this cartridge
makes it difficult to align in the tonearm. Sure,
the flat surface at the front helps, but other
right-angled edges would have helped more.
Isure hope this shape has more to with something like controlling resonances, and less with
styling.
More to the point is the Krell package Iknow
cartridge packaging is only filler, but when
something is special, it deserves mention.
Krell's packaging is just large enough to fit the
104

Madrigal Carnegie 2MC cartridge
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whereas the Carnegie 1used carbon fiber rein-

Because the process of playing vinyl records

forced by beryllium and aluminum. While the

is so unwieldy, the set-up for comparing cartridges has to be approached with utmost care.
Obviously, any evaluation is only as good as the

body may not appear very different externally,
internally the Carnegie 2has been reworked
thoroughly to increase its rigidity when it is
attached to the tonearm. For example, all internal components are bonded to the body with
epoxy, which results in asturdy, nonresonant

equipment and the procedures used to carry
it out. In this case, it turned out to be particularly vexing.

component.

Take cartridge alignment. Please! For the stylus to sit properly nestled in the groove, it must

Test Set -up

ing the basic geometric requirements of the

In real estate, the three most important con-

tonearm, tangential or pivoted, have been met.
In apivoted tonearm, azimuth and VTA are

be adjusted for azimuth and VTA. That's assum-

siderations are location, location, and location.
To get acartridge to sound its best, the three
most important requirements are set-up, setup, and set-up. Unfortunately, setting up acartridge correctly is acomplicated ordeal. Not
only do you have to adjust at least six parameters with great care; several of them are contingent upon one another. When you meticu-

interrelated due to the offset angle of the headshell. No matter how carefully azimuth is
adjusted, it's only good for that particular VTA
setting. Change the VTA, and azimuth is off.
It's common knowledge that VTA, VTF,
geometry, anti-skating, and loading are important set-up parameters. But where's azimuth?
Except for Dick Olsher, Bill Firebaugh, and

lously customize VTA, VTF, azimuth, loading, overhang, and anti-skating, it should be

Herb Papier, nobody seems to take this require-

enough. But VTF affects VTA, anti-skating

ment seriously. (JA didn't even mention it in his

influences azimuth, and in offset pivoted arms,

review of the Linn Ekos in April!) Well, you 'd

azimuth is tied to VTA. What does it take to get
it all together? Patience, patience, patience.

better, if you want all of acartridge's perfor-

Credit the Airtangent tonearm with this

mance. Since we can well see that the MicroRidge profile is fast becoming the stylus con-

review. Were it not for this arm's godsend com-

figuration of choice, with the Ortofon Repli -

bination of excellent performance and prac-

cant and vdH profiles practically resembling

tical conveniences, Iwould not have dared to

the cutting stylus, alignment of this very pre-

tackle such ademanding and complex project.
Iadmit unabashedly that changing and aligning

cise contour with the groove walls is manda-

cartridges is fun only the first time. After the

these advanced stylus shapes to their fullest
extent.

initial set-up rites are completed, it's not very
thrilling.
The Airtangent minimizes this tedium; its
interchangeable air- bearing/armtube assemblies allow cartridge comparison under conditions about as consistent as can be expected.
As Ipointed out in my review of the Airtangent
(Vol.12 Na2, February 1989), this feature allows

tory if we are to experience the benefits of

The worst part is that the stylus is not
mounted to the cantilever, or the cantilever to
the coils, anywhere near as accurately as is
required by those who would check azimuth
alignment by slipping amirror under the cartridge.
Iwas first cautioned about this by John Bicht

mounted cartridges to be swapped without dis-

of Versa Dynamics, and found his warnings to

turbing the alignment of such essential parameters as VTF, azimuth, and overhang. Having

the actual orientation of the stylus, and that can

be on target. What you have to do is work with

been provided three additional assemblies by

only be accomplished effectively by instru-

Airtangent's Leif Hag,gmark, Iwas able to make

mentation. Using atest record and a'scope or

practically instantaneous—in the world of cartridges, 30-second changes are instantaneous

meter, the azimuth angle should be adjusted so
as to equalize the crosstalk residuals of both

—substitutions. All that remained to do after
slipping anew assembly in place was to set the
VTA for the new cartridge, reset the preamp

any channel output imbalance while making

channels. (Make sure that you take into account

volume to keep output levels constant, and

this adjustment.)
Ididn't want it to happen, but it was there

switch in the desired cartridge-loading resistor.

anyway. Several cartridges, when so adjusted,

All that sounds very straightforward. It isn't.

ended up visibly canted with respect to the
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horizontal of the record. Sonic results con-

The level-matching part was simple enough.

firmed that this geometric offset position was

Using the IkHz test track of the CBS STR-100

desirable.

test record, the output at the preamp's tape

Aligning for azimuth turned out to be avery

monitor sockets was observed on a'scope The

demanding task. This difficulty was rewarded
by better sonics. Iused adual-trace 'scope,

position of the volume control was marked for
each cartridge. Subjectively, Ifound this step

inverted one input, and observed the sum of

of limited help, as the subjective loudness levels

the two channels of acartridge while playing

varied considerably; anumber of cartridges

amonaural recording. Ideally, when the azimuth is dead-on, the summed output should

sounded louder than others once music was
played!

be zero, but in reality Iwent for the best null.
Irotated the armtube on its long axis until the

Tweaking for the count -down

lowest output was observed. To double-check

ly on, Irealized that Ishould maximize the

that result, Iused astereo test record and
matched the crosstalk residuals to equal levels.

available resolving power of the test system if

Since both methods agreed, Ifelt Iwas on solid
ground.

incidents occurred while tweaking for the
count-down.

Believe me, it makes a difference. Dick
Olsher already pointed this out in his review

Several changes in the playback system produced extremely beneficial improvements.

Iwanted meaningful results. Some interesting

of the Wheaton Triplanar tonearm (Vol.!! No.1,

The VPI HW-19 Mk.II turntable was upgraded

January '88). With azimuth on the money, the
whole soundstage opens up, details abound,

one notch to aMkillstatus, resulting in amore
refined midrange, better bass, and much more

and transparency transports you closer to the
source.

exuberant dynamics.

The problem, though, is that azimuth seldom stays constant. VTA adjustments will disturb it in apivoted arm. In alinear- tracking

On my own initiative, Idecided to replace the

design, azimuth fares better: VTA changes will
not budge it, but dished platter profiles will
produce caved-in records when clamped
down. Care must be exercised in choosing the
position on the record where azimuth alignment is performed.
In contrast, the VTA setting for each cartridge was determined on apurely subjective

But could Ileave well enough alone? N000!
four springs supporting the subchassis with
Navcom isolation pads. This is anew material
similar to Sorbothane, but aspires to considerably better damping abilities. Iwas using small
pucks, about 2" in diameter and 3
4 "thick, with
/
ametal surround. They are intended to be
placed under equipment, especially tubed
components, to decouple them from the many
forms of undesirable assaults of vibrational pollution.

basis for this review. The right position for me

With the VPI thus modified, the bass got bet-

was the point where Iheard the smoothest
response in combination with maximum detail

ter yet, and the sound opened up considerably. The most telling effects, however, were in

and spatial information. That setting was duly

coherence and asense of rock-solid stability,

noted, for each cartridge and for each record,

very reminiscent of CD performance in this

so that Icould return to that position later.

area. Monitoring the playback-output waveshape at the tape outputs on a'scope revealed

To make sure that the VTA settings could be
accurately repeated, the Airtangent tonearm
was equipped with adial indicator to keep
track of the vertical position of the tonearm.

significantly reduced very-low-frequency perturbations.
Mind you, this is not intended to criticize the

This instrument measures linear displacement

original design of the VPI turntable Most every

with an accuracy to better than 0.001". The
reading is arelative measurement, to be sure,

design will reveal a very low-frequency,
grundge-like modulation of the signal. It's a

but it did allow me to adjust the elevation of the

combination of actions and reactions during
the playback process. The platter fights the

Airtangent airtube so that each cartridge could
be accurately positioned at the VTA level best
for it in arepeatable manner. It turned out that
increments of 0.005" were sonically important.
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groove modulations, pulls against the motor

IThis will always he the case when comparing components
with anon-flat amplitude response.
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pulley, cams the subchassis, the springs try to

rewiring the whole system with similar-quality

keep it level, and so on. That's without getting

cable bring?

into the effects of airborne or other feedback

Thus Iproceeded to rewire the rest of the
system with the brand-new Sigma series cables
from Monster Cable. Interconnects and speaker

disturbances. It's awildly complex process, all
taking place at the micron level, and should not
be taken lightly.
Amore concrete instance of the effectiveness
of the Navcom pads was demonstrated in the
following manner. A very mild tap on the chassis, with the platter locked and the stylus rest-

wire were used, including the connections to
and from the Apogee DAX. Improvements
from cable changes is not exactly news, but the
magnitude of improvement took me by sur-

ing on astationary record, now produced tran-

prise. Since this is not acable review, suffice it
to say that Iam convinced that the Sigma cables

sient decays that not only were lower in

significantly enhanced the performance of the

amplitude, but were also damped out roughly
ten times faster than when the springs were in

overall system, and contributed significantly
to maximizing the results of this survey.

place. This correlated with the 'scope obser-

Last, but not least, aBasis Debut turntable

vations when musical passages were played,

arrived aweek before the deadline. Fighting

and the subjective impression of operating

time, Idecided to include it at this late date. My

from amore solid foundation.

rationale was skewed by thoughts of "but it's
so easy to set up."

Another change for the better was the addition of the Apogee dedicated active crossover,

But Iwas wrong—that wasn't the real rea-

or DAX, for driving the Diva speakers. This ven-

son. Iam completely taken by the magnitude

ture into electronics by Apogee is intended to

of the across-the-board improvements brought

help their Divas, Signature Duettas, and Cal-

out by the Basis. I'm sorry that Ididn't have

ipers perform better as systems by executing

access to it earlier, because my life would have
been much easier and the results better.

the crossover function ahead of the power
amplifiers, where the signals are low, and not

Again, this is not a turntable review, but

at the high-current output side. Of course, two

credit Basis designer A. J. Conti with asignifi-

more power amplifiers are necessary to carry

cant contribution to the improvement of the

this reconfiguration off. For the situation at

analog playback process. Ihope to review this

hand, two Classé Audio DR-9 power amps
were put to work.

fabulous product fully in the near future.

Imust thank Bill Brassington, afellow mem-

Having settled back to earth, the rest of the
system was rounded out by aLead Balloon for

ber of the Audiophile Society, for creating the

the VPI turntable, and aKrell KRS-2 pream-

next sonic stir. By lending me his 2m pair of
MIT CVT interconnects, he initiated aseries of

plifier.

events which jarred me from acertain com-

this evaluation, the following LPs formed the

Although many records were played during

placency where interconnects and cables were

core of the musical selections: Rimsky-Kor-

concerned.

sakov, Scheherazade, Chesky RC4; Rachmaninoff, Symphony 1, London LDR 7110;

It all started with the insertion of Bill's loaner
from the cartridge to the preamp. Wow! This

Orff, Carmina Burana, Telarc DG 1005 6 /
5 7;

initial substitution into the system took me

Monteverdi, Il Combattimento Di Tancredi E

completely by surprise—I simply did not

Glorinada, Nonesuch H-71090; Marcell°, Four

expect a single piece of interconnect to

Sonatas, Documenti del Barocco Venezia,
Jecklin-Exempla 5001; Sasha Polinoff, Fastest

influence the sonic performance of the system
to such apositively significant degree.
But everything has adownside, it seems.
With my sonic emotions at apeak, Ilearned

Balalaika in the West, Elektra EKS-7212; Cantate Domino, Proprius PROP 7762;

The

Sheffield Drum Record, Sheffield Lab 1; Stan

what Iwas afraid to hear—the price for the 2m

Kenton and his Orchestra, Fire Fury, and Fun,

pair is $1395. What adowner. And, of course,

Creative World ST-1073; Eagles, The Eagles,

Bill wanted his cable back.

Asylum SD-5054.

The above incident raised my cable consciousness to anew level. It was the catalyst I

These recordings were used because of my
own familiarity with each of them, their gener-

needed. Iwondered—if one piece of high-

ally proper recording practices, and their wide

quality cable can do that, what nirvana would

musical diversity.
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Pet Peeve—cartridge break-in
period

mellow, nature of the high frequencies. Mind
you, lack of detail is not aconcern, and, there-

Somctlung is drastically wrong in never-never

fore, not an issue As amatter of fact, Ithink the

land. No cartridges in this review arrived ready

XX -1 is extremely detailed all the way down

to play, all requiring 10-20 hours of burn-in

to the upper bass. And these upper frequencies

time. The reason Isee red here is the seeming

are not bright or, God forbid, brittle. On the

guesswork on the part of the manufacturer.

contrary, the XX -1 exhibits avery good mea-

The consumer is expected to not only do the
work of breaking in the cartridge, but also to

sure of sweetness at the top.
It's reminiscent of the seemingly rounded-

rely on the manufacturer to produce acostly

off and reticent impression live music can

product so precisely that it will perform as

leave—at first. Thesound has alack of edginess

advertised when broken in. You are the consumers: only you are in aposition to do some-

that borders on dull, yet Isoon realized just
how undeniably immediate it really is. The

thing about this.

timbres, inner details, and dynamics appear

Dynavector XX- 1

are to avaguely similar degree with the XX -1
in place.

properly proportioned in live music, as they

Ihave listened long and hard, but Istill can't
completely put my finger on just what it is that

Besides being an outstanding all-around performer, this cartridge images incredibly.

makes this cartridge so easy on the ears.

(Though as Ihave emphasized before, it's not

When Isaid earlier that Iwas glad to see
Dynavector back, Ioriginally meant it as a
courtesy. Now, having listened to their prod-

asingle aspect that makes apresentation outstanding, but the presentation as awhole that
counts.) First, there's the vivid and expansive

uct extensively, it is apparent that my welcome
should be extended to include its sonic perfor-

soundspace that not only extends very far to
either side, but also penetrates into the stage

mance as well.

very generously, without excluding the back
corners. When it came to replicating ambience

But not before enduring some moments of
uncertainty during the break-in period, when
the XX -1 behaved very peculiarly. All other cartridges in my experience tend to sound thin,
brittle, and even piercing during this gnawing

cues effectively, the XX -1 was without peer in
this first grouping of cartridges.
Furthermore, it's just not something that billows away in front of the listener—this is pano-

ritual. Not the Dynavector. It was bloated, slug-

rama with quality. Here instruments are sus-

gish, dark, and severely rolled-off at the top.

pended in space, instrumental groupings are

Just when Iwas about to call the distributor

easily perceived, and individual performers

to complain, the situation improved markedly.

materialize with agreat degree of certainty. The

That was after some 10 hours of playing time;

XX -1 also maintains the acoustic perspective

the response expanded and became very

of the recording very well. Closely miked ses-

smooth.
As more hours were logged, improvements

sions are more intimate and correspondingly
more poignant, while distantly placed micro-

fell into place with gratifying regularity. For

phones move the performers back, including
more of the acoustic environment. Cantate

example, there's the expansive soundstage, the
inner detailing, the harmonic richness, and a
presence so involving that it's likely to make

Domino was agood example of the latter sit-

you sit up.

and the church venue.
Second, the XX -1 exhibits first-rate inner

And here's the paradoxical part. While admittedly rich-sounding, at times even thickening

uation; the XX -1 vividly replicated the choir

detailing, this ability extending well into the

up considerably, and exhibiting high frequen-

lower midrange. Harmonies appear more

cies that are not imposing at all—they're that

resounding, due to complete unraveling of the

laid-back—this cartridge just sweeps you away

individual parts. The multi-hued subtleties of

with its eminent listenability. Yes, Ithink it's

such sonic complexities were communicated

slightly veiled, and the highs are not as brisk

with an arresting thoroughness. Transients had

as Iwould like, but it sure can do justice to

ajaunty sparkle that is crisp and distilled, but

music!
What Ifind intriguing is the tender, almost

devoid of bite or sting. As amatter of fact, the
XX- 1erred on the side of the languid.
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But don't hold that against it when massed
strings, for example, are on the 'table. The XX -1
captures much of the sweetness that other cartridges rough up or merely gloss over, and does
acommendable job of recapturing the wooden
buzz of massed violins and cellos.
This cartridge does not lack air and sweet-

when Stan's renowned brass sections cut loose,
it was simply marvelous. There was no doubt
about the many instruments involved; the
detailing conveyed those dissonant harmoni=ions ever so vividly. The best part, however,
came at the end, when the sax puts out anumber of short but very sudden bursts. Each time

ness, but its great listenability could be tied to

the sax stops, a decay within the room is

aslight rounding of transient attacks. For example, struck cymbals lacked the degree of refine-

excited. The XX -1 reproduced the most spacious and extended rendition of these rever-

ment needed to render the myriad of the complexities completely, and appeared with an

berations. They were discovered to be very
expansive and richly detailed.

abbreviation of the intensity of the metallic ring

Another pleasant surprise was the manner

displayed by the Krell KC-200. But the essential
details and shimmer of the rivets is very clear
and descriptive.

in which the XX- 1handled plucked instruments. On the Balalaika Orchestra, it managed
to keep every instrument apart from the others

It was in harmonic richness that the XX- 1
was sometimes overgenerous. While this area

while maintaining the spatial relationships of
the group intact. The plucks were fast, the

is resounding and sonorous overall, and

decays luxuriously detailed and extended.

responsible in part for the lush impression that
the XX -1 leaves, Ifeel it may be too abundant
for some systems from the upper-bass region
on down. Though bigger than life, Ifound the

It was only on The Sheffield Drum Record
that the XX -1 raised some concerns. Even
though the rest of the pieces in the drum kit fell
into place and were replicated with excellent

result quite enjoyable, especially with some
inherently light recordings. Some systems, I'm

thoroughness, the kick-drum impacts appeared
leaden and thick. They too much resembled

sure, will benefit handily from this effect, but
in relation to the other cartridges the XX -1 has

athud, not asudden impact.

a pronounced elevation of the frequencies
starting at the upper bass region. Fortunately,
it does not weigh down the sound, even though

It could be said that the sound of the XX -1
is reminiscent of some classic tube characteristics. Its imaging, floating soundstage, transparency, and harmonic richness certainly sug-

the bass performance, as far as definition and
weight are concerned, is not up to that of the

gest that.

Krell KC-200.

Krell KC -200
It's amazing how pervasive asonic signature

Ican't end without mentioning the gracious
manner that this cartridge exhibits when the
music gets exuberant. It simply keeps all of the

can be throughout acompany's product lines.

facets of its performance in place. Thus the

dynamic and forceful rendition of the lower

If one area distinguishes Krell products, it's the

soundstage did not shrink, the instruments did

registers. It's one thing to design power ampli-

not shift, and the dynamics were allowed to go
through their paces uninhibited. Large-scale
works benefitted: When afull orchestra pul-

fiers that way, but Ifind it remarkable that acartridge could also be engineered to fit right in
with the other products. Yet it's there from the

sates, gushes, and roars with energy, the XX -1
manages exceptionally well.
The XX -1 has aconcise way with the sonics.

lower midrange on down, loud and clear,

It seems to curtail unnecessary embellish-

presentation happily extends well into the

ments, exhibiting an enticing quality that drew

lower treble. The performers are distinct and
credibly distributed throughout the amply

me into the performance. Instruments have
sonic envelopment, and appear suspended in

powerful and deep. And very, very exciting.
This excitement of an open and refined sonic

proportioned soundstage, but without the XX -

space. It reproduces the music with avery
involving flow. On "Roy's Blues," from the Stan

l's degree of near-holographic presentation.

Kenton album, this was demonstrated with

imaging abilities of the KC-series cartridges,

stark realism. The lamenting solo sax never
sounded better, with the throaty resonances

as well as the dynamic capabilities demonstrated here. But when we move into the tre-

and sonorities on exhilarating display. And

ble region, some concerns bear discussion. To
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Iagree heartily with Tom Norton about the
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me, this cartridge needs careful nurturing in

up, but neither does it exhibit the almost overt,

set-up. Azimuth, VTA, VTF, and loading have

yet very desirable, harmonic richness.

to be right-on. Otherwise, the KC-200 will

Overall, the KC-200 is avery transparent

exhibit its tendencies for treble prominence to

transducer, and brings the action right to the

an unacceptable degree.

front of the stage. While depth is reasonable in

Iknow only too well—that's how Istarted
out. With aload of 800 ohms, the cartridge was

that an acceptable rendition of the depth of the

overbearing. Moving to the recommended 100-

soundstage is possible, the KC-200 did leave

ohm value resulted in significant improve-

me wanting more in this respect. It makes up
for this, however, with an intimate examination

ments. The whole response evened out con-

of recorded detail, especially at the higher fre-

siderably, bringing the highs down to an agree-

quencies.
Percussion instruments and brass fared very

able level, though they still had a way of
drawing attention to themselves. The treble
region was very detailed, with plenty of tran-

well. They probably would be even better

sient attack, as well as free-flowing decays. On
the attack side it bettered the XX -1, but not on

so to speak, in this area. But male voices tended

the decay portion.
A comparison with the KC-100 produced

came too close to being spitty, and violins

received in systems needing alittle lift in spirits,
to become raspy instead of just hoarse, sibilants
appeared to have atrace of steel in them.

mixed feelings. Yes, the KC-200 had amore

For example, the Eagles' "Witchy Woman"

direct manner overall, with avery engaging

was beautifully supported by athunderous,
tight, and obviously powerful foundation of
drums and bass guitars. The instruments were

crispness, but the KC-100 had also alot going
for it with its smoother demeanor. Without the
intensity of the treble, the KC-100 impressed
me with its more integrated character. While
the KC-200 loaded with 100 ohms might cla7ite
some listeners with its more spectacular sonic
acrobatics, in the long run Itired of this aspect.
That's when Ichanged the preamp loading
to 47 ohms. And that's when Ichanged my
mind. Folklore has it that loading only affects

spread out, highlighted, and well-focused. The
solo voice projected with force and relatively
unconstricted dynamics, from asoundstage
filled with vibrant sonic excitement. But the
hoarse voice had acoarse edge, and the admittedly prominent sibilants had abit too much
splash to them.
The verdict: very exciting indeed.

the higher frequencies. Having been forewarned, Idiscovered with the KC-200 that load
changes not only even out the response, but

Madrigal Carnegie 2

can also influence the soundspace and inner

slightly lean character of the Carnegie 1, the

detailing. In this case the highs were tamed and

Carnegie 2is good news. Not only does it take
care of that problem, the 2manages to come

the soundstage opened up, revealing many
more levels of ambience cues. With this added
measure of coherence, the KC-200 found itself

For those of you who had misgivings about the

up with afew additional important enhancements.

in the position intended by Krell—ahead of the

As Iexplained, Madrigal's designers had

KC-100.
It still wasn't angelic at the top, but at least

many considerations while developing this
new model. Iwas therefore not surprised to
find that the Carnegie 2goes deeper, has more

the prominence was no longer aliability, and
did not interfere with the music.

punch, is more open, and exhibits better high-

The KC-200, then, is an up-front, right-there

frequency extension and definition than its

kind of cartridge. It does not have the same
kind of involving drawing power that the float-

predecessor.
The spectral balance is somewhat along the

some XX -1exhibited. But it could never be

lines of the XX -1, but without the prominence
below the midrange. As amatter of fact, we can

characterized as languid. It has avery tight and
direct manner, and provides ahefty punchiness
that few can match. The midrange comes
across with ahigh degree of refinement and

start with bass performance, which is very
good indeed. While it does not have the heft
and ultimate extension of the KC-200, the Car-

provides avivid view of the inner sanctum of

negie 2puts on avery refined performance.

the soundstage. It certainly does not have the

Tight and very well-defined in the bass, it was

occasional XX -1 tendencies to thicken things

only after careful listening that Ifound that the
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situation could be marginally improved. But

being at aparty where everyone is polite and

when it came to delivering bass punch and

cordial: pleasant, but not exciting.

sock, the new Carnegie was very effective,

Imust mention that, in many instances, I

leading the way on most occasions. The Shef-

welcomed this seemingly calm, collected pre-

field Drum Record was the tie-breaker. The

sentation. And Iadmit that, to adegree, this ear-

Carnegie 2conveyed the sheer feel of the kick

nestness appealed to me. These are benefits of

drum more convincingly, and did very well at

omission, not excesses of addition, aka color-

allowing the rest of the drums in the set to

ations. The Carnegie 2will very likely please

appear without major dynamic restrictions.

the classical contingent because it impresses

Some transients impacted my chest with more

during the more tumultuous sessions. Compared with the two other models reviewed

force than with the other cartridges.
If Ihave aconcern with the Carnegie 2, it's

here, Ithink the Carnegie 2could do better on

the dark balance it presented in my test set-up.

inner detailing and present amore expansive

The 2's performance is the KC-200's exact

soundstage.

opposite: While the KC-200 has abrash air, and

Let me remind you that at $850, the Carnegie

aseeming willingness to take chances with

2is the lowest-priced cartridge in this survey.

sonic obstacles, the Carnegie 2's demeanor is

Be sure to audition it carefully; it certainly has

tidy. The spectral balance does not favor the
high end, and, therefore, appears to give off a

enough going for it to be considered seriously.

relatively serene and subdued impression.

Conclusion

It's apuzzle. All the ingredients for greatness

In conclusion, Iwould like to encourage you

are there—speed, clarity, definition, dynamics

to stay tuned for the second half of this survey.

—yet the integration comes off with aloss in
exuberance. Icouldn't shake the feeling of

Three more very important cartridges—the

wanting more, even though the piecemeal

land Design Group Complement, and Spectral

Monster Cable Sigma Genesis 2000, Jeff Row-

impression was very favorable. Iwanted the

Reference—have yet to go through their paces.

Carnegie to break out and cut loose with more

It is only at that time that all of the results can

attack, openness, depth, and drama. It was like

be viewed from the same perspective.

S

DAY SEQUERRA
FM BROADCAST MONITOR
Larry Greenhill

Day Sequerra FM broadcast monitor
FM stereo analog tuner with digital frequency display. Usable sensitivity: 5dBf mono, 15dBf stereo.
50dB stereo quieting sensitivity: 12dBf mono, 34dBf stereo without noise reduction. Capture
ratio: 0.75dB. Selectivity: 100dB alternate channel, 15dB adjacent channel. S/N ratio at 65dBf:
75dB mono. 75dB stereo. Stereo THD at 50dB quieting: 0.15% at 1kHz, 1.55% at 10kHz. Ste-
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reo separation: 50dB at 1kHz. SCA rejection: 65dB. AM suppression: 100dB; 19 and 38kHz products: -70dB. Power Consumption: 85W. Dimensions: 19" EIA rack faceplate, chassis 16" W x
14" D x6" H. Shipping weight: 55 lbs. Price: $9500. Approximate number of US dealers: 12.
Used with the Day Sequerra FM Urban Antenna, price: $285. Manufacturer: Davidson-Roth Corporation, RO. Box 95707, Hoffman Estates, IL 60195. Tel: (312) 843-1797.
Before discussing the Day Sequerra Broadcast
Monitor FM tuner, one point needs to be made.

ment in FM station sonics, no longer vulnerable to stylus deterioration or vinyl decay. In

Although Richard Sequerra built and marketed

fact, two of my favorite classical stations (WNCN

the original 1973 Sequerra Model 1FM tuner,

and WQXR) have vastly improved their sound

he no longer has any involvement with this

in the past five years. Would the new, redesigned

product. David V. Day, president of DavidsonRoth, purchased all rights to the tuner in 1984,

Day Sequerra Broadcast Monitor change JGH's
original hard verdict on this product?

and immediately set about redesigning it to
improve its field reliability, performance, and

The Heritage

sonics. He has succeeded admirably, but not
without acommensurate increase in the tuner's

The new Day Sequerra Broadcast Monitor
comes from avery respectable lineage, based

price ($6000 in 1984) that originally led JGH

on the Sequerra Model Iand, before that, the

to name it "the Rolls-Royce of solid-state
tuners" (Vol.3 No.7, p.11). The Day Sequerra

Marantz 10B. DAS reviewed the 10B (Vol.10

Broadcast Monitor, now commanding alofty
$9500 asking price, is the flagship product of
the Davidson-Roth Corporation.
The Broadcast Monitor, as its name implies,
is being marketed as apro FM studio tuner for
FM stations, where its large 48-pound chassis,
sophisticated oscilloscope display options, and
very high price might be more easily justified

No.5) and found the unit's 1964 RF performance lacking when compared to present-day
tuners. Engineers Richard Sequerra and Sidney
Smith, who originally designed the Marantz
10B FM tuner, created the Model lin 1973 as a
cost-no-object tuner to improve upon the
10B's performance, sonics, and function. This

are sold overseas to well-heeled European and

tuner was then (and is now!) an engineering
tour de force: 5000 separate parts, 22 circuit
boards, hundreds of tests and adjustments during manufacture. Sequerra accurately called it

Japanese audiophiles. The tuner's price does
set it apart in afield where Stereopbile's top rat-

because the unit's oscilloscope served as an FM

than in the home. Yet many units, Iunderstand,

ings have gone to the $649 Onkyo T-9090 II.
Only 18 out of the 117 FM tuners listed in the
October 1988 Audio "Industry Bible" issue
break the $1000 barrier, and only one other

"five different instruments on asingle chassis,"
broadcast-band panoramic spectrum analyzer,
signal tuner, and internal and external vector
analyzer of audio signal amplitude, separation,
and phase.

tuner, the Klimo Ertanax, lists for anything near
the Day Sequerra's $9500 suggested retail.

Best of all, the Sequerra Model I's distinctive
styling set it apart from every tuner made

JGH's 1973 reservations are still very reasonable: what FM signal could justify the Sequerra's

the best glass faceplate, black masking, and rear

before or since. The Sequerra design team took

sky-high price? Even today, only 58 of the 360

illumination styling from McIntosh, and pushed

stations in our Tri-State New York, New Jersey,

the cosmetics one step further. The 'scope face

and Connecticut area offer classical or jazz pro-

was fashioned into aflat, square shape and set

gramming,' as listed in the 11th edition of Bruce

into the center of the unit's faceplate. Three

Elving's handy FM Atlas and Station Directory

different sets of illuminated graticules were

(available for $9.95 from Gilfer Associates, 800-

overlaid to suit the 'scope function chosen. The

Gilfer-1). One might argue that the introduc-

digital frequency counter and the switch indi-

tion of CDs has led to anoticeable improve-

cators were illuminated in an intense red light.

IRock fanciers are poorly served by FM stations in general,
due to what Iunderstind from a colleague in the radio industry
is the almost universal practice of dubbing tracks from I.P or

tique, often personally promoting the tuner

Sequerra himself added to the Model l's mys-

Cl) on to convenient but mid -fi 8-track tape cartridges for
broadcasting. (Did you notice that in Good Morning Vietnam,
Robin Williams was cueing up the discs on Gamut 301s fitted
with SME 3009 II umearms? A nice touch of authenticity, but
areminder that not all progress is in aforward direction.)
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at audio shows of the '70s. Like some irascible
genius, he could be found chain-smoking and
pacing in front of his "dream tuner:' haughtily
defending its cost-no-object features. He proved
that the Model I, attached to asimple 300 ohm
Stereophile, June 1989

dipole, could draw better FM audio sound than

hours, followed by 90 man-hours of testing and

any other tuner at the show. Despite the grand-

alignment. Ninety-three separate adjustments
are made during alignment. All in all, it takes

standing, these demos were undeniably impressive. Slightly more than 800 Sequerra tuners

amonth to make each Broadcast Monitor. Day

were sold in the 1970s, during the heyday of

shipped about 50 units last year.

high end, despite the fact that this tuner was

Having purchased the rights to the Modell,
Day, aformer director of Northrop Corpora-

Davidson-Roth warranties the tuner for five
years and pays shipping one way for repairs.
The warranty program's success depends on
a nasty, thorough, 200-hour "shakedown
cruise" in the form of acomputer driven burn-

tion, immediately began to redesign it, using

in. This quality-control approach, which

as expensive as the top-of-the-line amplifiers then
marketed by Mark Levinson or William Johnson.

his considerable expertise in RF technology.

includes a three-page "production traveler

He introduced new manufacturing approaches,
using the most stringent milspec assembly
techniques. Over 200 component, wire rout-

packet," came from the defense industry. The
production traveler packet also requires amin-

ing, and layout changes were made. The original audio detector, subject to distortion, was

procedure requires the tuner to pass six pages

imum of 25 sign-off steps. The final sign-off

replaced with anewer Fairchild-based Travis-

of stringent performance benchmarks, called
Acceptance Test Procedures (ATP). Costly?

Smith circuit. The local oscillator in the mixer

Sure, just ask the Pentagon.

assembly was stabilized with varactors, providing long-term drift of less than 25kHz. Better

Features

power-supply regulation for the tuning varactor was carried out. Inside, many capacitors in
the signal path were bypassed, and the grounding scheme was altered. One circuit board,
whose proximity of traces led to intermittent
problems on humid days, was totally remade.

The 32-page owner's manual gives the best
thumbnail sketch of the Day Sequerra's design,
which employs a"superheterodyne FM receiver
consisting of two RF subsystems, aStereo Multiplex Decoder subsystem, an instrument type
X- Y oscilloscope display subsystem, RF fre-

Day also bettered the original tuner's cosmetics, improving the light distribution and

quency counter, and the requisite high and low

indicator blocking, and removed the Sequerra

tures amono switch, interstation and stereoonly muting, high blend, and aDolby-B decoder.

Corporation "S" from the power-on pushbut-

voltage power supplies." The tuner also fea-

ton. He upgraded the mechanical switch damp-

The built-in oscilloscope functions by switch

ing and faceplate construction.
For the most part, however, Day preserved

selection as acombined signal strength /multi-

the circuit design set down 17 years ago by

path and center-tuned indicator, and gives a
vector analysis of mono or stereo audio signals.

Sequerra and Smith. He maintained all the exter-

The 'scope has auxiliary inputs to test other

nal glamor of the product, including the rack-

audio equipment.

mount handles and 19" EIA front, the black
glass faceplate, the red-bordered 4.5" oscillo-

No, there are no presets, no remotes, and no,
there is no selectable IF bandwidth. The Broad-

scope screen, the unique panoramic spectrum-

cast Monitor has afixed 260kHz, medium-

analytic display mode (which shows 2MHz of

selectivity bandwidth, just as the Maranta 10B

the FM band centered on the chosen frequency), and the twin rows of six illuminated

keys found on so many of today's digital syn-

square pushbuttons on each side that frame the
front panel. The back panel still features ater-

thesis tuners, the Broadcast Monitor has one
simple tuning knob. As far as the owner is

minal strip for the antenna connection, acom-

concerned, there are two key functional fea-

mon item in ca 1970 FM tuners.
Despite Day's production upgrades, manu-

had. Instead of the rows of numerical preset

tures: analog tuning and the unique oscilloscope display.

facturing the Broadcast Monitor is still abear.

The lucid, well-written manual spends 10 of

The finished unit contains 18 circuit boards,

its 32 pages explaining the proper use of the

640 resistors, 411 capacitors, 83 diodes, 61 ICs,

tuner's oscilloscope display. As one selects a

75 bipolar transistors, 24 FETs, 21 LEDs, 37

given function by pushbutton, vertical hatched

potentiometers, and 81 fixed inductors. Total

lines called graticules are illuminated bright red

time to assemble the tuner runs about 130 man-

against ajet-black background. For the "Pano-
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ramie Display," four vertical lines are spaced on

Day, on the other hand, believes that digital

the horizontal "X axis" to match 400kHz gra-

tuning may have some inherent limitations in

dations on the RF spectrum being shown. The

acost-no-object tuner. Digital tuners must tune

horizontal tick marks on these lines allow one

in set increments, which may be as large as

to actually measure signal strength, set at 15dBf,

50kHz. If they slip out of alignment during

25dBf, 65dBf, 95dBf, and 115dBf, for a100dB

shipping or use, those fixed 50kHz increments

dynamic range!
Switching to "'fining Display," the vertical

cies by asubstantial amount, and the owner

lines are now spaced at 75kHz intervals, so that

can do little to tune closer. Using the Broadcast

one can see if the signal trace exceeds the FCC-

Monitor oscilloscope, one can fine-tune to

specified ±75kHz frequency modulation of

within 100Hz of the station's center frequency.

can be off from the assigned station frequen-

the carrier (called overmodulation). As the sig-

Day measured Total Harmonic Distortion

nal is modulated, the 'scope trace instantly

(THD) on stereo signals, using atuner in the fac-

expands as the music level increases. The same

tory. THD climbed from 0.06% to 0.20% as the

horizontal tick marks again allow for signal -

tuner was moved 30kHz from the center of the

strength measurements. One can also use the

FM signal. He believes that moving even 100Hz

width of the signal trace to determine multipath.

off center frequency can have major effects on

The third option, "Miner Vector," allows for
aquasi-Lissajous display of the stereo effect.

channel separation and soundstage. For him,
accurate tuning is like setting the optimum VTA

A mono signal or an announcer center-stage

for acartridge.

on astereo channel appears as asingle vertical
line; stereo music with good separation appears

Performance

as scribbled traces expanding upward like a
bouquet of flowers.

formance Data Record" created during the

Circuit Refinements
The Broadcast Monitor uses ano-feedback
"thermal stability circuit" in the RF front end
to stabilize the local oscillator. This is amajor
improvement over the earlier Sequerra tuner,
whose detector could drift, leading to significant increases in distortion. The new circuit
consists of atransistor with avaristor with a
complementary and opposite temperature-

Performance data was gleaned from the "Peralignment and final test procedure of the individual Broadcast Monitor (Unit #1815) under
review. These tests were conducted right on the
factory bench, not in ascreen room. The data
on these sheets were compared with the performance of one of the finest tuners reviewed
in Stereopbile, the McIntosh MR-80 (Vol.9
No.3, p.92) by DAS. In most areas, the Day
Sequerra tuner kept up with the Mac. The
Broadcast Monitor's stereo test data show that

compensation curve. The Broadcast Monitor

37dBf (at 75 ohms) are required for 50dB quiet-

does not contain an AFC circuit. Day believes
excessive AFC may cause undesirable effects

ing; the Mac required only 34dBf (at 300 ohms)
to yield the same quieting. Stereo separation

on performance in an all-out tuner.

for the Broadcast Monitor showed 49.2dB at

Analog tuning is an important design feature
of the Broadcast Monitor. Most tuners now
produced for the audio market utilize digitally
synthesized tuning. Looking over past issues

IkHz, almost equal to the MR-80's 50dB figure.
In one performance domain, however, Mac
was king. The McIntosh's 60dB of adjacent-

of Stereopbile, approximately 10 of the 55

channel selectivity far surpassed the Broadcast
Monitor's 15dB performance. The Broadcast

tuners reviewed (original Sequerra Model 1;
Bogen TP-100; HK TU -905; McIntosh MR-78;

Monitor has only one, rather broad, IF bandwidth. Distortion at IkHz, measured at the sig-

McIntosh MR-80; Magnum/Dynalabs FT-101;

nal level to make 50dB of quieting, measured
0.2%; this figure fell to 0.1% if the signal

Maranta 10B; Onix BWD1; Onkyo T-22; Quad
FM4; and the Tandberg TP-3001) used analog

increased to 65dBf. This level of distortion does

tuning. Interestingly enough, Don Scott's list

not quite equal the MR-80's 0.07%.

of his top 7 FM tuners (Vol.9 No.3, 1
180 )
includes three analog-tuned units. DAS is skep-

'fining the Broadcast Monitor was atotally

tical about the inherent value of a tuning

new experience. Instead of a linear dial or
presets, Iused the digital frequency counter

method; the quality of the audio output is all

while watching the 'scope's panoramic display.

that matters (Vol.9 No.3).

The 'scope's screen holds alarge amount of vis-
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ual information in aform that is instantly and

Copland's Rodeo, and heard the entire"Bronco

intuitively usable. One sees four or five FM signals spread across a2MHz spectrum. Each station's signal shows whether it is broadcasting

Roundup" section. (I know this piece well; it
has been one of my reviewing warhorses.) The
bass was fast, solid, and had none of the warmth

in stereo and whether SCA sidebands are being

or artificial fullness Ihad heard on lesser tuners.

used. The relative and absolute signal strength

WNCN, showing prominent SCA sub-peaks on
the 'scope display, gave no evidence of SCA

of each signal can be easily judged. The Panoramic Display showed groups of these stations
as "pips" like mountain peaks whose slopes
constantly vibrate. WNCN's SCA sidebands
could be easily seen as auxiliary peaks on each

"birdies" even with the amplifier volume
cranked. WJAZ and the much more distant
WBGO played jazz with aliveliness and tempo,
clarity and smoothness Ihad missed for avery

side of the main signal's pip. The 400kHz spac-

long time. Day was correct: slight mistuning

ing of the graticules makes identification of

affects the sweet spot (best separation and

alternate and adjacent-channel signals an easy
task. lbning in any one station is accomplished

imaging), just like changing the VTA for acartridge. Both WNCN and WJAZ passed the Ivor
Tiefenbrun "foot-tapping" test.

by simply rotating the single tuning knob until
the signal's peak lines up with the center

But then again, Ihad given the Broadcast

graticule. Then one switches the 'scope over

Monitor my best shot. The tuner fed my Levin-

to its "tuner display" mode and centers the sig-

son ML-7 preamp via Randall Research inter-

nal trace (a thin horizontal line) between the

connect cables. Iused aThreshold Stasis III

two 75kHz graticules. It takes far less time to

driving Quad ESL-63s via Monster Cable. The
FM signal came from ahigh-gain (12.5dB greater

tune in astation than to describe this process,
and, once learned, it is never forgotten. Words

than adipole), nine-element Yagi Channel Mas-

cannot express how much easier, more satisfying, and more accurate it is to tune aBroad-

ter Stereo Probe 9antenna with rotor clipped
to my chimney. The rotor control was placed
right on the shelf next to the tuner. The tuner

cast Monitor than some of the newest digital
tuners with their rows of presets.
Ilistened most to ahandful of classical and
jazz stations in the New York area, including my
favorite New York Classical programming
(WQXR, WNCN, and WNYC), as well as agood
jazz station (WJAZ, Stamford, CT). Ialso tuned

and antenna pulled in 55 stations, 33 of very
high quality, with the antenna array pointing
South (to Manhattan). Ialso used aDay Sequena
Urban Antenna, an indoor unit Ihad mounted
vertically in the basement. Ipicked up fewer
signals (50 stations, 25 acceptable quality), but

in one "DX" station, WALK, from Patchogue,

the tuner still produced the same musical

Long Island (over 100km away from me on the

sonics I'd heard with the rooftop array. This

FM Atlas Map). Iselected WALK because the

basement test is atribute to Day's new indoor

Broadcast Monitor's 'scope display showed

antenna and to the Broadcast Monitor alike.

WALK's signal to be approximately 20dBf,
slightly below the tuner's rated 50dB quieting

But even this tuner has limitations. Its single
wide IF bandwidth, responsible in part for its

point. The signal was moderately noisy, as

gorgeous sonics, meant that Ihad occasional

would be predicted, but still delivered astereo

difficulties in picking out one station from a

musical signal with good separation.

nest of adjacent-channel transmitters. Ifound

Iwas not prepared for what Iheard from the
Broadcast Monitor. WNCN's musical program-

clusters of signals grouped 200kHz apart which
appeared like amountain range on the pano-

ming emerged from acompletely silent background, was effortless, and filled the room. My

be coaxed out of anest of four signals. One

Quad ESL-63s imaged with asolidity I've heard
best on vinyl records, and easily centered male
announcers between the speakers. The voice

ramic display. Only one or two signals could
group clustered around 106MHz (105.9, 106.1,
and 106.3). Asecond group sat abit higher in
frequency (106.7, 106.9, and 107.1). Isuppose

had normal timbre, not exaggerated or tubby.
Orchestral music was spread across awide

that tuners with much greater adjacent-chan-

soundstage, and showed great depth of field.

four stations from these highly cluttered areas

The "vector display" assured me that the signal

on the FM band. One could turn to the Denon

had great separation and little multipath. Iwas

TU -800 (Vol.11 No.5, p.110) and its 50dB
adjacent-channel selectivity.

lucky enough to pick up aperformance of
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nel selectivity would be needed to extract all
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Conclusions

this product unless cost is no object, or you

Should you sell the ranch for this tuner? Clearly,
the unit's styling, panoramic display, multiple

must have the very best. Some may justify the
ownership of aBroadcast Monitor as an invest-

'scope functions, and the superb audio output
place the Day Sequerra Broadcast Monitor in

ment, and I'm certain that the tuner will hold
its resale value over the years, probably outlast-

aclass by itself. David Day has done aremark-

ing its owner in years of stable operation.

able job of redesigning this 1973 product,

There are two other alternatives. Davidson-

while adding his own critical contribution:

Roth Incorporated will totally upgrade aSegue=
Model Ifor $2800. Considering that the used
market lists aSequerra for about $2000, it

reliability and improved sonic>. For this reviewey
Iknow of no other audio component that possesses the sheer glamor of the Broadcast Monitor. Alas, its styling, ergonomics, and its remarkable sonics have set avery high standard for
reviewing other FM tuners.
Even so, the sky-high price tag cannot be
ignored. With Stereophile top-rating other
tuners, like the Onkyo T-9090 Il (Vol.11 No.5,
p.112), at less than 10% of the Broadcast Monitor's price, Iwould be hard pressed to justify

means getting afully guaranteed, operational,
reliable Broadcast Monitor for $5000. The
other approach is to purchase the company's
new Studio 'Ruler ($3300), which features
three selectable IF bandwidths, dual mono
construction, phase inverter switch, and aDan
D'Agostino-designed, balanced audio output
circuit. Look for areview of that product in a
future issue.

HAFLER IRIS
REMOTE-CONTROL PREAMPLIFIER
John Atkinson

Hafler Iris preamplifier
Solid-state preamplifier with one phono input (MM/MC switch-selectable), seven line-level inputs,
two tape loops, one external processor loop, and IR remote control. Specifications: Frequency
response: 20Hz-20kHz +0.1dB (phono), 20Hz-20kHz +0.1dB (line). Line-stage bandwidth:
6Hz-150kHz, -3dB, into 10k ohms. Input impedance: user-adjustable, 47k ohms in parallel, with
user-selectable capacitance, 220pF as supplied (phono MM), user-adjustable. 100 ohms as supplied (phono MC), 20-28k ohms (line). Output impedance: 316 ohms (main). 2150 ohms (tape-out).

Mcryuphilu. junc

Phono stage gain: 38.5dB (MM), 58.5dB (MC). Phono Sensitivity: 6.0mV at 1kHz (MM), 0.6mV
at 1kHz (MC) for 500mV out from tape-out sockets. Line stage gain: 23di3. Line Sensitivity: 45mV
RMS for 500mV out. Maximum output level: 8V RMS, 20Hz-20kHz. Phono overload: 65mV RMS
at 1kHz (MM), 6.5mV RMS at 1kHz (MC). THD+noise: 0.002% (MM), 0.009% (MC), 0.005% (line).
SIN ratio (A-weighted): 87dB ref. 500mV output (MM phono), 80dB ref. 500mV output (MC phono),
94dB ref. 500mV output (line). Dimensions: 17" W by 8.5" D by 3" H (preamplifier), 2.875" W
by 7.5" D by 1.5" H (remote control). Price: $800 ($650 without remote control and IR card).
Approximate number of dealers: 450. Manufacturer: Hafler Division, Rockford Corporation, 613
South Rockford Drive, Tempe, AZ 85281. Tel: (602) 967-3565.
When David Hafler sold his Fidler and Acoustat

and their associated LEDs are carried on athird,

companies to in-car audio manufacturer Rock-

vertical, board into which the IR board plugs

ford- Fosgate ayear or so back,' things went

via an edge-connector. The rear of the IR board

quiet for awhile as the new owners made

features pins carrying the Iris 8-bit-wide data

arrangements to transfer production of both
brands to their Arizona facility and took stock

bus that are accessible through arear-panel
slot. As other Iris components become avail-

of where their new acquisitions stood in the

able—a tuner is imminent and aCD player is

marketplace. Then, at the Las Vegas CES, the

planned—this will enable them to be daisy-

company made areasonably sized splash with
the first in anew range of Hafler products

be controlled by the master remote, which

chained via this bus so that their functions can

intended to lift the brand out of the hobbyist-

already has the relevant commands pro-

oriented identity it had, perhaps inadvertently,

grammed. For example, if the Iris tuner is con-

adopted in the last few years. The Iris pream-

nected to the preamp, then selecting 'Ruler
with the remote will enable the remote's secon-

plifier is undoubtedly aHafler product; with
its discrete, charcoal exterior, it could hardly

dary tuner commands to be activated, thus

be otherwise. Yet it was designed from the start

avoiding the use of aspecial Shift key. However,

both to be fully remote-controllable and to be
the basis of acomplete remote-control system.

to return the remote to controlling the preamp's
functions apart from Volume and Balance, the

Though David Hafler did have some design

user has to hit the Clear key.

input, the Iris is also fundamentally the brainchild of Acoustat's Jim Strickland, aresult of the

Compared with most high-end products,
the interior of the Iris isfull. Every product car-

engineering cross-fertilization that the new
owners encourage. Jim was responsible for an

ries alabel that says something along the lines
of "Do Not Remove The Cover While Unit

all-FET preamplifier design (the Trans-Nova)

Plugged Into The Mains: Danger Of Shock!";

and apower amplifier design (the TNT-200)

accordingly, reviewers and technicians are care-

which impressed the socks off the venerable
J. Gordon Holt afew years back, 2 and it was

ful to avoid touching the parts of the circuit that
carry the full 110V. But with the Iris, it demands

therefore with adegree of eager anticipation

more than alittle care if not unplugged: the
three utility mains outlets, with uninsulated

that Iapproached this review. (It is also not
irrelevant that the first true high-end preamplifier Iever heard, back in the days when I

connections, are mounted at the top of the rear
panel, and asmall pcb carrying the mains fuse

thought that amplifiers all sounded alike-

and transformer primary voltage options

1978—was the Hafler DH- 101.)

resides at the right-hand side of the enclosure.

Looking inside the Iris, the full width and

Anyone taking the cover off the Iris without

depth of the interior is occupied by asingle

unplugging the unit from the mains, to change

large double-sided printed circuit board that

the cartridge loading for example, must take
more than normal care to avoid ashocking

carries the audio circuitry and all of the power
supply apart from the transformer, which is
physically unprepossessing and bolted to the
rear panel. Asecond pcb is mounted above the
main board, this carrying the IR input decoding
circuitry, while the front panel push-switches

experience.
Following the circuit from the phono inputs,
these are on the far left of the rear panel (when
seen from the front) and feature high-quality
gold-plated jacks insulated from the chassis.
Atwisted-pair connection carries the signal to

IDavid continues in aconsulting role.

the board where it encounters adouble-pole,

2In Vol.6 No.3 and Vol., Nos.5 & 9. respectively.

double-throw, rear-panel switch that selects
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either a47k input resistive loading, apair of
pcb sockets that carry the desired shunt capacitance (220pF is supplied), and sets the input

keeping signal-carrying pcb tracks as short as
possible.
This buffer sends the selected signal to the

stage for around 40dB gain, or increases the
stage gain by 20dB and selects apair of sockets

two tape-record sockets, each selectable by a
latching pushbutton, and is followed by me-

that carry the resistor to set the MC loading. 100

chanical tape monitor, mono, and EPL front-

ohms is supplied as standard, but it is atrivial

panel switching, none of which is duplicated
on the remote, which would appear reasona-

task to change this to any preferred value. The
phono circuit itself appears very simple but is

ble. These switches are connected to the appro-

the subject of US patent #4,496,910. Carefully

priate rear-panel input and output jacks by

selected J-FETs are used throughout—Jim

long pcb traces; purists should rest easier in
their beds knowing that these will only appear

Strickland feels that he has yet to build apreamplifier with other devices that sound as natural

in the signal path during tape-monitoring oper-

overall as an all- FET design—and the phono

ations or if an external processor is connected.

stage uses two n-channel and two p-channel

The state of the tape switches is monitored by
alogic circuit that ensures that the preamp will

FETs in acomplementary-symmetry configuration feeding afurther complementary pair.
The output is taken from the drain connections

refuse to select the Tape Iinput if Record 1is
engaged, or the Tape 2input if Record 2is en-

of these two, with the RIAA equalization com-

gaged. In addition, although the preamp source-

ponents contained in anegative feedback loop
taken from the same point. The circuit gain is
increased for MC usage by bypassing one resis-

select buttons still operate with either Record

tor that connects the input feedback point to

1or 2engaged, the remote control's source
buttons are locked out to avoid the user inadvertently spoiling arecording in process. Re-

ground.
The output of the phono stage is AC-coupled

mote control of Volume, Balance, Mute, and
Normal are still possible, however.

to one input of aMotorola 4051 chip, while the

Following this mechanical switch array, we
get to the heart of the Iris, what Hafler has

seven line-level inputs are DC-coupled to the
IC's other seven inputs. The 4051 is acommon
CMOS IC, made by anumber of manufacturers,

cutely (and somewhat annoyingly) termed the

that is often used to select one output from
eight inputs or vice versa, for multiplexing

with relatively inexpensive preamplifiers is that

eight signal sources to asingle-channel 'scope,
for example. Whichever input is fed to the IC's
output is selected by athree-bit input word,
supplied in the case of the Iris either by afrontpanel pushbutton or by the remote decoder

"Cyber-Optic" volume control. One problem
the lower financial resources available to the
designer forces him (or her) to choose an inexpensive, logarithmic-taper, volume-control
potentiometer. As well as having alimited lifetime, these often feature variable tracking
between the two channels, particularly at low

card. The 4051 features an on-resistance of

levels, which leads to drastic changes in chan-

typically 80 ohms when powered from a15V
supply, and very low leakage from any of the

nel balance dependent on the listening level
chosen. In such high-end preamplifiers as the

non-selected inputs, but it does have apotential problem: when used for voltage-switching

Krell and Mark Levinson, the designer solves
this problem by using ahighly specified com-

purposes, as it is here, its on-resistance will be
avoid this having adeleterious effect, the 4051

ponent from, for instance, Penny & Giles, but
as these pots can cost as much as the raw parts
that go to make amid-fl cassette deck, this is

output therefore needs to be followed by a

only applicable when the customer is willing

modulated to asmall degree by the signal. To

high-input-impedance buffer circuit. The Iris

to bear that cost. Other alternatives are to use

takes the selected input signal and feeds it to
asimple FET source-follower with aconstant-

avoltage-controlled amplifier, but these have
had generally bad press—the Meitner PA6

current FET load, thus ensuring that the 4051

being an honorable exception—and are also
not inexpensive At amore affordable level, the

is not loaded down in any way.
The advantage of solid-state switching is that

use of solid-state switching, using, for exam-

there are no mechanical connections to age or

ple, aresistor ladder switched by something

corrode, and that the switching chips can be
placed close to the rear-panel input sockets,

like a4051 chip, can ensure good channel balance at the expense of limiting the volume con-
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trol to anumber of preset levels. Such asolidstate volume control, designed for Hi-Fi News
& Record Review magazine in 1980 by my
then-colleague Ivor Humphreys (now Technical Editor at Gramopbone), featured 32 steps,
which was definitely not enough. Such switched
volume controls also often give an audible click
at every step. And compared with agood, old-

which operates an inexpensive linear pot operating as avoltage divider, or by aDC voltage
supplied by the input signal from the remote
control. This may sound simple, but to implement it requires anumber of ICs—dual opamps to act as buffers, error amps, etc., and a
transistor array to act as alog converter. Purists
noting all these ICs under the Iris's hood

fashioned knob, solid-state switching using
up/down buttons lacks any kind of visual feedback to let the user instantaneously know how

should be aware that none are in the signal

loud the music will play before it starts.

keeping circuitry.

The problem facing adesigner who wants
to dispense with aconventional volume pot is

path; the volume-control element is the purely
passive CdS photoresistor, the rest is houseIn addition, to avoid unnecessary operation

therefore twofold: to arrange for alarge enough

of the servo—being feedback devices, servos
can sometimes misbehave—the whole thing

number of steps that the volume can be set to

is arranged only to work when you turn the

an effectively infinite number of preferred
levels, and to include some kind of level indication system. So, what do you see on the Iris's

on the remote. Assume that you want to turn
up the volume with the front-panel knob. The

front panel? An old-fashioned volume knob!
But the fact that the remote control also sports

instant you start to rotate the knob, the Iris
detects that you are doing so by the rate of

good old analog knobs for volume and balance

change of voltage from the pot's wiper and
transfers control of the preamp functions from

should indicate that all is not what it seems.
The heart of Hafler's "Cyber-Optic" control
is avery familiar device, aCadmium Sulfide
(CdS) photosensitive resistor, as used in count-

balance or volume knobs on the front panel or

the remote to the main unit. The rate-ofchange signal also turns on the servo operation

less photographic light meters and also in auto-

so that the "Cyber-Optic" volume control will
instantaneously follow your rotation of the

matic-nulling distortion meters. The principle
is simple. Use the CdS resistor as the shunt leg

knob. When you release the knob, the servo
relaxes, holding the volume-control parame-

to ground in apotential divider and shine a
light on it. Increase the brightness to lower

ing seat, you want to adjust the volume from

both its resistance and the volume; dim the
light to increase the volume. But to actually

knob on the remote transmits adigital code

ters constant at your last setting. At your listenthe remote. Touching either balance or volume

make use of aCdS cell in apractical volume

representing aDC voltage to the preamp. When

control is not that simple. Inside the Iris, the

the Iris receives this code, it transfers control

output from the switch array is split into two,

of volume to the remote (selecting asource

each leg fed to just such avoltage divider, with

with the remote without touching the volume
or balance controls leaves the main unit in

the shunt resistance to ground being half of a
CdS cell. The illumination is provided by an
CdS cell, and the outputs from each leg are

charge of volume and balance). Once checked
for errors, this code is applied to an 8-bit DAC
per channel to provide the volume-control

recombined after passing through an RC series
network. But the trick used by Jim Strickland

servo with one of 256 control voltages.
Whereas the front-panel control offers effec-

to a) get sufficient dynamic range from the

tively infinite resolution, the remote will offer
256 discrete steps. This, however, is pretty

LED mounted in asealed enclosure with the

dividers, b) arrange for afamiliar logarithmic
between channels, is both complex and ingen-

close to continuous operation of the volume
control. One useful aspect of the volume con-

ious. (A patent has been applied for.)

trol is that when set to its 12 o'clock position,

characteristic, and c) ensure good tracking

Basically, both CdS elements and the LED

it offers approximately 20dB of attenuation,

driver are included in aservo circuit that monitors the resistance of the elements and ensures

which almost exactly cancels the gain of the

that the LED illumination and photoresistor
value correspond exactly to either aDC voltage
set by the position of the front-panel knob,
Stereophile, June 1989

line stage. For some comparison purposes, it
is useful to be able to tell at aglance whether
you are overall attenuating or boosting the
input signal.
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The balance control operates in an identical

The Iris's build quality is very good at the

manner. Unusually, it attenuates the opposite

price, with metal-film resistors and what appear

channel by up to 13dB but boosts the selected

to be polypropylene capacitors used in criti-

channel by up to 3dB to maintain constant

cal locations. The main power supply consists

music-power operation. The signal can be

of an LM317/337 voltage regulator pair, follow-

muted by 20dB again with either afront-panel

ing two 2200µF reservoir caps, which provides

switch or via the remote. This muting function
is achieved by the "Cyber-Optic" control and

regulated and smoothed ±16V rails, though

is canceled by aNormal button.

of the phono and line stage with electrolytics

The line stage, again, is acomplementarysymmetry, all-J-FET circuit. The input is a

local decoupling is provided for each channel
bypassed with plastic-film capacitors. All the
integrated circuits used are socketed, for easy

long-tailed-pair differential amp with acon-

replacement, and, with the exception of the

stant-current source load. The volume control

Tape, Mono, and EPL switching, the lack of

feeds the non-inverting input while negative

mechanical parts in the signal path should give

feedback taken from the output is taken to the

along, trouble-free life.

inverting input, along with afraction of the prevolume-control signal. The output is AC-

The sound: Haller's Iris served general pream-

coupled to the single pair of sockets by a2µF

plifier duties in my system for eight weeks or

plastic-film capacitor. A final FET crowbars the

so; Ialso used it as the preamplifier in the blind

output to ground when the preamp is first
powered to avoid turn-on thumps.

power-amplifier listening tests that Will Hammond and Icarried out at the Bay Area High
End Hi- Fi Show in April. In my own system, it

As ingenious as the Iris's main circuit is, it is
apparent that as much attention has been paid

was used with the following source compo-

to the remote. With the transmitter and receiver

nents: the new Philips LHH1000 two-box CD

chips used in TV sets widely and cheaply available, you may wonder why Jim Strickland
chose a more complicated route. Again, it

player, its transport section also used to drive
the Sony DAS- RI D/A convertor; a 1975vintage Revox A77 to play my own and others'

comes back to the volume control. Jim didn't

15ips master tapes; and aLinn Sondek/Ekos/

want to reduce the number of steps below 256,

Troika setup sitting on aSound Organisation

and that was just too many to be implemented

table to play LPs. Power amplification was

with the common chips. In addition, with so

provided by aKrell KSA-50 power amplifier,

many components using the same chip sets,

while loudspeakers were either Celestion

data security has become amajor problem. The

SL700s or Vandersteen 2Cis, each pair sitting

last thing you want to happen is to operate aCD

on their dedicated stands and bi- wired first

player or VCR and find that you have inadver-

with Monster MI, then with AudioQuest Clear

tently set the preamp volume to maximum!
The Iris therefore uses adedicated code, com-

loudspeaker cable. Interconnect was AudioQuest LiveWire Lapis between CD player and

prising 32 bits per frame at an 8fps rate. Each

preamp and pre- and power amps, with Mon-

frame consists of an 8-bit word describing one
of the 256 possible values of volume, this deter-

ster M1000 used for the other sources.
For comparison and bypass testing, I
inserted the Iris set for unity gain in one of the

mined by an 8-bit ADC that measures the DC
voltage set by the remote's volume control,
then asecond 8-bit word for one of the 256

tape loops of my reference Mod Squad Line
Drive Deluxe AGT passive control center.

values of balance; these 16 bits are then

Although Imade some comparisons with the

repeated in inverted form to provide 100% par-

expensive Vendetta Research SCP2 phono pre-

ity checking—after receiving the first 16 bits,

amp and the Conrad-Johnson PV9 tube pre-

the Iris then stores them temporarily to com-

amp that had so impressed me in the May issue,

pare with the inverted version in the second

most of the phono -section comparisons were

half of the frame. If these differ, it takes no

made with the PS Audio 4.6 preamplifier,

action. Gratifyingly, Hafler chose to use two
high-intensity IR LEDs in the remote. It would

which in its $739 basic form is pretty much our

appear that as long as the remote is in the same

price class 5(though the M-500 power supply,

room as the preamp, it will operate: no more
carefully aiming the remote at the target.

3Ihave yet to hear the $890 Forte 2that caused Sam Téllig to
lose his cool in May's Audio Anarchist column.
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reference preamplifier in the Iris's approximate
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which is what Iused with the 4.6, does add a

Liszt album on Reference Recordings (RR-25),

cool $470 to its price). The PS has abasically

Iris (see December 1988, p.I42), and was used

the Hailer was better at presenting the body of
the tone while the PS emphasized the leading
edges and the sound of the hammers. This surprised me—my previous auditioning had led

mainly in its Straightwire position; levels were
matched at lkHz, and both input loadings were
set to 100 ohms.

me to expect the opposite. The Hafler piano
was usefully fuller in the left-hand registers.
The preamp's dry nature, however, meant that

First impressions of the Iris's phono section

it fared less well when string instruments
entered the picture. David Abel's Guarnerius
was just alittle too rosiby, even "whispy," on

flat RIAA response, though very slightly rolledoff at the extremes when compared with the

were of alightish tonal balance, rather dry.
sounding when compared with the much
more expensive PV9 and Vendetta preamplifiers. The low bass didn't seem as extended as

his Wilson Audio recording of the Beethoven
Op.96 violin sonata (W-8315). It has to be
admitted that neither of these preatnps can rival
the phono section of the $3000 Conrad-John-

Iexpected, and the upper bass was alittle fat.
This latter characteristic added auseful degree
of bloom to orchestral music—the bottom

son PV9 when it comes to the optimum presen-

strings of the soothsayer's harp at the introduc-

tation of string-instrument tone.

tion to "Vysehrad" from the Berglund/Dresden

All the above comparisons were made with
the PS Audio used in its Straightwire mode,

Staatskapelle Md Vlast (SLS 5151) literally
purred.*
When the Hailer was compared directly with
the PS Audio 4.6/M-500, the more expensive
preamp excelled at the presentation of recorded space. On "Tip of My Tongue," from
John Hiatt's classic Bring the Family (A&M
SP5158), Jim Keltner's drums were set much
farther back via the PS. In addition, the Hailer

where the wipers of the volume control are fed
directly to the output sockets. To make afairer
comparison between the PS and the Iris, I
repeated anumber of tests with the PS's line
stage in circuit, readjusting the levels accordingly. Now things were much closer, the PS
sound becoming alittle sibilant. It still wasn't
as dry as the Iris, however, the Hailer still

presented Hiatt's voice with too dry atonality.
This is not to say that the music failed to com-

diminishing somehow the contribution of recorded ambience.

municate: the Iris is definitely acontender, but

The Hailer's line stage is fundamentally relatively neutral, which is one of the reasons why

the PS goes just that essential bit further. On
Ronnie Scott's tenor sax solo on "The Look of
Love" from Casino Royale, again the PS enabled you to hear the artificial reverberation just
that bit clearer, allowing the instrument to be
better defined in space. One puzzle here was

Idecided to use it for the Hi -Fi Show tests. This
is in itself quite an achievement for an inexpensive preamplifier. Continued bypass testing
under more familiar conditions, however, convinced me that it, too, was alittle on the dry

that the Hailer presented Dusty Springfield's

side. Listening to Peter McGrath's recording of

voice as being definitely higher than the PS. (I

aByrd mass for Harmonia Mundi USA (HMC
905182) revealed the singers to be in aslightly

have no idea why that should be, nor indeed
how electronics can produce athree-dimensional effect from one-dimensional recorded
data that synthesizes an illusory two-dimensional image. Any hypotheses, all you psychoacousticians?)
When it came to piano recordings, things
were not so clearcut between the two solidstate preamps. Listening to the superb Nojima
4Disturbed by my advocacy of this particular recording, Will
Hammond, late of Radio KPFK's "In-Fidelity - program in Los
Angeles, recently sent me 2 copy of the 1960 Supraphon recording with Vaclav Talich conducting the Czech Philharmonic,
itk-ased here on Parliament Pli' III. "That'll show what aconductor with the music in his blood can do!" he rumbled. VAIL
yes, Will, point taken, hut the Supraphon sound is se thin. Ill
continue to recommend the Berglund for those who need the
best of analog sound.
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smaller acoustic space than via the Line Drive
alone. Careful listening to the Flim & The BB's
"Tricycle" track (from 7)-icycle, DMP CD-443)
revealed the delicate ambient shroud on the
opening piano eighth-notes to be diminished.
But the effect in absolute terms was small—
bypass testing is almost too revealing of such
effects—and such great all-digital recordings
such as the new Roger Norrington "originalinstruments" Berlioz Symphonie Fantastique
(EMI Reflexe CDC 749541 2) didn't lose too
much of their bloom.
Tonally, my own master tapes revealed the
Hafler's line stage consistently to add adegree
of HF whispiness to violin tone, very similar to
121

the sound of the phono stage but to alesser

crazy volume setting before pressing Play on

degree. Again, the upper bass region seemed

their CD player. Ihad adisturbing experience

alittle less clear than the reference straight-wire

when using the Iris at the Bay Area Show: Ihad

position, accentuating the second-harmonic

set the volume to zero with the front-panel

rich nature of the bass guitar spectrum. From

control before one of the question-and-answer

analogous experience with other preamplifier

sessions. A question then came up from the

designs, this is the kind of problem generally

floor concerning high-frequency hearing loss.

solved by stiffening up the power supply, but

Ithought that the best way to answer this ques-

that, of course, is always an expensive solution

tion would be to play some HF tones from CD

and would put the Iris into acompletely differ-

to see how many of the audience could and
how many couldn't hear each one On went the

ent price category.
How about the ultimate resolution of the

CD, Ipunched in the track number, and reeled

Iris's line stage? My standard test is to use the

back in horror as the VTL power amplifiers

Gluck "Dance of the Blessed Spirits" track on

pumped out 300W of 16kHz sinewave. Before

the HFN/RR Test CD. 5This was recorded in a

Icould dive for the mute button, the B&W 801s'

recital hall in London's Kensington region,

protection circuits cut in—thank goodness:

where asmall half-shell behind the stage helped

changing tweeters in mid-public demonstra-

ensure that the sound of the piano was consistently hooty in the midrange. Ivor Humphreys

tion would not be my first choice of occupation—and we all lived to hear another day

demonstrates the ability to get awonderfully

(apart from the people in the front row who

creamy tone from his flute (a 19th-century
wood and silver Rudall Carte, Iseem to remem-

had neat little holes drilled in their foreheads).
What had happened? The Iris remote had

ber), particularly with the first half of the track,
recorded with crossed Coles 4038 ribbon

where someone had inadvertently twiddled

mikes. For me, however, the purpose of the
track is that it started to rain heavily as the
recording took place Usually, you can hear that
there is some kind of undifferentiated pinkish
noise in the background, but with the most
revealing components and systems, you can
actually hear the gentle sound of rain striking
the auditorium's glass roof—from CD, no less!

been placed on top of one of the speakers
the volume knob to maximum. If you cast your
eyes back to my description of how the Iris
works, you will recall that operating the remote
volume or balance controls transfers control
to the remote, deactivating the front-panel settings: Ithought the preamp was fully down, as
indicated by the front-panel knob; the preamp
was set tofull gain, as indicated by the remote

Did the Iris line stage pass this test? No, but it

knob which, of course, Icouldn't see. To avoid

certainly came close, which is very good per-

this problem, the Iris has afront-panel green

formance at the price. Again, however, the

LED which illuminates when it has control.

sound became alittle drier and whispy in tonal

Under the stress of the show, Ihadn't noticed
that this had gone out when Ifired up the CD

quality.
Finally, Imust say that Ifound the "analog"

player.

remote control wonderful. The advantages
offered by the ability to fine-tune listening level
and channel balance in such astraightforward

Measurements: Iregard the fundamental
measurement for aphono preamplifier as being

manner from the listening chair can't be sufficiently stressed, in my opinion. Given my

the flatness of its RIAA de-emphasis. As can be
seen from fig.1, the Hafler Iris is excellent in this

druthers, Iwould have liked to have an absolute-phase switch on the remote, though it is
hard to see from the schematic how that could
be achieved. The only drawback to the remote
is that it can't somehow be locked out. Those
with children should get in the habit of checking that the remote has not been set to some
5This test disc, which Iproduced while Editor of HFN/RR,
is distributed in the US in Music and Sound Imports, 30 Snowflake Road, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006. Tel (R00)331-4315.
Price: $22 plus S1.50 postage and handling.
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Fidler RIAA error
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the effective overload margin on the line inputs
until the voltage-swing limit of the input CMOS
switching IC is reached, which will be around
5.6V RMS. The Iris's measured output impedance was higher than specified at 539 ohms,
hut the preamp should still have no problems
1.1.1.1.1.1. •1•1.1.1•

in driving reasonably long cables. Measured
input impedance for the five line-level inputs
was 22k ohms, while the two tape inputs measured 28k ohms, as specified. This is alittle low,
and might result in premature bass roll-off
with, say, atubed CD player possessing ahigh

Fig.2

Hafler phono response, lkHz
equatewave

output impedance. In general, however, there
should be no problems. Finally, as the "CyberOptic" volume control is said to offer superior
tracking when compared with acomparable
mechanical potentiometer, Ichecked it out.

respect, being within ±0.05dB across most of
the frequency band, though aslight (+0.25dB)

From full up to the 8o'clock position, when it
was attenuating the output by some 50dB, the

lift appears in both the low bass and the top

channels tracked to within 0.25dB, and as that

audio octave. The latter probably correlates

consistently favored the left channel, was prob-

with the small overshoot apparent on a5mV
lkHz squarewave fed into the phono input via

ably due to the balance control being not quite
centered. Below that setting, it worsened to a

an inverse-RIAA network (fig.2), though it is

2dB difference when set to almost full attenu-

hard to explain why the sound should be more

ation, but that, frankly, is academic. This is

HF-lifted—ie, "dry" or "whispy"—than these

superb volume-control tracking for what is

steady-state measurements would suggest.
Almost as fundamental to good phono

basically an inexpensive preamplifier.

sound from apreamplifier is the overload mar-

Conclusion: Although it does have more of

gin. At lkHz with the input set to MM, this was

an editorializing nature than the best pream-

to spec at 67.5mV, increasing to 765mV at

plifiers around, in its basic $650 configuration

20kHz. At 20Hz, however, it was somewhat on

the Hailer Iris represents good value for money

the low side at approximately 6mV. (Remem-

offering as it does areasonably neutral line

ber, however, that the R1AA pre-emphasis
reduces the level cut on disc at 20Hz by almost
20dB compared with lkHz.) Channel separa-

stage and avery low-noise MC phono stage. 1

tion with the phono input set to MM was good,

but that is perhaps an unfair comparison as the

have to say that it is bested sonically by the
most expensive version of the PS Audio 4.6,

at 71dB, 62dB, and 43dB at 20Hz, lkHz, and

PS approaches twice the basic Hafler's price.

20kHz respectively. The phono input was also

The least expensive version of the PS competes

quiet, the unweighted noise lying at -61dB

head-on, however, with the fully remote-con-

with respect to a500mV output level for the

trollable Iris. Here the comparison hinges on

MM setting. Set to MC, the unweighted noise

whether you would want to own aconven-

level rose by approximately 12dB. The mea-

tional preamp with an excellent phono stage

sured phono -stage gain was slightly higher

and the ability (in its passive Straightwire

than spec at 41.3dB, 5mV input giving an out-

mode) to get afundamentally neutral sound

put from the tape-out sockets of 580mV. The

from CD but perhaps at the expense of over-

MC setting gave approximately another 20dB.
The line stage is non-inverting; je, it's abso-

all dynamics, or opt for one of the most
convenient-to-use preamps around, also pos-

lute-phase correct, and featured again of ex-

sessing agood phono stage and aline stage

actly 23dB, 35mV input at lkHz giving an out-

offering the same performance standard as the

put of 500mV with the volume control full up.

PS, at the expense of aless deep delineation of

Imeasured the maximum output to be 9.2V

soundstage depth and adrier, slightly more HF -

RMS, given by a line-level input of 660mV;

prominent presentation of CD sound. The

backing off the volume control will increase

choice is yours, but Ican confidently recom-
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mend the Iris preamplifier in Class D of

listing—it is a fundamentally musical per-

Stereopbile's "Recommended Components"

former at an affordable price.

KLIMO KENT TUBE POWER AMPLIFIER
Dick Olsher

Klimo Kent power amplifier
Monoblock tube power amplifier. Output power: 35W into 4, 8, & 16 ohm loads. Frequency
response: 20Hz-20kHz, -1dB; 8Hz-55kHz, -3dB. Total harmonic distortion: less than 0.3%.
Input sensitivity: 700mV. Input impedance: 220k ohms. Weight: 22 pounds each. Samples tested:
S/N 118 & 119, on loan from importer. Price: $2600/pr. Approximate number of dealers: 7. Manufacturer: Klimo, Orchideenweg 4, 7410 Reutlingen 1, West Germany. US Importer: Audio Advancements, P.O. Box 15, Verona, NJ 07044. Tel: (201) 857-1422.
On November 16th, 1954, with what Isurmise
to be aflash of uncharacteristic sentimentality,
British electrical engineers celebrated the jubi-

addition of the grid was dependent on Fleming's
work. The patent litigation was not settled until
1943, when the US Supreme Court, using logic
the British dubbed "Alice in Patentland,"

lee of the invention of the vacuum tube (better known over there as the thermionic valve).

decided that the original Fleming patent had

Precisely 50 years earlier, Professor J.A. Flem-

always been invalid. To be fair, it should be

ing had applied for apatent on his diode. Sir

emphasized that Fleming's patent was for arec-

Ambrose Fleming would have been pleased,
for he maintained to the end of his long life (he

tifier of high-frequency currents; de Forest's

died in 1945) that Dr. Lee de Forest's triode (US
patent applied for in 1906) was dependent

first electronic amplifier. Dr. de Forest was

invention, however, did represent the world's

on his own two-electrode tube and therefore

never shy about his role in the development of
the radio. (His 1950 autobiography was entitled

not patentable. Decades of bitter litigation

Father of Radio.)

followed. Despite the fact that de Forest steadfastly disclaimed any prior knowledge of

Despite the availability of both adiode and
atriode in 1908, the immediate impact on radio

Fleming's patent, the lower courts held that the

1A full background to de forests daims concerning the linennon of the triode is included in Lawrence Lessing's biography
of Major Edwin Armstrong. Man of High Fidelity (Bantam
1969), abook well worth looking for in your favorite paperback recycling center.
—JA
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development was negligible. It took over a
decade before the vacuum tube was to be
widely used. The reasons for this were that the
potential applications and the physics of the
triode were poorly understood in those early
years. Most people believed triodes and elecStereophile, June 1989

trons to be magical concoctions of mad scien-

can Iargue, for example, with the Levinsons

tists. And most importantly, from atechnical
standpoint, the early de Forest "Audion" was
terrible World War I, with its need for efficient
military communications, ushered in intense

and Krells of this world? The middle ground
is occupied by the "neurotic" designer. This
guy would love to design solid-state amps, but

tube research and development, with the
necessary vacuum technology introduced for

tubes—at least in some sonic areas (eg, soundstaging). So he tries to clone the sound of tubes

making "hard" vacuum tubes. 2After that initial

with pure solid-state designs, or cross-polli-

phase of slow growth, the technology took off
exponentially. The tetrode was introduced

nates tubes and transistors in ahybrid design

recognizes (and can't stand) the superiority of

that is claimed to offer the best of both worlds.

commercially in 1926, and not much later

Finally, we have the pragmatists who are willing

Philips unveiled the pentode. On the eve of
World War II, tube technology had already

to admit quite honestly that perhaps we still
can't do any better than all-tube designs.

matured, and Isuppose that these same elec-

Dusan Klimo clearly belongs to the latter camp.

trical engineers in 1954 were looking forward

His entire line of electronics is all tubes because

to another 50 years of tube glory.

he apparently believes that the "antiquated"
vacuum tube continues to offer the most nat-

Well, it didn't quite work out that way. While
there are today several enclaves of tube technology, notably in the Soviet Union and China,

ural amplification of music signals. 3

the art has been declining steadily elsewhere

The Kent, alow-powered tube monoblock,
is intended to drive relatively efficient loud-

for the past 20 years. There are specific excep-

speakers (88dB sensitivity or higher), or to be

tions. Klystrons and magnetrons are still going

the top amp of abi-amped system. According
to the importers, Hart and Beth Huschens of

strong as microwave amplifiers, and thyratrons
are still the choice over transistors in the area
of high-voltage switching. So if your kitchen
is complete with amicrowave oven, you already
own vacuum-tube gear. To stretch things abit

Audio Advancements, the original Quad ESLs
would be an excellent match. Weighing in at
amere 20 pounds per side, the overall physical impression is of a"cute" rather than beefy

further, the CRT is aspecialized vacuum tube,
so in asense most of us are exposed to vacuum-

little amplifier. The chromed chassis is punctuated

tube technology while watching TV or work-

tubes. There is no tube cage per se, but Klimo

by two black-painted transformers and four

ing at aVDT. Yet, for the average consumer,

provides ringed mini cages for each tube. Ifail

tubed audio gear represents acharming anachronism that can't possibly equal the measured
performance of modem solid-state gear. 1hope

to see the logic or supposed benefit of such an

that at least some of these card-carrying Consumer Unionists have the good fortune to pick
up apiece of vintage tube gear at least once in
their lifetimes. It was my virginal tube experience—the Dynaco Stereo 70—that opened my

arrangement, the rings appearing to be acosmetic afterthought.
The input signal is AC-coupled to the first
control grid of a12AX7 dual triode, the output
of which is cascaded to the second half of the
tube. The input stage feeds the phase splitter/driver stage which consists of another

ears to the possibilities of reproduced sound

12AX7. The output stage is patterned along

in the home and launched me upon the audio-

purely classic lines: apair of EL-34 pentodes
operating in apush-pull configuration with

phile seas.
In this country, high-end amplifier manufacturers seem to fit neatly into three distinct
schools or philosophical camps. On the one
hand, there's the confirmed solid-stater who
believes that transistor designs are capable of

their screen grids in an "ultralinear" connection. Normally, the screen grid voltage of apentode is at the full B-e- rail value. With an ultralinear connection, the screen voltage is tapped
off at apoint intermediate between that of the

"superior" performance and that ultimately

plate voltage and the Bi- rail, so that the tube

tubed amps must be viewed as colored and

operating characteristics are between tetrode

untrue to the source. Undeniably, this school
has produced several outstanding amps. How

and pentode. Had the screen grid been tied to

2de Forest always insisted that the working of the triode was
dependent upon the trace gases necessarily pres:ent in a"soft vacuum.
—JA
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the plate, the EL-34 would effectively be per-

3For afull description of Klimo's background,
try Update:* November 198E. p.57.

ser " Indus-

forming as atetrode with additional reduction

Starting with the Quad US Monitors (with

in odd-order distortion products (which,

Arcici stands), it was readily obvious that the

incidentally, apush-pull output stage cannot
cancel), but with an inevitable reduction in out-

Klimo Kent excels in spatial resolution. While
it failed to project asoundstage as vivid and pal-

put power. The ultralinear connection was

pable as, say, aFutterman OTL or an EAR-509,

popularized in the US in the early '50s by none

it was nonetheless capable (program material

other than David Hafler and, despite amodicum of criticism over the years, it has with-

permitting) of clearly resolving all of the nooks
and crannies of the original acoustic space.

stood the test of time as aviable option. 4The

Back-wall and side-wall reverberation was

output stage is biased in class-AB, so that under

always clearly defined, and instrumental out-

low-level drive conditions class-A operation

lines were tightly focused within awide and
deep sotindstage. The mixed chorus on Lawintid

results and plate current flows continuously in
each half of the push-pull circuit. At higher
drive voltages, the grid of each tube is driven
into cutoff (class-B operation) during half of
each cycle.

(Proprius 7800) was easily resolved, with both
individual male and female voices popping out
distinctly from the fabric of the music.
The mids and especially the upper mids

The output transformer is wired for an out-

were very clean, detailed, and sweet-sounding.

put impedance of about 8ohms. Other imped-

David Abel's Guarnerius violin (Wilson Audio's

ances are possible through an internal adjust-

Beethoven Sonata in G, Op.96 for Piano and
Violin) was just ajoy in terms of asweet and

ment, which the dealer should be able to make.
The power supply uses solid-state rectifiers,
but the power-supply capacity—around
300g—is disappointing. Ihave come to

focused overtone structure. Treble transients
were well-detailed and -controlled, with afine
sense of speed. For example, Therese Yuel's

expect ca 1000µF as appropriate reservoir
capacity for high-end tube amps.

sibilants (Opus 3 Test Record 1) were wellbehaved. The extreme treble struck me as spa-

Most components are mounted on asingle
large printed circuit board. Particular attention

cious and atouch soft, while the lower treble
was tonally abit laidback. Brass was slightly
lacking in bite, being abit too polite.

was paid to minimizing ground loops, and a
copper wire buss is used to integrate all ground
traces on the board. Parts and construction
quality in general appear to be very good, the
exception being the speaker binding posts. For

Another timbrai error became evident after
extended listening, and was most obvious for
me on the Lesley test. Overtone structures
through the Klimo were ashade darker than
life, as if the Klimo viewed reality through apair

one thing, I'd like to see ahex head post, so that
aspade lug could be tightened down using a

of lightly tinted sunglasses. Yes, my wife Lesley's

nut driver. I'd also prefer asturdier post. At 5'8"
and 145 pounds I'm not apower merchant, but

voice was well-focused, quite transparent, and
easy to listen to, so in all of these respects the

I've broken similar posts with my bare fingers.

Klimo received high marks. The basic problem
was that the timbral colors of her voice were

Listening tests

altered to the point of personal irritation. It

Because the importer emphasized the compatibility of the Klimo with the Quad ESLs, I

would perhaps be easy to tolerate the Klimo's
brand of tonal adulteration with unkuniliar pro-

decided to audition it with both the old and

gram material because, after all, the coloration

new Quads. My analog front end consisted of

is euphonic. In this instance, Isimply could

the Threshold FET- 10 preamp, the SOTA Star
Sapphire turntable outfitted with the SME V

not accept the Klimo's interpretation; Lesley's
real-life vocal quality is too ingrained in my

arm, and aVirtuoso DTi cartridge. Sorry, no

mind. (Well, what do you expect after 20 years

CDs this time, but the mandatory Lesley Test
was conducted using aSony PCM-Fl enhanced

of exposure?)

with the latest Apogee filters by Jeff Rowland.

Moving to the lower mids, at least on fullrange material Iconsistently craved agutsier

The speaker cable was TARA Labs' latest, and
the interconnects were by Cardas.

75, the Klimo may be described as relatively

presentation. Yes, compared with the VTL Dual
gutless. Both the power and the bravura of the

4See "'Rabe misinformation: .p.17, in the May issue (Vol.12
No.5) for the history of the development of the ultralinear
topology.
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orchestra were diminished by the Klimo to the
point of robbing the music of much of its
Stereophile, June 1989

"goose-bump" potential. The bass octaves
lacked punch and impact. The Klimo just could
not swing enough peak power to satisfy the
demands of the Quad US Monitors.
It became obvious that the Klimo was much
happier on small-scale program material. Chamber music, solo voice or violin were all competently accommodated. With large-scale
works, the Klimo compressed the dynamic
range from loud to very loud, clipping too
readily. Also, as it slid into class-B operation,

on with the VTL Dual 75 and another small
German monoblock tubed amp reviewed elsewhere in this issue, the Kebschull 35/70. The
VTL is, of course, ahorse of adifferent color.
While the Klimo is somewhat gutless and laidback, the VTL bowls you over with arobust,
authoritative balance and adashing dynamic
presentation. The Klimo, on the other hand,
is cleaner and better focused. The real winner,
however, is the new Kebschull ($2375/pair).
Though not as sweet and liquid as the Klimo,

its sound character became abit edgy through

the Kebschulls are better than both the Klimo

the upper mida and treble. For an example of
the Klimo's brand of SOS, listen to the repro-

and the VTL. The Kebschull is apowerful,
dynamic little amp with minimal colorations,

duction of the loud orchestral and choral passages from Walton's Belshazzar's Feast (EMI

stage presentation that works very well with

SAN-324). The full power and weight of the
performance failed to materialize through the
Klimo, and the upper octaves took on an

natural highs, and acohesive, seamless soundthe Quad US Monitors. The slightly more expensive Klimo sounds somewhat muffled, blurred,
and rough in comparison.

unwelcome roughness. But those soft passages

Then there are the Quicksilver Monoblocks

were so sweet, liquid, and focused.
At this point in the testing, it became obvi-

at $1500/pair. On the basis of my auditioning,

ous that the Klimo did not enjoy being stressed

the Quicksilver in several respects, although

very much and that it was not compatible with
even areasonable electrostatic load such as the
Quad US Monitors. Still, Iheld out hope mat-

you should know that Ihave not heard the
Quicicsilvers under critical conditions for quite
awhile. But for akilobuck less, at least you have

ters would improve with the old Quad ESLs,

an amp that mates very well with the new Quads.

which have avery limited power appetite.
Paydirt, and ahuge sigh of relief from the

Summary

Iwould hazard aguess that the Klimo betters

Klimo: "Here's aload Ican handle at last!" Its

If you're lusting after alittle honey of atube

capabilities for precise spatial localization and
aconvincing portrayal of the soundstage were

amp, the Klimo may be for you. It certainly merits
acareful audition, providing you either own

undiminished. The mida this time around were

apair of old Quads or very sensitive dynamic

detailed, yet liquid—but not to the point of
softness. The treble was quick and spacious.

loudspeakers. At their best, the ¡(limos will
delight you with asweet, detailed, and highly

The important point was that this level of per-

focused presentation. Soundstaging is another

formance throughout the niidband and treble

strong suit in the best tradition of tube amplifi-

did not deteriorate under large-signal drive

cation. The slightly darkish overtone structures
may, however, spoil the fun for you. And if

conditions. At no time was Iconscious that the
Klimo was underpowered. At least with the old

you're atonal balance freak à la JGH, you'd

Quads, the Klimo appeared to have adequate

best pass this one up, especially if you demand

power reserve.
Another area of improvement was in the bass.

agutsy, robust lower midrange; the Klimo's balance is abit lightweight and precious to satisfy

The bass through the old Quads had much
more impact, conviction, and improved pitch

hardcore VTL and ARC M300 fans. The Klimo
must be regarded as afinesse amp; as such, it

definition. The bottom line was aheightened
sense of involvement in the music, the Klimo hav-

with its artistic potential. In fact, the sound of

ing regained much needed ground in this area.
Unfortunately, two problems went unresolved.

the Klimo strikes me as that of asouped-up
Marantz 8B. If you liked the 8B, you're prob-

Tonally, the Klimo was still colored; it did not

ably apotential Klimo customer.

would be most appreciated by folks in tune

do much better on the Lesley Test and it still

Imust point out, however, at its asking price

lacked alifelike balance through the lower mida.
Another major headache for the Klimo is its

of $2600/pair the Klimo faces stiff competition

immediate competition. Icompared it head-

ularly good value for the dollar.
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and cannot therefore be regarded as apartic-
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KEBSCHULL 35/70 MONOBLOCK
POWER AMPLIFIER

41

Dick Olsher

Kebschull 35/70 power amplifier
Class-AB monoblock tube power amplifier. Power output: 18W class-A, 35W class-AB continuous,
70W peak, into 8 ohms. Input impedance: 47k ohms. Input sensitivity: 300mV. Frequency
response: 15Hz-30kHz, ±0.5dB. Price: $2375/pr. Approximate number of dealers: 12. Manufacturer: Kebschull Tube Technology, Grobenzell/Munich, West Germany. Importer: German Acoustics, 3558 Ridgeway Avenue, Madison, WI 53704. Tel: (608) 246-8559.
Kebschull is arelative mystery to me, as I'm sure
it must be to you. They're obviously aGerman
audiophile company based in Munich, and

irrespective of the chosen impedance. The amp
is wired at the factory for an 8-ohm load; how-

according to Klaus Bunge of German Acous-

ever, other impedances are available on a
special-order basis, and the amp can be readily

tics, Kebschull's annual volume is quite respectable by high-end standards. Although volume

attention to detail is exemplary, asample of

does not necessarily equate with sound quality

which is the fact that the transformer cores are

even in high-end circles, and since Kebschull
has not been around long enough to become
astatus symbol à/a Audio Research, Ican only

screws. All of the gain stages are located on a

surmise that they're doing something right.
Do not mistake the Kebschull for an ordinary
35W tube amplifier. Neither visually nor performance-wise does this extraordinary amp fit
the norm. The beautifully silver-chromed
chassis is dominated by apair of massive transformers. As Kebschull so aptly points out, the
output transformer is the heart of a tubed
power amp. Generally, as the transformer goes,
so does the amp. First of all, I've never seen a
more massive design in a35W amp, and in fact

reconfigured in the field for a4-ohm load. The

mounted to the chassis with nonmagnetic steel
large high-quality epoxy-resin PC board. Parts
quality is high (eg, Roclerstein Resista resistors
and WIMA caps), and construction quality
is excellent.
An EF86 pentode is used in the input stage.
This is one of the best miniature pentodes ever
made (lots of fairly clean gain), and was put to
good use in the classic Radford STA-25 Series
III amp. The suppressor grid is operated at cathode potential so that it is at negative potential
relative to both the anode and screen grid, and
thus prevents secondary electrons from the

these could more properly be considered

anode from reaching the screen. The driver/

100W-capable. The winding technique used
ensures full use of all secondary windings

phase splitter stage consists of adual-triode
6SN7. This is aheavy-duty industrial-grade
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tube that should last for many years. In fact,

overly hard or analytical. There was afeeling

Kebschull recommends retubing of the input

of precision and solidity about image outlines
and timbres that immediately got me more

and driver tubes about once every 10 years.
The push-pull output stage consists of apair
of class-AB-biased EL-34s. The bias, however,
is fairly rich with both tubes conducting up to
about 18W. The screen grids are connected
"ultralinearly" to atap on the primary of the

deeply involved in the music. Needless to say,
this amp kept me busy listening deep into
the night.
Traditionally, tube amps have been weakest

output transformer. Thus the behavior of the

at the frequency extremes. This is partly due
to their limited current drive and power

output stage is intermediate between pentode
and tetrode. The power-supply rectification

state competition. If tube midrange sound

bandwidth—at least compared with the solid-

is solid-state, while its capacity is determined
by apair of series-connected 220µF (350V)
electrolytics tied in parallel. This arrangement

quality were ranked at "10" on arelative scale
then the bass and the treble quality have been

enhances the voltage rating of the reservoir

the case of the Kebschull, the discrepancy

caps to 700V, but provides an effective capacity

between the mids and the frequency extremes
was not that dramatic. Actually, the Kebschull

of only around 220µF. This Ibelieve to be
the only significant weakness of the design.
Generally, I'd like to see double this capacity
as aminimum.
The amp was auditioned with both the old

in many instances as bad or worse than "5." In

is quite acompetent performer top to bottom.
There was anoticeable loss of tightness and
pitch definition in the midbass (probably a

and new Quad ESLs. In addition to the Thresh-

function of the limited power-supply capacity), but there was plenty of punch down here.

old FET- 10 preamp, Ialso experimented with
the Krell KRS-2. The phono front end consisted

The upper bass was even better, and blended
very nicely with the lower midrange without

of the SOTA Star Sapphire, SME Series V tonearm, and the Virtuoso Uri cartridge. A Sony

bloating or thickening the lower-mid textures.
The treble quality turned out to be dependent

PCM-F1 enhanced with Apogee filters was used
in the Lesley Test. The rest of the chain consisted
of Cardas and Kimber KCAG interconnects and
TARA Labs speaker cable.
Ionly encountered two glitches initially.
First, the plugs on the AC power cords provided
did not meet US specs, the spacing between the
prongs being too wide. Fortunately, these cords
were detachable so that Iwas able to substitute
other cords. Next, Iwas faced with agroundloop hum in one channel. This problem was

on the choice of preamps, which is another
way of saying that the Kebschull is inherently
relatively uncolored at the top.
With the Krell KRS-2, the upper octaves
were distinctly lackluster and turgid. Brass
lacked proper bite, and the brilliance and
vibrato sparkle of soprano voices were substantially diminished. The end result was asweet,
mellow, and darker-than-life balance—as if I
were viewing life through amber-colored

correctable, however, by using acheater plug

glasses. At this point the Kebschull was sounding on top very much like aConrad-Johnson

to reverse the polarity of the two hot leads.

MV-50, not my favorite small tube amp. With

First impressions on the Quad US Monitors

achange of preamps to the Threshold FET- 10,

were of apowerful amp capable of cohesive

this impression changed dramatically. The bal-

soundstage presentation, and arobust tonal
balance that did justice to the lower midrange.

ance was no longer polite and laid-back, and
the tonality of brass and soprano voice became

The soundstage was wide and deep, with pre-

much more lifelike. For example the timbre of
Lesley's voice on the Lesley Test was much

cisely sculpted instrumental outlines. The
sense of image focus and palpability was very
believable. The imaging was helped along by
transparent and pure portrayal of instrumental
timbres, so that the illusion of performers in
the room was about as strong as I've ever
experienced from asound reproduction system. There was plenty of midrange detail, but

more correct than before. The aliveness of the
upper registers and the sheen of the vibrato
were all there. Therese Juel's sibilants on the
Opus 37èst Record Iwere very well controlled.
The natural brightness of the nylon-stringed
guitars (cut A2) was clearly captured, while

not at the expense of textural liquidity. At no

the soaring sopranos in the mixed chorus on
Laudate! (Proprius 7800) were quite naturally

time did the fabric of the music appear to be

reproduced. The only negative was aslight but
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noticeable loss of sweetness in the upper mids

balance-wise the two amps are very close, but

which translated to an occasional touch of dry-

otherwise they differ greatly. The Kebschull is

ness up here—most obvious on violin overtones.

smoother and better focused through the mids

In general, the Kebschull continued to impress

and upper octaves. It is also much more reveal-

me with its balance, clarity, spatial resolution,

ing of low-level detail and spatial detail within

and purity of timbre. Its power reserve proved
sufficient in my room for the Quad Monitors.

the soundstage. The upper octaves of the VTL,
in contrast, are fuzzy and more artificial sound-

The Kebschull sounded much more powerful

ing, and just do not possess the clarity and

than its continuous power rating would indicate, and it dished out enough power to satisfy

purity of the Kebschulls. One area where the
VTL does have an advantage is bass response.

the Quads even on the most demanding pro-

Here the VTL out-defines and out-punches the

gram material.

Kebschull. It is not just aquestion of agreater

The old Quad ESLs proved to be apiece of

power reserve, but one of bass character. The

cake, and the Kebschull waltzed its way into my

VTL is simply more convincing in the midbass

heart as my favorite little tube amp for this

and deep bass.

application. With the venerable Quads holding
center court, Icompared the Kebschulls head-

Summary

on with some of its immediate competition.

The Kebschull 35/70—believe it or not—is an
authoritative little power amp. As such, its con-

First, adistant German cousin: the Klimo Kent.

vincing lower midrange should delight tonal-

Undoubtedly, the Klimo is the sweeter of the
two amps, at least through the upper mids. Yet
what prejudices me against the Klimo is its light-

balance aficionados. Even more impressively,
the amp's performance does not stop here. Its

weight balance and darkish view of midrange

ability to recreate apalpable and tightly focused

textures. To put it another way, the Kebschull

soundstage is outstanding. This, together with

is both better balanced and more accurate than
the Klimo. And if that weren't enough, the

accurate timbrai reproduction and excellent
clarity and transparency, make the Kebschull

Kebschull's imaging is more solid, its dynamic
range much superior. That these advantages are

atrue servant of the music. It combines brawn,

obtainable at alower price than the Klimo's is

brains, and verve in the service of the musical
experience. Ionly pray that Kebschull has the

the exclamation point for this comparison.

wisdom to neither adulterate the design nor

Next, Icalled upon the VTL Dual 75 in the
hope that it would put up stiffer competition.
Well, there's alot to like about the VTL, and

raise the retail price of this amp. I'm less certain of the latter, so buy these babies now
before the price starts to climb.

CAL TEMPEST II
SPECIAL EDITION CD PLAYER
Lewis Lipnick
8x-oversampling, 18-bit CD player with separate power supply. Dimensions (each piece): 19"
W x51/
4"H x12" D. Combined weight: 28 lbs. Price: $3995. Approximate number of dealers:
81. Manufacturer: California Audio Labs, 7231 Garden Grove Blvd., Garden Grove, CA 92641.
Tel: (714) 894-9747.
Isn't high-end audio great? After vast multi-

would actually have to get their sonic stimu-

tudes of those afflicted with audiophilia ner-

lation from music (perish the thought!). Luck-

vosa have already blown some sizeable economic wads on aparticular manufacturer's

ily for those eternally looking for that elusive
highway to audio nirvana, there are plenty of

again. Just think how boring the whole high-

manufacturers who will continue to produce
new and better audio toys to satisfy the voracious appetites of the assembled high-end

end audio business would be if we had product
stability for any length of time: audiophiles

audio consumers. So it is with this upgraded
version of an established audio classic, the

product, an upgraded "improved" version is
introduced, and the whole manic cycle begins
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California Audio Labs Tempest SE CD player
CAL Tempest II Special Edition Compact Disc
Player.
The "standard" Tempest II at $2995 is still

bits hand-trimmed "in order to insure very low
distortion, low THD, and excellent linearity."
The SE has three transformers and 19 separate

one of the more musically convincing audio

regulated power supplies (vs the standard Tempest II's 17). Although the analog section has

products to hit the market in the past few years.
Depending on your musical and sonic priori-

ment parts and a new analog PCB, the circuit

ties, the more expensive SE modification may

topography remains similar, three Gold Aero

be worth the extra bucks (it's priced exactly

E88Cs per channel being used to handle the
signal. Output impedance is said to be 50

one hell of agreat-sounding component, and

$1000 above its predecessor). In fact, if you
happen to own astandard version of the Tempest II, CAL will upgrade your machine to the

been totally upgraded, with 42 new replace-

ohms, and, just like the standard Tempest II,
the SE has DC coupling and protection cir-

current SE standard for just that thousand-buck
differential, as they did with my reference sam-

cuitry that will mute the output if any connec-

ple. Is the mod worth considering? Yes and no. ,

actively powered. (Internal LEDs, visible
through the top cover, light up red for protec-

Technical Highlights

tion mute, green for safe operation, and yellow
for apre-emphasized disc.) The SE is built on
atotally aluminum, nonmagnetic chassis.

Except for the scripted "Special Edition"
faceplate, there are no visible exterior changes
to differentiate this upgraded model from the

tions are made or broken when the unit is

standard. But it's what's inside that counts. The

Sonic & musical impressions

only internal parts common to the standard
and SE Tempest II are the Philips drive, drive
controller and signal-recovery circuitry, the

if you read my review of the Theta DS Pre in
the March '89 issue, you probably noticed that
Iunquestionably preferred the Theta to the

remote control, and lighted front display panel.
The former Philips 4x-oversampling digital fil-

standard Tempest II, which had been my previ-

ter and twin 16-bit DACs have been replaced

the comparison may be abit more "fair" to

with a proprietary 8x-oversampling, high resolution filter using 24-bit internal words.

both parties involved, as Iassess two similarly
priced products, and figuratively compare two
manufacturers' "best" products, rather than

ous digital reference source. This time around,

Twin Burr-Brown PCM-58PK 18-bit DACs ,are
used, and have the first four most significant

CAI:s three-grand machine with Theta's four-)

INice touch of equivocation, Lew!
—JA
2 According to the people at CAL, the PCM-SEIPK is Burr'
Brown's highest-quality DAC currently available.

convertor, and does not, in astrict seine. directly compete with
the Tempest II SE. However, done were to use the $3200 DS
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My reference system used in this review consisted of aMark Levinson No.26 pre-amp/No.23

ably amore sonically refined product overall

power amp combination interfaced in both

than the standard Tempest II, and is certainly

Don't get me wrong. The SE is unquestion-

single-ended and balanced modes, and apair

worth acareful audition. When placed in direct

of my favorite speakers, B&W 801 Series Two

competition with the Theta DS Pre/Philips

Matrix Monitors. Interconnects from both dig-

CD880 combo, the Tempest II SE produces a
much more impressive soundstage, but, in the

ital sources (CAL and Theta) to preamp were
AudioQuest's LiveWire Lapis, Lapis and Madrigal HPC were used between preamp and power
amp in balanced mode, and HPC in pre- to

final analysis, comes off as abit "hi- fi-ish" and
musically artificial. The Theta, on the other

power in single-ended configuration. The 801s

hand, while not necessarily sounding as pleasant and voluptuous, reproduces the musical

were bi- wired with AudioQuest Clear.

material more honestly.

My overall reactions to the upgraded Tem-

The basic difference lies, Ibelieve, in the two

pest II SE vs the standard configuration were
mixed. Deeper, wider, and higher soundstaging

manufacturers' philosophies. Art Paymer at
CAL made it very clear to me over the phone

was the most obvious and ear-catching im-

that CAL was going after aspecific type of sonic

provement. Clearer definition of individual

signature, with soundstaging and depth of

instrumental and vocal voices was the second

utmost importance, giving the listener the illu-

obvious improvement that Icould detect. This

sion of sitting "out in the concert hall," rather
than Theta's straight-up, "at the microphone"

is an area in which the standard Tempest II certainly has drawbacks, and it's nice to see that
the people at CAL recognized this. Low-level
ambient information was more evident in all
recordings, effectively uncovering and reproducing more concert-hall ambience and secon-

approach. To this end, they have indeed succeeded. While Iwill admit that soundstaging
on the CAL is very alluring, and definitely more
impressive than the Theta's, it comes across as

tions from the sides and rear wall of the concert

more of aSOL)iC manipulation than objective
musical portrayal; not all recordings have lots
of depth and space. In fact, live music heard

stage). The SE also appeared to surpass the standard Tempest II dynamically: quiet massed

from adistance, as the SE is purported to represent, just doesn't have that "bigger than life"

voices and strings weren't lost in congealed
globs of haze any more, while on the other end

exaggerated depth. It may be pleasant to listen
to, but it certainly isn't real. Nevertheless, if

of the scale, full-tilt blasts from brass and organ
were not as compressed and stifled. Sonic grain

you're asoundstage depth freak, and are willing to give up asignificant amount of musical

structure has been significantly refined, producing amore liquid and refined sonic palette.

accuracy, the Tempest II SE just may be your
ticket to audio bliss.

But, like everything else in life, one doesn't
usually get to have one's cake and eat it too. 4 In

from the CAL, is not as euphonically pleasing

darily reflected musical information (le, reflec-

The Theta, on the opposite side of the coin

astrict musical sense, the baby has partially

to the ear at first audition. But after a few

been thrown out with the bath water. The SE

minutes, it becomes obvious that there is much

is indeed smoother and sweeter, more spacious
and more dynamic than the standard Tempest

more of alive musical event coming through

II, but harmonic integrity, pitch definition of

to the listener, albeit without the pleasant
candy coating that can nicely cover over those

individual instruments and voices, and clarity
of all leading edges of attacks have lost ground

nasty sounds that we really hear in live performances. While most audiophiles will probably

in the upgrade. In qualitative terms, the SE is

pay lip service to their undying desire to hear

sonically more impressive and palatable, but
somewhat less musically accurate than its
predecessor.
Pro (the same D/A section without pie-amp capabilities) in conjunction with something like the Philips (I)880 (the $750 CD
player Iam currently using as adigital source for the DS Prc),
the price would come out to be exactly $45 below the Tempest II SE.
Three notable exceptions: the B&W 801 Series Two Matrix
Monitor, and Mark Levinson Nos. 26 and 23 pre- and power
amps.
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the "real thing," Idoubt that very many would
be satisfied with an accurate rendition of live
music (you can't tweak alive orchestra, there
isn't any VTA to adjust or interconnects to
change, so what good is it anyway?). In this
case, it comes down to amatter of personal
taste. As amusician, Ivalue the importance of
immediacy, clarity, harmonic honesty, and
above all, accurate reproduction of all leading
Stereophile, June 1989

edges of attacks. Without this, live music tends

formance might find objectionable. In other

to lose character, becoming uninvolving and

words, amore realistic, musically honest, but

generic-sounding. But the average audiophile,
who doesn't listen to very much live music (or
any at all, as was so clearly shown in the 1988

sonically more abrasive and possibly intimidat-

reader survey), probably won't miss the
accuracy and honesty of the Theta, opting
instead for the warm, euphonically colored,
overly spacious, and lovely sounding Tempest
II SE.
Listening results with both the CAL and

ing perspective.
The same type of result was obtained with
Ame Domnerus's saxophone accompanied by
Gustaf Sjokvist on the organ in the legendary
Proprius recording of Antipbone Blues (Proprius PRCD 7744). Definitely easier to listen to
with the Tempest II SE, but more involving,
exciting, and realistic with the Theta. All the

Philips CD 880/Theta, using avaried repertoire

wonderful grit and funk in the sax sound that

of program material, remained consistent. Even

the Theta retrieves tends to disappear with the

though the soundstaging produced by the CAL

CAL SE. But the CAL sounds so much more

was initially more dramatic and impressive, I

pleasing and rosy. Again, amatter of personal

felt that Icouldn't get to the music, as if my ears
were partially blocked, or some sort of fine

taste vs objective reality.

gauze had come between me and the perfor-

son could be made using arecent recording of

A third, but even more dramatic, compari-

mance. The CAL imparted an overall more dis-

my own National Symphony's performance of

tant perspective, except for aslightly morethan-lifelike vividness throughout the mid-

Steven Albert's River Run Sympbony (Delos
D/CD 1016). Whether or not you like the music,

range. The CAL's strong editorial harmonic col-

this is amust-buy for sonics alone. Ed Kelly,

orations also added an overly full and ripe

one of the members of our NSO musicians'

"Technicolor" hi-fi richness that was manifested in an unnaturally heavy and thickened

audio listening group, did the engineering dur-

sonic presentation.
One excellent example of this could be heard
with an Argo CD of Peter Hurford playing

ing live performances. Except for the Decca
recordings we produced in the early '70s with
Kenneth Wilkinson's masterful engineering,

Alain's Litanies on the Ratzeburg Cathedral

this stands as the most natural and musically
impressive commercially available recording

Organ (Argo 410 165-2). This is aparticularly

Ihave yet heard of my orchestra.

clear and "quick" -sounding instrument that
can produce unusually colorful, enormously

It sounded glorious with the Tempest II SE:
warm, full, and spacious. But something wasn't

varied combinations of tonal colors (a 20th -

quite right: the drive, attack, and immediacy

century tracker-action organ built in Austria

that Iheard on stage during the performance

by Rieger). With the Tempest Il SE, it sounded

and at playback was missing. Areal disappointment. On to the Theta—open, clear, immedi-

warm, full, weighty, and expansive. ..very
ence that you would not believe. The clarity

ate, and visceral. Now Icould tell who was
playing first oboe, that the piano was placed

and immediacy were amazing. Not as pleasant

directly in front of the podium, what types of

sounding, but aheck of alot more real. Iwas
now transported from the CAL's more distant

mallets and beaters the guys in the percussion
section were using, and that my contrabassoon

pleasant indeed. Enter the Theta, and adiffer-

and detached perspective "into" the cathedral

reed was quickly on its way to reed heaven

acoustical environment. More ambience, more

(much too high abuzz-to-pitch ratio). None of
this could be heard with the CAL. Of course,

space, and much, much more involving. All the
individual ranks of pipes were now clearly

you might say, "who cares?", and perhaps you'd

cal lines that the CAL had covered over were

have apoint. But for me, at least, it comes down
to the difference between a colored and
detached vs straight-up, hands-on perspective.

easily delineated. Low pedal had better attack,
pitch, and harmonic integrity. Beats of differ-

Practical Considerations

heard, the "chirps" at the beginning of notes
were restored, and the various complex musi-

ence tones created by the various ranks of pipes

"Practical considerations" in high-end audio?

playing similar pitches simultaneously were
also brought back by the Theta, adding aharsh-

You gotta be kidding. But when we get up into
the 14000 range for acomponent, it couldn't

ness that those unfamiliar with live organ per-

hurt to talk about afew things that might be
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stand why CAL did not incorporate an

Editor's Postscript:
Measurements

absolute-phase reversal switch into the Tem-

As with other recent CD-player reviews, Ifelt

pest II (it can't cost that much; even the $600

it essential to subject the Tempest SE to aminimum number of objective tests, to establish

worth considering. First of all, Idon't under-

Adcom GCD-575 has this capability!). There
are many out-of-absolute-phase recordings
(such as the organ disc Ispoke of earlier), and
unless the listener with the CAL has apreamp
with absolute-phase reversal capability (such
as my Levinson No.26), they will be missing an

the degree of technical competence embodied in its design and manufacture. First, acomment on the machine's build quality. Some have
criticized the CAL products for being abit
funky. Well, in my opinion the Tempest SE is

important sonic tool necessary for accurate
musical reproduction. Second, and perhaps

well-made, being nicely laid out, with the digital circuitry—mute-timing circuitry, Sony

more important, is the question of flexibility

CXDI1448 digital filter chip, Burr-Brown PCM-

and ultimate obsolescence in the fast-moving
and volatile world of digital circuitry and pro-

58P DACs, and their associated power supplies—carried on aboard toward the unit's
base, with the analog board mounted above.

gram material formats. Theta has planned
ahead, offering an infield software-upgradeable
DIA conversion system capable of receiving

High-quality parts are used throughout, the
regulated 155V rail for the tubes being

digital material from any source. A $4000 high-

smoothed with six 1.5µF WIMA polypropylene

end CD dedicated player in today's marketplace

capacitors. Also of interest is the use of aver-

could become avery expensive dinosaur in a
few years. Think about it.

tical groundplane running down the center of
the underside of the board, effectively isolating

Conclusion
There is no doubt in my mind that CAL Tempest II SE can offer significant refinements over
the standard Tempest II. But its inherent

the two channels from one another.
The Tempest SE features asmooth, extended
amplitude response, being effectively flat in the
audio band and just 0.16dB down at 20kHz. In
the bass, the response was only -1dB at avery

euphonic colorations and unmistakable sonic
signature force me to recommend this excel-

low 4Hz. De-emphasis was correct, within +0,

lent product with guarded enthusiasm. Could

squarewave response, the IkHz squarewave
showing asmall amount of ringing due to the
digital filter. Iam not sure where the slight

Ilive with the Tempest II SE for an extended
period of time? Yes, especially if Iwere willing
to accept one particular manufacturer's personal menu of sonic colorations. Does the SE
modification offer an absolute improvement
over the standard Tempest II? It depends on
your priorities, as well as the application. Just
as Kodak Ektachrome film is not necessarily

-0.05dB limits. Fig.1 shows the Tempest SE's

asymmetry in the waveform top comes from;
assuming that the digital filter uses coefficients
that are symmetrical about the midpoint,
which is usually the case, this indicates avery
slight LF roll-off which doesn't correlate with
the measured steady-state response.

better or worse than Kodachrome, the SE mod
may or may not be an advantageous addition
to your particular audio situation. After all, is
chocolate "better" than vanilla? Not really. Ican
see how the SE could tone down an overly

edm-vervy

fr-&-wey

bright, unnaturally etched and thin-sounding
system. But covering up the underlying problems of one coloration by adding another is
not, in my opinion, what accurate high-fidelity
musical reproduction is all about. If you expect
me to pass ultimate judgment on the Tempest
II SE, look elsewhere. However, if live music
is asignificant part of your life, and you want
to hear what is on your recordings without any
added flavoring or sweeteners, the Tempest H
SE might not be the best choice.
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Fig.1

CAL Tempest SE: 1kHz squarewave
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CAL Tempest SE: dithered 1kHz
tone at -90.31dB with noise and
spurlae

Fig.4

CAL Tempest SE: undithered 1kHz
tone at -80.77dB

t
i
i
Fig.3

CAL Tempest SE: monotonicity

The advantage of this particular Burr-Brown
DAC is that it allows the user to adjust the four
most significant bits for the lowest overall distortion, hence the highest linearity. Fig.2 shows
the y, -octave analyzed spectrum for the SE

Fig.5

playing adithered 'kHz tone at -90dB. (The

lempest, it is essential to site the SE \\ ell away
from its power unit if 60Hz hum is not to be

use of record dither means that any distortion
on this tone will be due to the playback circuitry) As can be seen, the tone has asecondharmonic, 2IcHz content at -11.5dB, and fourth
harmonic, 4kHz, a little higher. Above the
fourth harmonic, higher distortion products
are lost in the rising level of HF noise.' This represents slightly lower distortion than shown
by the standard Tempest (see March 1989,
p.116), though not quite to the standard
achieved by the Theta, Accuphase, and Sony
players. Power-supply-related noise levels are
only alittle better than the original in that there
is less 120Hz component present. (As with the
5Those who correctly point out that this rising level of noise
doesn't appear in, say. Martin Colloms's measurements for
HFN/RR, should note that it is an inevitable result of my use
of an analyzer with a log frequency scale. Martin's published
spectra, which are plotted with linear frequency scales, show
equal noise with frequency, which will translate to noise that
appears to rise with frequency with y, -octave analysis.
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CAL Tempest SE: undithered 1kHz
tone at -90.31dB

injected into the tube circuitry.)
The level error at -90dB for the dithered
tone measured +1.75dB (left) and +0.75dB
(right), with the left channel also showing a
+0.5dB error at -80dB. This is excellent performance, though looking at the monotonicity
trace from the CBS test CD (fig.3), it can be seen
that the slight compression at -90dB is accompanied by asmall DC shift. (I apologize for the
noise overlaying this trace; as pointed out by
Len Feldman in arecent Audio, the fact that
CBS chose to ramp up, from 0to IOLSB modulation, rather than down, makes it hard to trigger the 'scope consistently, thus eliminating
the possibility of averaging anumber of identical waveforms to eliminate the noise.)
Looking at the waveforms themselves, fig.4
shows an undithered 1kHz sinewave at -80dB.
The individual switching of the bits can be
135

spectrum of which is shown in fig.2. The high
level of noise present again made it impossible
to trigger the 'scope reliably from the same
point in the waveform every time to reduce the
confusing effect of noise on the waveform (see
my review of the Philips LHH1000 below).
You'll have to take it from me that it sounded
like areasonably good sinewave.
Stereopbile's standard test disc to assess error
correction is the Pierre Verany two-disc set
(PV.788031&2). Here the Tempest SE excelled,
muting occasionally only on the 2.5, 3, and
4mm dropout tests. (The CD standard only asks
Fig.6

CAL Tempest SE: dithered tone at
-90.31dB

seen, but aslight asymmetry has crept in. At
-90dB, the undithered sinewave is represented
by athree-step wave, overlaid with HF switching noise, but note that the asymmetry is now

for aplayer to be able to correct for a0.2mm
dropout.) It also offered one mute per revolution on the worst-case track, where two 3mm
gaps in the data follow in quick succession.
Finally, Imeasured the Tempest SE's output
impedance to be 230 ohms. This is rather

worse, as implied by the monotonicity trace,
which will correlate with the added distortion

higher than specified, but still low enough to
guarantee that the player should not be affected
by long or highly capacitative interconnect

being predominantly even-order. Finally, fig.6
shows the dithered waveform at -90dB, the

cables.

—John Atkinson

PHILIPS LHH1000 CD-PLAYING SYSTEM
John Atkinson
"Ube:

Philips LHH 1000 CD player
16-bit, 4x-oversampling, two-box CD player with IR remote control. LHH1001 player has "Favorite
Track Selection," LHH1002 D/A unit has two coaxial inputs and two optical inputs for serial digital
data streams, and two digital tape loops (one optical, one coaxial), with automatic switching
between 44.1kHz- and 48kHz-sampled serial data. Specifications: Frequency response: 2Hz20kHz ±0.1dB (unbalanced outputs), 20Hz-20kHz +0.3dB, -0.6dB (balanced outputs). Output
impedance: 60 ohms (unbalanced), 100 ohms (balanced), 32 ohms (headphone). Maximum
13 ()
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output level: 2V RMS (unbalanced), 3V (balanced), 45mW into 8-1000 ohms (headphone). SIN
ratio: 101dB. Channel Separation: 100dB. Dimensions: 17.875" (455mm) W by 13.625" (345mm)
D by 4.125" (103mm) H. Weight: 30.8 lbs (14kg) (LHH1001 transport and LHH1002 D/A converter),
10.125" (260mm) W by 5" (126mm) D by 1.25" (31mm) H (LHH1003/RC remote control). Price:
$4000. Approximate number of dealers: 50. Manufacturer: Philips Consumer Electronics Company, North American Philips Corporation, One Philips Drive, PO. Box 14810, Knoxville, TN 379141810. Tel: (615) 521-4316.
Though one of the largest consumer electronics companies in the world, Philips until
recently has been content to hide its American
face behind abevy of other brandnames: Magnavox, Sylvania, and Philco (all originally US
companies but now part of the Philips empire).
Audiophiles will be most familiar with the com-

with shades of military-surplus radio equipment, nicely set off by subdued blue fluorescent readouts. Internally, the units are constructed to audiophile standards. The transport
uses Philips's top CDM- 1mechanism, which
is fabricated from diecast aluminum, compared

pany's inexpensive Magnavox CD players, but

with the plastic CDM -4 mechanism which
appears in less expensive and less well-

when Philips decided to move upmarket with

specified players. The loading tray, too, which

their audio products, they decided to launch

is made from metal, has areassuringly solid feel

the Philips brand here in the US with arange
of CD players, aCD-Video player, anumber of

to it. The only obvious front-panel controls are

integrated amplifiers and receivers, acassette
deck, and two loudspeakers. The LHH1000,

Aswing-down front-panel carries all the programming controls—including Philips's Favor-

which was launched at the recent Las Vegas
CES, represents the top of that new Philips line.

ite Track Selection—and less-often-used playback controls (although Ido feel that Pause

Made in Japan by the Philips-owned company

should be on the main panel). However, as with

Play, Stop, and Muck Select (forward and back).

that manufactures much of the product sold

most CD players, all commands will be most

under the Marantz brand,' the LHH1000 is a

often used from the remote control. The player

two-box CD player—comprising the LHH1001

is fitted with one optical and two coaxial out-

transport and LHH1002 D/A converter—that
is intended to retail for $4000. (The combina-

puts, each carrying the standard, multiplexed-

tion preceded, and is identical to, the limited-

stereo, serial data stream. An adaptor is
provided to enable the LHH1001 to play 3" CD

edition Marantz CD12 that is sold in Europe and

singles.

Japan.) Included in the price is afairly large

The LHH1002 D/A unit visually matches the

remote control, the LHH1003 /RC, with—at

transport, with an identical swing-down panel

last—a rational layout of different-sized but-

concealing the headphone socket and volume

tons. This is fully equipped to handle other

control and the source selection and digital-

Philips video and audio products. It can also

tape source/monitor switches. Four serial data

"learn" the codes used by your other remotes,

inputs are provided, two optical, two coaxial,

rendering it the only one you'll need to use.
Externally, the LH H1000 came as abit of a
surprise to these jaded eyes, over-familiar with
plain black or brushed-aluminum boxes. Each
enclosure is finished in an almost white, anodized finish, with greenish-gray endcaps (made
from zinc alloy, Ibelieve) painted with anubbly,
crackle finish—an attractively utilitarian styling

while there are two digital tape loops, again one
optical and one coaxial. Inside, the entire lefthand side of the unit is devoted to power supplies, with three potted toroidal transformers
feeding anumber of voltage regulators and
ELNA Cerafine audiophile-grade electrolytic
smoothing capacitors. The digital and audio
circuits are individually shielded with copperplated Faraday cages; the castings that comprise
the chassis are also copper-plated, and all bolts

IWith the exception of the US, where the Marantz company
is owned by the Dynascan Corporation, Marantz in the rest
of the world is awholly -owned subsidian of Philips. To make
things more confusing, the American Marantz company used
to buy its products exclusively from the Philips-owned Marantz
company. With the exception of the expensive Philips-brand
CD players and amplifier, and their Manfua equivalents, which
are made by Philips-owned Marantz in Japan. nearly all other
Cl) players' sold under the Nlarantz. Philips, and Magnavox
brands are made by Philips in Hasselt, Belgium or in Juarez,
Mexico. Confused? Iwas.
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used to fix power transistors, etc., are copper.
As might be expected, the LHH1002 features
Philips's 16-bit, 4x-oversampling D/A chip set,
but with the latest version of the digital filter
chip, the SAA7220/B (which, as explained by
Peter van Willenswaard in last month's "Industry Update," has arevised offset of less than
137

1% 2), and the top-grade dual-DAC chip, the

into three classes: RI (R for "Relaxed") is guar-

"Golden Crown" TDA1541A SI.

anteed only to have adifferential linearity error
(DLE) of less than 2LSBs from bit 1to bit 16.

A note on this Philips chip: the bottom 10
bits control transistor switches on the silicon
die, each bit switching twice as many transistors as the one below it. Thus the 16th Least

This grade will be used in inexpensive players
and supplied to some third-party manufacturers. The standard grade is guaranteed to have

Significant Bit switches one transistor, the 15th
LSB two transistors, all the way up to the 10th

aDLE of within 1LSB from bit 1to 16; this is

LSB which switches 512 transistors. Provided
all the transistors carry the same current when

Asmall proportion of DACs meet amore strin-

turned on, this arrangement will accurately
produce a current output from the DAC
proportional to the values of the 10 LSBs in the
input word. Matching between the on-chip

used in Philips's own reasonably priced players.
gent performance standard, having aDLE of
less than 0.5 LSB for bits 1-7, less than 1LSB
for bits 8-15, and less than 0.75 LSB for bit 16;
these are termed the "S" grade and are stamped
with asmall crown.

transistors cannot be maintained to an accuracy

The LHH1000 should therefore feature the

better than this, however, so the six Most Significant Bits are handled in adifferent manner.

best linearity of any machine using the Philips
16-bit DAC chips; does this mean that it should

Again, they switch transistors controlling currents, but now the sizes of currents are con-

automatically sound great? Well, good DAC
performance is not all there is to good CD

trolled by resistors. Matching is arranged by
switching the current-controlling resistors
between each transistor switch at avery high

sound. (Nothing is ever that easy.) According
to Ken Ishiwata of Marantz Europe, akeeneared engineer who happens to be an audi-

frequency Any errors in the individual currents
controlled by each transistor will therefore be

the Marantz CD12, the DAC contributes maybe

averaged out between all the switches by this
"Dynamic Element Matching."
There will still be intrinsic errors in DAC
linearity due to the tolerance in the alignments

ophile and who contributed to the design of
20% to the sound quality of ahigh-end CD
player. The quality of the various power sup-

of the various masks during the IC production

plies contributes maybe another 20%. Then
there is the analog circuitry, which has adominant effect, Ken feels, as well as the effect of

process. As further fine-tuning of the DACs is
not possible, Philips has adopted agrading pro-

transport and laser head must also be capable

cess to pick out those which offer the best performance. When the finished doped and
etched silicon wafer emerges from the semiconductor plant, it carries many dozens of
individual DACs. Acomputer-controlled tester,
consisting of 28 needle probes, then connects

timing jitter on the original digital data: the
of recovering the data intact and uncorrupted.
It would seem obvious, therefore, that the best
way to assess the package as awhole would be
to listen to it. Which is what Idid, therefore.

to the appropriate pads on each raw DAC die,

The sound: Iused the LHH1000 over aperiod
of two months, both for listening for pleasure

providing power and supplying serial data from

and for evaluating other components. The pri-

aCD player. From what Isaw, this appears to

mary system used to audition the LHH1000 was
comprised of the following: all CD sources sat

be asimple go/no-go test. If aDAC fails to
work, the result being no analog music output,
it is marked with apaint spot. Automatic ma-

on AudioQuest Sorbothane isolating feet and
were powered from an Inouye line conditioner.

chinery then slices the wafer into the individual
dies and mounts those that passed the initial

passive control center, fitted with the new

test in the familiar 28-pin DIL plastic package.
At this stage, the finished TDA1541 ICs are
graded by acomputer-controlled test station

They fed aMod Squad Line Drive Deluxe AGT
acrylic top cover. (This is conventional in having unbalanced inputs and outputs; Iwas unable to audition the LHHI000 from its balanced
outputs, therefore.) For comparisons, the Sony

2The original filter had adeliberate offset built in to move the
zero-crossing point of the signal away from the point where
all the bits change value at the same time (see Sterrepbile passim). Unfortunately, this offset was in the same direction as
an intrinsic low -level error in the (MC chip, which lead to the
-6dB level error at -90dB ubiquitous in the firm generations
of this chip set.
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DAS -R1 decoder was driven from the Philips
LHH1001 transport via coaxial cable, and the
levels of all CD sources were matched at IkHz
using atest disc. Power amplifier was a1986
Krell KSA-50 used to drive Celestion SL700
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loudspeakers sitting on their dedicated stands,

the big Philips was able almost to rival the

which were spiked to the tile-on-concrete
floor beneath the carpet. Apair of Vandersteen
2Ci loudspeakers also saw some service dur-

depth of soundstaging presented by the CAL
tube player, and made the Sony DAS -R1,
already no slouch in this area, sound too for-

ing this period. Interconnect was lm lengths

ward by comparison. The LHH1000 reminded

of Monster Cable M1000 (all CD players to Line

me of the more-than-three-times:the-price
Accuphase in this respect, but as that superlative player has long since departed my listening

Drive) and and alm run of AudioQuest Lapis
(Line Drive to power amplifier). The Celestions
were bi-wired with two 15' runs of AudioQuest
Clear speaker cable. Though bulky and unwieldy—and how!—this is at the time of writing the best cable 1have tried in that it combines exceptional midrange clarity with deep,
tight low frequencies. It simply has the least
editorial effect on the overall sound that Ihave
experienced.
Now that a new generation of CDs has
emerged that do appear to have the capability
of offering afundamental sound quality to rival
LP—the Dorian organ recordings, the Chesky

room, I'll move on to other aspects of performance.
Tonally, the LHHI000 was more like the
Theta DS Pre than the Accuphase, in that its
sound was thinner, with amore laidback midrange, than either the CAL or Sony players.
Listening to the Bernard Roberts recording of
the Beethoven "Hammerklavier" sonata on
Nimbus NI 5057, for example, the Philips presented the piano set well back within Nimbus's
rather resonant recording acoustic, but still

jazz CDs, some of the Bainbridge Colossus

well-defined in space considering the fact that
the recording is UHJ surround-sound encoded.

discs—it is gratifying that there are Class ACD

The Tempest SE also preserved the spatial

players capable of retrieving the music
encoded within the pits/bumps. The Accu -

aspects of the recording, but with aless deli-

phase and Sony combinations, either version

cate piano tone, while the Sony was even more
robust, the piano image moving forward

of the CAL Tempest tubed player, and the Theta

almost to the plane of the speakers. In asense,

and Wadia stand-alone processors, have all
proved their musical worth; right from the
start, it was apparent that the LHH1000 com-

the Sony's version of the piano sound was
more believable, in being more "solid," but the
Philips presented the piano with a better

bination joins this group in being capable of
offering stunning insights into recorded sound.

degree of fidelity to the tonality of what I
believe to be aHamburg Steinway.

Throughout my listening, Ikept forgetting to
listen analytically, just drifting off into the per-

The LHHI000's low frequencies didn't quite
have the weight of the Sony; when requiring

formance. This is undoubtedly a sign that
something good is going on, and in the case of

some modern rock to blow you away, the Sony
has to be considered the champ. The combi-

the LHH1000, was connected with the way in
which it enabled the system to present an

nation of synth and bass guitar on Thomas
Dolby's Aliens Ate My Buick (Manhattan CDP-

appropriate sense of space for each and every
recording. Such otherwise unpromising (son-

7-48075-2)—check out "Airhead" for athoroughly modern mix 3—came over as alittle

ically) material as Frank Zappa's collection of

emasculated via the LHHI000 when compared

live guitar solos, Shut Up 'N' Play Yer Guitar
(Rylco RCD 10028&9), was presented in avividly

with the Sony DAS -R1 (though, as J. Gordon

real way.

the Sony possibly offers too much of agood

Whether the ambience was real, in the sense
that the recording was made in such amanner
as to capture acoherent sense of the surrounding reverberation, or artificial, derived from
whatever reverberation engine had captured
the producer's fancy that day—Kraftwerk's
Electric Cafe album (Warner Bros 25525-2) is
almost atextbook example of every kind of
artificial echo, ambience, and reverberation—
the timbre and nature of that ambience was laid
bare for the listener's inspection. As aresult,
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Holt, in whose ears we trust, has pointed out,
thing when it comes to low bass).
About the only occasions the Philips failed
to deliver the musical goods was when the
recording was already verging on the edge of
EQ disaster. 'Rick and Patti's Tears ofJoy on
3Ifound it both amusing and ironic to read in arecent Musician interview that Thomas Dolby (no relation) finds most
modem rock recordings to he equalized to sound too bright.
If memory >arms me amrctly. it was Mr. Dolby's debut album.
Sb,' Blinded Me wins Science, that set the trend for late 80s
rock on record to sear your eyebrows off with overcooked
highs.
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Windham Hill Jazz (WD-0111) is typical of that

Measurements: Looking first at the analog

label's work in that the sound is squeaky clean,

stages, the output impedance of the unbal-

with an apparent HF lift that taxes inexpensive

anced sockets was pretty much to specification

electronics and loudspeakers. With the Sony

at 57 ohms, while OdB at IkHz corresponded

or CAL players, there is acomb-and-paper rasp-

to an RMS voltage of 2.018V. Frequency

iness to the female voice—Patti Cathcart has
a "must-hear" combination of restrained

with afaint hint of lift (0.1dB) at 20kHz and a

response was flat throughout the audio band,

power and intelligence that reminds me of a

lower roll-off point of -2dB at 4Hz. De-

more refined Alison Moyet —that nevertheless
integrates with the main sound; via the Philips,

emphasis was within ±0.05dB from 125Hz to
8kHz, but reached amaximum error of -0.26dB

the raspiness both becomes more sizzly and
splashes out to the sides of the soundstage.

at 16kHz. Crosstalk was below my measurement threshold at all frequencies.

Here the excellent definition offered by the

The output stage was non-inverting; le,
absolute-polarity correct, while fig.1 shows the

LHH1000 paradoxically resulted in aless musically rewarding experience.
Inote that Ihave probably spent alittle too

LHH1000's response to aIkHz squarewave. The

many column-inches on nonclassical, artifi-

symmetrical ringing on the wave tops reveals
the linear-phase characteristic of the digital fil-

cially produced recordings for some tastes. Rest

ter and analog post filter. Moving on to the

assured, however, that Idid spend much time
during the review period with naturally recorded acoustic music Abenchmark recording
that Itend to return to to assess the ability of

LHH1000's deviation from perfect linearity,
using the dithered test tones used from the CBS
CD-1 disc, 4 this measured OdB at -70.31dB
(both channels), OdB (left) and -0.8dB (right)

Leonhardt Brandenburg set on Seon (RSCD-

at -80.77dB, and -1.2dB (left) and -2.2dB
(right) at -90.31dB. Fig.2 shows the Yroctaveanaly7£d spectrum of the player's left output

1005 06). Ihave found that only the best CD
players approach the verisimilitude, the sense

while playing the dithered -90.3IdB track.
Power-supply components can be discerned

of being there, that is routinely provided by the
LP version (available at various times on Seon,

at 60Hz (-111dB) and 120Hz (-109dB), while
the IkHz tone is reasonably clean, with an

RCA, and, Ibelieve, Pro -Arte). The Philips
LHH1000 fell behind both the Sony DAS -R1

absolute level of -91.5dB. Apart from the rising level of noise in the top two audio octaves,

CD players to present natural timbre and a
sense of the performing space is the Gustav

and the Tempest SE here. Its tonality rendered

the main harmonics present are the third, at

the harpsichord continuo too "clattery" compared with the other two decoders, throwing

approximately -101dB, and fourth and fifth at
-102dB. The monotonicity step waveform

arather thin-sounding veil over the overall
sound. The tubed player was the best at presenting the sense of recorded space, with the
Philips close behind, but the Sony was the

pbs-wl

Yreet

superior when it came to differentiating the
different character of the original instruments,
the woodiness of the cellos, the verge-ofcracking nature of the piccolo trumpet, the

1•1.1.1. 1+1.1.

•I•1•I•1•I•I•1•I• •I•1

41444444444.

spikey fullness of the harpsichord tone, the
slight rattle on the very edge of the recorder
tone, and the baroque oboe's braying quality.
To put my comments into perspective, when

>A-4

Idemonstrated these differences for one of our
regular listeners here in Santa Fe, Guy Lemcoe,
he felt that the differences between the Tempest and the Philips were considerably greater

Fig.1

in degree than those between the Sony and the
Philips. (He felt that the Tempest had more of
aeuphonic tonality than the Philips or Sony,

4Those interested in examining the low-level performance
of Cl) players will find it well worthwhile investing in this disc.

and he preferred it less for that reason.)

03458. la (603)924-6371, 9-.
4EST, MLF.
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Philips LHH1000: 1kHz squarewave
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Philips LHH1000:
dithered 1kHz tone at
-90.31dB with noise
and spuriae
Fig.4

Philips LHH1000: undithered 1kHz
tone at -80.77dB

Fig.5

Philips LHH1000: undithered 1kHz
tone at -90.31dB

Philips LHH1000: monotonicity

from the CBS test disc for the right channel ot
the LHH1000 is shown in fig.3. This can be
seen to have evenly spaced steps implying
good differential linearity, though the very
lowest level is asymmetrical about the time
axis, revealing avery-low-level DC shift as well
as alevel error.
The actual shape of the undithered 1kHz
tone at -80.77dB can be seen in fig.4. This
appears to have evenly spaced bit levels, as

•1i

would be expected from fig.3. At -90.31dB,
however, the undithered tone (fig. 5) appears
as asquarewave with intense switching noise
apparent at the points where in fact the signal
should linger on digital zero. For comparison,
fig.6 shows the same waveform when reproduced by Sony's expensive DAS-Rl decoder.
which also uses the TDA1541A dual-DAC chip,

Fig.6

Sony DAS -R1: undithered 1kHz
tone at -90.31dB

but this time doubled-up, each DAC running
at anormal 4x rate but handling alternate sam-

input word changes from 1111111111111 to 00000-

ples so that the whole can run at an 8x rate.

00000000000 and from 0000000000000000

(The DAC cannot reliably be run at more than

to 0000000000000001, the actual waveshape

176kHz due to its settling time requirement.)

is exquisitely formed.

Here, despite aspike appearing every time the
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The use of record dither implies data on the
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disc below the apparent -96dB dynamic-range
floor of a16-bit linear system. The dithered
tracks on the CBS disc therefore allow the
reviewer to see whether, indeed, aplayer can
resolve this information. Looking at the waveform of the dithered -90.31dB 1kHz tone
(fig.7), it is very difficult to identify whether the
waveshape is any more pure than in fig.5.
When 32 samples triggered at the same point
in the waveform are averaged, however, the
noise level is considerably reduced and the
result (fig.8) can be seen to be areasonable if
still noisy sinewave rather than the stepped
squarewave in fig.6. For comparison, fig.9 is
the same dithered -90.31dB tone when repro-

Fig.7

Philips LHH1000: dithered 1kHz
tone at -90.31dB

Fig.8

Philips LHH1000: dithered 1kHz
tone at -90.31dB, averaged to
lower noise level

Fig.9

Sony DAS -R1: dithered 1kHz tone
at -90.31dB, averaged to lower
noise level

duced by the Sony DAS- RI, again time-averaged over 32 samples to reduce the noise level.
The fade to silence of the 500Hz tone on the
CBS disc revealed the Philips to produce arelatively pure-sounding tone that faded cleanly
away. Yes, HF noise could be heard (as well as
afaint amount of mains hum well below the
-60dB starting point of the tone), but this
sounded very even in nature, if "white" rather
than "pink," and didn't change its nature as the
tone dropped away to inaudibility.
Using Stereophile's standard test disc for
determining aplayer's error-correction ability (Pierre Verany PV.788031&2), it appeared
that this Philips player was not quite in the top
league when it came to handling severe data
abuse. It had no problem coping with gaps in
the data up to 0.75mm in length, but above that
an increasing number of glitches were apparent. When the dropout reached 3mm and
above, the player kept "losing its place," and
ultimately stopped the disc. Things were much
the same when the missing data were combined with minimum track pitch, while two
dropouts following in quick succession—two
gaps in the data each more than 0.5mm long—
produced glitches and mutes. This performance is actually quite good. It just isn't in the
same class as the very best machines.
Conclusion: Beautifully constructed, the
LHH1000 system is aworthy flagship for the
recently launched Philips brandname here in
the US. Tonally alittle thin when compared
with the twice-the-price Sony CD system and
somewhat lacking the broad musical sweep

aparticular insight into the music that will

offered by the American Tempest player, it

appeal to many audiophiles. Recommended,

nevertheless features superb sound quality
with awealth of detail apparent, and presents

therefore, in Class Aof Stereopbile's "Recommended Components" listing.
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MIRAGE M-1 LOUDSPEAKER
Larry Archibald
Two-times three-way, bipolar, bass-reflex, dynamic loudspeaker. Driver complement: two 8"
polyflex-treated, carbon-filled polypropylene woofers with PVC/nitrile surrounds; two 41 "trilaminated carbon-filled polypropylene midrange cones with foam surrounds; two 3/
4"treated-cloth
hyperbolic dome tweeters. Crossover frequencies: 100/300Hz, 2.3kHz. Crossover slopes: most
complex (see text). Frequency response: on-axis, 25Hz-23kHz, +2dB; 75° off-axis, 25Hz10kHz, +2dB. Sensitivity: 83dB at 1m for 2.83V. Impedance: nominal, 6ohms: minimum, 4ohms.
Dimensions: 60" H by 19" W by 12" D. Weight: 185 lbs each. Price: $4000/pair. Bi-ampable/
bi-wirable version available for $5000/pair, which includes choice of color in finish (black is standard). Approximate number of dealers: 65. Manufacturer: Audio Products International, 3641
McNicoll Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1X 1G5. Tel: (416) 321-1800 (not the number appearing in the owner's manual, which is no longer operative).
Mirage /ma- iáz.h/ nIF,fr mirer to look at. fr.L
mirar:] 1: an optical effect that is sometimes
seen at sea, in the desert, or over ahot pavement, that may have the appearance of apool
of water or amirror. 2: something illusory and
unattainable, like amirage.
During our long wait for the now wellknown Mirage M-1, this latter definition seemed
the more apt. Its journey started in June of 1987,
when Imade aspecial trip up to the Audio
Products International suite after that year's
Chicago CES had closed down. All the Canadian worthies from API were sitting back after
asuccessful and exhausting show, when Icame
in for ademonstration! Ever gentlemanly, Jeff
Percy of API hooked up the M- Is and Igave a
brief listen. Even briefly, it was definitely one
of the better sounds at the Show. As is our
wont, Ienquired about review possibilities and
left feeling we were near the top of the list of
potential reviewers.
Well, three CESes later we were still in the
same place. It was never clear whether final
production had never really cranked up (Stereo',bile tries to be adamant in not reviewing
immature product), other reviewers got installed
above us, or the list simply didn't budge. Nevertheless, we were most happy to finally have a
pair in Santa Fe for review, even happier given
that Jeff Percy, one of the founders of Mirage
before it was swallowed up by API, accompanied
the speakers on their way to Santa Fe from the
past Las Vegas CES.
Mirage was started back in 1979; the principals were Jeff Percy, Jeff Soltysek, and Patrick
Dempster. The original designs were done by
Kevin Voecks (the current designer for Snell
Acoustics), who at the time had his own speaker
Mirage M1 loudspeaker
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company, Symdex. (Following the sale of Sym-
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dex, Kevin moved to Canada to join Mirage as

the M-1. About ayear later, though, Kevin left

full-time designer.) In those days, Mirage's spe-

for sunny southern California, and responsibility for making the M-1 aworking product

cialty was high-quality, but relatively low-cost,
conventional box loudspeakers. As luck, and
the products' just desserts, would have it,

fell on the shoulders of Ian Paisley, the force
behind API's Paisley line. Two years later, with

the reviews which met these speakers were

different driver complement, cabinet dimen-

almost uniformly favorable, and demand for

sions and bracing, and crossover, the first M- Is

the product soared.
Not unusually, though (as many high-end

appeared at CES, but my guess is that produc-

companies will testify), good reviews carry risk
as well as reward: the standard accompaniment
to increased demand for product is avastly
increased need for capital, not to mention
administrative and business talent. Mirage
found anew shareholder who in 1981 was able
to put in over SI million of investment capital,
and things began going great guns—great

tion—currently pumping out an impressive 60
pairs aweek—didn't get really cranked up until
mid-'88.

Basics
Just to look at them, the M- Is seem conventional loudspeakers. The exterior is tall, sleek,
and handsome, doing asuperb job of avoiding

enough to attract abuyout offer from Bose in

hugeness in what is still agood-sized speaker.
The removable top and side panels are black-

1984. Since the management of Mirage wanted

lacquered wood, while the interior cabinet,

both to remain involved with the company and

covered with black grille cloth front and rear,
is well-braced MDF (medium density fiberboard). The grille cloth is not particularly easy

to be situated in Canada, neither likely in the
event of aBose takeover, they searched for a
"white knight," and found one in the person

to remove (and even harder to refit), but doing

of Audio Products International—a not illog-

so reveals afairly normal-looking driver com-

ical choice, since API was at the time assembling all the Mirage product!

plement on the front face. Go further, though,
and you find the same driver complement on

This was atime of dramatic growth for API,
who had just six months earlier purchased

the back! The front and back bass drivers are

Energy Loudspeakers (founded by the ebullient
George Baker, who up until two months ago

speaker side, and there are ports on the back.
The cabinet's internal cavity is divided diagonally

remained as VP of Marketing for API). API was
also building and marketing the Paisley line of

front-to-back, so that each bass driver has its
own acoustically separate enclosure and port.

positioned differently with respect to floor and

speakers, and built cabinets for many other

This speaker's claim to fame is that it's afull-

Canadian loudspeaker lines. (Their production

range bipolar-radiating "conventional" (moving-

line, which Ivisited in 1984, is the biggest I've

coil electromagnetic drivers) loudspeaker.

seen.) API then launched the Image line in late

Others have utilized dipolar radiation schemes
in conventional-driver loudspeakers—the

'87, one of whose products was reviewed by
JA in Vo1.11 No.8.

Wharfedale Option One, ZSE 380, and Enigma

From my limited vantage point here in the

subwoofer come readily to mind—where the

States, it seemed that Mirage went pretty much

backwave is out of phase with that from the

on the back burner after the API acquisition,
but what really happened, according to Percy,

speaker I've heard of. Reportedly, the use of

was anatural dealer pullback in the face of the

that term itself is controversial, since it nor-

unknown new management, combined with

mally has to do with transistors. Others have

some production problems in the just recently

suggested "front and back radiation" as amore

introduced Mirage line. Although Mirage has
maintained apresence in the US since then, I

say, I'm not fussed what you call it, and will

front, but the Mirage is the first bipolar loud-

accurate, if awkward, appellation. As JA would

feel certain that their profile will become much
more visible once key high-end dealers begin

stick with Mirage's choice.

spending time with the M-1, Mirage's flagship

facing drivers are wired electrically in phase

Bipolar means the front-facing and rear-

re-entry into the US market.

with each other, attempting to mimic the

This process actually began back in late 1984
when Kevin Voecks, still working for Mirage

behavior of the (some would say) theoretically
perfect pulsating sphere. In fact, the Mirage is

in Toronto, did the initial conceptual work on

more like apulsating column. This is exactly
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what the more familiar dipole loudspeakers
(Magnepans, Apogees, Acoustats, Martin- Logans,
Sound Labs)don't do, and couldn't do without some complicated arrangement of double
diaphragms with damping between them. To

effects where the corners act like resonating
boxes, adding ahonk to the sound. Additionally, you, like JGH, may rebel against the exaggeration of recorded acoustic. A finely tuned

put it more simply, the M-1 consists of two

recording, in which hall ambience has been
well balanced against direct sound, will sound

loudspeakers per side, acting in unison—sort
of atwo-for-one special. The question is, why

pristinely like the original recording site when
played back on arevealing high-end system

would Mirage want to create abipolar loudspeaker?
All dipoles have traditionally shared many
features, as well as most of their disadvantages.

using wide-dispersion, extended-frequencyresponse directional speakers; dipolars can
expand on this effect, but it will frequently not

Dipoles typically consist of light sheetlike

be as correct at retrieving the original experience
With dipoles, there is also apenalty. At low

diaphragms driven more-or-less over their
entire area, which gives them big advantages

frequencies, the in-phase rear-firing wave
comes back to meet the front wave 180° out of

in transparency, "quickness," coherence, and
lack of mechanical energy storage (compared
to conventional cone drivers). This last advan-

phase after reflection off the rear wall. This will

tage is abig one, which is what Ithink most
people describe as "speed" in the bass. Big
sheets also have abunch of disadvantages, prin-

result in acancellation of the sound below afrequency dependent on the distance to the rear
wall. Without a doubt, this makes all such
speakers more room-sensitive. Just for starters,
you must position the speaker so as to locate

cipally beaming and ringing: there simply is no

the back-to-front wave cancellation at the most

free lunch—you can't have abig sheet in perfect control, one that starts and stops in perfect

favorable spot in the frequency range for that

response to the input. None of these advantages or disadvantages is shared by the Mirage
M-1, since it uses relatively conventional, if
refined, drivers. (The "trilaminate" and "polyflex" mentioned in the specifications refer to
what other companies call "doping.")
The dipole feature that is available to the

speaker, your room, the rest of your system,
and your taste.' Admittedly, this can yield stunning results, but the problems it causes in some
rooms can drive you mad. (JA's and JGH's
experiences with the Magnepan 2.5s—see
Von' No.6—are good examples in point)
This is where the "bipole" M-1 has asignifi-

Mirage though, is the pleasing room effect you
get when the loudspeaker radiates similar

cant advantage over dipoles. With the distance
between the M -1's two woofers insignificant
in relation to the wavelengths produced, they

amounts of energy to front and rear. In any
reasonably diffusive room (not to be confused

in much the same way as asubwoofer with two

with absorptive), the rear-firing energy returns

reinforce each other rather than cancel, acting
drivers. (The top and bottom woofers of the
IRS Beta, for instance, are much farther apart

to you by afairly circuitous route (rear-sidefloor-you, rear-ceiling-side-you, etc.). Since

than the two in the Mirage.) Since, at low fre-

this is just what happens to you in aconcert

quencies, normal-sized drivers act essentially

hall, though obviously with greater path length,
the result is to turn your listening room into a

as omnidirectional radiators, the rear-facing

mini-concert hall, adding ambience to dry or

woofer behaves as if facing front.
In fact, significant design work has been

studio recordings.

done on the Mirage to smooth out the effect of

This effect is almost always pleasant, but, like
the adjustment of speaker position necessary
with both dipoles and bipoles, must be played
with for best results. First, the wall or walls
from which the backwave reflects inevitably
colors the reflected sound. A good example
would be ahard plaster wall with no interruptions; almost inevitably, the recorded acoustic you hear will be colored to sound more like
an empty church, and less like what it really
was. Corners can be problems: I've heard
Stereophile, June 1989

IThose with dipole speakers and awilling friend can easily
demonstrate this for themselves. Play pink noise or inter-station
FM tuner noise through one of your speakers when it is placed
as near to the rear wall as possible. The sound will he intensely
thin, well-undernourished below the treble region. Then get
your friend slowly to pull the speaker away from the wall (keeping it parallel) Thu will hear the cancellation region move
down as the distance between the speaker and the wall
increases—it sounds just like the familiar jet 'plane type, combfilter "phasing" sound featured on, for example, the Small
Faces' "Itchycoo Park" track—until, assuming your room is
large enough, you will hear the pink noise achieve afinal
homogeneous character as the cancellation frequency drops
below the speaker's bass roll-off point.
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the woofer reinforcement. First, the front and

JA's measurements to see if this is borne out.)

rear drivers are positioned differing distances

In order to yield these curves, Mirage uses

from the floor to vary the point at which the

as complex a crossover as I've heard of—

driver-floor interaction (which happens with

essentially the opposite of what Jim Thiel

all speakers) happens. Second, to minimize the

does in his speakers. For the front-facing

effect of afront-to-rear driver cancellation that

"speaker," the woofer crosses up to the mid-

occurs in the 200-300Hz range, the rear woofer

range at 12dB/octave, and the midrange down

is rolled off "early" at the top (100Hz). Because
its output has diminished by 200-300Hz, the

to the woofer at 18dB/octave, both occurring
at 300Hz. The mid crosses up to the tweeter at

cancellation effect is lessened, and frequency

18dB/octave electrically, but, counting the nat-

response (according to Mirage) is smoother.

ural 6dB/octave rolloff already taking place in

This is only one of the many design com-

the midrange driver by 2300Hz, 24dB/octave

plexities incorporated into the M-1. Some of

overall. The tweeter's low-frequency rolloff is

these simply come from resolving the prob-

similarly set at 24dB/octave, all electrical. The

lems of abipolar design; others result from

rear speaker is the same except that the rear-

Mirage's commitment to flat off-axis frequency

woofer crossover starts at 100Hz, and takes

response, in line with the listening results from

place at 6dB/octave Relative to apositive-going

Canada's National Research Council. This sub-

waveform, both woofers move out from the

ject has been thoroughly covered by both JGH

speaker, while both midranges and both tweeters

in his review of the PSB speakers (Vol.11 No.5)

move in. I'll be most interested to see the M- l's

and by JA in his review of the Image Concept
200 (Vol.11 No.8). Briefly, Floyd Toole, chief

squarewave and pulse response via JA's tests.
In addition, the crossover includes a"trap"

researcher in this area for the NRC, has found

filter to drop even further the 110Hz range of
the midrange drivers. Why? The enclosure

in blind tests that one of the most significant
indicators of good loudspeakers (as judged by
their "ordinary person" listening panels) is
extension and smoothness of off-axis frequency response. Nor are they the only ones

for the midrange drivers consists of asealed,
bifurcated tube running between them. At
110Hz the tube has aresonance, generated by
the simultaneous pushing and pulling of the

to so believe; Ibrought up in my review of the

drivers on the inside of the tube, which would

Thiel speakers (Vol.12 No.1) Jim Thiel's belief

allow the drivers to "run away" abit, so this

in flat off-axis response, and Iam sure there are
others. At that time, Istated that agradual rolloff

additional circuit drops their impedance at
that point.

in HF off-axis might be better than flat, but in
truth Ihaven't experimented with the two

before absolute drop-dead deadline—I can't

At this point in writing areview—one night

different schemes. Ido know that flat off-axis

tell whether the detail provided above is inter-

response can get you in more trouble in an
inherently bright room—but the ease with

esting to you or not. Ican tell you, though, that
you won't find any of it in the M-1 instruction

which the Mirages set up and played in my
room would seem to indicate that my earlier

manual, which, though thoughtfully provided
in both French and English, in neither language

comments about the Thiel may have been

provides important information you don't

made in astate of some ignorance. (If you

already know beyond the address, phone num-

remember, the Thiels also set up quite easily

ber, and person to contact. Of those, the phone

in my room.)

number listed has been changed and the contact
doesn't work there anymore, though I'm sure

Dipolar designs are inherently unsuited to
flat off-axis response, except for products that
function more or less as aline source, with a

those items will be corrected in future manuals.
For a$4000 speaker that contends for the

close-to-360° response pattern. In atypical

best I've heard, this manual stinks. You learn

dipolar radiator, the polar response will closely

about speaker phasing, speaker placement,

resemble afigure 8, with almost no response

selection of proper wire ("We recommend the
use of heavy gauge (#10-#12) wire, for exam-

in the plane of the diaphragm, and dramatically
reduced response at 60° off-axis. According to
Ian Paisley of API, the Mirage yields an almost
circular polar response pattern, with slight indentations at the sides. (I have not yet consulted
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ple, Monster Cable, or other specialty speaker
wires. .."), cabinet care, and ageneral section
on advisable listening rooms and speaker placement. But 11m aconsumer who just spent 4000
Stereophile, June 1989

bucks, and don't get to read about driver choice,
crossover slopes and components, design desiderata, output limitations, frequency response,
or even height, width, depth, or weight, I'm
going to be unhappy. What is this, already?
Obviously, some of these things are most
useful for reviewer types trying to get reviews
out at the last minute, but my impression is that
most Stereopbile readers would also like to
have at least some info of this kind. Perhaps API

erate (20-25°) toe-in to yield the best soundstage coherence and firmness of center image.
Sound sources would appear exterior to the
outside edge of the speakers upon occasion,
but this characteristic is not as important to me
as it seems to be to others. What really matters
is that the apparent sidewall of the recording
site is abelievable distance from the sound
source, wherever that may be located. (Believe
it or not, some instrumentalists play near the

can spring loose some money to compose, in

center of the recording site.) Lack of abeliev-

both languages, an adequate introduction to

able side wall, plus restricted apparent depth,

their flagship product.

is what seemed to inhibit the Altec 550s—not
the refusal of sound sources to laterally escape

Setup

the speaker boundaries. Setting the Mirages

My equipment for reviewing the M- Is consisted

parallel to the back wall yielded greater image

of the same things Iused with the Altec 550s

width, but at the expense of believable depth

reviewed in April—to much different effect,

and soundstage coherence. Isuspect the opti-

as you will see. Digital sound was provided by
the CAL Tempest II, preamplification was Mark

mum position will vary notably from location
to location.

Levinson No.26, power amplification Levinson
No.20.5, turntable the Well-Tempered, and car-

Sound Quality

tridge the AudioQuest 404i-L reviewed by TJN

That said, you will now see that the preceding

in March running through the Levinson No.25
phono preamp. One-third of the way through

exists only to protect me from the embarrass-

the review process, Iwas fortunate enough to

out the review just shouting from the rooftops—

try out the latest Win Labs FET cartridge through

the way Iwanted to—that I'm completely
bonkers over this product.

its own amplification and RIAA stage, and it
remained for the duration. Cables were balanced

ment Iwould have experienced had Ito started

Let's not put too fine apoint on it: the Mirage

and unbalanced Levinson for low-level, and

M-1 has allowed me to listen to more music, of

Kimber 4AG to the speakers.

greater variety, with more involvement, fewer

Readers may be getting used to the lack of
difficulty Iexperience setting up speakers in

any speaker I've ever had in any house I've ever

headaches, and more outrageous pleasure than

my listening room; Icertainly am. The M- Is

lived in! It is agreat product that should be

were positioned with their backs 7' from the

auditioned by every person who likes listen-

rear wall (though there is an 8'-wide archway

ing to music because of the pleasure, fun, and

in the middle of that wall leading to ahallway

excitement it gives them.

an additional 5' from the back of the speakers),
their centers 5%2'from the side walls, and W
apart. Isit 10' from the centerline between the

Now to the details (true believers in what I
write—if there are any—can drop the magazine and just run to your nearest Mirage dealer).

speakers, this giving me afavorably high percentage of direct sound, mediating the ten-

thing at least very well; nothing stands out to

dency of my room to echo abit. (The overall
room size is 20' by 35', with 11 w ceilings, and

More than anything, the Mirage does everyremind you, increasingly as time goes on, that

it has agenerous opening, behind my listening

this is aloudspeaker rather than music Its consistency is amazing; the only products I've

seat, into a300ft 2dining room.) Seating posi-

heard that are as consistent are the Quad ESL-63,

tions further back in the room worked well

which costs about the same and has awhole

with the M- Is, but image specificity was lessened,
along with overall intimacy. This setup does

different panoply of virtues, and the Thiel
CS1.2 (just reviewed by me in Vol.12 No.1),

not vary in any dimension by more than 6" for

which costs much less and whose achievement

each speaker from the optimum setups used

is at an overall lower level.
Mirage's commitment to flat frequency re-

for the Thiel and Altec reviews l' ve done recently.
Iexperimented with toe-in according to

sponse works. Try as Imay, the only frequency-

Mirage's instruction manual, and found amod-

response anomaly Ican pick out is atendency
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for extra "bloom" at the low end. This is not

sings in your presence (of course, the record

nearly as pronounced as one-note bass; rather,

has lots of gratuitous brightness, but not enough
to drive you out of the room).

it's like abass fiddle in asomewhat too-large,
or too-resonant, room. Moreover, this charac-

Icould go on and on. During arecent wine

teristic only rarely intrudes. Some rooms will

evaluation, JA mentioned that Misty (Three
Blind Mice TBM-2530), one of my favorite discs

no doubt accentuate this possible problem, but
Iequally suspect that it will disappear in others.
The authenticity and integrity of instrumental timbres, to my ears, stands as atestimony to
this evenness of frequency response. Voices
simply sound like themselves, with particular
authority and presence Yet Idetect no presenceregion exaggeration. Truly, Iam at aloss to
find fault.
Imaging is quite specific and, even more

for both evaluation and listening, sounded practically live from my adjacent dining room—a
comment he's had many other opportunities
to make, but managed to avoid! Even DO, a
relentless critic of the Thiels Ihave espoused
at different times, admitted to hearing agood
sound from the Mirages. Needless to say, where
the M- Is really excel is not on audiophile demonstration material but on real records—the kind

important, realistic The individual ambiences

people live and die for; Inever even took out

of each instrument are correctly attached in

those records Inormally use to evaluate speak-

space to the actual instrument. Rather than a

ers—you know, Amanda McBroom, The Drum
Record, and their ilk. They seemed irrelevant.

creative act on the part of the speaker, it seems
to me that the M-1 is simply letting you hear

Probably the most outstanding area for these

things that are more disguised with other
speakers. If the Mirage euphonically adds abit
of soundstage, Iam unfortunately not the Stereo-

speakers is low-level dynamics—the variations
from soft to alittle loud, or from medium loud
to just abit more. In live music, these are the

phile reviewer best equipped to pick up this
characteristic; those like JGH and JA, who can
review with recordings they themselves have

variations which create almost all of the
nuances of dynamic shading—crescendi tofff
are rare, and nonexistent in many kinds of

made, are. Ican only say Ihear nothing phony.

music. Reproduced sound, as ageneral phenom-

Overall, I'm tempted to describe the M-1 as
forgiving, but amore accurate term would be

enon, relentlessly loses these fine shadings at
almost all stages of the process: recording, stor-

"accepting." As described in my "Final Word"

age, retrieval, amplification, final transduction.

column in the May issue, I've been on aused-

One of the symptoms of this accumulated deficiency is the audiophile's constant desire to turn

record-buying binge lately. With no other
speaker I've lived with could Ihave done it as
easily or with as much fun. The first Odetta rec-

up the volume; it compensates for the suppressed
internal dynamics of the music itself.

ord Iever owned—long since departed, woe

The opposite kept proving true with the M- Is:

is me—showed up in shameful condition

Ikept getting up to turn down the sound level,
quiet settings providing plenty of musical

stacked with finny-dozen other tattered demalions in aused furniture store, of all places. I
mean, with this record you get demonstrationquality surface noise! But on the M- Is, this
presented no problem; sure, you hear all the
grundge, but it's just there, at the speakers —
Odetta is wailing away in some other place,
transporting me there, carrying me away. And

involvement, louder levels seeming too much
of agood thing. To say this is arare quality is
agross understatement; not only have Inever
experienced it, , I've only read of it once, in
Harry Pearson's review of the original
Beveridge speaker.
Acorollary attribute was the ability of the M- Is

her voice is full and powerful, the kind of voice

to compel you to listen carefully. With many

that could pick you up, even cradle you.

sound systems, you can listen in two ways:

excuse JA, as he barfs quietly in the background.

Or avirgin copy of Sound of Music—please

carefully, for enjoyment and analysis, or casually, in the background as you wash dishes or

Ican't say as I'm ahuge fan of this film—though
my girlfriend Laura Chancellor sure is—but on

chat with guests. This latter option almost went
away with the M- Is: if Iput on arecord with

this record Iswear Julie Andrews is right in my
living room through the M- Is. Her voice is not
only present, but live. The brightness is the
brightness you hear when someone actually
148

2The opposite is frequently true, and always abad sign. My
inability to get any kind of musical presence out of the Altec
Bias 550s led to just that. Ikept turning up the volume, but it
didn't work.
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any musical interest Ijust about bad to sit

intimate, large-scale, and friendly in character;

down and listen—it just drew me in. Ifound
myself listening to whole sides of records
where usually only selected tracks are heard—

they will accept the music you like and make
you want to listen to it. Ithink that first Kevin
Voecks, then Ian Paisley, have done afine job

even Side 2s, which on some records had never

of engineering, making compromises, and

been auditioned!
Interestingly, and related, Ithink, almost all
of my listening was done with phono as a
source—the opposite of my experience with

ironing out details so that the problems of these
speakers just barely intrude into consciousness.

the Altec 550s. It wasn't that CDs sounded bad,
only that they failed to draw me in as much. I
seemed to think, "If I'm going to spend this

Ihave no question that these speakers
belong in Stereopbile's Class B"Recommended
Components" category. Unusually, given our
usual level of disagreement, Isuspect that many

time listening to music. ..well, let's get the

of my fellow critics would agree, even if the
M- Is were not their personal favorites. What

most out of it." Long-time readers will not be
surprised by this anti-digital bias of mine; it's

about Class A? The current denizens, IRS Betas
and Apogee Divas, offer agrandness not afforded

simply the truth of what Ihear and how Ibehave

by the M- Is. Yet, if you quiz our editors indi-

Other speakers achieve more in some aspects

vidually, you will find asignificant number of

of sound reproduction. The large Infinity

negative responses to both of those products,
and each requires great care if you want to hear

speakers—Betas and IRS Vs—clearly play
louder and achieve agreater sense of the reality
of large-scale orchestral dynamics. Martin-

them at their best. Ifeel confident that you, the
consumer, can get very good results from the

Logan CLSes provide an almost naked see-

M- Is with only reasonably good system match-

through quality, not unlike their physical char-

ing; go take alisten.

acteristics: recording techniques are more
clearly laid bare, cable characteristics are appallingly clear. I've heard Sound Lab A-3s sounding

Editor's Postscript:
Measurements

more startlingly alive than Iever heard the M- Is—

Looking first at the manner in which the M- l's

in JGH's words, they possess "snap" —though
not by ahuge margin, and only in just the

impedance changes with frequency (fig.1), the

right circumstances.

presumably due to the midrange and tweeter

moderate peaks at 455Hz and 2500Hz are

Yet these products all have their problems,

fundamental resonances. Overall, the M-1

and require careful system matching for you to
be able to enjoy their outstanding virtues with-

should be relatively easy to drive, though the
droop in the top octave would suggest that

out paying more attention to the problems than

low-powered tube amplifiers should probably

the music; some never achieve that status. This
is where the M- Is most succeed: in specific

be best avoided. The fundamental box reso-

areas, other speakers do better—and these
areas may be crucial to you, in which case you
should look elsewhere—but Ihaven't heard
this overall balance of virtues before.

nance is well-damped and appears at alow
42 Hz, the bottom note of the string bass, while
the port minimum lies at 28Hz, suggesting good
low-frequency extension. This was confirmed
by nearfield measurements on one of the
woofers, which indicated an anechoic -6dB

Conclusion

point at 35Hz. In-room, with reinforcement

It shouldn't be too hard to figure out how Ifeel

from the ports, this translates to an effective

about the M- Is: Ilove 'ern. The crossover
slopes and varying driver polarities alert my
sensibilities that Ishould be hearing some lack
of coherence—they violate my accepted orthodoxies, if you will—but Idon't hear problems
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in those areas. Nor does the bipolar radiation
technique seem to provide anything but avery
satisfying in-room spectral balance.
Overall, the Mirage M- Is have done the best
job of bringing music into my home of any
speaker I've spent time with. They are delicate,
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Mirage M-1: spatially averaged,
/ -octave in-room response
2
1

bass extension to 25Hz, -6dB. This speaker will
certainly give apretty full measure of low bass,
as can be seen from the in-room, spatially averaged, y
3-octave response (fig.2).

Fig.3

Mirage M-1: Impulse response
(5ms window)

The slight peaks around 30Hz and 60Hz are

couple of dB or so when compared with the

room modes which are sufficiently excited not

on-axis response, apart from the very top audio

to be removed by the spatial averaging employed
to derive this curve—see "Follow-up" in this

awell-controlled manner.

issue for full details on how Icarry out this
measurement—and could well correlate with
LA's feeling that the speaker had alow-fre-

The response of the loudspeaker to a55its
unidirectional rectangular pulse on the tweeter
axis is shown in fig.3, which shows a5ms win-

quency bloom. (Note from "Follow-up" that
the dipolar Quad US Monitor excites the room

dow. Interpretation of the raw impulse response
is fraught with difficulty without using the data

resonances much less efficiently than the bipolar M- Is.) The dip around 300Hz is primarily

to derive Heyser's Energy-Time Curve (which,
at present, is not yet possible here at Stereo-

due to interference with the direct sound from

phile). However, the small, initial, negativegoing spike of energy suggests that the tweeter
is connected with opposite polarity to the mid-

the wave reflected from the floor between the
speaker and the microphone. The fact that it
covers abroader range than usual, undoubtedly due to the two woofers being at different
heights from the floor, might also indicate that
the speaker intrinsically has aslight lack of
energy here.
Above that region, the midrange is relatively
flat, though with aslight excess around 1250Hz,

octave when the response droops off-axis in

range unit, the positive-going output of which
follows shortly after. The third negative-going
pulse is presumably the arrival of the woofer's
contribution, over which is superimposed the
negative overshoot from the midrange unit.
The majority of the energy takes around 2ms

which is more noticeable on the speaker's main

to arrive, suggesting high-order crossover
slopes, and what can be seen of the impulse tail

axis, and an overall slight falling trend from

is overlaid with adegree of ringing. Two dis-

lows to highs can be discerned. The treble is
somewhat peaky in its top octave but this, too,

tinct frequencies can be (just) made out, one
with aperiod of just over 304s, the other with

is more pronounced on-axis. This suggests that
the M-1 will give its best tonal balance slightly

just under 31cHz and just over 10kHz, respectively.

off the main axis; pointing the speakers straight
ahead, or not toed-in exactly to the listening
position, as preferred by LA, will achieve just

aperiod of just under 100p.s; le, frequencies of
The same pulse response was captured, this
time over a10ms time window, and the 512-

that effect. Vertical dispersion seemed well-

point data subjected to aDiscrete Fourier flansform to reveal the anechoic amplitude response

controlled, and there aren't the extreme changes

of the loudspeaker with an effective frequency-

of response with listening height that you expe-

domain resolution of 100Hz. Fig.4 shows this

rience with three-way models that use firstorder crossover slopes. LA suggested that the

response plotted up to 10kHz. (The spectral
content of the pulse used drops considerably

M-1 would have awide and even dispersion

above that frequency, thus producing unrelia-

pattern, and this did, indeed, turn out to be the

ble data.) The overall response is relatively flat,
but noticeable is aloss of energy in the 300-

case, the 45° off-axis response dropping by a
150
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drivers carrying the same signal—presumably
front and rear—or from interference between
the direct sound with that reflected from some
aspect of the enclosure. The lack of energy in
the 3-4kHz region is possibly also due to
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Mirage M-1: equivalent anechoic
FFT response

destructive interference, but it would be hard
to argue for its audibility; it isn't present on the
in-room response, for example. The small peak
at 2500Hz coincides with an impedance maximum and is probably due to the tweeter's fundamental resonance. All in all, twould agree
with LA's conclusion that the M- 1is an excep-

400Hz region, as well as cancellation notches
in the (x-tave above that, either from spaced

tionally well-balanced design
—John Atkinson

FOLLOW UP
Mitek ZSE 380 loudspeaker

to 6dB dip at 300Hz, but the similarities ended

From my present vantage point, trapped in that

there; The new unit's response peaked at 60Hz

peculiar time warp between copy submittal
and publication, Ihave not yet read ZSE's com-

(+9.5dB), and the boost remained strong to
40Hz (+7dB). It reached its 3dB down point at

ments on my review of their 380 loudspeaker

27Hz. The old equalizer was already fading fast

in the May issue. Contributing editors out here
in the boondocks get to experience the slings

by 40Hz (3dB down by 42Hz), and was well

and arrows of amanufacturer's wrath at the
same time that readers see them—on receiv-

was unquestionably more promising.

ing their bound and printed copy of the magazine. But Ido know that about two hours after
Isubmitted my review text to Stereopbile (or
so it seemed), Ireceived aphone call from ZSE
designer Bob Dizack. Their measurements on

into never-never-land by 30Hz. The new unit
After reassembling the loudspeakers (I had
begun preparations to return them to the
manufacturer when Iwas made aware of the
EQ problem), Ifound that the tweeter terminals had worked themselves loose again, causing intermittent response on one channel. A

the equalizers currently furnished with the

call to ZSE produced asuggested solution—

380s did not agree with mine (our sample was
from an early production run). Needless to say,

grip the nut on the front baffle (through the
grille cloth) while tightening the rear connec-

Ifound this an interesting piece of information,

tion. Easier said than done. It was not possible

since anemic low-frequency response had
been one of my main criticisms of the loud-

to grasp the nut with anut driver (as had been
suggested), but pushing hard with afinger

speaker. Bob agreed to send out anew equalizer for an update.

the rear terminal as tightly as possible stabilized

The new unit arrived in very short order,
though too late to allow for concurrent pub-

not enough to provide afeeling of long-term

lication with the original review An enclosed

confidence. The same ancillary equipment was

letter indicated that eight equalizers had been
shipped out with the incorrect low-frequency

used as in the original review, except as noted.

curve—one of them, naturally, our original

low-end heft of the 380s. There was now a
sense of musical weight where before it had

review sample. ,Ihad no reason to suspect that
it was defective—both channels measured the
same. But the new equalizer was dramatically
different. Both samples exhibited the same 5
Manufacturers never seem notice this sort of thing until the)
receive acopy of the finished review text.
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through the grille cloth while screwing down
matters enough to proceed with the retest, if

The new equalizer definitely improved the

been conspicuously missing in action. Love or
hate that Telarc bass drum, it now had an
undeniable impact through the ZSEs which it
had totally lacked before. Ditto for the (far
superior, in my opinion) bass drum on Center
Stage (Wilson Audio Specialties W-8824; much
151

the better sounding on LP, though recorded at
an astonishingly low level). Organ was now

of their tops and bottoms—aside from that

reproduced with asense of asolid founda-

within the limits imposed by their inherent

tion—though still unlikely to fully satisfy those

rigidity. Ialso noted an occasional low-level

localized restraint, they are free to vibrate

who want their trouser legs set to fluttering; the

buzz in one of the loudspeakers. Ican't help but

lowest octave was clearly missing. But the

think that further damping of the structure

ZSE now definitely had a respectable lowfrequency extension—certainly superior to

could pay dividends.
The rest of my observations, noted in the full

that of the small, high-quality bookshelf moni-

review, remain unchanged. The weightier bal-

tors which had left it in the dust before.

ance of the system with the proper low-fre-

The quality of those low frequencies, how-

quency equalization tempers my criticisms of

ever, was another matter. The occasionally

the analytic HF setting. But Istill find the

tubby midbass noted in the original review

slightly forward brightness region abit aggres-

now became, with the increased low-end out-

sive; the "classic" HF setting moderates this
characteristic somewhat and is far more listena-

put, asignificant problem—at its worst adroning boominess — with awide cross-section of

ble, despite its noticeable lack of "air." It should

program material having asignificant bass line.

be noted that the "darker" balance of the classic

And although some of this material had hinted

position does make the ZSE's midbass problems more obvious. The soundstaging of a

at the same problem through other loudspeakers (to the point of being asubtle distrac-

properly set-up pair of 380s remains superior

tion), through the ZSE its annoyance value
increased substantially. The sound was decidedly irritating when excited by anarrow band

and is their greatest strength. And the high
crossover point used with the large woofer
remains, in my opinion, responsible for aless

of midbass frequencies. A room resonance?
Possibly, but Idon't believe so. The ZSEs (and

than first-rate sense of clarity and detail

the listener) were shuttled about to anumber
of positions—near the wall, far from the wall,

immediately apparent due to the boxless
design's minimization of typical midrange

and points between—with only minor improvements. Another amplifier was substituted

enclosure colorations.
The ZSE 380 remains problematic for me. It

for the Levinson No.23 —a three-year-old

is tantalizing in some areas, frustrating in others.

Adcom GFA-555. Same result. A completely

Ican certainly recommend an audition now
(which Icould not do with the original sample's EQ). But Istill consider it aproduct in evo-

different set of interconnects and speaker
cables were then tried with the Adcom—long
AudioQuest Lapis interconnects to the power
amp (now located near the loudspeakers), and
bi- wire sets of LiveWire Green (not the latest
Hyperlitz versions, however) connecting
power amp to speakers. This latter, more
elaborate hookup did tighten the LF somewhat,

through the midrange, alimitation which is not

lution; perhaps afuture stage in its development will see the refinements Ifind missing in
this one.

—Thomas.). Norton

Quad US Monitor &
Infinity IRS Beta

ing session before irritation with the LF quality

As Ihad dragged my motley collection of test
equipment ,over to Larry's listening room to

set in. It was aproblem which Ihave not previ-

carry out aset of measurements on the Mirage

ously encountered to the same degree, in the
same room, with well-designed box loud-

M1 loudspeaker he has reviewed elsewhere in

but only to the point that it took alonger listen-

speakers.
Why should this be so? Although the ZSE has
far fewer structural members than the typical
box, and thus fewer opportunities for structural vibration, it is not free of these problems.
Inoted considerable vibration of the driver
mounting baffles on those occasions where the
midbass colorations were noted. Although
both of these baffles are fairly rigid in themselves, they are only restrained at the centers
152

this issue, Ithought it might be agood idea to
quickly take alook at the measured performances of two other high-end models that
happened to be in Santa Fe. Ihad wanted to see
if any obvious measurement correlated with
the listening impressions reported in earlier

IAudio Control Industrial SA-3050A .¡-octave Nprct rum
analyzer with calibrated microphone and integral pink-noise
source: Heath/Zenith PC.-contnilled 8-lut storage 'scope: Fluke
8- true-RNIS multimeter. home:brewed computer-controlled
sinrwave. squarcware, and pulse generators.
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reviews. The two loudspeakers were Infinity's

Obs

512,000/pair IRS Beta, which J. Gordon Holt
had discussed in the September 1988 and January 1989 issues of Stereophile (Von' No.9 and
Vol.12 No.!, respectively), and the latest, "US
Monitor" version of the $4000/pair Quad ESL63, which had so impressed Larry Greenhill in
February (Vol.12 No.2). Sam Tellig also writes
about the Quad in this month's Audio Anarchist" column, and the particular sample measured has been serving as Dick Olsher's pri-

12

4
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Fig.1

mary reference for the last six months or so.
Looking at the Quads first, which were held
clear of the floor with Arcici's excellent dedicated stands and had their cloth "socks" rolled
down, fig.1 shows the speaker's modulus of
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impedance, measured with an average 10mV
drive level. Dropping below 6 ohms below
50Hz and between 5kHz and 18kHz, with

AID

minima of 3.5 ohms at 10Hz and 13.85kHz, this

lilt

represents areasonably demanding load for an

Fig.2

amplifier to handle. llabe amplifiers would be
best used from their 4-ohm tap (if they have

111/11

Quad: spatially averaged.
V3-octave, in-room response

one), though any solid-state amplifier that

interference between the direct sound and the

more or less doubles its power output into 4
ohms compared with 8ohms would have no

reflection from the floor between the speaker
and the measuring microphone, ±ldB limits

problems driving the Quad. Unusually, the

cover the deviation from a flat in-room

position and height of the impedance peak in

response between 160Hz and 5kHz. The top

the bass is level-dependent. Iam not sure to

two octaves appear to be somewhat depressed

what cause the resonant peak at 22.4kHz can

on the spatially averaged response, though the
region between 12.5kHz and 16kHz can be

be attributed; perhaps it is the Helmholtz resonance of the airspaces in the plastic grid used
to resistively load the diaphragm. As it will only

seen to be alittle lively, but this is more afunction of the speaker's very limited dispersion in

be audible to dogs and very young children,

this region than of atrue lack of on-axis energy.

however, neither of whom have sufficient disposable income to be able to afford the Quads,

The individual measurements used to derive
fig.2 show that in the vertical plane, the top two

it is presumably benign (though the two small

octaves drop by 6dB when the listener is level
with the top of the speaker, while below the

impedance peaks at 8.3kHz and 12kHz do tie
in with audible amplitude-response peaks).
'filming to the spatially averaged /
3-octave

central axis, there is a3dB drop in the treble.
The same applies to off-axis lateral listening.

response at a3m listening position (fig.2), ,this

The Quad US Monitor must be listened to on

is one of the smoothest through the midrange

its optimum axis level with the speaker's center,
therefore, if the treble is not to be excessively

that 1have ever measured. With the exception
of the slight dip in the 250Hz region due to
2Individual Y, -octave response curves are taken for both left
and right loudspeakers at 14 positions covering an approximately 8 by 3' spatial "window" centered on the listening
position. The curve shown in the figure is the a'verage of these
responsrs, weighted toward the actual listening position. Ihave
found it to give a benchmark response that eliminates the
effects of LF nxim resonances to alarge degree, and includes
enough of the mom sound with that heard direct from the
loudspeaker for it to correlate very well with aloudspeaker's
subjectively perceived tonal balance. It is not intended to be
accurate in absolute terms, but as aconsistent basis for comparison with other loudspeakers reviewed in Stereo/Mlle, it
has proved very reliable.
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dulled, which means that only two listeners,
at best, will be able to get full HF measure. For
anormal listening position, it will therefore be
essential to use stands; as implied above, the
Arcicis, which are excellent value at $175/pair,
are the best we have experienced. Exacerbating
this sweet-spot characteristic is the fact that the
speaker's limited treble dispersion and dipole
nature will rob the room's reverberant field of
HF, which will make the Quad sound alittle
lifeless, particularly in overdamped rooms. On
153

the bright side, however, the dipole nature

window with the measuring microphone on

means that bass room resonances will be less

the optimum axis at adistance of Im. Pretty

easily excited. Note, for example, that neither

damn good, I'm sure you will agree; in fact, it
is the best impulse response Ihave ever seen
from aspeaker, with aclearly defined, single

the 31.5Hz or 63Hz peaks that appear on the
Mirage or Infinity response measurements, due
to the two major resonant modes in Larry's
room, appear in fig.2. Of course, to be honest,

main spike, with then asmall negative under-

the lower resonance is hardly likely to be
excited anyway by aspeaker that starts to roll

shoot on its return. The slight ringing overlaying the tail of the pulse has aperiod of just
under 100µs, equivalent to a frequency of

off below 55Hz. In-room, the low-frequency

approximately 12kHz. This resonance is prob-

response was 6dB down at 40Hz, though in the
nearfield, the response didn't reach -6dB until

ably due to the dust cover.
A good impulse response implies agood

32Hz.
The design of the Quad, with its concentric

squarewave response. Fig.5 shows the Quad
reproducing a IkHz squarewave with the

diaphragm regions driven with signals featuring successively increased time delay, is

microphone 1m away, ahair above the optimum listening axis. Again, this is superb performance, the wave having beautifully defined

intended to synthesize the acoustic equivalent
of apoint source positioned some 12" behind

leading and trailing edges, with the tops bro-

the diaphragm's midpoint. Its impulse response

ken up by ringing at the same frequency fea-

should therefore be excellent. Fig.3 shows the
55µs-long unidirectional rectangular pulse that

tured in the impulse response, approximately
12kHz. The slope of the top of the squarewave
is dependent on microphone position. Mov-

Iuse as an analytical test signal; fig.4 shows the
output of the Quad US Monitor over a5ms

ing the mike down alittle flattens the top at the
expense of increasing the initial overshoot. The
waveshape in fig.5 implies aslight low-bass
exaggeration on this particular axis, which
correlates with the relatively severe treble
beaming found earlier in the vertical plane,
while the increased overshoot on the optimum
axis confirms the steady-state implication that
there are slight resonant peaks in the top
octave.
Looking at the Discrete Fourier Transform
of the US Monitor impulse response (fig.6), this
time taken over a10ms time window and plotted up to 10kHz, reveals areasonably fiat amplitude characteristic, broken up with what I

55µs test pulse (5ms window)

would imagine are mainly interference peaks

z

\p‘r

:

Flg.3

Fig.4

Quad: impulse response

Fig.5

Quad: lkHz squarewave on-axis
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quality of the Quad's upper bass to become, for
want of abetter word, "puddingy.")
Moving on, you may remember that JGH
had an unfortunate series of consistency problems with his review samples of the Infinity IRS
Beta. The final samples to arrive in Santa Fe,
however, were both well matched and sounded
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Quad: equivalent anechoic FFT
response

as good as the high price promised. Before sitting down to some listening and response
measurements, Ilooked at the speaker's impedance. Fig.7 shows the impedance modulus for

and dips. It would have been best to take the

both the woofer tower (without its servo drive
connected) and the midrange/treble panel.

impulse response at a2m distance, where the
sound from the individual driver sections

woofer can be seen to be tuned to 49Hz, with

would have integrated better, but the measurement would then have been rendered invalid

its impedance rising above 400Hz due to the
increasing voice-coil inductance. In use, one

by early room reflections of the pulse emitted
by the speaker. The low treble seems domi-

drive-unit of each tower's four is fitted with a

nated by two distinct regions, one between 2
and 5kHz and the other centered on 8kHz.

high-precision accelerometer to send an error
signal back to the LF crossover/equalizer—to

Above 10kHz but not shown on this figure, the

extend the response significantly below the

on-axis response features aslight peak in the
12 -14kHz region.

tower's bass-tuning frequency.

To conclude, the Quad US Monitor features
excellent time- and frequency-domain performance, which will render its sound neutral and
unexaggerated throughout the midband and
low treble, coupled with afreedom from transient smearing. Above that range, some
listeners may be bothered by aslight degree of
liveliness in the high treble due to the small resonant peaks, but to put these in perspective,
they are considerably lower in degree than
with almost any dynamic speaker you can
name.

With afundamental 4ohm characteristic, the

would expect the servo-drive system—one

The impedance of the mid/treble panel
drops significantly below 4ohms for much of
the time, reaching minima of 3ohms at 150Hz,
2.6 ohms at 720Hz, 1.5 ohms at 2750Hz, and
approximately 1ohm at 23kHz. It will therefore present any driving amplifier with an
extremely demanding task in terms of being
able to deliver current, particularly in the lower
midrange where the bulk of musical energy
lies. On the positive side, the extremely low
moving masses involved in Infinity's EMI driveunits and the well-damped nature of the fun-

Low frequencies are adequate at

damental resonance of each unit will not give

reasonable levels, but the Quad will never be
aloudspeaker for bass-drum freaks or Telarc

the driving amplifier any problems with back

fanciers. 3To get the best balance between mids

dynamic drivers.

and highs, the Quad's dispersion pattern indi-

An important point that should be noted is
that the overall low nature of the impedance

cates that it should be listened to on its optimum axis, which will effectively rule out its use
for more than two listeners. Those more than
alittle off-axis will hear asound significantly

EMFs, as is the case with some conventional

means that the speaker's frequency balance will
be much more amplifier-sensitive than normal.

depressed in the top two audio octaves. This
sensitivity to listening axis will also make it
mandatory to raise the Quad off the floor on
suitable stands. (With it on the floor, Ifind the
3Does anyone else get irritated with Telares editorializing
when it comes to ham drums? lake the opening of their Maazel
Tchaikovsky Symphony 4, when an unscored bass-drum
thwack is added to the opening in measure 13. presumahly on
the grounds that one is present at the analogous montent in
the fourth movement, and that any bass drum is agood bass
drum.
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IRS Beta: impedance

Certainly, atraditional tube amplifier with aris-

which is the spatially averaged, '/3-octave

ing output impedance with frequency will pro-

response of the Beta taken at the listening posi-

duce asound that is much mellower in the treble than will a modern high-performance

tion with all its HF tone controls set to their mid

solid-state design. This was certainly the case

energy in the region around crossover. Isus-

positions, Icouldn't eliminate aslight lack of

in my experience, where Mark Levinson No.

pect that this is due to it being hard to match

20.5 amplifiers produced asound from the
Betas possessing considerably more HF energy

the essentially omnidirectional radiation pat-

than the VTL 300 tube amplifiers.

roll-out midrange pattern. The graph shows

At the opposite end of the frequency spectrum, fig.8 shows the nature of the crossover
between the Beta's two systems. The response

adjusting the woofer positions, bass contour
and level controls, and the woofer polarity.

tern of the woofer tower with the dipole, steepthe best that Icould achieve in Larry's room by

of the woofer tower with the servo drive con-

Note that while the bass does feature true

nected and that of one of the Large-EMIM
drivers on the main panel were measured in the

20Hz extension, the two dominant LF modes

nearfield, le, with the microphone placed as
near as possible to the center of the relevant
diaphragm. The woofer low-pass filter was set

sufficiently excited that their effect is not eliminated by the spatial averaging used to derive

to its maximum of 164Hz. The LF response can

ting the optimum bass level in that when the
upper bass was sufficiently full, the low bass
was excessive. When the low-to-mid-bass balance was best, it then sounded alittle separated

be seen to be extremely extended, being -3dB
at an astonishingly low 16Hz (!), and is ostensibly flat through the three octaves above that
frequency This is true subwoofer performance.
The woofer roll-off reaches 12dB/octave above
crossover, but the midrange panel can be seen

in Larry's room, around 30Hz and 60Hz, are

the response curve. This gave problems in set-

from the main body of the music. The exact
match between the Beta's bass and midrange
will also be amatter of personal preference. For

to roll out very steeply below 160Hz, with a
24dB/octave characteristic It might be thought

example, though that shown in fig.9 was to my
tastes, Larry found it alittle bass-light. Above

that the result would be a seamless blend
between the two drivers, but as shown in fig.9,

the bass/mid crossover region, the IRS Beta is
flat from 160Hz to 2.5kHz, the averaged in-
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room response meeting superb ±1dB limits.
The rise in the presence region is very dependent on the listening axis. With the Betas fir-

I 11111111

ing straight ahead, the flatness of response at
a39" listening height—a reasonably high chair,
Iadmit—extended to above 4kHz, but at a
higher listening height than that, the 3kHz
region became alittle too exaggerated. The
1111111
11111:
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the exact region handled by the EMIT tweeter,

11112

!RS Beta: LF crossover and
nearfield response
I 11111111
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and was present on all measuring axes. Resetting this driver's control to its maximum reI II
\
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amount of additional energy considering the
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Fig.9
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duced the depth of the dip to around 2.5-3dB
on-axis, but did not remove it entirely. Isuspect that it is acrossover artifact.
In the high treble, the response shelves up
by 3dB or so, which represents asignificant

11,
13

ouir

broad depression between 4and 8kHz lies in

IRS Beta: spatially averaged,
1
/
3-octave, in-room response
(tone controls set to mid
positions)

fact that the microphone was 3m distant. The
speaker has very wide dispersion in this frequency region, even in the vertical plane; as
might be expected, the degree of extreme -HF
boost increased with the microphone on-axis
with the tweeter/supertweeter, but this is an
unrealistically high listening position. In arelaStereophile, June 1989

tively live room, however, it will lend the
room's reverberant field asomewhat whispy,
oversibilant nature. This measurement was
taken with each panel driven by aLevinson
No.20.5; as mentioned earlier, something like
aVTL 300 monoblock would bring this region
down in level to provide abetter match to the
low treble. Surprisingly, reducing the S-EMIT
drive to its minimum with its level control
made no significant difference in the measured
exaggeration.
Though overall he was extremely impressed
by the IRS Beta, the one criticism Gordon did
have concerned adegree of HF "sizzle" to its
sound, which was present to agreater or lesser
degree in all the samples he auditioned. He felt,
however, that this seemed to be afunction of
the EMIT, which covers the region below the
one that measured as being too high in level.
Certainly, Icould hear the measured EHF lift
as an added degree of "air" and sparkle, but
despite being noticeable, it was not unpleasant.

EMIT at maximum, the S-EMIT at 9o'clock and
the EMIM at 11 o'clock.
Interpretation of the raw pulse shape is difficult, but Iconjecture that the initial spike of
energy and its significant overshoot on the
other side of the time axis is due to the small
EMIM, which will be nearer the mike than the
other drivers. The second, larger but 100µs
later positive spike of energy will be due to the
EMIT, which appears, therefore, to be connected in phase. This, too, has asignificant
negative-going overshoot, over which is
superimposed asmall spike from the S-EMIT,
which will be even further away from the mike.
This is reduced in level due to the analytical
pulse rolling off above 10kHz with an energy
null at 18kHz or so. The later arrivals represent
the energy from the large EMIMs, with the
entire impulse tail overlaid with acomplex pattern of multiple HF resonances. Though these
are well down in level compared with the initial
peaks, it is possible, though impossible to say

Gordon felt that the samples measured had the

probable, that the "sizzle" complained about

least amount of HF sizzle of any he had heard,

by Gordon correlates with the presence of this

but listening to music while carrying out these

ringing on transient signals. Compared with a
typical, high-order-crossover, box loud-

measurements, Iwas still aware that there was
some added brightness in the mid-treble when
compared, for example, with the Quad US
Monitor. Ihoped, therefore, that looking at the
speaker's impulse response might indicate the
reason for this tonal characteristic, which

speaker, the time performance of the Beta is still
good, with the bulk of the energy arriving
within lrns. At amore typical listening distance,
where the sounds from the five drivers will

doesn't seem to correlate with any broad-band
amplitude-response problem.

have had achance to better integrate, Iwould
expect the Beta to have an excellent subjective
transient characteristic, which indeed it does.

And therein lies the same problem Ihad
with the Quad: Iwas restricted to amicro-

Fig.I1 shows the Discrete Fourier Transform
(plotted up to 10kHz) of the Beta midrange/tre-

phone position unreasonably close to the

ble panel's impulse response (taken under the

speaker if early room reflections were not to

same conditions as fig.10 but this time over a

cloud the issue. Fig. lo shows the time response
of just the mid/treble panel to the unidirectional, rectangular 55p.s pulse shown in fig.3
taken at aIm microphone distance. (The window shown covers a5ms period to reveal as
much fine detail as possible.) Compared with
the Quad, the response is far more complicated, but it must be remembered that we are
looking at amultiway design here compared
with asingle full-range diaphragm, and that the
1m mike distance will not allow the outputs
from the individual drivers to integrate as well
as they would at a3m listening distance. The
mike here was 39" high on alevel with the bottom of the small EMIM unit, representing a
typical listening height, directly in front of the
panel. The tone controls were set with the
Stereophile, June 1989

Fig.10

IRS Beta: impulse response
(midrange/treble panel only)

In Britain —home of many audio aristocrats —one name is legendary. So
seminal, in fact, that several dictionaries list 'Tammy" as the synonym for
"sound system."
62 years after its founding, Tannoy remains the loudspeaker of choice for
audio professionals. More recording studios choose Tannoy for their
monitors than all other brands combined. It is no coincidence that 98 of the
100 top-selling albums since 1983 were mastered on Tannoys. In 1988 the
industry recognized Tannoy's accomplishments by making it the first
loudspeaker to receive the prestigious TEC award, created "to honour the
audio industry's greatest achievements."
Honed in the exacting domain of professional sound reproduction,
Tannoy's Series 90 monitors bring the legend home with classic
refinement From two-way bookshelf speakers to Tannoy's famous "single
point source" monitors, the pedigree is pure blue-blood, and the sound is
pure magic.

TANNOY Series 90
An Extension of the Legend

Tannoy North America Inc.
300 Gage Avenue Unit 1, Kitchener, Ont. N2M 2C8 Canada
Tel. (519) 745-1158 Fax. (519) 745-2364
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reproduce the sweep and scale of large-scale
classical music with afull 20Hz-20kHz frequency balance. (I don't regard the IRS Vand
Wilson WAMM as commercial products in the
sense that you can just go out on aSaturday
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IRS Beta: equivalent anechoic
FFT response (midrange/treble
panel only)

afternoon and buy them.) It therefore rightfully
claims its place in Class A of Stereophile's
"Recommended Components" listing, but
those prepared to cough up the five-figure
admission to its sound quality should be prepared to spend both alot of time and attention
getting it to sound at its best, and alot of money
on optimizing the components and the listen-

10ms time window, which will give 100Hz
resolution). Again, interpretation is hardly

ing room. One final point: All my experience
with the Beta indicates that it must be listened

straightforward, but the overall shape is flat,
interference phenomena from spaced drive-

to from areasonable distance to enable the
sounds from the widely spaced drive-units to
properly integrate: at least 3m, 10', in my opin-

units carrying the same signal over asignificant

ion. If your room does not allow you to sit that

broken up by what Iwould imagine are mainly

proportion of the frequency band. The lack of

far away and allow sufficient space for the

energy in the 5-7kHz region is noticeable,

speakers to be positioned well away from room

however, as is astrong resonant peak centered

boundaries, then the IRS Betas are not for you.

on 2950Hz. This latter might well correlate

—John Atkinson

with Gordon's "sizzle."
Summing-up time: The IRS Beta has many
strong points in its favor, including true largesignal 20Hz bass extension, afundamentally
fiat tonal balance from the bass to the low treble, aneutral, uncolored midrange, tremendous dynamic range capability, and superb
imaging (although, of course, these last two do
not reveal themselves in the basic set of mea-

SOPHISTICATION IN
SOUND AND DESIGN

surements carried out). Against these must first
be set the difficulty in getting an optimum
match between the woofer towers and both the
room and the midrange/treble panels (though
the excellent range of control options included
in the IRS LF crossover unit should mean that
any audiophile possessed of patience and hearing acuity should be able eventually to achieve
both). Of more seriousness, Ifeel, are the bright
nature to the mid-treble, which seems to be
tied in with resonant problems, and the
shelved-up nature of the top audio octave, both
of which will render the speaker system very
sensitive to HF problems elsewhere in the system. As mentioned earlier, the exaggerated top
octave is purely atonal balance problem, which
will be considerably ameliorated by using tube
amplification, but the former will persistently
underlie the music to agreater or lesser degree.
To put this criticism into perspective, Ihave
yet to hear acommercial loudspeaker system
that can better the IRS Beta in being able to
Stereophile, June 1989

KEBSCHULL Amplifier:
70 W Tube Mono Amplifier
$2375.
800 W Tube Mono Amplifier $8995.
Tube Preamplifier $1975 8 $3775.
Other Outstanding German Products:
SYRINX PU3 G (Germany) -A legend
AUDIO SELECTION -Accessories, cones
AUDIO EXCLUSIV -The Electrostatic and solid state
amplifier system
DANHOLT BOOMERANG -Design turntable
AUDIODATA "BIJOU" -2-Way loudspeaker
GERMAN ACOUSTICS •Speaker cables, interconnects 8connectors
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
german

acoustics

3558 Ralgeway Avenue
Madison. Wisconsin 53704
Taiaphona

1608) 246.8559
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The uncoloured bass extension is probably the first feature
that one notices. Organ, piano, full orchestra or electronic
bass are immediately characterized by anew depth and
fullness, with the whole room apparently coupled in as an
extension to the speakers themselves. Iwould rate it as one
of the most impressive loudspeakers now being made in the
UK.
John Borwirk, Gramophone
Briefly the TDL Reference Standard is abass reproducer
which in frequency range can compare to the most
advanced and most expensive subwoofer constructions,
and in respect of the quality of the bass reproduction these
loudspeakers are equal to any commerical design we know
of, or have tested. The bass reproduction in other words is
complete, precise and accurate.
Steen Mwhaelsen and Michael Madsen, High Fidelity (Denmark;
You don't have to possess Midas'd ears to know instantly
that the big TDLs are Something Special. They stretch
down through the bottom octaves with such authority that
those who think British designers can't deal with bass will
be eating their words, sans salt and pepper. Deep? You are
going to feel the music, not simply hear it. Not only is the
bass deep and exceptionally well-controlled, it has scale.
The quantity and 'size' of the bass is perfectly proportional
to the upper registers, rarely swamping it and yet
possessing adimensional presence which can only be
described as majestic.
Ken Kessler,
News

TDL

El. ECTRON IC:ti

transmission line speakers

Transducer Developments Limited
652 Glenbrook Road Stamford Connecticut CT 06906 USA Tel (203) 324 7269 Fax (203) 324 7027
TC Electronics

87-A Brunswick Blvd

Tel (514) 6837161

Fax (514) 683 9951

Dollard Des Ormeaux Quebec H9B 2J5 Canada
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ROBERT DEUTSCH
and their ilk. Going to classical orchestral con-

sStereophile's specialist in musical
theater recordings, I'm probably sur-

certs rounds out my exposure to live music,

prising no one by revealing that my

although Imust admit that Iusually choose

favorite music is to be found in musicals, oper-

concerts where voices (solo or choral) are fea-

ettas, and operas, more or less in that order. I've

tured. Encouraged by the title of this series of

studied singing intermittently through the

articles, I've decided to come quite clean and

years, appeared in college musicals and, more

admit to having some interest in 19th-century

recently, I've been in musicals at the community theater level. Iattend professional produc-

orchestral/instrumental music and in "classic"

tions of musicals, operettas, and operas (again,
in that order) both in nearby Toronto (a good
theater city) and, whenever Ican, in New York

pop (Sinatra and the like), tolerating jazz and
some folk music, but having no interest in most
modern "serious" music, rock, C&W, gospel,
or what-have-you. Chacun àson goût!

and London. In opera, my taste is along rather

In attempting to recreate the sound of musi-

conventional lines: Puccini, Verdi, Donizetti,

cal theater in the home, natural reproduction
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ZSE
Write to: ZSE, 805 Woodman Avenue, Winslow, IL 61089

ority. However, asound system that aims to give

the sound without the wall treatment. Ihave
heard mixed reports about the effects of liabe

the illusion of transporting you to aBroadway
theater or an opera house had better be good

Traps, but would like to try them some time.
For now, for the listener in the sweet spot, and

at orchestral music as well, and be able, on
occasion, to produce substantial sound-pres-

assuming SPLs that are not likely to damage

sure levels. Differentiation of depth and width

system sounds as unelectronic and as convincing at creating an illusion of alive performance

of voice must obviously have very high pri-

are important, as are harmonic and transient
accuracy In fact, what is needed is asystem of

hearing (the speakers are Quads, after all), this

as anything I've heard short of cost-no-object

all-around high fidelity. Ihave been working
(well, playing) at assembling such asystem

systems. I'm sure that further improvement is

since Ibought my first real components. (For

sibly priced components or tweaks that will

possible, and I'm always on the lookout for sen-

the anachrophile, they were the original AR

allow me to approach the Holy Grail alittle

turntable, Pickering cartridge, Eico integrated

closer. Ikeep listening to new speakers as they
come on the market, but so far haven't heard

amp, and KLH 17 speakers).
My current system has an updated Linn LP12,

anything that beats the Quads in reproduction

Ittok, Talisman S, Bryston TF -1 step-up, and

of the human voice.

Philips CDB 650 (with an Arcam Black Box outboard digital decoder) as the main signal

Videophile? Iplead guilty. There is a25" Sony
Profeel with aJVC HR-566 VCR in the living

sources. Preamp is aConrad-Johnson PV5 (balance control and mode switch bypassed).

projection system, JVC Super VHS HR-S7000,

Speakers are original Quads (front and rear
grilles removed, heavy-duty AC cable) driven
by arather rare Lux MQ68c tube amp (30W, no
negative feedback) and apair of Cizek MG-27
subwoofers driven by aBryston 3B through a

room, and, in the den/office, a52" Mitsubishi
Yamaha AVC-50 surround-sound decoder/rear
amp, Audionics CC2 front amp (an oldie-butgoodie), four Castle Clydes, and an M&K sub.
Bring on those prerecorded S-VHS tapes!
Audio software? In addition to 30 or so live

Dahlquist LP-1 crossover. This switchable

recordings (open-reel and cassette), 1have

biamped setup gives me the option of just playing the Quads full-range (for most music, at

about 1500 LPs and 200 CDs, roughly half of
them in the musical-theater category [concede

moderate levels), or rolling off the bottom end

that the best analog-mastered LPs sound more

of the Quads and turning on the subs, thereby

natural than their CD counterparts (although

obtaining greater bass extension and higher
maximum SPLs, at the cost of aslight discon-

but the fact is that most new releases are dig-

tinuity between bass and midrange I've removed
the Quads' silly little wooden legs and placed
the speakers atop the subs, on Tiptoes, with the

sions of digital masters do not add analog distortions to the digital ones. For this reason and,

subs themselves resting on Tiptoes. Randall and
van den Hul (no, not the silver) interconnects,
vdH 352 speaker cable, several VP! bricks,
AudioQuest tube dampers, and a Mission
Isoplat (under the CD player) complete the system. Ialso have aPhilips 4505 reel-to-reel (sel-

CD-player advances keep narrowing the gap),
itally mastered, and, it seems to me, CD ver-

Imust admit, those of convenience most of my
new acquisitions are CDs. Ihave recently
placed Sims CD damping rings on all my CDs,
with considerable benefits to the dynamics,
focus, and general flow of the music.
Having gone through the phase of buying

dom used), acheap JVC tuner (you don't want

the latest audiophile records given rave reviews

to know the model number), and aSony Walk-

in the specialty magazines, I've found that, no

man Pro WM -D6, which Iuse to make live

matter how good the sound quality, Ijust won't

recordings and tapes for the car.
Iam fortunate in having adedicated music-

play arecord very often unless Ireally like the
music and the performance. When Itry out a

listening room; it's on the small side (12' x14'

new component or tweak in my system, Iwill

x7.5'), fairly live, and has atendency to exag-

play the "standard" audiophile favorites (Opus

gerate the midbass, but at least my choice of

3Depth of Image, early Sheffields), but my

equipment and speaker arrangement are not
constrained by social/cosmetic factors. I've

specific change in the system is what it does to

tried hanging wool-shag carpets on the wall

the sound of the vast majority of records. Thus,

behind the speakers, but ended up preferring

Ihave little sympathy for the audio philosophy
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IDEAL

SPEAKER

CROSSOVER

FOR

MULTI-WAY

INSTALLATIONS

Bryston's Model 10B Electronic Crossover combines ideal signalhandling with an enormously flexible control function. Simple, direct
front-panel switches allow any crossover curve to be set instantly, and
the signal purity is always maintained.
The Model 10B features independently selectable crossover points for
high-pass and low-pass, in case the speaker installation requires
slightly overlapped, (or slightly staggered), response curves for the
drivers. You can also independently select crossover slope, from 6,
12, or 18dB/Oct., where one driver requires faster cutoff than another
in the same system.
The Bryston 10B Crossover uses NO integrated circuits in the signal
path. All internal buffer and amplification stages are Bryston's
exceedingly linear and superbly quiet discrete op-amp circuitry. This
means the signal is always maintained as "Audiophile Quality", with
stability and freedom from noise and distortion unapproached in
normal equipment.
From the point of view of adaptability, flexibility and signal integrity,
the Bryston 10B Electronic Crossover system is the ideal choice for
the widest range of multi-way speaker installations.
57 Westmore Dr., Rexdale, Ontario, Canada M9V 3Y6
Telephone: (416) 746-1800 Telex: 06-989548Fax: (416) 746-0308
Brystonvennont Ltd.. RFDIt4 Berllin, Montpelier 05602
Telephone: (802)223-6159

that takes the "garbage in, garbage out" maxim

way. The recording was justly nominated for

to its extreme, arguing that the best audio com-

aGrammy. It is available from Original Cast

ponents are the ones that reveal just how awful

Records, Georgetown, CT 06829, for $9.98

most records are. Iwant components that allow

plus $2 postage. Starting Here, Starting Now

most records to be at least listenable, while still

is arevue of songs by Richard Maltby, Jr. and

revealing differences in record quality. The fol-

David Shire, and very good songs they are, too.

lowing is an annotated list of some of my favor-

The recording, featuring three singers and a

ite records, ones Ilisten to for pleasure as well

small instrumental ensemble, has great depth

as to evaluate the benefits of system changes.

and presence. The CD is one of RCA's new

Though not all of "demonstration quality" in

Showcase series; the digital transfer is first rate.

the technical sense, all sound good in my sys-

Gilbert & Sullivan: Pia' by Jury, London

tem, and, with every improvement in the sys-

OSA 13108. Lehar: The Merry Widow, Angel

tem, Ilook forward to hearing more of what

3630 B/L (2 LPs), CDCB-47177 (2 CDs). J.

is encoded in the grooves/pits/bumps.

Strauss: Die Fledermaus, Angel SBLX-3790 (2

Les Misérables, Original London Cast. REL

LPs). These operettas, recorded in glorious

88561-8140-2 (2 CDs). Although Les Mis has

'60s/early '70s analog, are given definitive per-

its share of detractors (one British opera critic

formances here. The CD transfer of Widow is

referred to it as "mindless drivel"), Iam not

cleaner but atouch harder than the LP.

(3

among them. Ifind it moving and powerful,

Puccini: Thrandot, London 414 274-1

and predict that it will enter the repertoire of

LPs). Another great '70s analog recording, with

classic musicals alongside those of Rodgers &

Pavarotti, Sutherland, and Caballé in their prime.

Hammerstein and Lerner & Loewe. Excellent
recording quality.
42nd Street, Original Broadway Cast. RCA
CBL1-3891 (LP), RCD1-3891 (CD). The first CD
Ibought was 42nd Street; Iused it and its LP

Puccini: La Boheme, London 421 049-1 (2
LPs). The tempi are slower than Iwould like,
but what singing from Pavarotti and Freni!
Icould go on, but Ithink Idetect the approach
of RL and his red pencil. .

counterpart to evaluate whether the new medium
was as good or as bad as they said. With the first
generation of players. Ifound—both in stores
and via home trials—that there was really no
contest (and no sale). Things have improved
alot since then, and, in my system, the CD and
LP versions of this spacious, dynamic recording are now pretty well equal in sound quality.
Company, Original Broadway Cast, Columbia OS-3550. Dames At Sea, Original Broadway Cast, Columbia Special Products AOS3330. No No Nanette, Broadway Revival Cast,
Columbia PS-30563. My Fair Lady, Broadway
Revival Cast, Columbia PS-34197. Columbia

designed for the
perfectionist

SOLID-CORE

SILVER

INTERCONNECTS
& SPEAKER CABLE
This premium cable is constructed with proprietary de-oxidized sterling silver
the best
electrical conductor known to man

than probably any other company. Yes, they are

TR-2/TR-20 provides a clarity, openness and
coherence which easily surpasses any copperbased cabling

multi-miked with avengeance, and are on the

has had more great Broadway cast recordings

TR-2 INTERCONNECTS

$100/pr.

bright side of neutral, but at their best—as in

24-ga silver with TEFLON dielectric. ODYSSEY
non-magnetic plugs. one-meter length standard

these recordings—they communicate such

TA-20 SPEAKER CABLE

S3.50/ft.

theatrical excitement that none of that seems
to matter.
The Baker's Wife, Original Cast, Take Home
lbnes THT-772. Starting Here, Starting Now,
Off-Broadway Cast, RCA ABL1 -2360 (LP),
2350-2-RG (CD). These are relatively obscure
works. The Baker's Wife has awonderfully lush
score by Steven Schwartz (Godspell, Pippin),
but the show closed prior to reaching Broad-
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18-ga solver with poly-shrink dielectric. 10 8
20-11 lengths standard

Beth available in custom lengths, gauges and
termination. Prices subject to major metal market
fluctuation Dealer inquiries invited.

TIARE
ACOUSTICS
Sanders Road
!.,tfalo New York 14216
(716) 876-6678
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RHAPSOlirevean!
of SPHINX
For those in search of the beautiful
and unexpected, there are treasures
to be found in Holland.
At only afew miles from Amsterdam,
in anice villa, you will find
Rhapsody.
An audio-store with home-like decorated listening-rooms, amusic-library
and asuperb technical service.
A unique palette of audio-equipment is offered.

One of our discoveries is Sphinx,
arange of amplifiers designed
and build by Siltech.
Sphinx amplifiers are handmade
and use either all-FET or FET/tube
hybrid technology.
Their optical beauty is complemented by an extra-ordinary sense
of realism in musical reproduction.
Sphinx may well prove to
be adiscovery for you too.

bb,e

JO'

'

Borneolaan 25, 1217 GX Hilversum, Holland, phone +31.35.284644, fax +31.35.232128.

Dealer of: Apogee, Audio-Research ,Audiostatic, Cello, Duniech, Jadis, leff Rowland Design, Krell, Kiseki, Martiniogan, Matisse, Micro-Mega, Siltech, Sphinx, Swiss Physics, Van den Hut. Well Tempered.
•
-•
Timorstraat 44, 6.54.4KC Niimegen, Holland, phone +31.80.240043, fax +31.80.233031.
'Sphinx ,. is aregistered side-mark owned by Slitecb•

BLOOD IN THE
an Wild was in New Ibrk last October;
conferring with Cbesky Records about
production plans and the release of his
newest (and Cbesky's first original) recording
The Piano Music of Nikolai Medtner. The 73year-old American virtuoso bas one of the
broadest repertoires of any pianist before
any public present or past, but 1was alittle
surprised that be would devote an entire 66minute disc to what might seem a relatively
minor name Medtner; who was born in Moscow
in 1880 and died in London in 1951, bas sometimes been described as aRussian Brahms but
with the overtones of aRacbmaninoff (as well
as, occasionally, the undertones of aScriabin).
A glance at tbe Fall, 1988, Schwann catalog
reveals that in the very immediate past there
bas been available only a small bandful of
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Igor Kipnis
talks to
piano virtuoso
Earl Wild

Rock
Gardening
Made Easy

Rock outside with Parasound All Weather Monitors.
These extraordinary 9" tall sound machines easily
become year-round residents of your garden.
Powerful woofers with space-age polycarbon
cones and huge magnets drive bass response
down to 48Hz. Dome tweeters feature ferrofluid
damping for smooth response and wide dispersion. High temperature voice coils handle
enough power to fill any outdoor area. And,
the 12dB crossover networks mean great
clarity and power handling. Models start
from 8255/ pair including mounting
brackets.
Call Parasound for the dealer near you.
And jazz up your garden with alittle
rock 'n roll.

r
a

Parasound 950 Battery Street San Francisco, CA 94111
In CA 415 397-7100

Outside CA 1-800-822-8802

FAX

415-397-0144

Medtner LP recordings, out of avery large output in which the piano is alwaysfeatured, and
those were by performers whose names are less
well known than Wild's. There have been no
Medtner CDs at all. Horowitz once recorded
one of the composer's "Fairy Tales' 'for apri-

lbday so many composers
send their work to the
publishers before the ink
is dry,

vate Goodyear Christmas album produced in
1969 by CBS. In the dimmer past, of course,
Medtner 's music bad been recorded by such
luminaries as Moiseiwitsch, Giles, and, of
course by Medtner himself in aseries of 1940s

can start to shape them, make them sound

78s subsidized by the Maharajah of Mysore.

beautiful, they're extremely peculiar.

Iwas fortunate in being able to bear an

Igor Kipnis: Medtner was much better known

advance version, on cassette of Wild's record-

perhaps three four; five decades ago. He was

ing, which was produced by Michael Rolland

active himself as apianist. Did you ever hear

Davis in Columbus, Ohio (Wild is artist- in-

him play?

residence at Ohio State University). Although

EW: Not in concert. Iheard some of the record-

this is not the placefor a review, Ican report,

ings. He made anumber of albums subsidized

as agreat Wildfan and an acquaintance of

by the Maharajah of Mysore—songs, two con-

over 25 years, that the piano playing is abso-

certos, his solo piano pieces. In fact, he

lutely stunning. When Icome to the end of a

recorded Op.39 Nos.1 and 2, which are on the

recording it bas to be most unusualfor me to

new CD.

want to repeat it immediately, but that is

IK: This is music by a neo -romantic, right?

exactly what happened in this case. Iwas curi-

And yet today veryfew people play him. What

ous, though: What might Wild bave to say

attrerted you, asidefrom your earlier eperience?

about Medtner? Was this aparticular crusade

EW: Well, the beautiful melodies were ago

on his part? And bow might be comment on

with audiences.

other subject.% such as recording his own career;

IK: His melodic lines are very long and very

and conductors with whom he bas worked?

singing.

At his hotel, the Park Lane on Central Park

EW: There is awonderful thought process

South, we bad achance to take off our shoes

which you can follow through each piece.

(literally), beginning our informal chat with

There are no short ideas; every composition

Medtner "Ifyou bad to describe him to some-

has awonderful line throughout. He was amas-

one who has never beard any of this com-

ter of counterpoint. Nothing is left unpolished.

poser's music;" Iasked, "bow would you go
about it?"

the publishers before the ink is dry. But Medtner

Today so many composers send their work to
polished everything; even in the smallest pieces

Earl Wild: People always like to hear big

you see tremendous craftsmanship, wonderful

names associated with composers, so let's start

lines, and always the most beautiful melodies.

with saying that in 1910 Rachmaninoff said that

IK: You said be writes fairly complex, con-

Medtner was the finest composer of piano

trapuntal pieces, lots going on, and of course

music since Chopin. Glazunov said he was the

technically very difficult, but if you bad to

savior of music. Ifirst came upon him when I

describe Medtner to someone without actually

was in Pittsburgh in the early '30s. At the

playing bis music; what would be the first

YMHA they had wonderful artists each season,

thing you would say?

and one year Alexander Gretchaninoff, the Rus-

EW: First of all, Iwould say that you will hear

sian composer, came, looking just like Santa

beautiful melodies surrounded by amarvelous

Claus. He had along white beard and all you

contrapuntal network, almost like aRussian

could see was his sparkling eyes. He was avery

tapestry. You always are cognizant of the theme

charming man. Iwas introduced to him, and,

It's very much like some of Rachmaninoff's

through an interpreter, he asked, "Do you ever

complex music. If you play the decorations

play Medtner?" And Isaid "Na" So after he left

without putting the melody in relief, it sounds

Pittsburgh, he sent me four pieces. Ithought

busy and awful. Medtner's music depends on

they were wonderful; very difficult. Until you

how well the pianist can achieve what the corn-
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LETTER OF AUDIOPHILE SYSTEMS

Taking a Stand on Speakers...
(A Sound Organisation Stand for only $85/pair!)
The stand that supports your loudspeaker is every bit as important as the
loudspeaker itself! A moderately priced loudspeaker on a rigid stand will almost
always sound better than an expensive loudspeaker placed on a wobbly support.
It's simple physics. For every action there is an opposite and equal reaction.
When the speaker drive unit moves in one direction, the speaker cabinet will try
to move in the other.
Any competent speaker manufacturer will take pains to minimize this
movement. He will select drive units with frames that don't flex. He will mount
the drive units to a rigid front baffle. He may even reinforce the interior of the
cabinet. But, all this work is wiped out in an instant when the customer takes the
speaker home and places it on a rickety orange crate or wobbly bookshelf.
Even seemingly solid speaker supports can turn out to be inadequate. Walk
up to your speaker. Push on it with your finger tip. Does it rock back and forth?
Probably.
The three key elements of any speaker stand are: 1) The rigidity of the stand
itself. 2) The coupling of the stand to the speaker. 3) The coupling of the stand
to the floor.
The Sound Organisation speaker stand is
engineered to get the best from your loudspeaker.
All S/0 stands are constructed of heavy-gauge,
square cross section, steel tubing. The top plate
incorporates four adjustable spikes to provide
proper coupling to the speaker. And, the three
point base (with carpet piercing spikes) insures
stable contact with the floor.
The stands are available in two different
versions, the Z026 Hi-Stand (24" high) and the
Z027 Mid-Stand (14" high), to accommodate most
loudspeakers. Suggested retail price is $85 apair.
Surprised by the low price? The best doesn't
always have to be the most expensive. Sound Organisation is the U.K.'s leading
speaker stand manufacturer and has been producing quality stands for many of the
best known names in loudspeakers for years. These years of experience (and the
highest quality materials) go into their own stand, which we purchase direct from
the factory and ship to the U.S. flat-packed in twelve hundred cubic foot sea freight
containers. This combination of manufacturing expertise and distribution efficiency
allows the S/O stands to offer the ultimate in both performance and value.
For additional information on Sound Organisation products and the name of the dealer nearest you
contact:
Audiophile Systems, Ltd., 8709 Castle Park Dr., Indianapolis, IN 46256
(317) 849-7103
Aldburn Electronics, 127 Portland Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5V 2N4
(416) 863-0915

poser initially wanted. It's always melody.
IK: One of the things that surprised me very
much when !saw the list of what Mattner pieces
you bad recorded was that these are not even
bis well-known pieces. There are very unusual
things. The recording opens with aset of variations which Ibad never beard. It reminded
me very much, in fact, of Rachmaninoff in
various places, such as the Corelli variations.
But not entirely. It's Rachmaninoff seen through
slightly different eyes.
EW: The thing that's amazing is that Ican
always identify apiece by Medtner. Although
it sometimes sounds like Rachmaninoff, there
comes atime when Irealize there's no one else
who could have written that. That alone is
really agreat achievement. It's as great as when
you first were able to hear afifth in apiece by
Aaron Copland and see aprairie!

ness. So as you come to aclimax, you add voices

IK: Let me ask you about your own style of
playing. When you play Medtner or the buge

IK: How much, by the way, do you practice?

amounts of Liszt you've recorded, your style

EW: Lots. Anybody who has to play in public

of playing is very different from that of the
vast majority ofpianists. What is your basic
attitude to playing the piano?
EW: Ican't compare myself to anybody. If you
start to think that way you get into great trou-

little by little, instead of trying to play louder.

has to practice. When Ihear pianists say, "Oh,
you know, Ijust practice afew hours aday" —
it's such alie.
IK: You bad some very interesting teachers
way, way back. I've always maintained that

ble. My piano playing stems from the fact that
you can never blame the teacher if the student
I've done so much orchestral arranging; I is not particularly good. But people always
always see the orchestral analogies in piano
hop on you for who was your primary or
music. Ilike to bring out the lushness of the
secondary teacher !get asked that all the time.
parts that might be played on the viola or the
cello, and I'm very cognizant of bassline. And
although some people say that if you play the
top and the bottom you're in business, often

I'm usually embarrassed because Inever
credit anybodyfor it. But you bad people who
were associated with others who came before.

it's the middle voices that make the difference.

You have arather direct lineage with Xavier
Scbarwenka..

Ienjoy practicing because Ilook for them.

EW: Yes.

Sometimes I've played apiece maybe for ayear,

IK: And Eugen dA'lbert?

and all of asudden Ihear something that just

EW: My teacher in Pittsburgh came from

starts to come out and then stops. Igo back and
look at it, and sometimes find beautiful things.

was the head of the piano department at Car-

That's the only way to play—if you start to
worry about whether somebody else thinks it's
beautiful, you won't get anywhere!
IK: /try to avoid the problem of comparisons

Europe, and his name was Selmar Jansen. He
negie Tech, and was avery strict disciplinarian.
When he became angry he would grab your
music and tear it up! It was an expensive lesson! But he was awonderful man. And if you

with other pianists, but you are doing things

practiced, he would spend time with you. Jan-

that veryfew pianists today do. And what you
just said—thinking of things orchestrally—is

sen was the source of my interest in transcrip-

a very good answer You certainly bave the
widest dynamics.

tions; some of them haven't been seen or have

tions. He had alibrary of all the old transcripbeen out of print for years. Ienjoyed them, and

EW: The dynamic thing comes from my under-

it whetted my appetite to play them—you

standing of what to do with orchestration. You

know, just to see if Icould get through them.
They were very helpful in studying and, being

can, after all, only play so much; all you can
give is the feeling of thickness, rather than loudStereophile, June 1989

transcriptions, many of them were orchestral,
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THE
ELECTRONICS
SOURCE

OUTPUT
LEVEL

At Lyric, you'll find more preamps, amps and
tuners to choose from. And along with all the
brands and models on display, more knowledge
and experience. More service, too. Which
explains why more people around the world make
Lyric their source for quality audio components.

Come in and audition electronics from Accuphase.
Audio Research, Bryston, Carver, Classe, conradjohnson, Goldmund, Jadis, Kyocera, Mark
Levinson, Mondial, Motif, NAD, Nakamichi,
Perreaux, Quad, Rotel, Sony ES, Spectral, VTL and
others. We supply 220 volt equipment for export.

Lyric

1221 Lexington Ave.
New York. NY 10028
212-439-1900
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and that pleased me too; Icould try to put my
ear into the transcription as an orchestra.
IK: What was the difference, say, in the teach-

the fourth finger as if it's the fifth finger. I'd

ing standpoint ofJansen? What was the differ-

is on one and five. On the fourth, not so,

rather not use the fourth finger if Ican substitute the fifth. The tensile strength of the hand

ence between him as ateacher and, say, Petri,

because immediately it hurts. I've always been

who was aBusoni student, or Paul Doguereau,
who evidently studied with Ravel?

very careful of that because Ifeel that if anything hurts, or if your hand is tight, something's

EW: They all had different-size hands. Mr.
Jansen's hand was very average; Petri's hand

the matter. All you have to do is say to the dear
little things, — Rim off," while you're playing.
IK: Do you ever get tense when you're playing?

wasn't too big, but it was very flexible, and Paul
Doguereau's hands were very small.
IK: How wouldyou describe your own bands?

EW: If I'm conscious of it, Ijust say "turn off."
The muscles immediately relax, and then Igo

EW: My hands are medium-large, 1would say.

on. You can't get anywhere if you start to

Ican stretch atenth, and that's it. But the stretch
doesn't matter. Astudent came to me crying

become tense in the hand. And as you grow
older, the hand will give out if you have tense-

one day at Julliard, saying that her teacher had
told her that she would never be able to play

ness. It's avery simple process, and some peo-

all these big pieces because her hands were too

the hands. The minute you start with the
complexities—drop dead.

small. So Ilooked at her and asked, "How big
is your brain?" And she said, "Well, that's
good!" She's giving her recital on Sunday night
here at Carnegie Hall, all big pieces.

ple make such an absurd, complex thing about

IK: Considering what your own playing
sounds like, watching you in the flesh and
listening to the recordings, you sound so

IK: letre these three teachers particular influences on you?

effortless.

EW: The first one was influential because of the

way. Alot of people have difficulties with differ-

transcriptions, and because we were forced to

ent pianos because they play off the keyboard

practice. Mr. Jansen didn't go into details, but

too much, and therefore the ear is never present in the fingertips. Iplay closely to the key-

the very fact that you practiced so much meant
that you learned how to use your own hands.
Then, if they weren't working properly, he
would correct it. By the time Igot to Petri, Ihad
avery fluent, fast, accurate technique, but it
was without texture. Petri took one look at me

EW: No, nothing is effortless! It just looks that

board. If you want to play and be conscious,
you have to put your ear at the end of the fingers. If the piano sounds alittle bit raucous
when you're playing, you turn off alittle bit.
You have to deal with the instrument—the

playing adifficult piece and said, "I'm going
to show you what that sounds like." He was a

instrument is your voice.
IK: What happens if you have a piano—

great mimic. He could play with the tones of

perhaps not your ideal choice—and it's really
recalcitrant, it just doesn't want to do what

various pianists. He sat down, played it for me—
¡K: — in your style.

you know you can do under better circum-

EW: Yes. It was very amusing. Then he said,
"Now, this is what Iwant you to do." It took

stances. Do you force? Do you do the best

two weeks—that's all—to see what he meant
and to start to feel differently about the tech-

EW: Itry to do less. If Ihave tried the piano
before Iplay, and Ialways do, Iexamine the

nique and the flexibility and whatnot. But still,
all the work! Because you have to do it your-

places where the piano will supply something

self. People can open the doors for you, but

good. But if the piano cannot take aclimax, you

they can't go further than that. They can show

mustn't try for one. You have to discipline
yourself.
IK: I'd like to ask you about recording. You

you how, and how to work. But that's it.
IK: Then it's up to you.
EW: Yes. Today there are so many teachers who
teach great psychological baloney. Isee hands
today on people. ..
it's such ashame. Because
they have this marvelous talent, and their

you can?

music, look at the page and try to find out

started making records, 1thinkl read, in 1938,
accompanying Robert Bloom, the oboist.
What were the pieces?

teachers ruin their hands. And this business

EW: Three Handel sonatas.
IK: And that came out on RCA Victor?

about the fourth finger—you see people use

EW: Yes.
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IK: }bu have made—well, Ican't guess at the
number of recordings. But 1938 through 1988
represents 50 years of recording with the
Medtner the latest of the whole series. What is
your attitude toward recording?

George Bernard Shaw
was agreat writer but an
Irish smartass.

EW: Young people beginning to record mustn't
expect their first recordings to be an example
of their art. Going into arecording studio is a

that you haven't planned on which is very special.
But you're talking about listening to all takes

joint venture—you don't go in and say, "I'm

EW: Every one. Ilisten to everything. Never let

going to do my thing, and it's going to be won-

anyone else pick what you do. They don't hear
with your ears, and they don't look for the

derful." You have to deal with an engineer, and
you hope you have afriendly one. As Igot

things you look for. It reminds me of the Bell

older Imade sure Idid. And you have to have

Telephone television program in the '40s, when

aproducer who knows the music, who knows

all the relatives used to come to the dress

what it is supposed to sound like, and then you

rehearsal. And all of asudden somebody's

have to have people who are not lazy, who
don't mind trying to move microphones. Often

grandmother would say, "Well, Idon't like that

young people will go into astudio and the

artists who have been preparing this would be

engineer and producer will say, "The sound
recorders go here and the microphones here

learned early on that the only thing you can be

[piece]." And they'd take it off, and the poor
forced quickly to do something different. I

and that's the best place. Well, that's Rubinstein's sound." But maybe this young person

sure of when recording is presentingyoursee.

has adifferent sound, and maybe the weather

of course in commercial recordings, it's so

It's you. So you should have the choice. And

was different. Maybe it's humid that day. So the

expensive; they don't want to do anything extra

microphones have to be placed in different

because it costs so much money. Everybody's
looking for aquick way out. You have to be a

spots. The first recording a young person
makes is really extremely difficult, because

little older and alittle smarter before you can

they're not going to get what they're looking

arrange things that way.

for. So many engineers, A&R people, and

IK: And digital editing bas made things even

producers want to get ajob over with quickly.

more etpensive You also bear an awful lot of

The artist will ask, "Well, how was that?" And

people talking about not wanting to do much

they'll say, "Oh, marvelous!" When you listen,

editing because it disturbs Mellow, etc

it's not marvelous.

EW: Oh, that's ridiculous! Any artist worth his

IK: When you walk into the recording studio

salt will not let that happen. Anyway, recording

yourfirst day on thejob, and you've got say

to me is not performance. It's adifferent thing.
It's something you have to live with and some-

two, three, four days of recordings ahead of
you, what is the procedure? You set your
mikes, listen, then start recording you bave a
balance check, you maybe argue alittle bit. ..
EW: Sometimes it takes awhole session to set
the mikes, if you really are particular.

thing you want to be remembered by. It's like
the road from New York City to La Guardia. I
heard the same thumps Iheard the last time I
was here The same holes. They build them up,
and they come back again. When you play a

IK: Then what happens?

record, you don't want to fall into those holes

EW: The first thing Ido is play the pieces straight

all the time. You want to ride smoothly on

through, twice, sometimes three times so that
there's afeeling of continuity. And then if there

the music.
IK: But people bave the feeling somehow that

are spots that are very tedious or technically
difficult, Ialways like to have extra takes of

of bits and pieces. Idon'tfind that this is par-

that spot.
IK: Inserts.

EW: No, of course it's not true. And the peo-

EW: Yes, sometimes it's good to have space

ple who say that are the ones who don't make

if there is editing involved, it consists of lots
ticularly true.

between the recording and the time it's edited

records; they haven't been in the business long

so you can listen. Iget acopy of everything,

enough. More people who are unmusical talk

take them home, and listen to them very care-

about music. They emulate George Bernard
Shaw, who knew very little about music. He

fully. Every once in awhile something happens
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was agreat writer, but an Irish smartass, the
worst kind.
IK: Would it help if critics were present at a
recording session, just to see bow it's done?
EW: Oh, no! That would be like inviting your
Aunt Mabel to come to the recording session—
they all come with axes to grind. They would

You can't put the microphone
in the same spot for every
composer and every type of
music.

have to come to awhole series of sessions by
different artists before they could understand.
You couldn't take them to just one without
them coming away with aterribly false attitude
about it. As critics, it is impossible for them not

for every composer and every type of music.
Again, it becomes more expensive because it
takes time to move the mikes acouple of inches

to have preconceived ideas; they wouldn't be

to the left or the right, which can make all the

good critics otherwise. But at the same time,

difference in the world. Some people are

it's like interpretations of music: as you grow

loath to try it, so you have to argue with them
and push.

older, you do less; you let the listener put his
imagination into it. It's much nicer this way. It's

IK: )bu 're talking about the engineers, or the

like the current concept of Rachmaninoff's

A&R people.

symphonies: most conductors play the second
symphony as if it's asad piece. It's ecstatically

EW: Yes. That's why we make our records our-

happy! And if you play it with that "down,"

of them, and we spend endless time looking

let's-cry-a-bit feeling, instead of with happi-

for the right microphone placement for the
pieces.

ness and ecstasy, it becomes maudlin.

selves now. Michael Rolland Davis is in charge

IK: You said something just alittle while ago

IK: Do you use your own equipment?

about the recording not being alive performance for the public.
EW: No!

EW: We use digital equipment from Discovery

IK: How would you describe the difference in

Systems—the CD plant—in Columbus, Ohio.
They bring everything to the hall, and we do

your attitude between recording Medtner in a

it there with afirst-class engineer named Ed
Thompson. He's willing to try lots of things,

studio and playing Medtner before an audience?

and often we'll spend three or four hours find-

EW: With an audience, the minute you play a

ing the right spot for the sound. Ed is also an

note on the piano you hear the walls—or you

educated musician.

should—so you know where the tone is, where
it goes, how much you can give and how much

constriction?

IK: You don't feel as if you're under a time

you can't give. When you play for arecording

EW: No. That's why we do it ourselves now;

you're playing for apair of ears, the micro-

otherwise the price is exorbitant and the qual-

phone, which are sticking out near the piano;
you don't know who made those ears, you

ity of the records is not very good.
IK: A lot ofyour older recordings bave been

don't know how they accept certain sounds,

reissued on CD fairly recently. For example,

and you have to be very careful. Then there's

all the Rachmaninoff concertos, done in

the group who cover everything up by using

England with jascha Horenstein conducting.

echoey halls so the music sounds like it's
underwater—it's atrocious. It has nothing to

EW: And they were recorded very quickly, all
four concertos in five days. Ibelieve Iwas cho-

do with music, but certain people who make
those records think it has afloating design. It

sen for that because Iwas so flexible and didn't
hit too many clinkers, so we didn't have many

makes alot of very ordinary performances
sound alittle better. And it does create the most

takes. Ididn't meet Horenstein until the day of
the performance. Iliked him very much. We

heavenly legato!!!!

had the good luck to have Kenneth Wilkinson,

IK: When you play back abalance check in the

amarvelous engineer, and Charles Gerhardt

studio, what do you listen for in the piano
sound?

gold, Erich Korngold's son, who had amar-

produced. Their assistant was George Korn-

EW: You can get all kinds of sound. First of all,

velous ear. Wilkie was areally great guy, with

you have to consider the music you're playing.

aquiet sense of humor, so when we would lis-

You can't put the microphone in the same spot

ten to the playbacks it was fun. The people we
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were working with would immediately seize

IK: Was that an irritation?

on it, and then the orchestra would come into

EW: Well, Iwas always so busy and kept myself
so occupied that Inever let anything irritate me.

the control room and listen too. Then the next
take would be really quite super. Horenstein
was such agood conductor. Idon't see people
like him today.
IK: Ofyour many orchestral recordings, can
you recall any experiences similar to that?

But Ihear things today that are rather strange—
it did create acertain atmosphere around my
name which really wasn't true at all. Iplayed
chamber music endlessly in the '30s. Iused to
play recitals with Oscar Shumsky, Iplayed on

EW: Idid the Chopin E-minor concerto with

the radio with Mischa Elman, Iplayed with all

Sir Malcolm Sargent, who had just come back

the good names of that period, and then for
four or five years Iwas the head of the cham-

from Poland where he had given five performances of the piece, so he was really hot. He

ber group at Wolftrap in Washington, DC. And

had time to think about everything, and it was

1always played on FM; there was a period

great fun to play it with him. It's such abeautiful piece.
IK: What was the most unusual recording

cast, and Iplayed lots on that.

when there was alot of chamber music broad-

experience ofyour life?

IK: You 're really not tied to any one type of
music; and yet you somehow get tied up with

EW: Idid the Grieg Concerto with René Leibowitz, who was one of Boulez's teachers. He was

certain composers. Gershwin is one, Liszt
another

aterribly nice man. Although he could conduct very complex scores, he had difficulties

EW: Idon't mind being tied to Liszt; Ilike his

when presented with asimple piece like the
Grieg Concerto.

but when you compare them, Schumann's

IK: It was before Grieg's serial period, of course
EW: Yes, yes. "Serial" in my book is something

music I've always liked it. Ialso love Schumann,
music is piano writing—very confined. It's in
the middle of the keyboard. Liszt expanded to

the end of the keyboard; he used everything.
that's eaten at breakfast. As a composer, I The canvas is much bigger, while Schumann

experimented with 12-tone, but Ididn't find
much in it. Certainly the vocabulary is not

reminds me of somebody who does marvelous
needlepoint or embroidery; it's all very elegant

there, so it never entranced me. What Ithink

and refined.

is so marvelous is that so many of the composers who indulged in that in the '40s and '50s

IK: Is there any Liszt that you have not played
that you would like to play or record?

are today writing what they should have written at that time. Now when they write what

EW: There's lots of Liszt Iwould like to record.
One of the pieces Imust record is the Benedic-

they feel they should have written, it's not very
good. And yet, in the 20th century, there is so

tion. Such abeautiful piece.

much good music that you never hear. For
instance, one never hears the Paul Creston Sec-

IK: How many CDs now of Liszt?
EW: Six, but Iwant to move on to some
Brahms. I've always wanted to record some of

ond Symphony. It's adisgrace. We keep being
given the sufferings of the Viennese school.

Brahms I've recorded so far are the Ballades

Everybody wants to suffer, and I'm tired of
suffering music Music to me is ecstatic. Though
when Iplay, Idon't show any signs of emotion

the Suites because they're so intimate. The only
and the Paganini Variations. The only way
you can play the Brahms piano pieces well is

in my face or in my body. We were taught that

if you know his orchestral music. If you don't
know the Brahms symphonies, or the vocal

that was bad taste. But Iremember Toscanini
letting go during rehearsals. He would jump

sibly play his music on the piano.

and dance and do all sorts of things, but when
the performance came he was the essence
of sobriety.
IK: Thu 've been associated for along long
time with music of Gershwin because ofplay-

music, like the Requiem, then you can't posIK: You worked with Klemperer early on in
Pittsburgh, as the orchestral pianist, and on
other keyboard instruments, and then you did
the same thing with Toscaninifor anumber
ofyears.

ing the Rhapsody in Blue with Toscanini.

EW: Klemperer was ayoung man then, but

EW: Yes, the day after Iplayed the Rhapsody

absolutely wonderful. He changed as he grew
older, and of course he had great health problems. Reiner was always wonderful. Many con-

in Blue Iwas an expert. People associated me
with light music.
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ductors used to put Stokowski down—I thought
he was one of the greatest conductors. Certainly his performances were beautiful because

The day of the conductor
being master is over.

they were so colorful; he knew what he was
doing soundwise. You might disagree with his
tempos, and he was always criticized for his
transcriptions of Bach, which Ithought were
wonderful. He was one of the few who understood how to conduct the 24th variation in the
Rachmaninoff Rhapsody.
IK: How was be different?
EW: He didn't allow the strings to sag. When

when Iplayed with them, always had plenty
of calm rehearsal time. Soloists could go over
the music, find out what each other felt about
it, and iron out the difficult parts. All the new
young ones who aren't very good say, "Oh,

he was older he used to say, "Look, I'm an old

that's not such ahard piece, Iknow that."
IK: What do you do in such acase?

man and you're young people and you're playing like an old man!"

EW: There's nothing you can da You can say
that you're sick and can't play, or put up with

IK: There is a quote of Toscanini which I

it. And it's very hard when you come out to

remember reading. ..

play in public with someone whom you know

EW: "There has to be blood in the notes."
That's true.

is not prepared, or hasn't taken the pains to

IK: In other words, get involved.
EW: Yes. Stop lying down. Sometimes Igo to
orchestra concerts and Isee musicians sitting
with their feet crossed, dragging along. Such
lackadaisical attitudes! It's really depressing.

really care. Because the more an orchestra has
played apiece, the harder it becomes. The
Rachmaninoff Second Concerto is a curse
when you go somewhere to play—unless you
get agreat conductor—because everybody
thinks they know the music. The orchestra

Of course, the day of the conductor being master is over.

The spirit is not there. And then there's such a

IK: Are you looking back at all of this period

lack of poetry anymore. The young conduc-

where you have such enormous experiences
working with people like Klemperen Recanini,

tors are ashamed to say anything poetic to the
orchestra. Poetry is out.

Horenstein, and Stokowski, as being akind
of a golden age? Have things changed so

IX: What's wrong with the music business and
the record business?

drastically that this is something to be looked
on with nostalgia?

EW: The record companies tell ayoung artist
that they want him to play all the works of so-

EW: There are alot of good conductors today,
and there are alot of Americans who should

and-so, and he might have played two of them.

be given an opportunity instead of dragging in

mances of things that are not understood. No
matter how great the musical mind of the per-

knows the notes, but that doesn't mean athing.

It's adisgrace. You get all these green perfor-

conductors who have been publicized highly
by record companies. They may have some

son is, it takes time to settle inside, to have aper-

quality that is attractive to sponsors, but musi-

spective. There's nothing duller for me than to

cally there is alot of dead meat around. These

go to aBeethoven cycle where somebody's

people should be thrown out; Ican name at

doing it for the first time. Imean, that's like
going to your priest's house to discuss sex!

least three Americans who should replace
them, and who deserve all that support. There's
Bruce Ferden in Spokane. He's agood opera
conductor too.
Then there's Brad Keimach, who conducts
the Westfield Symphony in New Jersey. Out on
the West Coast there's George Cleve, awonder-

IK: And the music business in general?
EW: The terrible thing today is that so much
money is spent on opera when the recital business has gone to hell. And recitals, which should
give people the greatest pleasure because

San Jose Orchestra. It's sensational, because it's

they're so personal, are in disrepute. A lot of it
has to do with the programming of the last 20
years. Iremember one recital in Palm Springs—

ful conductor who has his own orchestra, the
bis orchestra and they have rehearsal time. I'm

agreat-name pianist played three blockbuster

so tired of going to concerts where they have
one rehearsal. All the good conductors—

pieces. The audience there is not the kind of
audience you play three great big pieces for. It

people like Toscanini, Stokowski, Leinsdorf—

was supposed to be profound, but the piano
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Your records will sound better
and last longer.
Audio Advisors New "Record Doctor" vacuum
cleans records... spotless! Only $169.95
You don't have to spend $300 or more to clean your
records right—liquid application and vacuum suck-up
New

Record Doctor' exclusively from Audio Advisor

cleans records right for only $169 95

Get serious
Serious audiophiles ALWAYS vacuum-clean their records—for less surface noise and fewer ticks and pops.
Sound is clearer, cleaner.. the music more natural. Your
amplifier doesn't have to amplify noisel

Longer record life
Records LAST LONGER because your stylus no longer
pushes particles of dust into soft vinyl grooves You protecl irreplaceable. priceless LPs for years to come. The
«Record Doctor" pays for itself!

them yourself and save')

Sucks up debris
Record Doctor's powerful vacuum sucks up fluid, safely
removing dirt, dust, grease and fingerprints Debris is
sucked up. NOT picked up from one part of the record and
left on another.
can't believe how good my records sound

The Record Doctor
rather rotate the records myself anywayr (Expensive
machines have an extra motor to rotate records Rotate

Record

Doctor gets rid of the grunge that was getting between me
and the music," says D P.G., Brooklyn. NY
"You are right Record Doctor does the job lust as well

You get the complete package vacuum machine, professional applicator brush, and cleaning fluid—all for only
$169.95 (220v version $189 951 plus $8.95 shipping 8
handling in US. Satisfaction guaranteed—no other machine near this price cleans records better

Charge It! Amex /Discover /MC/ Visa

as an expensive machine." writes D.K. from LA "And I'd

1-800-669-4434

New AR ES-1 'Table
Better than 'tables twice the price!
The best arm—it's adjustable!
Audio Advisor recommends the ES-1 with the new
PT-5 from Audioquest—a straight, medium-mass
arm with excellent internal wiring that matches well
with 'most any cartridge and is easy to adiust

Exclusive armboard option
Audio Advisor otters an optional metal armboard,
predrilled for your arm and custom-installed when
you buy the table. The armboard couples the arm
rigidly to the suspension for dearer highs and tighter
bass. The improvement is phenomenal.
ES-1 with PT-5 arm $649.95 plus $14 95 shipping in the US

Add $34.95 for metal armboard

option. ES-1 turntable alone, without arm, $419.95
Satisfaction guaranteed

Charge It! Amex /Discover /MC/ Visa

1-800-669-4434
Best-sounding low price turntable?
Stereophile lists the ES-1 in "Recommended Components". Vol
11, No. 10, October 1988: "This is one low-cost turntable we can
heartily recommend." England's Hi Ft News called the ES-1 a
'masterpiece' with a -wealth of low-level detail" and "superb
imaging." No other low price turntable is more highly rated
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audio
aovisor.
225 Oakes SW •Grand Rapids, MI 49503
616-451-3868 •FAX 616-451-0709
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was terrible, and it was just awful. He didn't get
off the stage before the applause stopped. You
have to remember that many times there are
people in the audience who are at arecital for
the first time. They hear such aconcert and

Idon't listen to records for
their beautiful reproduction,
Ilisten to the performances.

think, don't ever ask me to go again. New
audiences are not being created. When you go
to aHorowitz recital, you might sit through a
lot of things that you find that you don't care
very much about, but all of asudden amoment

IX: 1
.
1you bad to pick one ofyour own records
that you thought had aparticular meaningfor

comes when he does something so wonder-

you, something that you were very, veryfond
of which would it be?

ful that you forget about the rest. Alot of young

EW: Oh, Icouldn't do that. Idon't think like

people are so terribly serious; they pick programs that are blockbusters, and they've had
neither the experience nor along enough time
for this stuff to cook inside.
IK: What's your attitude toward older recordings?

that. And Idon't think of music like that.
IX: You don't bave a particular favorite
among your own recordings?
EW: No! I've always discovered that people
who have favorites usually end up by playing

EW: Idon't listen to records for their beauti-

them very badly. It's avery dangerous line.
IX: Any last thoughts?

ful reproduction, Ilisten to the performances.

EW: Itry to program things that Ilove. Some

If aperformance is good, Idon't care if there's
hiss. But since CDs have come out, you can't
listen to them as long as you used to—CDs
have spoiled us. It's wonderful not to hear any
noise, but at the same time, it's no reason to
turn off the old records.

pieces because they're technically brilliant,
others because of their emotional quality, and
some for their intellectual quality. Igo continually to hear new music, hoping I'm going to
finally find something that Ilove. Once in a
while Ido.

Shown: Audio Comm' Richter Scale Series

The New Richter Scale,. Series III
More Features Give You More Bass Control
When we introduced the world's first half-octave bass
equalizer with warble-tone analyzer, laboratory-grade
measurement microphone and built-in electronic
crossover, it shook up the audiophile world. Finally.
speaker performance and room anomalies below 250Hz
could be effectively analyzed using warble tone, a high
resolution dB meter and a 4-micron diaphragm back electret measurement microphone on aconvenient 20'
cord.
XW.11. now there is even more performance. The new
Richter Scale Series III has six half-octave EQ bands (at
22.5, 31.5, 45, 63, 90 and 125Hz). Its extremely sharp
24dB/octave prograrrunable electronic croserner employs
Linkwitz-Riley alignment, a hitherto esoteric and incredibly
expensive design which provides fiat amplitude respon.se
with zero phase differences (lolling error).
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Plug-in modules allow easy adjustment from 20Hz on up.
Specs are astonishing: 0005% THD and —120dB S/N.
You get a built-in 18dB/ocsave subsonic filter, rumble
reduction circuit, amplifier bridging and mono bass output.
And our famous measurement microphone and warble tone
generator. And gold plated jacks no less. All built in the
USA and hacked with agutsy 5-year warranty for 8349.
Write us for complete information, Technical Paper 102
on Linknitz-Riley, and the kwation of mur nearest
dealer.

AudioControl.
22313 7001 Ave. W.
Mountlake Terrace. WA 98043
Phone (206) 775-8461
In Canada call Evolution Audio 416-847-8888
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Accessories and Audiophile
Gear to Improve Your System
FOR CD PLAYERS

00

CD Rings

-diprove CD sound!
Sims" CO Rings
30 Rings
29 95
50 Rings
.4995
100 Rings Special Pnce ....................0995
Monster CD Sound Rings 12 Rings
14 95
25 Rlngs
29 95
fi'l Sortfottane CD Feet

50 Rings

.4995
(4) 19 95

Mod SoJad Center ng :frogs

CD lo Amp panne proem's:
DBP 2•VC 5inputs
OED COP veneol control

Call

CO Players
16 bd Player
Player v./remote
winew chip set
Changer/new chip ..
Brick

Record Doctor

39 95
29 95
'649 95
•
419 95
34 95

Cartridge Alignment Protractors
DA Protractor

24 50

Oennesen Soundtractor
Electronic stylus cleaner
Grado Cartridges ZIP .I
PZTE •IPmount
Signature 8MZ MCZ TLZ. VIZ
titAZ replacement stylus
MCZ replacement stylus
Audlopurst MC Cartridges
Ruby (1 5my output)
Onyx (specity 5my or 1Smii Out.)
Headsholls: Surniko HS-12
40-16 BEST AVAILABLE

powered
record-cleaning
machine

.....

149 95
19 95
19 95
21 50
Call
89 95
134 95
199 95
599 95
29 95
39 95
995
22 95

110/100v

Records sound
better last longer

220/240v

Turntable Belts: AR Belt
.
Sota Bell
995
VP1 Belt
LAST Record Power Cleaner
02 Preservative
43 Record Cleaner
#4 Stylus Cleaner

Record Cleaning

brumal Tm.7)01

•'169 95
.189 95
.12.03
.1995
.1195
14 95
795
795
16 95

Tonearm Interconnects: DIN to RCA:
AO Sapph tonearm cable 411
89 95
Monster Genesis Lightspd
159 95

Clean up your

"13x -ifi
••149 95
••199 95
••279 95
39 95

Solutions

#5 Shilaat
Witty Gritty -First" Recent Cleaner,
6oz
14 95
16 oz
24 95
Record Brushes: AO or NG
995
VP1 Brush tor 16 5or 17
19 95
Record Clamps: Michell clamp
29 95
Sota NC W Retie. Clamp
12995
Record Mats AO Sorbothane
31 95
Sou Mat 129 95 Simko Acrylic 84 95

LemED CD CD

16 oz 14 95

SuperCleanerl 6oz 12.95
320:
16 95
1gal
24 95
SuperSize2gar •49 95
Nitly Gritty Purifier 12:
•
6oz
11 95
lgal —
Stylus Gauge: Shure gauge .....
Sumito Products:
FB -1 MC demagnetizer
FB -1 220 volt
P(3-1 Tonearm cable with box
Surnlko Blue Point MC
TIP Toes/Counter Feel Wr turntables
C-3 For AR turntables
C-17/37 For VPI/Sota tables
C-10/12 For Oracie/Aleaandria
New Lead Balloon Stand
Turntable Wall Shelves:
Target TT-1
Target TT-IL lor Ig tables
VP1 Record Cleaning Machines
Vial Record Machines 220V
SPI PLC power line conditioner

39 95
14 95
149 95
209 95
69 95
99 95
495
895
895
249 95
109 95
149 95
Can
Call
Call

VIBRATION DAMPERS
Tip Toes & Counterteet
C3 3,4*
with wood screw
11/2'
Tlp Toe without wood screw
11/2•
tip loe with wood screw ....

power! Protection
I'll) better sound

C-10

Tripplite "ISOBAR" Line Filers
79 95
SOBAR -4-220 4outlet, 220/240v
89 95
ISOBAR-6 6outlet 3-stage filtering
99 95
lSOBAR-8 8outlet 4-stage littering
inept, Power Regulators:
Tnpplde LC-1700-220 4outlet 2stage. 220 Von
1200 watt output
' 249 95
Triode LC-1800 6outlet 3stage or audm and urden
1800 watt ou!put
•'299 00

Tire Beatles
Sgt Pepper S

(Cd) 14 98

302 Clark Terry
(cd)
..103 Phil Woods
(cd)
CD18 Respighi Rome
.
((d)
CD19 Brahms Sym 01
.
(cd)
RC-10 Prok Lt Kte
Opi
RC-11 "The Reiner Sound"
Op)
Reference Recordings LPs or CDs
RR-12 Dubs percussion
Map)
RR-21 Star or Wonder
mdlp)
RR-22 Copland Appalacian (cdApi
RR-25 Nolima/Liszt
(cd/ipl
RR-26 Redheads Jazz
Mdlo)
RR-27 Fuller Plays Rameau icdApi
RR-213 M Nixon Sings Kern IcrlAp)

14 98
14 98
14 98
14 98
14 98
14 98
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

98
98
98
98
98
98
98

495
650
895

For Oracle Delphi Lead Balloon, ARCIC1
Quad Stand. Vandersteen stands

API HW-5db Magic Brick'
AO Sorbolhane Products:
AO Feel Large
(41 34 95
Small (CD)
AO Somothane Sheet with adhesive backing
6'. 6'. 14'
12 50
12. 6's 1/4'
Monster Footers NEW!
Small
. •heavy Terris
(4199 95
Reg ICD1

Mobile Fidelity LPs

AUDIOPHILE LPs /CDs
Chesty NEW Jan CDs:
101 Jenny Frigo

199
19.95
95

Interconnects: Aural Cardas. Dislech,
FMS
1 Monster.
VandenHi.

Magmas
CD15480
CDB482
C00582
CD0586
VPI Magic

vacuum

Automatic Tanurm Lifters.
AO Proldi
Alphason Armlift
AR ES•1 table w/A0 arm
AR ES-1 Turntable only
Precut Metal AR Armboards
For MMT AR R8300

bid

o

FOR TURNTABLES

Headdiell Wires Sumiko
SME lila BEST AVAILABLE

-77.71
MI•bal

19 95

CO polish .1 scratch remover
14.95

Lae MIMI Sale
Please Please Me

BeauesFor Sale
Hard Day's N,gtft
Help
Yellow Submarine
Revolver
Let il Be
opl 17 95
Frank Swain Collection
(16 el 299 95
Rolling Stones Coliechon
(11 los) 299 95
Moe Dens Some Day My Prince Op) 17 95
Shingle Noe Drums
(cd) 14 99
Moscow Sessions sel
Ilp/cd) 39 95
Sheffield Track Record
(1P/cd) 14 99
Wilson Audio Center Stage
Op/cd) 15 98
Grace Cathedral Choir
Op/cd) 15 98
Beethoven/Enescu Sonatas Ilp/cd) 15 98
SWondertul Jazz
Op/cd) 15 98
Debussy & Brahms Sonatas 11p/cd) 15 98
Winds ot War and Peace
lip/cd) 15 98

895
39 95
(4) 19 95
24 95
(4) 29 95
(4) 49 95

Minimum order 2(Ps or
CDs please
Proprius
CantateDommolcCIAP1 17 95
Jazz at Pawnshop
(IRS) 34 95 orb 16 95
Three-Blind-Mice Jazz
... (cd) 17 95
Antiphone Blues Jazz
(cd) 17 95
AIR Rall.swel Master Recordings (GDR)

Era

Jazz at Pawnshop Iselechons) .
(p) 17 95
Cantate Domino
_(Ip) 17 95
La Folia (Harmorna Mundo
(10) 18 95
Antiphone Blues
(Ip) 18 95
Opus 3
Test LPs 16 95 CDs
Weavers #1602 Ilp) 999
(cd)
EMI: Cat Stevens. Merman (UK) .. (Ip)
Pink Floyd, Dark Side (UK)
(Ip)
Pink Floyd. The Wall (UK) ..... (2 lys)
Moody Blues. DaysFuturePast
((p)
Moody Blues. Chddren's
llp)

23 95
14 99
14 99
14 99
24 95
14 99
14 99
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Interconnect Cables Aural. Cardas
Distech. FMS. Luvewire, MIT.
hi ,ester VandenHul
Call
•im length interconnects
Call
Male RCA Comedian
Cardas rhodium 9mm RCA
(pr) 16.95
Cardas right-angle RCA
Van den Hul Tiffany RCAS
4m /5rne 7m 19mm

(w) 24.95
(w) 14.95

WOO 0101/0150/0108 ......... ............ .C.alt
Female RCA Connectors:
Cardas rhodium RCA
Or) 14 95
Van den Hul Tiffany RCA
(pr) 14 95
WBT 0200/0230 RCA
Call

Speaker Cables As One Cardas
Distech, Lovevare, MIT, Monster.
Tara Labs Space 8 Time
Call
Spade Lugs Monster Cable
95
Cardas rhodium spade
200
Distech Lug
595
Van den Hul spade
reg 100
6ga
141 695 2ga
141 13 95
Bananas King Sire 189a)
995
Monster 0-terminators
(pr) 24 95
Binding Posts:
Esoteric Audio 2 Post
ipr )29 95
Music Post
(pr) 29 95

SPEAKER STANDS
Cbicam Hercules Stand
Choose from 12' 15'. zo• or
25' heights
'149 95/ pr
Target 'HS' Series Stands,
Made in England
Choose from 12'. 16 ..or 20*
heights
•149 95/ Pr

Or ChOOse home or 28'
heights
'159 95( Pr
ARCICI Rigid Riser Stand—
adusts 20•36' ht
•119 95/ pr
ARCICI stand for Quad ESL-63
speakers
•175 00/pr
ARCICI stand for Quad original
ESL speakers
•175 00/ pr

Maximal Tube Preamp
VIL CD582 Tube CD Player
80 wan Monoblock Amps

617.95 ,

wood spike lot
18.95
Sound Anchors for
Vandersteen IIC
.... •219 95
Sound Anchors tor IC-SO.
Panorama 801M
Call

Cardas 'Nor-resonant powercord 89 95
Distech Powerbridge II .
169 95
Sliver Solder:
Wonder Solder 15oz 999 1lb .. 49 95
Cardas SUPER Solder 1oz..........
95
24
WBT 0820 250g roll. 8mm
....... .29 95
WBT 0840 500g roll 15mm...........
5995
Tweak contact conditioner
14 95
Video Cables
Monster lm
19 95
20 11
49 95
VandenHul D300 (1m)24 95 12mi 30 95
Van done nul Internal Use Wires • •
arms, speakers electronics

Target Shelves, Racks, Stands
Turntable Wall Sheltie
Target T1-1
Target TT •1L tor 1g tables

TIMM
HJ20/27 20"

bracket
2795
Target S4MS/S4WS metaV

Mime Powercords: (8 It lengths)

EQUIPMENT RACKS

Target
Stands

Target 11J24/2T 20'
black or white
235 00
Target VT-1 swiveling wall

699 95
995 00

109 95
149 95
249 95 '

Leadballoon Stand NEW........
Target Equipment Staab/Radii
All3
Arne floor stand
112
113
TT3RR
PS3
117
115
TT5T

(Made in England I
74
149
219
245
275
259
274
299

Rack with 2shelves. 20'
Rack with 3shelves. 33'
...........
Rack with 2record shelves. 33'
Three oversize(21s19'I shelves. 33'
Same as 173 with 4shelves. 33'
Rack with 5shelves 33' tall
Same as ITS but 40' tall

95
00
95
00
00
95
95
95

Free shopping on all Target models on conlinental US Target avarlable in black or white floe

MISC. ACCESSORIES
ASC Tube Trap acoustic room dampers
Call ..„,„
Beyer DI headphones
Call
Cable ID labels WBT
495
Monster
995
dbx 2000G tape deck routing selector
•'99 95

RAM LABS VACUUM TUBES
Last longer LS sound better than ontwat tubes
Complete sets
ARC SP3/8
ARC SP6
ARC SP9
ARC SP11
ARC Amps
Audible M2
C.1 PV5/Pill
CJ Amps

89 95
64 95
69 95
64 95
Call
59 95
99 95
Call

CP SAY/
CP SA-5

49 95
159 95

CP SA.12
54
CP SA-20
99
Dyna PAS3
49
NYAL Steen!
49
Minuet & A"
49
Moscode 600
159
Moscode 300150 79

Quicken Monos 149 95
12 XXI sor 6DJ8 s
Reg
995
Standard
16 95
Premium
42 00

Sorbothane Tube
Dampers .. 250
811. Power Tubes (each)
65500
30 00
EL-34
KT88

.. 3500

95
95
95
95
95
95
95

807

20 00
20 00

Shipping Charges (UPS, Insured, 48 States)
Accessories: One Item .3.95
Turntables/Stands

12.95

Ac use LIPS International Air to
W Europe, Far East. Australia and
NZ Federal Express also available

Charge It!

Extra Items
•Electronics

Meese Mum: M-F 9-7 EST
Sat 10-3
Pnces subject to change
Add 3% tor Amex

rajiiik
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1.25
895

MIEM

Dust cover scratch remover
14 95
Willie gooseneck turntable light
45 00
Niles Audio in the wall controllers
Call
In-the-wall mount speakers
Cu l
Sonex Agoutis Room Treatment
Sonex Juniors 2'x 2lx 2' sheets (5 colors)
.. ..
.49 95
Speaker cable switching boxes
Niles SPS-1 tor 4prs ot speakers ---------------------------------7500
Niles F105-4 tor 4or high-power spkrs
139 95
Niles SOC -4 lor 4pr with 4volume controls
Stan earspeaker systems

•'249 95
Call

Surround Sound Speakers

Carl

r

VPI 16
Audiophile
5/17 suction
Boobs
cleaning
The VIL
tubes
Tube Book by D Manley

19 00
10
95

Good Sound by Laura Dearborn, about systems/set-up 12 95
the Wood Effect by RC Johnson. about speakers
The Good CD Guide 1989. over 600 CD reviews

795
17 95

1-800-942-0220
00

audio
acvisor, nc

225 Oakes SW •Grand Rapids, MI 49503
FAX 616-451-0709

Service 616-451-3868

Does your system sometimes sound
different for no apparent reason?
The reason could be your power. A refrigerator or air conditioner, even in another
part of the house, may cause voltage to
vary whenever they kick on or otf. Or you
may be getting line noise—electrical interference that your preamplifier and amplifier
amplify and send on to your speakers.
Solution? Tripplite LC-1800 It regulates
voltage so it's constant—not too low, not
too high. Full voltage—even in brownouts.
LEDs show you what Tripplite is doing'
Tripplite's patented ISOBAR circuits provide three banks" of isolation, two receptacles per bank. You can eliminate interference between critical components. It's like
putting your CD player, preamp, and power
amp all on separate lines
may be subtle

Sonic benefits

but real.

Protection, too
And Tripplite prevents spikes and power
from damaging your equipment This protection is absolutely essential if you leave ANY of your
gear on all the time

Hear the improvement. See it!
"This LC 1800 really smoothed out my SP-1 IS writes
LC or St Paul. MN "I hear more detail and better bass.
too. - From MF of Danbury. CT -Tripplite took the edge
off my system—less grit, less grain, less grunge Then I
tried it on my TV monitor Holy Cow—the picture got
clearer,

sharper, brighter

Send me another for my

video system!"

Take a Power Trippe—No Risk!
Try the Tripplite LC-1800 for 30 days. If not satisfied
with the performance (and protection), return it for a full
refund of your purchase price. Made in USA by Trippe
Manufacturing Co ,Est. 1922. Only $299.00 plus $9.95
shipping in the US. If you want a clean musical signal,
start with clean, consistent power Order now

Charge It! Amex IDiscover /MC/ Visa

1-800-669-4434

Avoid cable stress!
An ounce
of prevention is worth
a pound of cure.
Now. abetter way to terminate interconnects. New
rhodium and gold right-angle connectors from
Cardas... custom fitted on the cable of your choice.
Tell us whether you want MI-330, Monster M-1000
MkII. or Cardas Ouadlink—all at

the same low

price One meter pair. $199.95. Two meter, $249.95.
Right-angle connectors avoid cable stress so cables
last longer and look neater A sound investment'
Audio Advisor sells more cable than anyone else in
America! All cables assembled and tested by our
own trained technicians Custom-lengths available
with 24-hour turnaround! Add $5.95 shipping and
handling in US Anywhere else in the world, write
or phone Satisfaction guaranteed

Charge It! Amex

Discover

MC" Visa

1-800-669-4434

is(

audio
a isor, Inc
225 Oakes SW •Grand Rapids, MI 49503
616-451 3868 •FAX 616-451-0709
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BUILDING ALIBRARY

Illustration: Jim Wood

Christopher
Breunig

R

eaders are asked to forgive this departure from the normal "Building a
Library"feature At copy deadline, a

Six-keyed Oboe
lei. Power
circa 1820

potter cable in thefootpath fracture "spiking"
tbe bi 1i, which is now down in level on one
Quad ESL and with one amplifier channel completely dead/ Finally for pianist Stephen Hough's
interesting views on authenticity of another
species, may Icommend to you Sorrel Breunig's
interview with him in the June HFN/RR?
When somebody says that the universe is
expanding, it's aconcept that sends the thinking mechanism into aspin. Iam inclined to suggest that "authenticity" in music is another
such subject that eludes aconcrete image. The
two really critical letters Ihad in 22 years of
reviewing for HEN/RR concerned my scornful
reactions to a) the Stokowski/LSO Tchaikovsky
"Pathétique," and b) the Collegium Aureum
recording of Beethoven's Fourth Piano Concerto, with Badura-Skoda as soloist. A reader
described this period-instruments version as

4

"a revelation" to him. I'm not sure that that
description even applies to the two much more
recent Beethoven cycles undertaken with
authenticity in mind: Lubin's with Hogwood, on
L'Oiseau -Lyre, and 'Pan's EMI set with Norring-

.11odern
lleckel-styfr

ton (of which only Concertos 1and 2have so
far been released).
Melvyn Tan is ayoung pianist from Singapore. A family friend had heard of the Yehudi
Menuhin School, so, when Tan was 12, "we
made this tape of arandom choice of pieces,
and—you know—it was atropical home, with
all the windows open. So there are dogs barking, cars, everybody walking around. Acompletely noisy tape." After three months passed,
atelegram was received offering aplace; there
were no scholarships, but sponsorship was raised
to send him to England. Tan then went to the
Royal College of Music, where he developed
his interest in early-music performance practices. Ispoke with him recently at his West London workroom: it housed Bluthner and Broadwood grands, one of which had been Chopin's
Stereophile, June 1989

ASearch
for Authenticity

WEOFFER
AUDITIONING*
OF THE
WILSON
AUDIO
WAMMs

Accuphase
Ariston
ASC
California
Audio Labs
Carnegie
Counterpoint
Eminent
Technology
Entec
Jadis
Koetsu
Krell
Krell Reference
Lurné
MagnumIDynalab
MIT
Mod Squad
Monster
Nitty Gritty
Oracle
Quicksilver
Sony ES
Spendor
Sumiko
Theta (D SPre)
Vandersteen
Versa Dynamics
VP'
Well Tempered
Wilson Audio
*A dealer exclusive
in the U.S.A.

Definitive IIiii

154 East Boston Post Road, Mamaroneck, NY 10543

(914) 381-4702,3
Major credit cards accepted.
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practice piano, and his Streicher replica, which
he carts around everywhere (or rather has

Kuijken (
— slightly held back .
..quite austere"),
or Brüggen.

carried by an assistant: it can be jacked up on a
frame, turned through 90°, and lifted by one person). Tan plays only arange of music suited to

It was the partnership with Norrington
which won him his recording contract: they

these early instruments. He's recorded Schubert
and Beethoven sonatas, and has performed
Chopin; for the later Beethoven sonatas he's
having a more rugged fortepiano made by
Derek Adlam, based on a6 /
2-octave model a
decade on from his 1814 Nanette Streicher
copy. 'Pan sums up the virtues and problems of
the period instrument: "The pianos one prefers
for Viennese music are those with aViennese
action, and [a lovely ringing tone] is very much

were performing Weber's Konzertstück together,
and in the audience were EMI executives, present to hear their artist. But Tan feels the favorable impressions led directly to the Beethoven
Concertos project.
When you ask what is "authenticity," Tan
mentions the new book edited by Nick Kenyon,
Authenticity and Early Music (Oxford University Press), in which various authors address
the subject. Tan feels that the bottom line is that
any performance which comes alive, by what-

ahallmark of those pianos made between 1810
and 1830. They have this tremendous ring and

ever means, is "authentic." This is neat, but eva-

clarity. It's very lightly framed and it's got arelatively thin soundboard. The hammers are small

against; and we have come to recognize the
quirks of the main practitioners on records:

and quite thin. So all this lightness helps the
sound to resonate much more than on aheavier instrument. And the dynamic range is much
smaller, so the listener really feels it when the
player wants to stretch it to its limit. Inever feel

sive. We know all of the arguments for and

Harnoncourt with his exaggerated tempi and
brusque accents, Brüg,gen aFurtwängler in the
guise of aclassicist, Hogwood, crisp and fast,
Norrington faster still—a Toscanini in 18th-

that with the modern piano, because you can

century frockcoat. And Gardiner? Perhaps he's
the most straightforward authenticist, though

always get that much louder. After acertain
loudness on the fortepiano you break the ham-

prone to mannered readings, at apolar opposite to Bruno Walter's music-making.

mers, and Beethoven did alot of that! So there
is alimit and you feel that stretch."

Melvyn Tan is regarded, in England, as the
nimblest and most poetic of the instrumen-

Tin says he doesn't tire when playing because
the action is so much lighter than on aStein-

of conceits (as are some of his readings of

talists, although his concert appearances are full

way. But he admits that he sometimes misses

Beethoven). Interestingly enough, he cites

the evenness of touch. "The problem with
mid-19th-century pianos is that they hadn't
quite worked out how to make the repetition

Arrau as the one pianist he would make areal

action absolutely failsafe, which is what Erard
and Pleyel did in the 1860s. And that's why the
modern iron-framed piano was built. Certainly

effort to see (contrast the brilliant Mitsuko
Uchida, to be seen at so many musical events
of moment, and herself keenly interested in
early pianos).

Iwas persuaded by Tan's concert perforwith my own piano Ihave found that since I mance of the "Emperor," the Beethoven contook delivery of it [19831 the action has comcerto one would expect to find least convincpletely worn out. I've used it so much; I've
traveled with it, I've played concerts with it;

ing on fortepiano. Tan's fleet Adagio worked,
while standing remote from Arrau's velvety-

it goes into hot holds, cold holds, cold school
rooms, and basically it doesn't last. That's when

rich sound. Yet it must be said that Concertos

it plays up on you, and you are not sure whether

wanted to do the very long cadenza in 1(i), but

you are having an off-day or not ..."

the context here seems to demand something
shorter, even amere improvised flourish. Tan

Mostly, he has worked with Roger Norrington
(currently one of EMI's best-selling artists, yet
until the Beethoven Symphonies 2/8 coupling
hardly recognized at all by record collectors,

Iand 2, on disc, leave little aftertaste. Tan

himself shows little humor—one recalls, for
instance, the bravura glissando that Bishop-

in spite of the many choral discs made for Argo,

Kovacevich made in 1(i) before the recapitulation; there is none of Kempff's wit and sense

with his old Schütz Choir). Norrington, he

of enjoyment. Norrington whips up the coda

admits, is "theatrical, very extravert," and

to the Rondo in 1with the rudeness of aspoiled
child. The sound, the textures, are perhaps

very different in manner from the diffident
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more appealing than those chez Lubin/Hog-

Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment Bach

wood. But it brings one back to the startingpoint: it's the "musicality" that matters—the
harmony of conductor/soloist; the depth of

roseate overlays, a softness of texture that
recalls Furtwâng,ler in the slow movement of

Brandenburgs (Virgin Classics), where Ihear

expression in slow movements; timing that

Beethoven 9. Thus, the opposite approach,

sparkles, not just allegros that rush (and rush
the soloist's fingers at the cost of phrase-shape).
The critic Hans Keller said that we cannot

exemplified by the Musica Antigua Kiiln set
(Archly), if superficially ludicrous in its speeds,

appreciate period performance, because we
cannot listen with period ears. No matter how
authentic the instruments, how scholarly the
application of researched techniques, we are
listening not with the innocence of the 18th-

abrasive in its sound, actually projects (I submit) amore "correct" picture. It's alittle like
the color rendering of film.
We have yet to discover among the earlymusic specialists an artist of real stature, it
seems. There's alot of technical competence

century concert-goer, but with subconscious,
conditioning attitudes colored by knowledge

about; ahandful of performers whose sheer

of Stravinsky, Mahler, or Elgar.

wondering (as acorollary to Keller's proposition) whether "authenticity" is more of athreat

When Lubin's cycle was released, areviewer

output is phenomenal in itself. Icannot help

condemned the use of "modern" expressive
devices. But he did not suggest the practical

to our pleasure than arevelation. Listen to Tan's

alternatives. If one assumes he could not have

how it confirms the choice of instrument in all

wanted expressionless playing (metronomic,

those textural areas that sound least acceptable on the modem grand. But isn't there adan-

or like asynthesizer), how could "expression"
be made without resorting to rubatos, delays
(the Germadluftpause), dynamic shadings? In
short, all that we expect in aRachmaninoff concerto? That said, there are, nevertheless, instinctive objections to certain kinds of presentation. For instance, Ihave just sampled the new

Beethoven Sonatas CD (far more worthy), and

ger that, when you turn, say, to Ashkenazy's
Beethoven, it will become "all wrong"? That
is, the more we encounter period instruments
in revered areas of repertoire, the more guilty
we may feel when we turn back to those who
disdain the new approach.

Soundwave

Baffleless Loudspeakers

I
patent pending)

REFLECTION FREE SOUND
Soundwave loudspeakers have the open, seamless, and transparent sound of the best "panel"
(electrostatic. ribbon, and planar) speakers.
while offering the superior dynamic range and
extended bass response of the best "dynamic"
designs. And they offer astereo image that is
second to none.
A revolutionary design, achieved by the utilization of acoustic intensity mapping techniques.
Soundwave loudspeakers have aunique "baffleless" enclosure, special drive units, and
a 180 degree radiation pattern. The result is sound so natural and three dimensional,
you'll think there are live musicians performing in your listening room.
"Soundwave loudspeakers create abreathtaking stereo image, possess tremendous dynamic
range, and are harmonically correct: they're the most musical speakers I've ever heard."
says Dr. Christopher Rouse, world famous composer.
"From jazz through the classics, the response (of the Western New York Audio Society members)
was always glowing praise!" —Tom Kasperzak
For further information, write Soundwave Fidelity Corp.
3122 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, New York (716) 383-1650
Stereoplulejune Pm-; ,)
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Tube Sound at Transistor Prices
from Vacuum Tube Logic and Audio Advisor
David Manley has become one of the
legends of hi-fi. While working as arecording engineer, he couldn't find agoodsounding amplifier. So he built his own.
Then he figured other people might want
good-sounding amplifiers, too. So he
founded Vacuum Tube Logic.

"Make some gear for us."
We kept reading rave reviews of VTL
products. Reviewers say things like
"transparent"... "dynamic"... "startlingly
clear"... "awesome bass." We had to hear
for ourselves. When we did, we bought a
plane ticket to California to visit Manley.
"Audio Advisor wants to offer apreamp,
mono amps, and aCD player—all tubed
and selling at prices which would be reasonable for transistor gear. Can you do it?"
"No problem!" replied
Manley. "They will
sound better than anything currently on the
market for the price."

80-watt monos
are "transparent"
When
the 80-watt
VTL monoblocks arrived,
we were astounded. They reminded
us of avery, very expensive pair of French tube
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amplifiers which sells for over $10,000.
The transparency is breathtaking. The
amps reveal amazing detail. The midrange is smooth, the treble is crisp, clear
and superbly articulated. Bass is tight and
dynamic. Most remarkably, the amps have
asolid — nearly holographic — three-dimensional image.
We credit Manley's genius for the sound.
Manley himself thinks the Russian tubes
are at least partly responsible—speciallyselected military-grade KT-66 tubes. The
tubes have arich, romantic sound, yet they
are tough as atank. One listen and you'll
say, "Tubes, DA. Transistors, NYET."
Conservatively rated at 80 watts per
channel, the amps put out around 100 tube
watts that sound like 150. The amps drive
almost any speaker and
are perfect for ultra-revealing speakers like
Theil, Vandersteen,
Quad, and MartinLogan. The VTL 80s
feature Cardas internal
wiring, Cardas RCA
inputs, and heavy 5-way
speaker terminals. All
for only $1995 the
PAIR plus $29.95 shipping in the U.S.
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VTL Mammal Pream

High-end Tube Preamp for $699 95
from the Miracle Workers at VTL!
Introducing the
VTL Maximal Tube Preamp,
only from Audio Advisor.
Until now, if you wanted the smooth,
open, airy, DYNAMIC sound of atubed
preamp, you would have had to lay out
BIG BUCKS. No longer! The VTL Maximal is atrue high-end tube preamp for
only $699.95. You'll love the clear, crystalline highs, warm—yet neutral—
midrange, and tight, dynamic bass.

Your Maximal will come with an adjustable phono gain stage which accepts
moving coils of .8mv and higher—straight
in, with no step-up. And wait till you hear
what the line stage does with CDs. It's
the next best thing to atubed CD player.
The maximal features three line inputs
plus the phono stage, mute switch, and
heavy-gauge steel chassis—built like a
gun (Manley's words), as are all VTL
products. Add $9.95 shipping in U.S. Not
sold in stores.

Tube CD
Player—
Only $995"
If you follow CD player reviews
in Stereophile, TAS, and elsewhere,
you know that many reviewers tout
tubed CD players for their smooth
sound, true timbres, and natural
soundstaging. The new VTL CDB582
combines the latest Philips technology
(16-bit twin DACs, 4X oversampling)
with a new tubed circuit by David Manley. The result is MAGIC!
"The 582, made by Philips, gets data off
the disc more accurately than any other
machine we tested," says Manley. "To
improve performance, we install my special tubed digital-to-analog output stage."
The VTL CD582 starts with the Magnavox CD582. All convenience features are
retained. 20 track memory. 3-speed music
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search. Shuffle play. 19-function wireless
remote. Don't look for the VTL CD582 in
stores—we're buying all they can make.
Phenomenal value at $995.00. Add $9.95
shipping in US. Satisfaction guaranteed
on all above VTL products.
Charge It! Amex /Discover /MC /Visa

1-800-942-0220

audio
advisor, inc
225 Oakes SW •Grand Rapids, MI 49503
616-451-3868 •FAX 616451-0709

Richard lehnert continues his foray into the recorded world of Frank Zappa
The Old Masters, Box One
Includes Freak Dull,' Absolutely Free,' Lumpy Gravy,
114,'re Only In War the Money, Cruising With Ruben
and the Jets. Mystery Disk 1
Barking Pumpkin 77777 (7 LPs). ADA.
The Old Masters, Box Tiro
Includes Uncle Meat, Hot Rats, Burnt »ere Sandwicb.
Bkasels Ripped My Flesh, Cbunga's Revenge, Fillmore
East—June 1971 Just Another Bandfrom L..4., Mystery Disk 11
Barking Pumpkin 88888 (9 LPs). ADA.
The Old Masters, Box Three
Includes Mika /Jawaka, The Grand Wazoo, Overnite
Sensation, Apostrophe
Roe & Elsewhere, One Size
Fits All, Bongo Fury, Zoot Allures
Barking Pumpkin 99999 (9 LPs). ADA.
AU above available by mail-order on1yfrom BarJlto.
Swill, Box 5418, N. Hollywood, CA 91616-5418, (818)
786.7546. Price is 5100/box; library rate .150/box.
Absolutely Free'
Rykodisc RCD 10093 (CD only). AAD. TT: 43:42
Waka/Jatvalta
Rykodisc RCD 10094 (CD only). MD.
36:10
One Size Fits All
Rykodisc RCD 10095 (CD only). MD. TI 42:58
Baby Snakes
Barking Pumpkin D2 74219 (CD only). ADD. IT: 36:19
Tom Wilson, prod. All cabers: Bob Stone digital
remastering: Frank Zappa, producer

As readers of the previous installments ,and
Zappaphiles everywhere already know, FZ has
digitally remastered all of his old recordings
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(with the exception of the 200 Motels soundtrack, contractually tied up at MCA), and has
been re-releasing them piecemeal on Rykodisc
CDs, Barking Pumpkin/EM! LPs and cassettes,
and (fanfare, please) the mail-order-only, nonEMI, deluxe, Barking Pumpkin The Oki
Masters (hereafter referred to as 0M) boxed
sets, of which three of the planned four are
already released. Ifinally got my hands on samples of the first three boxes (they go for $100
each, or $50 if you're alibrary) to see how they
match up sonically with the new Ryko CDs and
the Verve/Bizarre/DiscReet originals.
"Deluxe" is definitely the word for The Old
Masters: The original covers are reproduced,
gatefolds and all, in all of designer Cal
Schenkel's demented glory. Even the type has
been reset to exactly match the original specifications. And yes, collectors, ...
Money's cutout
insert and the two Cruising instruction sheets
(on how to dance the Bop and how to comb a
jelly roll) are included. Box Iincludes afat
booklet containing the lyrics to all of the albums
and endless contemporary reviews of Mothers
shows and albums from around the world, and
some rewriting of history: all references to
estranged former Zappa manager Herb Cohen
1In Yon() No.8 (November 1987), Vol.11 No.5 (May 1988).
and Vol.12 No.1 (January 1989).
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are expunged, 2and some album dedications
are ostentatiously revoked. Both Boxes Iand
II include aMystery Disk each: previously
unreleased material from the time period covered
by that box. (Zappa held out the Mystery Disk
from Box III at the last minute, as it wouldn't
fit in the box. Here's hoping he includes it in
Box IV.)
The sonic results vary wildly. I'd expected
the new ADA LPs to follow apattern Icould
succinctly describe in afew sweeping generalizations—improved bass, harsher highs, flattened
soundstaging, punchier dynamics—but no-oo-o-o-o-o-o. These tasty little suckers follow
no pattern at all: sometimes the original LP
sounded better; sometimes the Ryko reissue
CD; sometimes the OM version. Nor were the
assets or liabilities of any single release series
consistent: OM levels were cut much higher,
much lower, or just the same as the CDs and/or
originals; soundstaging (such as it is) was better
or worse on the LPs or CDs of the same digital remastering. Go figure; it's all detailed
below—read carefully.
I'll talk about each release in turn, and in
chronological order. On recordings already
covered in previous installments,a Ilimit myself
to abrief discussion of the sonics only, with a
reference (X-8, XI-5) to the appropriate back
issue for amore in-depth review of the program. Albums not previously covered get fuller
discussions.
Okay. Ready? Just hold your honker and
jump right in ...

The Old Masters, Box One
Freak Out! (XI-5): Iexpected alot more from
the remastered LP version, but it's only alittle
spiffed-up over the Verve original, and in some
ways—high-end glare, unconscionably tizzy
brightness—it's much worse. The CD is better in every way, and has what both LP versions
only hint at: bass.
Absolutely Free: Comprised of two of "a
series of underground oratorios," Absolutely
Free was ahuge leap forward from the previous year's Freak Out! These recordings grew
directly out of the Mothers' extended 1967 stay

2An inappropriately Orwellian gesture for FZ. Ioriginally
would have kb. But one Inow expected. given his penchant
for rest-cording tracks and remixing to "improve" on his previous work (see RL's reviews passim).
3There were afew errata in my Vol.12 No.1 "Zappalanche!"
survey: Broadway the Hard Way will be released some time
this year on asingle expanded CD, not as a2-CD set. Also, the
3-LP boxed set of Vol.2 of Ibu Can't Do That On stage Anymore: The Helsinki Concert turns out not to be abridged; its
program is identical to that of the 2-CD set; differences in song
titling between the two formats caused the confusion. The
sound of the LPs. by the way, is good enough that you might
save yourself the extra $15 the CDs would cost.
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at the Varick Theatre in NYC, and include such
all-out assaults on the status quo as "Status
Back Baby" (which quotes Stravinksy), "Brown
Shoes Don't Make It" (which quotes Hoist), and
"Call Any Vegetable" (which quotes the
Supremes). All three of these are requested at
Zappa concerts to this day. Sometimes he plays
them. Sometimes there is trouble.
Clarity is the word here—lots of it. Bob
Stone's remastering has only added, subtracting
nothing. Though the bright light of digital day
does remove that ol' analog mystery, that subtle
sonic crosshatching, the improved focus is
appreciated in this, one of Zappa's most verbal
albums (and which was never—until now—
issued with alyric sheet).
Highs, highs, highs. . Zappa's music has
always been treble-heavy, and seems to grow
more so as the years roll on. Much of the background dialog is revealed for the first time here,
and Zappa's multi-layered arrangements are as
so many transparent overlays. The string and
brass charts in "Brown Shoes" are clearly audible at last, disentangled from the HF hash of the
original LP. The album breathes freely, free of
compression and boxiness, for the first time.
The original Verve LP was inferior in every
way—muddy bass, vague soundstaging, highpitched instruments like tambourines as good
as inaudible—to the new OM and Ryko versions. Bass is mono'd on the new LP, which
plays the usual tricks with soundstaging, but
otherwise you might as well flip acoin. The CD
does include the Mothers' first—and out of
print for 22 years—single, "Big Leg Emma"
b/w "Why Don'tcha Do Me Right," but you'll
also find these cuts on the OM Mystery Disk I.
Lumpy Gravy (X-8): Of the two new versions,
the LP is clearly superior, having fuller bass and
freer, more open highs. This high-end liberation is the major advantage over the original
Verve edition, but Iprefer the latter for its
rounder, woodier tones. The CD is the worst
sonic pick here.
We're Only In Itfor the Money (X-8): The
OM LP's bass is better, but then it's atotally new
track (played by Arthur Barrow), making the
point academic. Dick Kunc's echoey whisperings are also much more convincing as the
skullpaperings of anightmarishly self-referential paranoid on this new LP. The CD is flat, 2-D,
flimsy-sounding. The original LP sounds boxy
and four-square in comparison, making the
OM LP the winner. "Let's Make the Water lbrn
Black" sounds consistently faster on the new
versions, but that may be because of the new
skintight rhythm section (Barrow on bass,
Chad Wackerman on drums) overdubbed on
this and Ruben to replace the badly deteriorated
original tracks.
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Cruising with Ruben and (be jets (XI-5):
Iranted on and on in XI-5 about the total botch
FZ made of the CD reissue of this; the new LP
faithfully clones the fiasco, but you can hear
all of FZ's lapses of judgment that much more
clearly on the Ryko CD. So buy the little silver
thingie, if you must. Comparisons with the
original are pointless, as Zappa has created an
entirely new—and inferior—album.
Mystery Disk I: This document, or sonic
home-movie, of the very early '60s chronicles
an LA subworld that few of us ever knew
existed, or cared about. Thrown into the pot
are themes from Run Home Slow (a grade- Z
film FZ scored in '62; the music is surprisingly
mature and forceful, but you won't find this
flick listed in Leonard Maltin), IWas A lien-Age
Malt Sbop (the world's first unwritten "rock
opera"), the birth of Don Van Vliet's alter ego,
Captain Beefheart, and the original "Duke of
Prunes" (also from Run Home Slow, which
starred Mercedes McCambridge). Plus various
studio jams, demos, live gigs of early Mothers
prototypes, selected madnesses, wonderful
pachuco doo-wop garbage ("Charva), and, at
long last, the first US LP release of two legendary singles from the Absolutely Free sessions:
"Why Don'tcha Do Me Right" and "Big Leg
Emma." This is not great music by anyone's
standards, Zappa's included (except for asitin blues vocal by alady named Cora on "Steal
Away"), and probably would have sold alot
better in '68 if filed between The GTOs' Permanent Damage and An Evening with Wild
Man Fischer. But it's absolutely fascinating to
anyone who cares about FZ's early years and
How He Got That Way.
Considering the antediluvian source material, the sound is much better than it has any
right to be, and FZ's notes to the 1963(?)
"Charva" are interesting: "FZ, vocals, piano,
bass & drums. Studio Z[Zappa's Cucamonga
storefront studio] had the world's only staggered 5track recorder (designed by Paul Buff).
While the big guys were wondering whether
stereo was going to catch on, we were doing
massive overdubs."

The Old Masters, Box Two
Uncle Meat (XI-5): The OM LP has greater
ambience, artificial or not—you can bear the
recording booth, or whatever, in "Voice of
Cheese." On the same track on the CD, the
voice is much farther forward, Suzie Creamcheese's nose pressed flat against the sound
window. Both are superior to the old Bizarre
LP, in which whole worlds of HF information
go missing. On the original, that same "Voice
of Cheese" is far, far back, remote, boxy, and
dead. The OM, of course, lacks the extra 45
Stereophile, June 1989

minutes of dialog outtakes from Uncle Meat,
The Movie. Thank God.
Hot Rats (XI-5): More revisionism from Herr
Zappa. The OM is exactly the same length as
the original Bizarre LP, unlike the Ryko reissue,
which reinstates four minutes of "The Gumbo
Variations." But, but, but ...
for instance, in the
intro to "Willie the Pimp," original and OM
have atrio of bass, drums, and violin, while the
CD is drums and fiddle only. Then the OM,
unlike the CD, maintains the original proportions of instruments (Ian Underwood's piano
is mixed way down again). I'm tempted to say
that the CD's sound is far superior—more
open, to the point of schematicizing the music,
each organ laid bare, isolate—but what we
really have here is three entirely different
mixes. If you prefer the original, the OM is
closer; get the CD for arethinking—and reinstatement—of the original unreleased sessions.
Burnt Weeny Sandwicb: Definitely one of
FZ's finer instrumental forays with the original
Mothers of Invention, this was the first
"posthumous" release of in-the-can material
recorded by the just-disbanded Mothers. I
remember being struck by the fullness of
sound—especially bass and drums in the live
sections—way back in early 1970, when tréeny
was first released. Zappa's music had simply
never sounded so good. Sugarcane Harris's
solo is probably the best electric violin blues
solo ever recorded, superhumanly impassioned
and as rigorously structured as Zappa's own
more angular guitar outings. Ian Underwood's
opening piano solo on "Little House IUsed to
Live In," Zappa's wah-wah, and Bunk Gardner's
demented sax on both versions of "Holiday in
Berlin," like alounge lizard on acid, make this
album arich delight.
Impressively, the OM improves on all this.
"WPLJ" 's inner voices come out clearer, fuller,
deeper, with no loss in quantity or quality of
that large, furry bass. "Igor's Boogie," Phases
1& 2, is crisp and resonant; unlike the toy
instruments of the original, these instruments
have bite and body. And listen to the drums
doing their pseudo-bolero bit in "Holiday in
Berlin"—such crispness, detail, articulation!
Makes the original sound fuzzy. You just hear
so much more (still an LP, remember). A
refreshing liquidness is revealed on (or added
to) Ian Underwood's two unaccompanied
piano solos.
The pastiche of live and studio tracks that
make up "Little House" now actually sounds
"live" all the way through (the giveaway is the
amp buzz at the start of Sugarcane's solo). This
rock band is laid out convincingly before your
ears; possibly Zappa's most "natural" recording, very "live," with electric bass that has real
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pitch. The chamber-music section (harpsichord, flute, bassoon, trumpet, xylophone)
has entire layers of scrim and veil removed—
adelight.
Weasels Ripped My Flesh: Culled from the
same mountain of tape as Burnt Weeny and
released later the same year, Weasels is the second installment of the never-released 9-LP Histot)) & Collected Improvisations of the Motbers,
some of which is undoubtedly being released
piecemeal on the 12-CD }bu Can't Do That On
Stage Anymore series. There is genius here, particularly Sugarcane Harris's in "Directly from
My Heart to You," and Zappa's in "The Eric Dolphy Memorial Barbecue." Though the album
has even more of the feel of compilation to it
than is usual with Zappa, full as it is of violent
shifts of tempo, style, mood, venue, and sound
quality, there's plenty to sink your teeth into:
"Oh No," "The Orange County Lumber Thick,"
"Dwarf Nebula," and the original version of son
Dweezil's recent hit, "My Guitar Wants to Kill
Your Mama."
Again, the bass is fuller, better defined, its
pitch more audible on the OM. But the solo
voices are not as fully rounded as the original's,
sounding etched, cut out and pasted on the
soundstage. Sibilants are too hissy. Overall, no
great revelations: just abit more clarity and
extension in both ends, with somewhat flattened
vocals (and great drums on "Dolphy"!). But
"My Guitar. ..," with its massive overdubs, is
much more powerful here, the horns cutting
through sharply, louder than the original.
Cbunga's Revenge: This grab-bag of instrumentals, live jams, and four or five songs billed
as "previews to 200 Motels" (Zappa's film and
soundtrack album of the following year) served
primarily as awarm-up exercise for FZ's thennew replacements for the original Mothers: Flo
& Eddie (Howard ICaylan and Mark Volman, formerly of the lltrtles), Aynsley Dunbar,* Jeff
Simmons. and George Duke It was also the first
of five LPs dedicated to documenting the seamier side of the road-life of "a rock-oriented
comedy group," as Zappa had Mark Volman put
it. The results were mixed at best. Zappa turned
here from biting social satire and dense,
challenging music to sophomoric skits about
bad PAs, piles of laundry by the hotel door,
and exotic varieties of the clap, all set to relatively undistinguished (for FZ) riff-rock. But
"Sharleena" is one of those great, greasy, neo '50s ballads FZ can seemingly write in his sleep,
"Twenty Small Cigars" (from the Hot Rats sessions) is chamber jazz of atype he's released all
4Whatever happened to Aynsley Dunbar? One of the great British drummers to tn.,5e from the LIC's 60,, blues boom. Ilost
track of his career after his stint with the Mothers. DOCN anybody know? (Does anybody, apart from me, care?)
—JA
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too seldom, and the title cut is an Ian Underwood electric-sax- through-wah wah warpaganzl. All in all, an uneven stopgap album, with
muffled, boxy sound, Flo & Eddie sounding
as if locked in aphone booth.
At least Zappa's weakest albums—this one
and Zoo: Allures—also have the worst sound.
But from the first notes of "llansylvania Boogie"
on the OM version, we hear alive band on a
real stage, not the original's random instruments poking blunt snouts through the sonic
murk. All levels are higher on the new LP, the
highs to the point of harshness. Each kickdrum beat is audible, not acottony mass of
foofs and fumps. The ersatz soundstage on
"The Clap" —Zappa overdubbing on all manner of percussion instruments—is deep,
immersive: avast improvement, all the various
boo-bams and whimwhams delineated crystallinely. And in "Rudy Wants to Buy Yez a
Drink," Jeff Simmons's bass and Eddie's rhythm
guitar are lively as never before. But most
important, the band actually does sound like
areal band, in studio or on stage (It helps that
this is one of Zappa's least-overdubbed
albums.) The digitally remastered version is
highly recommended.
Fillmore East—June 1971
lust Anotber Bandfrom L.A.: Ah, the '71
band in all its raunchy glory. More revues about
groupies, incest, cheap motels, double-knits,
vacationing mountains named Billy (with
his lovely wife Ethel, A Tree), and an X-rated
James Brown send-up by Howard Kaylan. Not
recommended for airplay; "Bwana Dik," "Latex
Solar Beef," and "Dog Breath" are typical song
titles. The humor? Well, sophomores, it helps
to have been there (I was), and feminists
beware, but still you'll hear some of the funniest all-out jazz/blues shameless grandstanding
semi-operatic belting ever by anyone, as Flo &
Eddie chew the scenery and spew it right back
out; their sing-along versbn of "Happy Together"
is worth the price of admission. And Zappa's
wah-wah guitar solo on "Willie the Pimp" is
worthy of Clapton at his naughtiest. The most
exhilarating thing about this album is how clear
it is that this band was having one bell of agood
time, good taste be damned.
The sound of the original Fillmore was
impressive for its time—lively, fresh, and
bouncy—while L.A.'s dynamic range was
sternly suppressed in favor of the vocals. On
the latter, the effect was one of Flo & Eddie's
crooning heads sticking above the water while
standing on the shoulders of asubmerged
Mothers of Invention, who sounded appropriately dull, wooden, and waterlogged. This
proportion is markedly improved on the OMs,
the sense of alive band performing before an
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enthusiastic audience invitingly palpable. Sibilants are too hissy on LA., and the bass is mono'd,
but at least it's there this time, and accurately
pitched (check out the intro to "Magdalena").
Both new LPs fill the entire soundstage more
seamlessly, though kick-drum loses some
impact. Frontmen Flo & Eddie seem much more
in the Fillmore East and the Pauley Pavilion,
rather than singing to them from the stage; this
makes the sound even more live, with more
audience noise. Edits are now revealed much
more clearly on Fillmore, less so on L.A., but
lead vocals are more full and fluid, pouring
from the speakers effortlessly. Background
vocals (and these are, if nothing else, vocal
albums) come through definitely, rather than
the hints they were, but highs are harsh and
fatiguing, as on Cbunga, the sound more metallic throughout. In "Lonesome Electric lbrkey,"
however, every instrument can be heard distinctly, without trashing the mix (Don Preston's
mini-moog is mixed much higher on L.A.'s
"Eddie"). And on L.A., for some reason, FZ has
switched his guitar solos (though not his
vocals) from extreme stage left to extreme
stage right.
Mystery Disk II: Side 1is from the Festival
Hall Show, London, 1968, with arather wellrecorded chamber orchestra. This is more 200
Motels music in yet another—and in some
ways the cleanest—incarnation, three years
before the film's release. In and around the
sometimes sophisticated (often not) atonalities
are thrown chunks of aloose skit about certain
Mothers quitting the group to play "disciplined"
music Stirring, naturalistic lines like "l emust
overthrow the diatonic system!" abound; late'60s cultural agitprop at its least subtle. But the
whole side is fresh, fun, stimulating, and well
worth hearing—much more so than ThingFish or Man From Utopia. Brass instruments
are gorgeously recorded.
A grab-bag of studio and live cuts fills out
side 2, some of them strange even by Zappa
standards. "Agency Man:' the winner, turns out
to be nothing less than aprediction of the marketing of Ronald Reagan and his eventual
presidency. Recorded in 1967, no less. "Wedding Dress/Handsome Cabin Boy" are, yes,
those two old traditional English folk chestnuts, done up brown here in prime Uncle Meat
electronic gamelan style, and more reminiscent
of Pentangle than Zappa. Then there's the true
story of Willie the Pimp, and "Black Beauty,"
aclassic 6/8 Zappa minor-key double waltz
reminiscent of "King Kong," with fine playing
by FZ and bassist Roy Estrada; and "Chucha,"
more adolescent cholo posturing. This album
has more sheer fun, in the old, original Mothers
spirit, than anything he's released in years. I'm
Stereophile, June 1989

not sure it's worth $100 for the whole OM!!
box for just this one disc, but, I'm sorry to
admit, I'd consider it.

The Old Masters, Box Three
Waka/Jawaka &
The Grand Wazoo (X-8): Scant months after
Just Another Bandfrom L.A. hit the bins in '72,
Zappa released these two albums, both products of the same extended big-band studio sessions. After a tumultuous beginning, "Big
Swifty," which takes up all of side 1of Waka,
settles into athick, loping gumbo of an electric jam with long, languid brass and woodwind themes overlaying the guitar, bass, and
drums (Zappa, "Erroneous" (?), and Dunbar).
This remains some of Zappa's most thickly
textured, satisfying electric music, repaying
many hearings. The title cut is even more interesting, chorus after chorus of brass layered in
chiming grandeur, with Sal Marquez's meticulously muted trumpet solo played simultaneously
with solos by guitarists FZ and Denny Walley.
The original Waka was an engineer's nightmare, endless overdubs thickening the sound,
the resultant mucho tape hiss flattening and
leveling everything. Crispness? Highs? Articulation? Forget it. Boxy to the max. The hiss
is pretty much gone on the OM LP, but the
entire frequency range seems to have shifted
up an octave or so, as if someone had just
turned the treble knob all the way to 10. The
mix's formerly dark mystery is history, side l's
bass is gone, side 2's vocals are hissy, and the
cymbals are splashy and tizzy. Iwas struck once
again by how much an emphasized high end
can create the illusion of aquickened tempo.
But the timpani on the fade-out of "Swifty" are
now heard clearly for the first time, the title
cut's brass choirs are clearly laid out for delectation, the bass clarinet part on the fade was
new to me, and Don Preston's piano is given a
much brighter spotlight on the OM. The Ryko
CD's highs are even more brilliant than the new
LP, but the latter is just that much more "believable" as amulti-mono'd studio facsimile of bigband sound. The CD does, however, restore
the original's bass—and then some. "Erroneous" sounds better than ever.
The three issues of Wazoo remain the closest
in sound of any of this welter of releases, the
CD having just abit more air than the original,
and fuller bass. But even the CD sounds veiled
and muddy compared to the new LP, which
is the best of the three by anose (not Zappa's),
though it slightly lacks the bass of the other two.
Overnite Sensation (X-8): The CD and
digitized LP are very close, the former afraction of adegree better in air and spaciousness,
without losing the original's depth to digital
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flatness. Yes, there's more clarity, but Imiss the
original's full, fat, punchy, if somewhat fuzzy
bass. Kick-drum on the new versions is merely
thick, not rounded; flat and fast, but not bulbous; background vocals on both new formats
are shrill and harsh, without the depth of field
(particularly on "Dyna-Moe Humm") of the
original DiscReet release.
Apostropbe(')(X-8): Repeated listening to
this one since my Vol» No.8 review has tilted
me back in the direction of the '74 DiscReet
release, for the same or analogyous reasons
that have become arefrain in this article: punchier bass, more believable highs. The LP highs
sound real, whereas the CD sounds overmagnified, like looking at amountain from 50
miles away without the intervening atmospheric haze which, though admittedly obscuring, does allow one to gauge the distance. In
short, the haze renders space visible by, to a
small degree, filling it. The paradox results in
agreater illusion of space and distance The CD
is definitely the poor cousin here.
Roxy & Elsewbere: One seldom associates
the phrase "intimate club date" with Frank
Zappa, but in late '73, LA's Roxy provided a
cozy venue for this, probably the strongest
line-up of musicians FZ ever assembled on
stage. The 11 -piece band consisted of FZ and
Jeff Simmons on guitars, Tom Fowler on bass,
George Duke and Don Preston on keyboards,
Ruth Underwood on percussion, Ralph Humphries and Chester Thompson on drums, and
Napoleon Murphy Brock and Bruce and Walt
Fowler on horns. The album, with its successor
One Size Fils All, is one of FZ's two prime
examples of what can be accomplished by a
tight, working rock/jazz band of rather eccentric proportions.
There's lots here, half of it instrumental.
Highlights are "Echidna's Arf (Of You)," "Don't
You Ever Wash That Thing?," and the first part
of "Be-Bop Tanga" Not so much abag of guitar
solos, Roxy showcases live ensemble work of
such density and rivet-tightness as to sometimes beggar belief. In "Wash That Thing," listen to Tom Fowler's bass parts, brother Mother
Bruce's near-certifiable trombone solo (and an
even better one on "Tango"), George Duke's
strong, melancholy electric piano, and the percussion/horn unisons throughout the album—
all taken at breakneck speeds. Underwood is
a xylophonist of awesome technique, and
Brock's vocals lend the whole affair ahumanizing touch of soulful class that later FZ frontman
Ike Willis has never been able to match. And
again, on "Tango," Duke's simultaneous perverto-be-bop piano/vocal scatting, complete
with quotes from "Straight, No Chaser," are a
delight. The band's talent fairly leaps out of the
Stereophile, June 1989

grooves; their sheer exuberance at making music
at the level demanded by Zappa is overwhelming.
Then, of course, there's "Cheepnis," one of
the most-requested encores of middle-period
Zappa. A 41
/
2-minute pastiche of every '50s
grade-X sel-fi movie-music cliche in the book,
it's probably the fastest, funniest, breath-stealingest song he ever wrote. And punchy? The band
is wound up tighter than aslamdancer on PCP.
But all is not perfect: "Trouble Every Day" 's
political bite is blunted and trivialized by overliteral cartoon sound effects, and the improvised
"Dummy Up" is less than inspired.
The original 1974 DiscReet release had a
warm, rich roundness to the sound, and was
excellent in most particulars (except for some
badly miked timpani). It was certainly closer
to the sound of the band in concert than the
rather desiccated OM reissue, which lacks body
and weight. Zappa's sonic tastes these days
seem more austere than before, now emphasizing the revelation of detail—horn parts have
alittle more air, are more easily dissected in the
digital remastering—over the general feel of
those instruments as sounds in three dimensions. Again, we're given aschematic of the
music, as speciously exact as aXerox that, by
dropping out the background texture of the
original, only seems like an improvement.
One Size Fits All: This underrated 1975
release is probably FZ's best all-around hard
rock album—the songs are clever, intricately
structured, and flawlessly, impeccably rock solid, full of irresistible hooks and power
riffs—stuff any rocker can sink his teeth into,
with many Holidays For Air Guitar.
The opening "Inca Roads" contains one of
FZ's best guitar solos: stately, perfectly structured.
"Can't Afford No Shoes," one of the funnier
heavy-metal tunes you'll ever hear, manages
to change key 18 times (I counted) in the chorus
alone. "Sofa," another of FZ's gospelly Pomp
& Circumstance processionals, has grandeur
and mystical lyrics (in German: "Ich bin der
Chrome Dinette," usw.). "Po -Jama People" has
more tightly sprung rhythms from George
Duke, Tom Fowler, and Chester Thompson
(who went on to drum for Weather Report),
and "San Ber'dino" and 'Andy" feature Zappa's
slide guitar and Bloodshot Rollin' Red (Capt.
Beefheart) on harp. But students of formal
structure should pay particular attention to
"Florentine Pogen," acase-study in Zappian
compositional technique: in short order he
states half adozen motifs (including the obligatory "Louie Louie" quote), then spends the rest
of the song mixing, matching, rearranging, and
reorchestrating them. The more Ilisten to this
song, the more fascinating it becomes. The
lyrics are impenetrable—the tune demands
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attention, then just sits there, acraggy, imposing monument to itself. All in all, agreat rock
album by any set of standards (except for sincere, vulnerable lyrics).
There has never been more satisfying bass
on any FZ album, for musical and sonic reasons. On the Ryko CD, the bass is even more
sumptuous: the articulation of bass guitar is
both crystalline and deep, and there are bassand kick-drum and low synth notes Ihaven't
heard before. (I kept thinking my fiancée was
banging on her ceiling for me to turn down the
volume to 9.. .
but she wasn't home.) The
OM LP is also adefinite improvement over the
original DiscReet release: highs are better
defined, bass is more fluid and full, and the various soundstages, true or false, are deeper, more
convincing. Plus, the disc mastering is alot
better—an "Inca Roads" passage my stylus
always refused to track on the overmastered
original is here sailed through effortlessly, with
improved dynamics. Kick-drums are mixed a
little more forward, Keith Moon-sized on
"Florentine Pogen," and George Duke's synthesizer extravaganza becomes atour de force
of strange sounds in space. Duke's acoustic
piano on "Po -Jama" sounds more natural here
(though Imiss the bright, percussive bite of the
original). All in all, little difference between
new LP and CD, though the latter has that extra
soupçon of bass and drum articulation. Great
remastering job, Bob Stone.
Bongo Fury: A roadhouse blues album
infused with the spirits of William S. Burroughs
and Howling Wolf, this (mostly) live-in-Austin
1975 album features Captain Beefheart on
vocals, harp, and shopping bags. Probably the
funkiest LP FZ ever made, Bongo Fury is the
"road album" Chunga tried—and failed—to be.
Beefheart makes much of the difference. The
unassailable authority of his voice and harp
lend adark, bitter sincerity generally lacking
in Zappa's work. Also, the Beefheart pieces—
"Sam With the Showing Scalp Flat Top" and
"Man With the Woman Head"—are two of his
better psychoto-beat ruminations. Zappa himself rises to the occasion with "Debra Kadabra,"
atune Ithought for years was Beefheart's, so
exactly does FZ ape the Good Captain's style
(besides, Beefheart sings it).
"Advance Romance" is along, slow blues
about light-fingered road ladies, and was still
aconcert standby as late as '84. The band has
agreat time, George Duke and Napoleon Murphy
Brock trading off licks from abottomless well
of call-and-response blues cliches, and stuttering out an absorbing stop-action chorus. Then
there's "Carolina Hard-Core Ecstasy," anoble
paean to S&M shoe fetishing, and "Muffin
Man," Zappa's rave-up, concert-closing riffer
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for years and years. But perhaps the most
important aspect of this album is drummer
Terry Bozzio's debut. Bozzio set the tone for
Zappa drummers to this day: melodic, endlessly creative fills and counterrhythms, and
equal ease in rock and jazz settings. Listen to
his rolls on "Advance Romance," his fills on
"Man With the Woman Head." Denny Walley's
slide guitar, too, enriches the already full blues
mix throughout.
The main difference between the DiscReet
and OM versions is the latter's added clarity and
air in the highs, making vocals, horns, and
background band and audience sounds easier
to distinguish. For once, the OM version adds
alittle to and takes away nothing from the
already quite acceptable original.
Zoot Allures: When this one came out sometime in 1976, it had been at least ayear since
Bongo Fury, itself abit of adisappointment
after the stellar One Size Fits All. There had been
rumors of problems with manager Herb Cohen's
DiscReet label and/or distributor Warner Bros.,
and these rumors seemed confirmed by the
long delay from the usually prolific Zappa and
the fact that the standard Warners Bros. label,
not the DiscReet logo, appeared on Zoot Allures.
The music, too, sounded tired, dispirited,
bloodless, astopgap measure—in hindsight,
it still does.
FZ tried for adifferent sort of sound on Zoot
Allures; where the previous two albums had
a full, fat, punchy rock-band sound, Zoot
sounded desiccated, over-filtered, harsh and
flat at the same time, with very artificial-sounding treble and foofy, indistinct bass. And the
record just plodded along, eight of the nine
tracks being medium-slow in tempo, the lyrics
uninspired, the tunes (with two exceptions) the
same. Much of the album was FZ on all instruments except drums (Terry Bozzio) and background vocals; was this what happened when
Zappa was left to his own studio devices? Easy
to think so when the two best cuts, "Black Napkins" and the title track, are the only actual
"band" tracks.
"Black Napkins" has since become an FZ
standard, and rightly so—this elegant, simple,
lonely melody is aquintessential guitar lament.
"Zoot Allures" is astudy in sustained tones and
surprising chord changes, with always-interesting bass lines by Dave Parlato, while "Friendly
Little Finger" blends middle-eastern-style
guitarro metallic° with atouch of "Bringing In
the Sheaves." But it's when FZ begins to sing
that Zoot Allures begins its downhill slide. This
is one of Zappa's most misogynistic LPs, with
what sounds like prolonged sexual torture of
ayoung woman in the 10-minute "The Torture
Never Stops," the paean to aS69 95 sex doll in
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"Ms. Pinky," and the greasy wars of sexual conquest described in "Disco Boy" (which closes
with ariff borrowed from the Beatles' "You
Never Give Me Your Money"). live, FZ focuses
on the male perpetrators, who come out looking anything but admirable, but the whole
thing leaves afoul taste in the mouth, Zappa's
tired humor trying to sound thoroughly nasty
but succeeding only in sounding forced and
self-serving.
The distinctively chiming guitar sound that
FZ developed for this album is well served by
the digital remastering, as is all of side 2, which
now sounds like an honest-to-god rock band
instead of a bunch of tracks laid atop one
another. The improvement is most obvious on
"Ms. Pinky," in which the heavily reverb'd,
deliberately artificial-sounding background
vocals are given much greater depth, and the
interesting snare drum part is much more
clearly audible "Find Her Finer" is far superior
in the remastering, the treble tamed, the bass
rounder, fuller, kick-drum more immediate.
This is even more true of "Friendly Little Finger," in which bass, drums, and FZ's lead guitar
are all gutsier, more like alive band. Icould be
wrong, but it does sound as if you can hear the
studio walls during the closing guitar solo. Lu
Ann Neil's concert harp part on the title cut is
fully audible for the first time, and the bass synthesizer notes on "Disco Boy" are arevelation!
If you're going to listen to Zoot Allures at all,
the remastered OM version is by far and away
the one to choose; it has lost nothing, and
gained much.
Baby Snakes: Not included in The Old
Masters, FZ's 36-minute sort-of soundtrack to
his 166-minute sort-of music movie, Baby
Snakes, previously available as amail-orderonly picture-disc LP, is aperfect example of
having to take the chaff with Zappa's wheat.
The frat- house humor of "Titties 'n' Beer" is
immediately followed by "The Black Page #2,"
one of Zappa's more exhilarating guitar/percussion etudes. "Disco Boy" is brisker than, and
far superior to, the Zoot Allures version, as is
the breathlessly fast "Dinah Moe Humm" to the
Overnite Sensation original. Listening to this
album, Ihave to keep reminding myself that
these are mere human beings playing—I can't
even think that fast. This collection of live (and
much overdubbed) tracks from the late '70s
rivals recordings by the 1974 band in sheer joy
of live, no-holds-barred music-making.
Baby Snakes was originally made available
through the mail to right awrong committed
by Warner Brothers on the occasion of &tea
Live in New York's release. Those who care
about such things noted that side one of that
album was only 10 minutes long; at the last
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moment, Warners slightly edited "Titties" to
remove material directly offensive to Warners,
and excised entirely "Punky's Whips" —an
11:30 diatribe/sendup of Aerosmith-style groups,
describing FZ drummer Terry Bozzio's alleged
"crush" on Punky Meadows of rock band
Angel—thinking it libelous. They were probably right, but the music is wonderful, as funny
as anything Zappa's done. How can you hate
asong with this chorus" 'I ain't queer! Iain't
gay!' (He's alittle fond of chiffon in awrist
array-ee-ay-ee-ay.)"? This is the usual Zappa
admixture of (I hope) affected homophobia
and, by circuitous implication, gay-rights agitprop, with an FZ guitar solo more inspiredly
straightforward than most.
The original picture-disc, in its thick, selfdestruct, polyethylene sleeve, had the worst
sound and surfaces of any Zappa LP ever
released, possibly the result of the picture-disc
lamination process itself. Whatever, my stylus
had always disappeared in aball of white scurf
by the end of each side—this after carefully
cleaning disc and stylus before playing. An
LP/CD comparison reverses the received wisdom: the LP is tinny, flat, and dry; the CD is full,
with tamed highs and sumptuous, liquid lows.
Bozzio's drums, in particular, are meaty, beaty,
big and bouncy, pushing the envelope of the
soundstage in all directions. No contest at all
here: get the CD.
Conclusion: Well. After all these column
inches, do Iunhesitatingly recommend The
Old Masters? Afew years ago, Iwould have, but
Zappa has by now released so many of these
albums on Ryko CDs that only collectors with
the hardest of cores could justify spending an
average of $12 an LP for audiophile editions of
decidedly non-audiophile recordings. However, as 11 of these discs remain unavailable in
any other way (as of the time of writing), it
might not seem such abad deal after all. Those
whose mouths are already watering should
know that these are limited editions; as FZ's
back catalog continues to be released on CD,
it's increasingly likely that The Old Masters will
be discontinued. That would be too bad; for
once, the well-worn phrase "collector's item"
is more than justified. And, as any true collector
knows, these boxes are worth it for the covers
alone; even those who hate Zappa's music
admit that his album-cover art has ranked consistently among the best. But for those who,
as Zappa said in 1971, "know what we're doing,
...
and [are] getting off on it beyond his/her
wildest comprehensions," The Old Masters are
afitting, lovingly produced, self-erected monument to one of the most original manipulators
of rock media. Congrats, Frank.
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Classical
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 7; Fidello, Leonore No.2
Overtures
Roy Goodman, Hanover Band
Nimbus NI 5149 (CD only). DDD. IT: 60:21
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 9
Eiddwen Harrhy, soprano:Jean Bailey, contralto; Andrew
Murgatroyd, tenor; Michael George, bass; Hanover
Band, Roy Goodman
Nimbus NI 5134 (CD only). DDD. TT: 65:46
BEETHOVEN AND THE PHILHARMONIC
Beethoven: Symphony 5, Symphony 9(finale); Boccherinl: String Quintet in E (Minuet); Cherubini:
Anacreon Overture; Haydn: Symphony 94 (Minuet),
March for the Royal Society; Jommelli: Chaconne;
Mendelssohn: Symphony 4; Mozart: Idomeneo
(Placido eil mar); Neukomm: Napoleon's Midnight
Review; Sacchhd: Montezuma (Nell' orror); Weber:
Horn Concertino in E- flat
Monica Hup,gett, Roy Goodman, Hanover Band;
Christopher Kite, fortcpiano; various other soloists,
those in the finale of Beethoven 9as listed in recording of complete symphony cited above
Nimbus NI 5138/9 (2 CDs only). DDD. IT, 2:19:59

With these releases of Symphonies 7and 9, the
Hanover Band becomes the first periodinstrument group to have recorded acomplete
Beethoven cycle, one begun in 1983 under
Monica Huggett's direction and completed
under the somewhat more authoritative leadership of Roy Goodman. Performances such as
these are often called "authentic," adubious
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term at best if for no other reason than masterpieces of this kind defy asingle "authentic"
viewpoint. What may be "authentic" about
them, however, is their sonority, which is strikingly different from the sound of amodern
symphony orchestra.
This difference is rooted in aconsiderably
smaller complement of strings: 34 in all for the
Seventh, 39 for the Ninth, both groups supported
by only five double-basses. Less opulent, in
part owing to their small numbers, these strings
also sound thinner and more astringent in tone
than what we are accustomed to as aresult of
being played with essentially no vibrato. This
thinner sonority permits winds and brass to cut
through the overall orchestral fabric with far more
force, aforce intensified by the piquant bite and
more vibrant colors of their "period" timbres.
Certainly the differences in these timbres
from modem ones affect the way in which we
perceive these familiar warhorses. And when
one listens to these performances in the context of, say, the recent cycles of Riccardo Muti
and Bernard Haitink (reviewed in Vol.12 No.4),
one realizes how some modern-instrument
renditions deprive Beethoven's music of espressivity simply by neutralizing its rich color. But
this is true of only some. Indeed, there have
been many conductors of the past half century,
from Arturo Toscanini and Willem Mengelberg
to Leonard Bernstein and Herbert von Karajan,
who have demonstrated awareness of the
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coloristic possibilities in Beethoven.
Still, the unique sound of a"period" ensemble is undeniable, and in both these symphonies provides expressivity. Note, for instance,
the haunting eeriness of the vibratoless strings
at the opening of the second movement of 7,
the cutting edge of the brass throughout most
of the first movement of 9, and the arresting
color of the horns in the Fidelio Overture (the
best performance on these discs).
But novel sonorities and unusual detail do
not, of themselves, make great interpretations,
and it is sobering to hear how an obviously
competent musician like Goodman misses key
points, even where matters of color and balance are concerned. The horns' high Aat the
close of the first movement of 7, which, as Alan
Rich once put it, "should crack your skull" and
does just that in the great recordings of
Toscanini and Bernstein, among others, here
sounds tame and recessed. Similarly, the trumpets and horns at the work's close are surprisingly anemic. And in the coda of the first movement of 9—one of the great pedal-points in
Beethoven, where the bowels of the universe
seem to explode—the horns and trombones,
which add such pointed, growling bite in
many modern versions, are, in Goodman's, all
too tame.
And there are many other areas in which
Goodman's accounts disappoint. The rhythmic patterns that give the first movement of 7
its pervasive dactylic profile are not so sharply
etched as they should be. The explosive dynamic
contrasts of the work's third movement remain
less marked than in many modern-instrument
versions. And throughout 9, aprevalent understatement (possibly an attempt to de-Brucknerize the music) deprives the score of much
of its incipient power. Often rhythms are too
rigid without sufficient inflection, especially
in the first movement, and tempos, as aresult
of arelatively strict adherence to Beethoven's
not necessarily trustworthy metronome marking,s, seem ill-judged. Particularly egregious in
this regard is the Alla ntarcia tenor solo in the
finale, which sounds far too casual for music
expressing the "joy of a hero charging to
victory."
This said, Goodman's 9has more to recommend it, Ifeel, than the recent Roger Norrington account, the only other "authentic" version currently available Goodman's tempos are
less erratic, his overall conception less eccentric
and self-consciously original. Furthermore,
Goodman is accorded better sound than Norrington received: less glaring and harsh and far
more natural in its more distant perspective. For
anyone wishing aperiod-instrument 9, Goodman's is preferable And his 7, the only "authen210

tic" edition on the market, has the field to itself,
at least until the promised Norrington and Hogwood readings appear. As one might expect,
Goodman observes all of Beethoven's repeats
and even includes afirst repeat (ultimately
rejected by Beethoven) in the reprise of the
second movement of 9 (Norrington wisely
avoids it). In sum, then, these releases, as departures from what we customarily hear in the
concert hall, are certainly welcome if not
always satisfying.
The modern concert hall as we now know
it evolved, in good measure, out of the social
and political changes that swept Europe during
the early 19th century. What aconcert might
have sounded like at that time is, quite possibly, well-documented in the two-disc set
Beethoven and the Philharmonic; much, though
not all, of its content made up of works on the
inaugural program (March 8, 1813) of London's
Philharmonic Society. Several recordings in
this set, most notably abland, expressionless
Beethoven 5directed by Monica Hug,gett, have
appeared previously. And the inclusion of the
finale from Goodman's Beethoven 9creates
further redundancy for collectors. To my mind,
this anthology is most interesting for the works
of Sacchini and Neukomm; minor pieces, to be
sure, but ones that help to place Beethoven, as
atowering giant, in his contemporary milieu.
Then, too, the sound of the natural horn in the
Weber Concertino should prove arevelation
to those who know only the more familiar
modern valved instrument. And the newly
released Mendelssohn "Italian" Symphony, if
no match for the more vibrant, virtuosic
recordings of Toscanini, Szell, and Karajan,
among others, is occasionally an eye-opener
purely in terms of sonority. In fact, Isuspect
this is very much how the score might have
sounded at its 1833 premiere, given by the LPO.
Similarly, the Cherubini Anacréon Overture,
with its over-dotted introduction, vibrant
brass, and bracing tempos, makes clear why
this work, now unjustly neglected, was once
amainstay of the repertory. Certainly for anyone interested in problems of performance
practice or in traditions and repertory that have
faded into history, this set is well worth investigating.
—Mortimer H. Frank

BIBER: "Mystery" Sonatas, Passacaglia for Solo
Violin
Evan Johnson, baroque violins; Loretta O'Sullivan,
baroque cello; Eric Milnes, harpsichord, organ
Newport Classics NC 60035/2 (2 CDs only). Timothy
Martin, prod. & mg. DDD. 'VF: 106:19

Heinrich Ignaz Franz von Biber (1644-1704) is
not ahousehold name to anyone other than
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students of German string writing, who consider him an important predecessor of Bach.
Iwill readily confess that Ihad not heard this
music before; no wonder, as it contains some
of the most difficult writing for the violin from
any composer or period. To be specific, it
requires the use of scordatura tunings; that is,
tunings different from that ordinarily used. The
15 "Mystery" sonatas, representing the 15 mysteries of the Catholic rosary, each employ a
different such tuning, making the works at
once atour de force of composition, and an
enormous task for the violinist. This task Evan
Johnson (himself scarcely ahousehold name)
has mastered splendidly.
These sonatas, filled with rapid passages
often derived from folk tunes and village
dances, call for truly virtuosic playing, and
Johnson rises to the occasion with spirited and
moving interpretations. Although the "Mysteries" were not originally written to be played
as asuite, Johnson and his able and sympathetic
colleagues make them work as such: Iwas
pleased with how quickly the listening sessions
passed. These are, without cavil, works of the
highest order. Each of the individual sonatas
is beautifully characterized and appropriate to
its theme. Biber's writing at once moves and
delights, and Iam certain Iwill return to it more
than once.
This disc is also atour de force in another
way; not only does Johnson play in 15 tunings,
he uses five violins and two temperaments to
do so. The instruments, all authentic Baroqueera pieces, are carefully chosen to accent the
textural qualities of each sonata, and give us a
lagniappe tour of 18th-century violin makers
and the sounds of their instruments. Even if
your musical taste runs to the French and Italians,
this disc should recommend itself as ademonstration of the variety of sotind produced by what
are commonly called "authentic" instruments.
Which brings us to the matter of sonics. I
would like to be as unqualified in my praise of
the sound as of the performance, but Ifear I
cannot. The tonality of the various instruments is well preserved (though with atouch
of "digital simplification"), and there is astrong
sense of ambience, but the soundstage is badly
compressed, sounding at times as though the
performers were all occupying the same position in the room. I'm not sure if this was aconscious decision on the part of the producers,
but it certainly was not an effective one. However, Ican say with absolute honesty that these
problems never interfered with my enjoyment
of the performance, nor should they dissuade
you from acquiring these discs, especially as
they are available at mid-price.
—Les Berkley
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BLOCH: String Quartet 2, Prelude, Night, Two
Pieces
The Pro Arte Quartet
Laurel IR- 126 (LP), LR-826C1) (CD). Bernie Grundrnan,
en.; Herschel Burke Gilbert, prod. AAA/ADD. TT
3341
BLOCH: String Quartets 3& 4, North, Alpestre, Tongataboo, Dusk, Rustic Dance
The Pro Arte Quartet
Laurel LR-84ICD (CD only). Bernie Grundman. mg
Herschel Burke Gilbert, prod. ODD. TT 6937

If there is anything resembling a renewed
interest in the music of Ernest Bloch (18801959) on the horizon, alarge share of the credit
must go to Laurel Record founder and director Herschel Burke Gilbert. As part of aproject
that may eventually embrace all of Bloch's
chamber music, Laurel has already given us his
first two string quartets and Second Piano
Quintet on vinyl. The as yet unrecorded Quartet No.5 (his last in the form) is promised for CD
release early in 1990.
This latest installment in Laurel's Bloch
bonanza contains the only currently available
recordings of Quartets 3and 4in any form, a
CD version of 2produced from the original
analog master tape, and all nine of his shorter
pieces for the medium. The Pro Arte Quartet,
though born in Belgium in 1912, is now, several incarnations later, an all-American group
comprised of violinists Norman Paulu and
Martha Francis Blum, violist Richard Blum, and
cellist Parry Karp. The Quartet has carried on
aresidency at the University of Wisconsin
since 1940.
Once amuch-performed composer (and
also the center of agood deal of critical controversy), Bloch is now represented in the concert hall mainly by his Scbelomo for cello and
orchestra (1916) and ahandful of other early
works featuring various solo string instruments. This music resonates with the passion
of his Jewish heritage and what he called "the
Hebrew spirit."
But by the time he conceived the Second
Quartet (1940-46), his style had become more
abstract though no less rhapsodic and brimming
over with fervent emotion. In Quartets 3and
4(completed in 1952 and '54, respectively), the
fervor had become abit more contained, textures somewhat leaner, and his development
of ideas more economical. If one occasionally
hears echoes of Bartók and Stravinsky in all
three works (as well as in almost everyone else's
music of the period!), Bloch's compositional
approach was decidedly of his own design and
powerfully reflected his unique temperament.
As to the silence accorded the bulk of his
output during the past two decades, one can
only speculate. In the case of the Second Quar211
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tet in particular, the demands made on the listener are heavy—and relentless. Of course, if
one is reasonably conversant and comfortable
with the lingua franca of 20th-century music
(primarily as regards unresolved dissonances,
free chromaticism, angular melodic patterns,
and shifting meters), this would be less of afactor. But beyond that, the music (which critic
Edwin Newman deemed "worthy to stand
beside the last quartets of Beethoven") is hyperexpressive and imbued with arhetorical ardor
now considered by many to be outré in an era
that has embraced minimalism and areturn to
simpler materials.
The absence from concerts and recordings
of Quartets 3and 4is more of amystery, though
no less lamentable Perhaps these Laurel releases
will help turn the tide; surely the music in each
promises immeasurable rewards for those willing to invest the effort it deserves and requires.
Quartet 2opens with agradually unfolding
slow movement, followed by adiabolically
energetic Presto containing amid-section of
pervasive melancholy. The lyrical third-movement Andante is one of Bloch's most immediately accessible, providing stark contrast to a
concluding Passacaglia and Fugue of immense
complexity and strident urgency. Its coda is
marvelous: The highly charged tonal atmosphere gradually clears, finally perching on a
sunny D-major triad that nonetheless leaves
the air curiously unsettled.
While less angst is found in Quartet 3, the
Blochian discursiveness and penchant for
underlying tension are still much in evidence.
And, as in 2, cadences often seem to ask questions rather than resolve them. This work also
concludes with astunning fugue, once again
displaying Bloch's uncommon contrapuntal
mastery. Quartet 4is distinguished by aplangently tender Adagio and afinal movement in
which avirtual travelogue of inner feelings
floats to asensuous, lushly harmonized close.
Bloch's nine small pieces (four following
Quartet 2, five following 3and 4) should prove
particularly valuable to those unfamiliar with
his work. Concentrated in emotion and vivid
in imagery, each provides atelling glimpse into
Bloch's gift for translating sentiment into
sound, ranging from the desolate chill of
"Night" to the heavy-footed dance steps that
pervade the second of the Two Pieces.
Although Bloch's string writing is thoroughly idiomatic (he was himself aviolinist
who studied with the legendary Eugene Ysaye),
nothing less than virtuosic technique and
elevated musicianship will do. The members
of the Pro Arte possess such qualities in abundance; as an ensemble they offer consistently
absorbing and stylistically faithful realizations
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that burst into searing intensity when called for
and are filled with asense of joy and discovery.
The sonic differences between the LP and
CD versions of Quartet 2(the former AAA, the
latter ADD) are subtle but perceptible: the LP
is warmer, the CD a bit cleaner and more
immediate. Contrasts with the all-digital rendering of Quartets 3and 4, however, are more
glaring (punfully intended). Here, there is a
harder edge to string sound, afeeling of more
restricted (artificially induced) ambience, and
decidedly less illusion of alive performance.
But each serves well in preserving memorable
re-creations of an important and unjustly
neglected part of the 20th century's musical
landscape.
—Gordon Emerson
BRAHMS: Piano Concerto I
Barry Douglas, piano: Stanislaw Skrowaczewski, LS()
RCA Victor 7780- I-RC (LP), 7780-2-RC (CI)) lbn) Faulkner
eng.: Jay David Saks, David Frost. prods. DDA /DIM)
IT: 51:33

Brahms's Piano Concerto lisa work of contrasts; this performance sounds almost like a
deliberate attempt to conceal them. Douglas
and Skrowaczewski do manage to achieve
moments of great beauty, but as awhole, the
pair does not join the ranks of half adozen or
so others who outshine them in many respects.
And as for sound quality, engineer Tony Faulkner
comes up quite a bit short of the standard
expected from his high reputation.
The tempos here are uniformly relaxed, and
Douglas never really sounds comfortable with
them. The first movement is abit ponderous
at times, while the extremely slow second
movement seems belabored and thick. Krystian Zimerman, with Bernstein and the VPO on
DG, carry off asimilarly paced Adagio with
great emotional effect, while Douglas and
Skrowaczewski fall toward enervation.
The final movement fails to capture the
needed transformation to amore vivacious
mood. Both pace and phrasing sound selfconscious and calculated. At the coda, there
is much less feeling of catharsis than can be
found in the interpretations of Rubinstein and
Reiner (CSO on RCA), Ashkenazy and Haitink
(Concertgebouw on London), Gilds and
Jochum (Berlin on DG), or Weissenberg and
Muti (Philadelphia on Angel/EMI). All of these
recordings, plus Peter Serkin and Robert Shaw's
(Atlanta on Pro Arte), offer more thoroughly
engrossing views of the concerto. What may
have been an attempt at depth and expansiveness results in homogeneity.
One bright result of this approach, however,
is the wonderfully rich, voluptuous sound of
the London Symphony Orchestra. These musicians, especially the woodwind players, know
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how to deal with the drawn-out melodic lines
and turn in gorgeous performances.
The woodwind section is also fortunate in
that it sounds natural and uncolored, unlike
most of the other instruments. It's hard to
imagine how an engineer of Faulkner's caliber
could be satisfied with this recording. The
piano sounds as though it is recessed into the
body of the orchestra, and it has a"plunking"
quality that lacks brilliance and smothers the
attack. The rest of the orchestra is rather muddy,
with the violins sounding more like violas in
all but the highest registers. All these effects are
less apparent on the CD, but at the cost of
image size. The soundstage is wider and deeper
on LP, but the overall sound is thicker and
more congested.
Barry Douglas has done some outstanding
work in his brief career. This is his least impressive recording to date, but the young Irishman
certainly has the tools and the time to achieve
greater things.
—Robert !lesson
MEDTNER: Piano Works
Second Improvisation, Op47:
gessene Weisen, Op.39

sonate-Idylle 01156;

HY-

Earl Wild, piano
Chesky ADI (CD only). Ed Thompson, eng.; Michael
Rolland Davis, prod. DDD.
6640

Earl Wild and Chesky Records have completed
a job left unfinished by composer Nikolai
Medtner. In the late 1940s, Medtner (18801951) recorded almost all of his solo piano
works for the Gramophone Company. Left out
were most of the compositions on this
recording—a gap very much worth filling,
especially by so enthralling ateam of pianist
and engineer.
Although Medtner was aRussian by birth, his
style is in the Germanic tradition of Schumann
and Brahms. The works on this recording,
though, show as much in common with Impressionism as with Romanticism. It is their blend
of absolute and programmatic elements that
make them unique—and extremely appealing.
Medtner was famous as apianist, and Rachmaninoff deemed him the most talented of his
contemporary composers. With this music as
evidence, it is difficult to understand his relative
anonymity today.
Marked by heavy use of arpeggio, polyphony,
and rich sonorities created by broadly sustained
notes and chords, the music here is reminiscent
of Debussy's piano works but differs from them
in its insistence on more traditional forms.
The Second Improvisation, for instance,
comprises atheme with 16 ingenious variations
bearing descriptive titles like "The Feathered
Ones," "In the Woods," and "Bad Weather."
Wild's sense of ineffable spirit amid the structured
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framework gives this piece charm and depth.
He captures all the contrasting moods of the
variations with a superbly delicate touch.
Melodic lines emerge trenchantly out of richly
resonant harmonies, and individual voices are
well-pronounced without diminishing the
overall effect of the texture. Wild's pedal work
is astonishing: There is an illuminated leanness
and clarity even in the densest passages.
The same can be said of the Sonate-Idylle.
Wild's tone is lithe yet powerful. He is clearly
in control of the work's complexities, created
by long legato figures arching over counterpoint melodies.
Vergessene Weisen is the earliest composition of this set (1918-20), and is more closely
akin to the Sturm und Drang Romantic tradition. Still, there is much of the beautiful sense
of poetic ambiguity found in the other works,
and Wild exploits its diversity with both taste
and crushing power.
This performance exhibits one of the greatest pianists of our age at the height of his technical and interpretive genius. And Chesky lets
you hear it all, in one of the most natural, realistic acoustics Ihave experienced among solo
piano recordings. Compared to the superb Bainbridge Colossus CD of Tibor Szetsz's Beethoven
sonatas, Chesky's Ed Thompson achieves
greater detail, clarity, and concert-hall perspective. As good as the Bainbridge is, it is still not
the equal of the Chesky.
At $50, this disc would be worth every cent.
You can buy it for much less, and Irecommend
you do.
—Robert Hesson
MENDELSSOHN: Octet
SHOSTAKOVICH: Two Pieces for Octet; Two Pieces
for Quartet
Medici and Alberni String Quartets
Nimbus NI 3140 (CD only). ODD. TT: 4744

The problem inherent in any performance and
recording of the Mendelssohn Octet is how to
combine successfully two highly individual
string quartets. Here, fortunately, it soon becomes
apparent that the Alberni Quartet burns with
the same intensity as the Medici; but that means
abustling and breathless first movement, an
Andante of unquestionable intimacy but one
fired by tension rather than relaxation, and a
finale with more than its fair share of snatched
phrase endings, suggesting ablinkered, lemming-like race to the work's conclusion with
scant regard for details that go trampled underfoot. Although the wonderful scherzo is given
with arefreshingly nimble and sprightly touch,
the fundamental annoyances of the recording
are most apparent here: inner string voices, set
at the middle point of asemicircle, lose themselves in the resonant church acoustic.
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In the Shostakovich octet pieces, the performers seem less widely spread, and this certainly serves the gently evocative prelude and
its more acerbic, extravert companion scherzo
better. The Elegy and popular pizzicato Polka
for quartet (is it the Alberni or Medici playing
here?) are also brought off with great panache.
But just as Ifelt myself warming to this disc, it
came to an abrupt and unarguably shortmeasure conclusion.
— BarbaraJahn
ROSSINI: Soirées Musicales
June Anderson, Kathryn Bouleyn, sopranos; Raul Giménez, tenor; Alessandro Corbelli, baritone; Nina Walker,
piano
Nimbus NI 5132 (CD only). ODD. TT, 47:46

After many years of toiling in the music vineyards, with, and occasionally for, record companies, the methods and/or madnesses of
those institutions continue to amaze me. Particularly regarding the choice of artists and
repertoire. For example: this thoroughly delightful program of eight ariettas and four duets,
composed by Rossini for weekly musical gettogethers at his home in Paris, features some
of his most endearing melodies; and when one
states that about atunesmith the likes of G. Rossini, he ain't just whistlin' Dixie. The captivating
melodic character of these pieces provoked
other musical giants such as Britten, Respighi,
and, believe it or not, Wagner, to write orchestral transcriptions of some of the material.
These achieved popularity in their own right.
Yet, despite this undeniable quality and, not so
incidentally, the economy of recording awork
requiring but four singers and pianist, the complete Soirées Musicales have been virtually
ignored by the companies. Occasionally afew
of the songs have turned up on recital discs
featuring such box-office magnets as Pavarotti,
Scotto, Sutherland, and Tebaldi, but the only
integral recording of the work of which Iam
aware was aEuropean import published in the
'60s by Angelicum (once available here via the
Musical Heritage Society). This showcased
Scotto, who sang every item except "I Marinai,"
which calls for atenor and basso (or baritone)
for musical and dramatic plausibility.
Nimbus's enterprise in filling agaping hole
in the catalog is doubly welcome as it presents
four promising young singers. Howeven another
hole, which has not been satisfactorily filled,
exists between the idea and the execution.
Missing in the recorded performance is an
almost intangible essence due, Isuspect, to the
artists' lack of familiarity with much of the
material. The impression of an ad hoc gathering
with the assigned musical material committed
to tape prematurely—before sufficient study,
contemplation, and public performance—
Stereophile, June 1989

persists every time Ilisten to the CD. Admittedly asubjective, conjectural evaluation; but
one that continues to nag. The guiltiest artist
is the rising young soprano June Anderson,
whose contributions are disappointingly tentative and not fully formed. Although she isn't
allowed to hog the entire (almost) program to
the extent that Scotto did, as she appears in
eight of the twelve numbers her participation
is asignificant factor to be weighed prior to purchase. The voice can be lovely, especially in the
softer, cantabile passages. But when mediumhigh ascents are called for, the pressure she
applies results in tonal rawness and her breath
support is frequently suspect, with dubious
intonation the outcome. Comparison with
Scotto (in her pre-wobble days) leaves this
beautiful Boston-born soprano far out in left
field. Vocally, this is not difficult, virtuoso
territory—well, most of it—but Anderson's
singing provokes the feeling that she has to
expend so much mental energy and concentration on the actual vocalizing, that her interpretation suffers adeficiency of intensity, color,
and warmth.
Raúl Giménez, whose Nimbus release of
Rossini arias Ipraised in Vo1.11 No.10, here
sounds rather thin-voiced and nasal, particularly on closed vowels. However, he phrases
gracefully and provides awelcome infusion of
Mediterranean sunshine and warmth: paradoxically, as he is Argentinian! Iwould, however,
have preferred more idiomatic bravura in his
singing of the ebullient "La Danza." Joined
effectively by baritone Corbelli in the quasioperatic maritime duet "I Marinai," they enter
into the spirit admirably but do not dispel
memories of the wonderful John McCormack/
Mario Sammarco 78 recording which was
recently available on aPearl LP. One assumes
and hopes that it will be reissued on CD in the
near future.
Nina Walker, usually atalented, sympathetic
accompanist, also gives the impression that this
isn't familiar musical territory. She hits the right
notes but doesn't ring out the emotional
chords. Moreover, her tinlding, bass-shy piano
sounds as if it was recorded in adistant studio.
The anonymous Nimbus production and engineering team appears to encounter difficulties
when working with a singer (singers) and
piano. Ihave yet to hear one of their vocal
recital discs provide the intimate ambience and
sonic frame to showcase the musical collaboration to maximum effect.
— Bernard Soil

SCHUBERT: Quartet No.I4, D.810; Quartettsatz,
D.703
Quartetto Academica
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II Can.* DC-Q22 (CD only). Pietro Mosetti, prod. DOD.
TT: 48:11

Although the Quartetto Academica was formed
in 1967, it is not as well known in this country
as it should be, in good measure because it has
recorded for European labels that have relatively limited distribution here. To judge from
this disc, it is adistinguished group: technically
adroit, with dead-center intonation; tonally
pure, with minimal use of vibrato; and lean in
sonority, but with lower voices nonetheless
very well-defined. What's more, the quartet
plays with acommitted expressivity enriched
by arhythmic freedom that is strongly disciplined
so as never to permit these tautly organized
works to become fragmented.
Icannot recall abetter performance of the
one-movement Quartettsatz; its eerie, tremulous opening, pulsating fortes, and haunting,
almost otherworldly lyricism are projected
here with an emotional intensity made all the
more pointed by careful attention to dynamic
gradations and clarification of inner voices.
Motifs often buried in other performances
emerge to heighten the music's almost tortured
ethos and to tighten its carefully planned structure. Clearly here are four musicians who have
strong feeling for the music and who respond
to one another in the best tradition of chamber music.
Quartet 14 ("Death and the Maiden") is
almost as good, its one weakness—if, indeed,
that is not too strong aterm—being atempo
for the finale that is a shade too slow for
Schubert's indications of Presto and for conveying the movement's tarantella-like character.
Elsewhere, everything is first-rate, from the
slashing precision of the opening chords to the
care in clarifying the harmonic underpinnings
of the variations that give this work its nickname.
There are, to be sure, other fine performances of "Death and the Maiden" on CD,
notably those of the somewhat swifter Alban
Berg Quartet (Angel), the more tonally opulent
and weightier Smetana Quartet (Denon), and
the more rhythmically steady Tokyo Quartet
(Vox). But this version can hold its own with
any. The sound throughout is splendid: close
but not strident, and without too much resonance, it suggests the ambience of avery small
hall, which is, of course, perfect for such music.
Proceeds from the sale of this record benefit
UNICEF. And purchase will benefit anyone
who cares about Schubert.
—Mortimer H. Frank

SCRIABIN: Piano Sonatas
NO.3. Op.23: No.4. Op..30: No.5. Op.; No.10. Op.70
Robert Taub, piano
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Harmonia Mundi fiM I'
907011 (CD only). Neil Murray &
Ned Abell, engs.; Paul Spicer, prod. AAD. TT: 52:33
SCRIABIN: Piano Music
3Etudes, øp.65; Sonata No.8, Op.66; 2Preludes, Op.67;
Sonata No.9, Op.68; 2Poèmes, Op.69; Sonata Nct10,
Op.70; 2 Poèmes, Op.71; Vers la flamme, Op.72; 2
Danses (Guirlandes; Flammes sombre), Op.73; 5
Preludes, Op.74
Mikhail Rudy, piano
Calliope CAL 9692 (CD only). Georges Kisselhoff, eng.;
Jacques Le Calve, prod. ADD. IT: 69:53

The 33-year-old American pianist Robert Taub,
who has made afine reputation for himself in
avariety of repertoire, including some enterprising areas of contemporary music (ie, Milton
Babbitt), here performs four of Scriabin's ten
sonatas on this 1988 recording. The 36-yearold Mikhail Rudy, Soviet-born but now aresident of France, has previously recorded substantial programs of music by Beethoven,
Brahms, Liszt, and Moussorgsky; for Calliope
in 1981 he put together afascinating and complete chronological survey of Scriabin's later
music, from the Op.62 Sixth Sonata through
the final Five Preludes of Op.74. The original
two LPs, of course, contained too much music
for easy transfer to asingle CD, so that French
company here has sheared off the first three
opuses (62-64), leaving the works written
between 1912 and 1914, the year before the
composer's death. Both Taub's and Rudy's performances are worthy ones, technically secure,
wide in dynamics, and stylistically adept. Iparticularly liked Taub's sensitively realized and
singing slow movements, although the faster
ones seemed somewhat miniaturized and lacking in sweep and grandeur; in those more rapid
sections, too, some passagework sounds almost
too lightweight in tone, but Sonata 5does build
propulsivdy to considerable excitement. Sonics
are impressive, with awonderfully rich bass,
albeit not quite enough highs to provide the
requisite brilliance on top. The tracking on Harmonia Mundi, by the way, is for individual
sonatas, with index points for the internal
movements in Sonatas 3 and 4. Rudy, with
tracks for all movements, is perhaps more effective in evoking the almost Messiaen -like atmosphere of late Scriabin (ie, Sonata 9); his Sonata
10 (the only piece duplicated on these discs)
has less kinetic excitement than Taub, but Rudy
is better at building tension through an almost
palpable feeling of holding back. He exploits
the mystical undercurrent well, often providing
considerable excitement out of the nervous,
restless writing but at the same time maintaining the necessary poetic impulse.
Coloristically, however, Iam afraid that
Calliope's colorless analog recording does not
serve Rudy's tonal palette well; the top of his
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piano is also far brighter than Taub's, but the
bass is decidedly shallow. In spite of admiring
the many good interpretative points on both
CDs, Imust admit, however, to having had my
tastes in Scriabin, whether early or late in style,
formed by the highly impressionistic and electrifying performances of Vladimir Horowitz.
With his individualistic blend of both introversion and extraversion, he, to my mind, most
effectively reveals the composer's enigmatic
and mystical harmonies, and he, as no one else,
elicits from Scriabin's scores the greatest range
of colors and emotions.
—Igor Kipnis

SMETANA: ktà Vlast
Jiri BelohlZvek, Czech PO
Supraphon CO-72586 (Cl) only). Ibmis Zikmund, trig.;
Jan Matousek, recording director. DDD. TT: 7400

It's an old commonplace about this nationalistic music that it works best when played by
Czech musicians. The accuracy of this statement has long been demonstrated for me by
the famous DG recording by the cosmopolitan Czech Rafael Kubelik and the Boston SO.
While certainly well played, Kubelik's record
has never made as emotionally convincing an
argument for the music as the earlier efforts by
Talich and Ancerl with the Czech PO.
While the best Md Vlasts have come from
the Czechs, it doesn't follow that all performances by Czechs are acinch to be good.
Vaclav Neumann's hardly excites me; and this
new performance from the young Czech conductor Jirf Belohlávek, recorded live at the May
1988 Prague Spring festival, is about as blandly
internationalized as any from the West. From
the opening harp strums Isensed an uninvolving listen: rather noncommittal playing, sufficiently generic to serve as score to accompany
certain forest creatures in aDisney cartoon. To
my surprise, it is the two most popular tone
poems, Vltava and From Bohemia's Woods
and Fields, which Belohlávek serves least well,
perhaps because insufficiently involved with
nation and countryside to paint these soundpictures convincingly. He fares much better in
Sdrka, reveling in the counterpoint as the Amazon stages her bacchanal and slaughters the
guests, though this comes at some cost of
emphasizing the lurid and sensational elements. While the nationalistic climaxes of the
last two tone poems are conducted with an
exciting deftness, there is still lacking that commitment and integration brought by earlier
masters. It goes without saying that there is
never any sense of irony or pain appropriate
to aperformance of the great Czech national
epic on an official occasion almost exactly 20
years after Brezhnev's tanks rolled into Prague.
Stereophile. June 1989

Sound isn't very good, either. Soundstage is
very narrow, although fairly deep. The overtones of high woodwinds and violins are either
absent or wrong, so these instruments are not
well characterized. Low notes on string bass
are often hard to hear. This CD is aprime example of adigital recording with mediocre musical
fidelity, but remarkable and annoying intelligibility in reproducing extraneous sounds such
as the creaks from chairs and podium as musicians move. Remember, though, that this phenomenon is hardly limited to recordings originating from Eastern Europe.
The best bet for hearing acommitted and
organic performance of this great cycle may be
to go to your local used-LP shop and find a
copy of Václav Talich's 1955 mono performance, recorded originally for Supraphon,
available as recently as the early '80s on Quintessence reissue. Though timing is only 30
seconds slower than Belohlávek—insignificant
in a75-minute work—the sense of the performance is completely different. Shows also
how dangerous can be the tendency of some
reviewers to devote excessive attention to the
quantitative crutch of timings, and too little to
what the music means and accomplishes.
—Kevin Conklin

SMETANA: String Quartets I& 2
Medici String Quartet
Nimbus NI 5131 (CD only). DDD. TT: 46:53

The young musicians in this English quartet
play with an intensity that seems derived from
agenuine love and dedication for the music
they are performing; but such unrelenting
vigor is sometimes misplaced. The autobiographical Quartet 1, "From my life," opens
with such aforceful statement of the fate motif
that some ugly, harsh, and extraneous sounds
are produced. Even the more joyous dance
music of the second movement is heavy-laden,
and the third's expression of Smetana's love for
his future wife searches so hard for abig tone
and arounded, effulgent sound that notes are
often squeezed out of tune. Where the Medici
could so easily have struck home, in the fourth
movement which announces Smetana's fateful tinnitus, they seem unexpectedly effete.
The grief-stricken Quartet 2, "composed in
astate of disordered nerves" as a result of
Smetana's deafness, is better suited to the Medici's
soul-searching approach, but even here afew
moments of relaxation would have encouraged
amore sympathetic ear from its confidantes.
And all has been so closely recorded, in aheavily reverberant acoustic, that Nimbus has insensitively forfeited the intimacy of work, interpre219

tation, and chamber-music ethos. Despite this,
Iwould have appreciated at least another 20
minutes of music!
— BarbaraJahn
STRAUSS: Also spracb Zaratbustra, Donjuan
Herbert Blomstedt, Staatskapelle Dresden
Denon CD-2259 (CI) only). Claus Strube°. ens.: Takashi
Baba. prod. ODD. rn 5107
STRAUSS: Also Spracb Zarathustra, Ted and Verklarung
André Previo. VPO
itlarc CD-80167 (CD only). Jack Renner, ens.; James Mallinson, prod. DOD. TT: 61:35

These are two very fine discs. Both convey to
perfection the full weight of Strauss's opulent
orchestration for Zarathustra without the
slightest hint of distortion, despite the huge
dynamic range both employ. Both have the
measure of the venues they are recorded in:
Denon's Lulcaskirche actually gives the impression of an acoustically superior concert hall,
and it is astonishing to discover from the insert
notes that the well tuned-in and integrated
organ has been post-synchronized from the
Schauspielhaus, Berlin.
Telarc's disc is their first of the VPO, and their
first from the Musikvereinsaal. It can hardly be
faulted, except perhaps for the consistent richness of its more tonally refulgent sound—some
may find this oppressive. But it does reflect perfectly Previn's more emotionally charged,

almost maniacal response to this score. It is the
kind of music he excels in; the meditative.
almost ponderous fugue giving way to the near
hysteria of "The Convalescent," and reflecting
real joy at the climax of the "Dance Song."
Previn is living these colorful swings of emotion, and if he makes great demands of the
score in doing so (just as Blomstedt does), then
his intuitive balance renders this all the more
convincing. Admittedly, there are afew errors
in this reading, but overall the depth of Previn's
vision wins through. Blomstedt seems alittle
less impulsive, more cerebral in intent—his
view is equally persuasive.
Choice might well be determined by the
fillers on each disc: Blomstedt's Don Juan is an
uncomplicated character, jovial, exuberant,
and with amore prominent spring to his step
as he warms to his task! Previn's 7bd und Verkid rung has anobility and breadth, soloists
from every section of the orchestra offering up
their technical and emotional best in celebration of this wonderful score.
—BarbaraJahn

STRAUSS: Anadee auf Naxos
Jessye Norman, Ariadne/Primadonna; Julia Varady, Composer; Edits Gruhrrova, Zerbinetta; Paul Frey, Bacchus/Tenor; Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, Music Master;
Olaf Bar, Hadrian; other soloists; The Gewandhausor-
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chester Leipzig, Kurt Masur
Philips 422 084-2 (2CDs only). Bernd Runge, prod. DDD
TT: 119:11

This brings the number of CD Ariadnes to
three Von Kara jans set on EMI, dating from the
'50s, captures the absolute essence of the work,
with Seefried, Schwarzkopf, and Streich at their
most magnificent, and Levine's on DG boasts
the divine Kathleen Battle as Zerbinetta and the
conductor's fascinating if quirky way with this
most slippery of scores. But the former also has
ableating Rudolf Schock as Bacchus and monaural sound, and the latter has Agnes Baltsa
struggling valiantly with the composer's music
and an Ariadne devoid of lunacy/ecstasy. To get
to the point, this present recording now
becomes the Ariadne of choice on CD.
The only drawback Ican find on this set is
the rather uninspired leadership of Kurt Masur,
who simply conducts without much charm—
he keeps things moving, gets handsome playing from his orchestra, and makes sense of the
disparate elements, but the playfulness and
chamber-like feel are lacking. His soloists are,
for the most part, superb. Jessye Norman is, as
usual, larger than life, singing with expression,
abundant tone, and great commitment. She is
funny as the Prima Donna in the Prologue, and
deadly serious and ravishing in the opera itself.
Her Bacchus is Paul Frey, and he is the finest on
discs, giving the lie to the theory that this music
is unsingable. He obeys dynamic markings (even
theppp on "Zauberin"), and reaches heights
normally reserved for the Ariadne alone.
Edita Gruberova's Zerbinetta, while not as
tonally alluring as Battle's or as absolutely right
as Streich's, is topnotch. She draws this character with afine brush and can be faulted only for
aharshness of tone. Julia Varady, asoprano
Composer, is stunning, with, of course, no fear
of the higher-lying passages. Ienjoyed her real
sense of idealistic outrage. Fischer-Dieskau's
Music Master is an elegant bonus, and the rest
of the cast is first-rate, particularly Olaf Bar's
Harlekin. The recording is big and exciting and
clear, although Ifound the voices abit too
closely miked. But if it's alush, luscious Ariadne
you want, look no further—this one's for you.
—Robert Levine
STRAUSS: Die Feat. °line Scbatten
René Kollo. Emperor: Cheryl Studer. Empress; Hanna
Schvrarz. NUISC: Alfred Muff. Barak: Ute Vinzing. The
Dyer's wife; Andreas Schmidt. Messenger, Paul Fre).
%bier of a\bung Man. Julie Kaufmann, Voice of the Falcon; others: Sy mphonir -Orchester und Chor des
Bayerischen Rundfunks. Iblzer Knahenchor; WWI:ping
Sawallisch
EMI CDS 749074 2(3 CDs only). DDD. TT: 3:10:31
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divides the composer's admirers, and opera
lovers in general, more than Die Frau obne
Scbatten. Some see and hear it as overblown
and as obscure as mud; others, among whom
Iinclude myself, find it exquisite, exotic, lifeaffirming, and precisely as huge—I use the
word advisedly—as it should be. Ihad looked
forward to this recording with great anticipation; as exceptional as is the recently released
1977 live recording from Vienna under &Ohm
on DG 415 472 (more about it later), it is severely
cut; this new set promised the score complete.
To make along story short, it is afailure on
practically every important level.
First off, there is the quality of the sound.
The recording lacks presence; almost all of it
seems to be coming from another room, and
no matter how one fiddles with the controls,
it never comes alive. Despite the fact that
Strauss's fabulous orchestration is clear, it does
not have its desired effect here—the celesta,
bass clarinets, and harps are there, but they
don't surprise or thrill the way they do on the
13Ohm. (Nor can it even compare with BOtim's
first, mid-'50s recording, which, Ibelieve, was
all but complete and starred Rysanek, Goltz,
SchOffler, and Hopf, available on the
Richmond label until afew years aga) The strings
don't shimmer; the turning-to-stone motif does
not menace. Much of this is Sawallisch's fault,
and the engineers have offered no assistance.
Best of the soloists is Cheryl Studer as the
Empress. Hers is abright, free sound, with
every note intact, and her understanding of the
character's troublesome situation is well in
hand. She sees the Empress as adelicate being,
and one cannot argue with her. If she is missing
the richness, passion, and depth that Leonie
Rysanek invariably brought to the role, well,
who isn't? At any rate, Studer is asinger to
reckon with. Would that the rest of the cast had
been up to her level.
The Emperor of René Kollo is heavily strained
in the first act, but improves somewhat as the
opera goes on. Still, he falls short of the majesty and heroic sound ofJames King and the
security of the un -subtle Hans Hopf. Granted,
the role is cruel; nevertheless, Kollo sounds
particularly insecure: The last thing one needs
to do during aperformance of Froscb is to
worry about whether or not the tenor is going
to make it, and that is frequently the case here.
Hanna Schwarz is an intelligent artist who reads
the Nurse as more of aseductress than ademonic
bully, but her voice lacks the weight for the
part. All too often this role is sung by amezzo
with aferocious bottom and atenuous top;
here the problem is reversed. Schwarz sounds
abit like Studer at the top of her range (which
doesn't help the dramatic situation in their
Stereophile, June 1989

rapid-fire exchanges), but the bottom is inaudible or ineffective in all but the quietest of
orchestral and ensemble passages. She tries,
but she is overparted.
The earthly couple are all too earthbound.
Ute Vinzing has alarge but ordinary sound with
no ring to it, and although all the notes are in
her grasp, we never feel awed, upset, or moved
by her. Nilsson is her competition on the later
Bitihm—enough said. Alfred Muff, abass-baritone new to me, is akindly Barak with asteady
if not very memorable tone; he impresses, but
one senses that he can do better. The smaller
parts are all well taken, especially the three
brothers and the remarkable voice of the falcon, Julie Kaufmann.
Joseph Keilberth, on a long-deleted DG
recording, proved that even with afew underpar soloists (Martha MOdl's nurse was avocal
horror, Ingrid Bjiiner was in trouble as the
Empress, and Jess Thomas was having an off
week) and aheavily cut score, this opera can
still work. Sawallisch, Ifeel, is the true villain
of the present undertaking. He and his cast are
utterly scrupulous in his observance of dynamic markings, but there's more to Strauss than
that. Sawallisch appears to have no concept of
the grandeur, intensity, and sweep of this work;
the scenes don't move into and out of one
another as they should. Nor does the music
sound as beautiful as it normally does—a case
in point is the ravishing orchestral interlude
from pp.71-73 in the Boosey & Hawkes vocal
score. It can drive one to tears; here it is just
played. Furthermore, Sawallisch (or the
engineers again) seems not to know which of
Strauss's many colors to emphasize, which textures to point out. He may have been going for
the intimacy, rather than the epicality of the
work, but it simply doesn't wash. It lacks sensuality. Die Frau ohne Scbatten isn't Capriccio,
but it is treated just as intellectually on this
recording, and that, Ibelieve, is adire mistake.
If you can find the first Beetun, buy it—but only
after you've bought the 1977 performance.
—Robert Levine

Classical Collections
ARLEEN AUGER: Love Songs
14 songs by various composers
Arleen Auger, soprano; Dalton Baldwin, piano
Delos 0/CD 3029 (Cl) only). John M. Eargle, eng.; Amalta
S. Haygood, Carol Rosenberger, exec. prods.; Bejun
Mehta, Adam Stern, prods. ODD. rn 6826

Musically speaking, Arleen Auger has to be one
of this nation's most meritorious natural resources. Born in Los Angeles, the singer's European reputation has been of the first order since
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her 1967 Vienna State Opera triumph as the
Queen of the Night in Mozart's Die Zauberfliite.
Yet only in the last few years since she moved
back to the US has the degree of critical and
public approbation she undoubtedly deserves
been awarded her in her native land.
If the mandatory requirements for superior
vocal performance include unforced beauty
of tone unadulterated by artifice and/or spurious attempts to emulate earlier, beloved singing stars, firm technical underpinning, and an
artistic motivation of musical, expressive sensitivity, subtlety, and intelligence—and they
most certainly are—this artist ranks alongside
the finest currently performing. The first and
lasting impression of Auger's singing is the
apparently effortless purity of vocal emission
and line. In fact, the limpid soprano sound
notable for unconstricted, pure vowels, often—
if not all of the time—resembles that of a
pubescent, vocally gifted young girl. It's obvious that Auger, born in 1939, has respected the
natural limitations of her God-given gift and
rejected excursions into injudicious repertoire.
Although she is agifted, perceptive song stylist, her method of communication elevates aesthetics above histrionics: the effusion of tonal
beauty and liquid phrasing over the highly
emphasized, sometimes exaggerated, projection of verbal meaning to which other fine
singing artists give priority. This is not to suggest that words and their meaning receive short
shrift; but, with Auger, one is made more conscious of the sound of her seductively tasteful
soprano than of the intense verbal impact of
the singing actress. Nonetheless, the poetry and
eloquence impress.
Churlish as it may be, Ibelieve that this
generous program and its pervasive theme
might have benefited from the inclusion of
more overtly passionate, temperamental love
songs. The lyrical, sometimes languid, ultraromantic (small r) atmosphere that generally
permeates more than 68 minutes of song —
underlined, at times, by expansive tempi—
would have been more stimulating, more effective with some additional oases of vivacious,
extraverted outpouring of love (lust?). With
four producers listed (something of anumerical
record; sorry about that!), it's surprising that
this apparently wasn't considered. Additionally, despite the size of this team, Auger's exquisite, yet very leisurely paced version of
Donaudy's delightful confection, "0 del mio
mato ben:' contains what appears to be aglottal blemish on the word "Che" in the second
verse. Surely, this could have been corrected?
Other than the above qualification, the program offers anumber of engaging songs that
are seldom heard. Items by Britten, Copland,
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Roger Quilter, Stephen Foster, Frank Bridge,
and Joseph Marx juxtaposed with Schubert,
Schumann, Richard Strauss, and Mahler (an
ethereal interpretation of "Liebst du um Schrinheit") are memorably vocalized and elegantly
interpreted. As are Noel Coward's evergreen "I'll
Follow My Secret Heart," and Guinevere's compassionate farewell to Lancelot, "Before IGaze
at You Again," hum Lemer and Loewe's Camelot.
The accompaniment is more than just that.
Dalton Baldwin's idiomatic, stylish piano frames
every song with aglowing, supportive quality
of collaboration that adds akeyboard halo to
the soprano's artistry. The engineering is worthy of the musical content, as are the comprehensive program notes and translations of all
24 songs. A most satisfying disc.
—Bernard Soil
VARIOUS: Works for Clavichord
Philippe Chanel, clavichord
Gallo CD-545 (CD only). Claude Marechaux, prod. AA!).
TT: 37:34

Iam often unsure of the value of the modern
preoccupation with progress; not that Ideny
its existence, but merely that Iam not sure we
have properly counted the cost. We have our
stereo systems, and afew dozen Vivaldi Four
Seasons to choose from, yet how many of us
are regularly involved in the making of music?
To judge by our 1988 Reader Survey, even the
musically astute Stereophile subscriber attends
but four concerts ayear: certainly there is a
world we have lost, and Idon't know that we
are the better for it.
The Renaissance clavichord is very much a
casualty of progress. A more delicate and intimate instrument could not be imagined: even
an epinette or apsaltery makes abigger sound.
Entirely unsuitable for the concert hall, the
clavichord began to fade with the coming of
the orchestra and the opera house, and vanished
entirely when that brash upstart the pianoforte
took over the drawing room. In this all-tooshort recital, Philippe Chanel makes avery convincing argument for his instrument, and that
lost age of music-making.
Chanel's instrument (unlike the more elaborate ones beloved of Bach) is limited in its
range and very difficult to play. Certain chord
structures and inversions simply cannot be
managed, since one string may be responsible
for more than one note, but can obviously only
sound one of them at any given time In Chanel's
hands, however, we are far more aware of the
clavichord's potential for beautiful sound than
we are of its limitations. Concentrating on 16thcentury works, he gives us as excellent aconspectus of his instrument as we could wish;
should the Editors propose a"Year's Best" list,
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this would very likely be on it.
This is also asplendid recording sonically,
detailed and harmonically rich as the best LPs.
If Isound as though 1am becoming aconvert to
digital, well, so be it. The medium has advanced
enormously since its early days, and Iam
convinced that the decline of the LP is not
altogether the fault of the Evil Empire of record companies. (Though you will notice Ido
not lavish such sonic praise on the product of
the "majors.") Try this recording for yourselves;
there is agreat deal of pleasure in store.
—1.ett Berkley

JASCHA HEIFETZ: The Decca Masters, Vol.!
Tchaikovsky: Melodic in E flat. Chopin: Nocturne,
Op.55/2. Schumann: Prophet Bird. Krein: Dance
No.4. Prokofiev: March from The Love for Tbree
Oranges, Masks from Romeo and Juliet. Debussy:
Clair de Lune, Golliwog's Cakewalk, Beau Soir. Valle:
Ao pe da fogueirra, Prelude No.15. Grasse: Wellenspiel.
Saint-Saens: The Swan. Aguirre: Huella. Burieigh:
Giant Hills, Moto Perpetuo. Brahms: Hungarian Dance
No.". Goclowsky: Wienerisch. Dvore: Hwnoresque,
ilabanera. Shostakovitch: Preludes. Op.34. Nos.10&
IS. Gluck: Melodic from Orpheus and Euridice, Hymn
to the Sun from Le Coq d'Or Castelnuovo -Tedesco:
Figaro (after Rossini's "Largo al Factotum")
Jascha Heifetz, violin; Emanuel Bay, Milton Kaye, piano
MCA Classics MCAD-42211 (CD). Doug Schwartz, Ben
Rizzi, rrmastering engs.; Martin Fleischmann, remastering prod. ADD. TT: 60:35
JASCHA HEIFETZ: The Decca Masters, Vol.2
Gershwin: 3Preludes, Summertime, A Woman is aSometime Thing, My Man's Gone Now, It Ain't Necessarily
So, kmpo di Blues (There's aBoat That's Leaving), Bess,
You is My Woman Now. Foster: Old Folks at Home.
Jeannie with the Light Brown Hair. Gardner: From the
Canebrake. Bennett: Hexapoda (Five Studies in Jitteroptera). Herbert: La Valse. Benjamin: Jamaican
Rumba. Dyer: Florida Night Song. liad. Spiritual: Deep
River. White: Levee Dance. Trad. Irish, arr. Crowther:
(iweedore Brae. Weill: Moderato assai (Mack the Knife
from The Three- Penny Opera). Berlin: White Christmas. Godard: Lullaby (Berceuse from Jocelyn.) Lohr:
Where My Caravan has Rested
Iascha Heifetz, violin; Emanuel Bay, Milton Kaye, piano;
Bing Crosby, baritone (Godard & Lohr); orchestra
conducted by Salvator Camerata (Berlin) & Victor Young
(Godard & Lohr)
MCA Classics SICAD-42212 (CD). Doug Schwartz, Ben
Rizzi, remastering engs.; Martin Fleischnunn, ITM2MCfing

prod. ADD. TT: 63:28

Those who associate Jascha Heifetz's phonographic history for the most part with RCA
Victor (and that company's one-time EMI affiliate, His Master's Voice) may be surprised to
learn that, for abrief period, the late violinist
recorded for American Decca. As Leonard
BurIcart points out in his accompanying annotations to this set of rather unusual rereleases,
the Petrillo Ban, named after the powerful
Chicago-based head of the musician's union,
caused afull and unfortunate halt to all recording activity in this country. Negotiations between
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the union and the American record companies
were stalled from 1942 until the very beginning
of 1945 (one of the first results after the accord
was Victor's set of Boris Godounov excerpts,
DM-1000, with my father, Alexander Kipnis).
Already in 1943, however, Decca had come to
terms with the union, and Heifetz, anxious to
get back into the studio, was to record all the
items presented here for that company during
atotal of nine sessions between fall 1944 and
the summer of 1946, before returning to the
Victor fold.
A glance at the titles listed instantly reveals
that most of the repertoire is encore in content
and that, of the two CDs, the second is even
more popular in makeup than the first. Most
of the selections are two to three minutes long,
the shortest being the arrangement of the 0:54
Shostakovitch Piano Prelude No.15; the longest
is Castelnuovo-Tedesco's just-over-five-minute
Figaro, an amusing, Carmen Fantasy-like display based on the Rossini Largo al Factotum.
Needless to say, there is an awful lot of fluff
here, although some of it—such as the jazzinfluenced Gershwin and Robert Russell Bennett
pieces—is remarkably idiomatic in performance. Vol.2 also contains three novelties that
one might not ordinarily associate with Heifetz:
a1944 "White Christmas," and two 1946 songs
in which the violinist's singing partner was
none other than Bing Crosby. But where
Heifetz is concerned, with his incredible tone
and virtuosity, purity of intonation, and those
superhuman double stops, is the choice of
repertoire really all that significant? The important thing is that every Heifetz collector will
insist on owning the contents of these CDs: 51
mono selections, agood portion of which he
did not otherwise duplicate on discs, and all
of it, even in partial LP reincarnations, out of
the catalog for years. For my part, I'm very
happy to have aCD replacement for my 78 version of his Ravel Habariera, one of the most
incredibly sensuous, yet elevated performances
Ihave ever encountered.
So far as CD reproduction is concerned, the
original Decca shellacs were anything but pristine in their surfaces. MCA has removed most
of the noise, yet, so far as Ican determine, in
doing so they have also restored some lost via
lin brilliance by emphasizing the high midrange
of the spectrum. Most of the time this works
well, except for those high-pressure selections
where the violin tone becomes decidedly edgy,
as in some of the 1945 recordings that start each
of the CD volumes. The close-up, ear-to-theviolin miking, with shallow, reticent piano
accompaniment (and pop-like, constricted,
equally shallow orchestra where those cuts
occur) is of course typical for these kinds of
Stereophile, June 1989

Heifetz selections. Although alistener observed
to me while Iwas playing these that they don't
really sound like CDs, we certainly can be grateful to MCA for restoring some very rare and frequently fascinating material to the catalog.
—Igor Kipnls
LUCIANO PAVAR0171 IN CONCERT
Luciano Pavarotti, tenor; Andrea Grirninelli, flute; Emerson Bucldey, Symphonic Orchestra of Emilia Romagna
"Arturo Toscanini"
Recorded live, Modena, Piazza Grande, August 14, 1985
CBS M 44816 (LP), MK 44816 (CD). Prepared for CD by
Martin Greenblatt, eng., & Grace K. Row. ADA/ADD.
TT 5416

There are afew reasons why this disc need not
be of too much concern, not even to Pavarotti's
greatest admirers. First, the tenor is in far from
his freshest voice, with some unhappy straining
in "Quando le Sere al Placido" from Luisa
Miller. This problem becomes even clearer in
avery rushed reading of the Lucia lbmb Scene,
where he comes close to cracking on ahigh B
natural, then holds it till he conquers it. By the
time he reaches "La donna emobile," however,
the voice has settled in, and the difficult run
near the aria's end, as well as the ultimate note,
are perfectly in place. de Curtis's "Torna a
Surriento" is abrilliant show stopper, as is
"Nessun dorma."
The program is mid-range Pavarotti, which
is to say that it is better than almost any other
tenor in the world, but it is certain to disappoint. The old favorites come flowing out, one
after another, with absolutely no conviction
or attempt at interpretation—he was obviously
out to please the folks in his home town (where
this was taped), and does so. Conductor Emerson Buckley is led by Pavarotti, and never gets
in the tenor's way. The concert ending of "Vesti
la giubba" (Pagliaca) is appalling, but does
leave room for more applause, which, one
guesses, was the object of the game.
But the real problem is the recording itself.
The orchestra sounds as if in another city, and
is actually inaudible part of the time. Pavarotti
is miked so closely that every breath, every
click of the teeth, and every wipe of the hanky
is audible Ibegan to wonder why this man was
screaming at me after about the fifth track, and
then Irealized he was probably trying to find
the orchestra. Furthermore, tracks 6, 7, and 8
sound suspiciously as if redone in astudio;
their ambience is very different from the rest,
though no better. Since insult is being added
to injury, the engineers have decided to splice
the applause from one number onto the introduction of the next to give the impression of
an ongoing riot of glee, sort of like abaseball
game or bullfight. Icould go on, but won't.
All of the selections here have been sung and
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recorded better and more interestingly by this
this disc is not necessary.
The LP, incidentally, is somewhat better
engineered—the orchestra is abit more prominent, and the balance is abit better. However,
the artificiality remains, and in all this is not a
good bet. No texts or translations are included.
—Robert Levine
tenor:

Show Music
ANYTHING GOES: Lincoln Center Revival Cast
Edward Strauss, cond. Music & lyrics by Cole Porter
RCA 7769- I-RC (LP), 7769-2-RC (CD). Paul Goodman,
Anthony Salvatore, engs.; Jay David Saks, prod. DDA/
ODD. TT: 51:37

"You're the Top," "It's De-Lovely," "Blow,
Gabriel, Blow," "Anything Goes," "I Get aKick
Out of You" —songs that elicit athey-don'twrite-them-like-that-any-more response from
most people, myself included. In the latest
revival of Cole Porter's 1934 musical, this
nostalgic response is made even more likely by
the device of starting the music with ascratchy
old recording of Cole himself singing the title
song, which then becomes the overture.
Although Anything Goes is often performed
in summer theater and by community theater
groups, this is the first major revival since the
1962 Off-Broadway effort. The recording based
on that show, starring Eileen Rodgers and Hal
Linden, is still available (Columbia JS 15100),
and is quite delightful (or is it de-lovely?). The
original production starred, of course, the great
Ethel Merman, who sang these songs in away
that made them, quite simply, her songs. Patti
LuPone is asuperb singing actress, and she has
approached the "Merman songs" with intelligence and sensitivity, but somehow the result
is disappointing. Part of the problem is that the
role of Reno Sweeney does not allow her the
opportunity to use the qualities of sadness and
desperation that gave her performances in The
Baker's Wife, Evita, and Les Misérables such
heartbreaking impact. Moreover, she seems
determined to act every line, and, in the process, ends up over-interpreting the songs rather
than just singing them, as did Merman, whom
Eileen Rodgers emulated in the 1962 revival.
If Patti LuPone's Reno Sweeney is not quite
all one might hope for, the same cannot be said
of Howard McGillin's Billy Crocker. To listen
to him sing "Easy to Love" is to hear musicaltheater singing at its very best. His performance in Anything Goes earned him his second Tony Award nomination (he was previously nominated two years ago for Tbe Mystery of Edwin Dmod); this year, he had the misfortune of being up against Michael Crawford's
bravura performance in The Phantom of the
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Opera. The smaller roles (including Kathleen
Mahony-Bennett and Bill McCutcheon in
the not-so-small roles of Hope Harcourt and
Moonface Martin) are well done, and the chorus is great.
And those songs. ..
they sure don't write
them like that any more. As amatter of fact,
they didn't exactly write them like that then,
either: four of the songs are interpolations from
other Porter shows of the '30s. No matter;
they're stylistically consistent, and, to be frank,
Anything Goes is not the sort of "integrated"
show in which every song develops from
character and situation. (I can't imaging adding
songs to, say, Oklahomal.) This version features
sprightly new orchestrations (sounding more
like the '40s than the '30s) by Michael Gibson;
Iparticularly liked the musical quote from 7hp
Hat after the line about the "nimble tread of
the feet of Fred Astaire." Edward Strauss's musical direction is right on the money.
Although recorded in astudio, this is not a
"studio recording" in that, unlike most studio
recordings, it sounds like something one might
experience in the theater. The recording was
produced by Jay David Saks, who, on the evidence of this work and Into the Woods (featuring the same engineers), is really coming into his
own as aproducer of musical theater recordings.
Ihave always thought that LP/CD comparisons are potentially misleading, in that they
are always made in the context of particular
playback equipment, and thus do not involve
acomparison of the media per se. This point
was driven home to me during the process of
comparing the LP and CD versions of Anything
Goes. Initial comparisons, via my Class-B-to-C
(who can afford Class A?) analog front end and
lightly modified Philips CDB650, revealed few
differences, with the CD being abit quieter,
more dynamic, with slightly better focus, but
somewhat harder in the climaxes, and with
rougher vocal and instrumental timbres. Ithen
had achance to borrow an Arcam "Black Box"
outboard D/A converter [reviewed in February—
Ed.] from afriendly dealer. Presto! The hardness was virtually gone, voices and instruments
sounded more real, and the dynamics were
even better. Overall, with this particular playback equipment, the CD was now the winner.
(Yes, Iended up buying the Arcam "Black
Box" —maybe now it's time to think about
upgrading the analog front end!)
—Robert Deutsch
JACQUES BREL Is Alive and Well and Living in
Paris: Original Off-Broadway Cast
Wolfgang Knittel, cond. Music by Jacques Brel. English
lyrics by Eric Blau & Mort Shuman, based on Brel's
lyrics & commentary
CBS CGK-408I7 (CI) only). Fred Plaut, Murray Zimney,
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engs.; Edward Kleban, prod. ADD. TT: 73:40

Hair and Jacques Brel.. are two shows that,
to my mind, are most clearly "sixties." Whereas
Hair brought rock and American counterculture ideas to the musical theater, Jacques
Brel. ..introduced us to the French chanson,
shared Hair's concern about the evils of war,
and made us feel world-weary, life-weary, lovelorn, and oh, so French. Performed in asmall
theater or cabaret setting by four singers, it
provided—with the right singers—a powerful, even moving, theatrical experience. The
CBS 2-LP set had going for it vivid sound and
agreat cover picture, but I've always felt that the
performances were not as good as they should
have been. Listening to the CD reissue has not
changed my mind. Mort Shuman conceived
the show and co-wrote the English lyrics; he
gets to do the most dramatic songs. He has the
sense of the Brel style, but lacks the voice to do
much with the climaxes, and doesn't have the
edge-of-despair intensity that made Brel himself (also not with the most powerful of voices)
such an effective interpreter of this material.
Elly Stone has made acareer of singing Brel's
songs, and sings some of the best-known ones
here, but Ihave limited tolerance for her wavery
(dare Isay, "whiny"?) sound. Shawn Elliott is
the most successful of the quartet, and Alice
Whitfield does well with the few things she
is given. ,
The songs themselves, "sixties" or not, stand
up very well. There is, of course, areason for
this: they are wonderful songs. They have real
tunes, and each song has something important
to say about the human condition. (The jacket
credits only Brel as the composer; actually,
others, notably Gerard Jouannest, wrote or
collaborated on some of the songs.) The translations from the original French appear to be
generally faithful (as far as I, with my high
school French, can judge), but some of the
lines have an awkwardness that Ican't believe
is part of the original. (The line "French fries
up from who knows when" comes to mind.)
If your French is better than mine, you would
probably be better off acquiring some of Brel's
own recordings (alas, he is no longer alive, in
Paris or anywhere else). For the rest of us, this
recording provides apassport into the world
of one of the most melodic and thought-provoking songwriters of our time. CBS is to be
congratulated for putting what was a2-LP set
on one CD (I hope this is atrend!), and for the
IThe following is my "dream cast" for anew recording of
Jacques lire!.
Colm Wilkinson, Julia McKenzie, Puni
LuPone. and !toward McGann. Record companies are hereby
given permission to assemble this cast without paying me my
usual consultant's fee.
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obvious care they've taken with the digital
transfer.
—Robert Deutsch

Jazz
DENNY ZEITLIN: 7Irio
Denny Zeitlin, piano; Joel DiBartolo, acoustic & electric
bass; Peter Donald, drums
Windham Hill WH-0112 (LP), WD-0112 (CD). Bill Thompson, cog.; Al Evers, Sam Sutherland, exec. prods.
ADA/ADD. TT: 49:40

While listening to this latest release from Denny
Zeitlin, astory about legendary violinist Jascha
Heifetz's New York debut recital came to mind:
Pianist Vladimir Horowitz and violinist Mischa
Elman were seated next to one another, taking
in the magic onstage, when Elman began wiping his brow. Turning to Horowitz, he said, "It's
getting warm in here, isn't it?" "Not for pianists,"
was Horowitz's terse reply.
Though I'm certainly not comparing Zeitlin's
playing to Heifetz's, Ido have ahunch that
more than afew well-known keyboard players
harbor feelings similar to Elman's when listening to Zeitlin. And for good reason.
A practicing psychiatrist as well as amusician, Zeitlin came to jazz after asolid grounding
in the classics. The rigorous early training
shows, particularly in terms of arefined touch
and prodigious technique that allow him to take
off on soaring melodic flights whenever the
spirit moves him. Moreover, his well-developed
harmonic sense at times seems to owe as much

'Wondered If You Knew" and "On the March" —
aperky little snippet of nursery-rhyme simplicity that becomes much more in the hands of
Zeitlin and his two colleagues. If the influence
of the late Bill Evans is occasionally felt here
and elsewhere, it is only as one of many ingredients in Zeitlin's compelling and multifaceted
artistic personality.
Bassist Joel DiBartolo and drummer Peter
Donald provide sensitive, swinging support
throughout. Donald's playing is tight and very
much on top of the beat, qualities that serve
him well during solo spots on 'All the Things
You Are" and "Turnaround." For my taste, however, his back-up drumming figures too prominently in the final mix. As for overall sound, the
piano is forward and convincing in timbre,
though abit hard of edge. Immediacy and clarity of detail were obviously high on Windham
Hill's list of sonic production values.
Pio is amust for those who enjoy impassioned yet urbane, slightly-left-of-mainstream
music making. And even if you normally dislike such efforts, this may be the one that shows
you just how much you've been missing.
—Gordon Emerson

Popular
HUGO LARGO: Merl&
Opal 25847-1 (LP), -2 (CD). Dave Cook, Harvey Sorgan,
cogs.; Hann Rowe, Hugo Largo, prods. MD. TT: 38:57

If you absolutely must get some sleep, 39 minutes of Hugo Largo ought to do it for you.
Short, you say? Never mind. This band has
gone to great lengths to make something that's
the aural equivalent of Percodan — mindnumbing, vacuous, and not as much fun as
you'd think. Liner kudos go to Brian Eno and
REM's Michael Stipe, so you could reasonably
expect an airport-waiting-room version of
"Orange Crush." No, this is aband that's about
texture: two basses, some unidentifiable percussion, asoprano vocal which takes what
melody there is, and orchestral sampling to
flesh out the sound. Done well, the concept
could be interesting, and clearly the intention
is to drag the Art-House babies who wouldn't
be seen dead at Alice lily Hall onto the shores
of classical modern. Unfortunately, the implementation is poor.
ing "Shaver Grade."
Compositionally and lyrically, Mettle is emoOmette Coleman's 12-bar blues, "Ulmtionally and intellectually attenuated, full of
around," inspires some of Zeitlin's most elosecond-rate riffs on Philip Glass. Lyrically, for
quent work, as do Charles Mingus's "Goodbye
instance, the band discovers "Ohio" is "so-oPorkpie Hat" and aslightly recomposed vero-o green" —come back, Chrissie Hynde
sion ofJerome Kern's timeless standard, 'All the
("My City was Gone") and Randy Newman
Things You Are." The latter, in fact, absolutely
("There's ared moon rising on the Cuyahoga
sizzles from beginning to end. Also included
are Zeitlin's pop-flavored ballad 'And Then I River. .." from "Burn On"). Mimi Goese, a

to Shostakovich and Stravinsky as to Tinum and
Bird. But this sophistication serves to richly
inform rather than sanitize an approach that is
exhilaratingly inventive, can swing with cymbalroll intensity, and is as fresh as asummer breeze.
Five of the nine compositions are Zeitlin's.
His "Brazilian Street Dance," which opens over
apersistent march-like drumbeat, is graced by
elegantly loping keyboard lines that always
land on their feet—but only after some delightfully unexpected twists and turns. Indeed, this
element of surprise, wherein seemingly predictable melodic, harmonic, or rhythmic patterns veer off on quirky detours, is one of the
most gratifying aspects of Zeitlin's playing.
You'll find plenty more of the same in his soulful "Rolling Hills" and the harmonically engag-
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former performance artist who handles the top
end of the sound the way Stevie Nicks dances,
is no Carolann Page (listen to John Adams's
Nixon In Cbina). Swooping about like an Yma
Sumac wannabee or aone-trick coloratura, she
proves, alas, she just can't sing. Vocal modulation owes more to good engineering than the
diaphragm, and rhythmically, this LP is about
as interesting as water. Compared to New Age,
C+ for effort, but David Byrne is safe: there
won't be any bijoux commissions from nvyla
Tharp or Robert Wilson. And then there's the
play on words: "Mettle" for spirit rather than
the iron stuff, "Largo" as in musical direction
for "long, slow movement," and "Hugo" as in
"Key" (dolphins on the cover). "Big," or just
another name for "Joe"?
— BethJacques

LYLE tovErr and His Large Band
MCA 42263 (LP). MCAD 42263 (CD). Chuck Ainlay, Marty
Williams, engs.; lbny Brown, Billy Williams, Lyle
Lovett, prods. DDA/DDD. rr: 41:12

Country music has always been the music of
understatement and introversion, and Lyle
Lovett is atextbook case, his singing implying
rather than embodying passion, funk, and soul.
Unfortunately, he seems to have fallen too
much in love with the sound of his own carefully cracked voice on this one.
...
and His Large Band goes down so
smooth, like the good-sippin' Sauaa tequila LA
brings me from his weekend trips to Ciudad
Juarez, that it's easy to forget that there's not a
hell of alot going on here. The city side comes
first this time (last year's Pontiac started in the
country), and the only real tune, "The Blues
Walk," is an instrumental written 30 or 40 years
ago by Clifford Brown—Lovett neither plays
nor sings on it. As for the rest, there're plenty
of too-clever-for-his-own-good lyrics, but no
tunes. It's all flash'n'dazzle, from the obnoxious,
cute-boy coy "poetry" of "Here IAm" to the
oh-so-arch meandering lines of "Good Intentions" to the squeaky-clean nightclub groove
and silky saxes of"! Know You Know" and the
borrowed soul of smoky, reedy Francine Reed
on "What Do You Do." Let's have less slumrnin'
and more strummin', Lyle. (But there's agreat
line in "Cryin' Shame": "And you spend the
night like you were spending adime.")
So it's agreat, belt-loosening relief when
side two starts out wailing with fiddles (Mark
O'Connor; who gets around) and pedal steel. ..
but it ends up not awhole lot better. You can't
lose with atitle like "I Married Her Just Because
She Looks Like You," and Lovett doesn't, but
that, with the tenderly archetypal Appalachian
waltz "If You Were To Wake Up," is as good as
it gets here. Except for these two, there's nothStereophile, June 1989

ing here as good as any song you could pick
from Lovett's first two albums—songs like
"This Old Porch," "The Man That IAm," "If I
Had ABoat," "Give Back My Heart," "She's No
Lady," and on and on. "Nobody Knows Me"
attempts dramatic understatement, but all I
hear is adistinct lack of sweat. There's also an
unnecessary "Stand By Your Man," with Richard
Bennett, fresh from producing Emmylou
Harris's Bluebird (reviewed last month), twanging away on the Danelectro six-string bass that
he used to such stunning effect on Steve Earle's
Guitar lbwn. The album, which started off
with ajazz big-band and no vocals, ends with
mostly vocals and only two guitars in "Once
Is Enough," with atrio of singers called Uncle
Walt's Band. It's tasty and funny enough, but,
like the whole album, sounds just too calculated.
The LP and CD are virtually identical—MCA
seems to have gotten its DIA transfers down
pat—and my LP's surfaces were flawless, so
spare the expense and buy vinyl. The DDD
production continues the antiseptic style of
Pontiac, instrumentals and vocals punching
out of that digital black hole. It's typical pop/
rock multi-mono all the way, nonetheless consummately done. But, Lyle. ..
next time, wait 'til
you've got some songs before you cut arecord.
—Richard Lehnert

Outdoor Systems
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MARNI NIXON SINGS CLASSIC KERN
(RR-28)
The perfect match of singer and songs, this
album of Jerome Kern is amix of unforgettable standards and rarely heard gems, with
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Lincoln Mayorga for string quintet, flute and
harp, piano, bass and drums. Typically transparent, spacious sound by Prof. Johnson.
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ALBERT FULLER PLAYS RAMEAU (RR-27)
Rameau speaks to the late tventieth century.
Listen as Albert Fuller transmits these compelling musical thoughts via the medium of
the harpsichord. Included: the Suite in A
(with "Gavotte and variations") and aselection of familiar favorites. Recorded by Prof.
Johnson, naturally.

Reference Recordings

Bon 77225X, San Francisco, CA 94107 (415) 355-1892
At audio and record stores, or factory direct:
$16.98 CD/LP, $9.98 cassette, postpaid.
CheckNisa/MC — Free catalogue/reviews.
Dealer inquiries invited.
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
Errata

we do not have the last word on quantifying the

In the April issue, the photo ofJános Starker on

audible effect of using CD Rings. We also believe

p.167 was reversed; Mr. Starker does not play
his cello left-handed. In the May issue, the
photo credit was omitted from the engraving

that no one in audio has acomplete understanding of how to quantify the sound of any
component. The best products (amps, speakers,

of Beethoven on p.143; the image was used

etc.) come from manufacturers who use good

courtesy of The Bettmann Archive. Our apol-

sound engineering combined with apragmatic

ogies for these errors.

incorporation of empirical audio experience.

----RL

We have been helping many thousands of

Sound Anchors
Vandersteen 2Ci stands

people improve the performance of their CD
players with another product Isuspect Peter

Editor:

might have ahard time "proving" works. The

Thank you for the favorable comments on our

Sorbothane Feet we offer damp the chassis of

speaker stands for the Vandersteen 2Ci loud-

aCD player and provide sonic insulation. If

speakers in your May issue We at Sound Anchors,

these products were approached in the same

however, would like to make one small correction: our suggested retail price is $260/pair, not

manner as Peter's approach to CD Rings, I
believe he would also find insufficient evidence

$220 as stated in the specification section.
RobertJ. Worzalla
President, Sound Anchors Inc.

that the sound could be altered. However, the
effect is very obvious. One of Peter's speculations about Rings does apply to Feet, though—
less expensive players need them the most. How-

AudioQuest CD Rings

ever, if one looks at an improvement as aper-

Editor:

centage of the cost of the unit being improved,

While Icertainly appreciate any consideration

the value does not diminish in any application.

of AudioQuest CD Rings (and the identical
Monster SoundRings), Ifind that Peter Mitchell's

need to object to the comment "As with

comments have put the cart before the horse.

cables. .. their effect is highly equipment -

This is aslightly different subject, but Ialso

If the CD Rings have no audible effect, then

dependent." It certainly is true that compati-

why discuss them at all? Just call them "snake

bility can make a large difference; Ihave

oil" and be done with it. If they do affect the

designed one cable specifically to prevent

sound, then it seems that any discussion in

aggravating aproblem in aparticular brand of

Stereophile should begin with the sound. The

amplifier that cannot cope with amore ideal

time to discuss why aCD Ring works (or does

cable. However, the other 95% of the time
compatibility is really just another name for the

not work) should be after gathering and reporting on direct empirical experience.
During the two years that we have been offering AQ CD Rings we have never called them
"damping" rings. We have said the chief benefit
of using the ring derives from the reduction in
rotational flutter. Peter commented very con-

"band-aid effect." A harsh product is more
tolerable when used with adull product and
vice versa, but two wrongs do not make aright.
If more bypass testing was done, there would
be aclearer understanding of why certain products are preferred in certain circumstances.

cisely on this problem of focusing, servo

This is an area where most of the press has

motors and power-supply modulation. There

contributed to the mythology instead of look-

is also some improvement due to the damping
of the disc.

ing into the predictable and measurable reasons
why afew products or product combinations

We are comfortable in knowing that there is

seem to yield unpredictable results. As with any

aconsistent and obvious sonic improvement

product category, advertising is advertising, it

from using the AQ CD Rings in all the home

really should not be read. That does not mean

players we have tried, including the most

there is not areal logic that does describe and

expensive players in the world. Many cynics

predict the performance of different designs.

have listened in amazement to an improvement

William E. Low

they find difficult to understand. We admit that

AudioQuest
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Monster Cable SoundRings

ing journalistic style and a"now look what

Editor:
Monster Cable Meets Consumer Reports

they're trying to sell us" mentality that insults
my integrity, the integrity of the Monster Cable

Consumer Reports has always been an inter-

Company, the integrity of our reps, the integrity

esting publication when it comes to hi-fi. As
well-intentioned as they may be, very few of

of our dealers, and the many audio consumers
who have bought and rebought the CD Sound-

us in the high end have really taken them seri-

Rings based on what they heard with their ears

ously, yet their influence is vast. With acircu-

and not their eyes. Words like "claims to have
outstanding powers" have no place in respon-

lation of over 4,000,000 readers penetrating
into the homes of mass-market consumers
everywhere looking for "the real truth" in
manufacturers' claims, their influence can be
best expressed as intense, literally dwarfing the

sible journalism.
For CR to negligently state that we claim
reduced error count when using the CD Sound-

combined readerships of Stereopbile, The

Ring is incompetent journalism. To say our
"premise behind the SoundRings is flawed"

Absolute Sound, High Fidelity, Audio, and
Stereo Review (less than 1,000,000 total read-

and then to misrepresent that premise as being
able to reduce error counts, and an improved

ers). In addition, their status as the author-

ability to play "digital sound on the go" while

ity and holder of the absolute truth makes them
an awesome power. Our phones have been
ringing off the hook from reps, dealers, consumers, old family friends, and relatives I
haven't heard from for years since CR's little
article came out on CD SoundRings. Talk about
the power of the press.
Indeed, there was atime when Iwas, as Iam

vibrating the disc in a portable CD player,
is absurd.
We neither stated nor implied it on our packaging. Either they can't read our literature, they
couldn't find reviewers who knew what they
were doing (no author's name is attached to the
review), or they just figured we were an easy
target for ridicule and wanted to make themselves look like self-appointed judge and jury

sure many of you were, areader of CR reviews
on audio equipment (especially speakers), anx-

of acceptable audio products for their readers,

ious to purchase their recommended "best
buys." I've bought my share of AR2ax's and

rescuing them from another consumer fraud.
CR failed to measure areduction in error

Dynaco Speakers (recommended buys of yes-

count and they found no difference. We never

teryear that Ican remember), and thought Iwas
in high-end, hi- fi heaven.
But in the years that followed, as Igrew more

claimed that there would be any.
CR put a Ringed CD into a portable CD
player and shook it! Nope, no improvement in

knowledgeable about audio, Ifound CR to be

tracking there! We never claimed that the CD

wholly inadequate and took up reading Stereopbile and The Absolute Sound, where listen-

SoundRing would improve tracking while

ing to loudspeakers was rhore important than
measuring them. Ireally had nothing against
CR since Iwas satisfied with their recommen-

CD player.
There's one thing that Consumer Reports
didn't da They never listened to it! In fact, they

dations at the time, but Ifound, as many of you

state our claims for improved sound, but didn't

have, that they really knew nothing about quality sound, leaving me to my own resources to

test for it! Perhaps our name for the product,

find out about the Quads and Dahlquists to
reach ahigher level of music reproduction.
But now I'm really pissed off. Now that "I are
one" (a manufacturer of high-end equipment),
the mighty, powerful granddaddy of consumer

shaking adisc while playing it in aportable

"CD SoundRing," wasn't obvious enough, or
maybe our tag line "improves the sound of all
your compact discs" right below it wasn't in
big enough type.
In fact, all our points on the front of the

recommendation magazines has chosen to

package—improved bass response, better
soundstaging, greater overall clarity, and more

trash one of my products with prejudice, indignity, and amisrepresentation of our claims. And

cal references whatsoever. They failed to see

natural music reproduction—have no techni-

what really gets my dander up is the fact they

that this is an audio product, not atechnical

criticize, not with an open inquisitive mind, but

one, and improved music reproduction is what

with a preconceived notion that the CD

it's about.
We claim an improvement which you can

SoundRings can't possibly work, and ademean234
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hear. We claim areduction in the vertical flutter

and publish them. We will supply 100,000 rings

which you can measure. We claim areduction
in the internal resonances of the compact disc
which we can hear and feel just by putting it

at no charge to them for this purpose, and we
are prepared to publicize the results.
Will they take us up on it? Isure hope so.

on our finger and tapping it. None of these
were tested for.

excellent power-supply regulation and filtering

But let's face it. The CD SoundRings do
invite skepticism. Every positive article that I

Peter's Mitchell supposition that players with

have ever read about them in Stereophile, The

will achieve less of abenefit is only partially
true. There are many things that we believe the
CD SoundRing does: more stable rotation, less

Absolute Sound, Hi- Fi Answers in the UK,

vertical flutter, and reduction in disc internal

Audio Magazine in Italy, and Audio Pcbniques

resonances generated by the player mecha-

in Hong Kong, starts out with skepticism.

nism's bearings and the disc clamp (inside the

But the results have been unanimous, with
overwhelming positive consumer response,
with documented reader surveys by Audio

player). Servo correction and power-supply
drain is only part of the problem. We have yet

Magazine in Italy, and the enthusiastic response

to find aplayer with acombination of all the
qualities that Peter mentions that will not ben-

from skeptical English audiophiles in two issues

efit from CD SoundRings (although the CD

of Hi -Fi Answers (reprints upon request).

lbrntable that Dan DAgostino showed at CES
looks like an interesting solution that Ihave not

In fact, when we did our R&D on the Discus,
the Discus Plus, and the CD SoundRings, we
didn't even believe it. We were amazed at the
sonic differences that subtle changes in weight,
density, material composition, width, and thickness made in sound quality. The Akihabara in
Tokyo is full of disc damper devices that range
from paper to ceramic, each with their own distinctive sound. But we were at aloss to explain
why. We tested for disc-read errors as CR did,
and could not find an appreciable difference.

yet tried). Ido agree that the magnitude of the
results may vary from player, but price is not
necessarily adiscriminator.
In conclusion, if Isound alittle more than
irritated, it's because Iam. Audio products in
the hands of apowerhouse consumer magazine like Consumer Reports can absolutely kill
the chances for aproduct like the CD SoundRing. Consumer's Union assumes the role of
"crusader for truth" for the would-be con-

We had to look elsewhere for answers, and
found that other CD-player manufacturers
were looking also. They've discovered audible

sumer and represents itself as prosecutor,
judge, and jury to over 4,000,000 readers. A

differences in their products that did not show
up in simple error counts. They had to turn to
new specifications and terminology (not ours)

Ring does their readers, and the audiophile
community, an injustice. Forbid that they
should ever review the worth of an Audio

to express such phenomena as "CD Jitter" and
"CD Glitch." Research by manufacturers much

Research SP-15 Preamplifier or an Infinity IRS
Series V speaker system!

review like the one CR did on the CD Sound-

more knowledgeable than we, such as Philips,

Iwould like to hear the opinions of your

Sony, Kenwood, Marantz, and others, are just

other readers. Ivote that Consumer's Union

developing the standards to measure what we
can hear in digital sound. From this newfound

stick with refrigerators, microwave ovens, and

research have arisen better-isolated CD mech-

high end!

hair dryers, and let's keep them away from the
Noel Lee

anisms, more stable power supplies, and non-

Head Monster, Monster Cable

resonant, better-shielded copper subchassis,
not to mention oversampling, digital filtering,

Euphonic Technology CD Rings

no-filtering, 16-bit, 18-bit technologies, and
so on.
Ihave issued astanding challenge in asep-

Editor:
It was with utter amazement that 1read Peter
Mitchell's diatribe on CD Rings in his "Industry

arate, similar letter to Consumer's Union. Since

Update" column. Using aprofusion of poor

they pride themselves on consumer surveys
and reader feedback, Iam asking them to enlist
alistening comparison test to all their qualified

reasoning and misinformation, Mr. Mitchell has

readers (those with sound systems of reasona-

decided, without so much as asimple listening test, that CD Rings cannot possibly do what
we or Sims Vibration Dynamics claim—improve-

ble fidelity), to take asurvey of the sonic results,

ments in detail, imaging, and soundstage. It
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Hear the astounding depth and impact of a
powerful bass-venting principle. The achievement of upscale sonic performance in an
advanced, mini-tower design. See the year's
most remarkable new speaker value, soon at
selected audio specialty stores.

would appear that Mr. Mitchell subscribes to

Stereophi/e! We have always offered amoney-

the school of thought that denies all phenom-

back guarantee on all retail Ring purchases—
only two out of thousands have expressed dis-

ena which cannot be explained.
While it is true that the science behind the
dramatic sonic benefits of CD Rings is not fully
understood, this does not negate the existence
of the benefits. It's almost as if Mr. Mitchell
might be uncomfortable that CD Rings work.
The sonic improvements wrought by CD Rings
are not "myth": they are asimple fact which
is apparent to all listeners. Mr. Mitchell's ravings
are so reminiscent of those who deny the
benefits of quality speaker cable and intercon-

satisfaction. We are proud of that track record.
If Mr. Mitchell truly wants to enlighten his
readers, Ipropose he write about what he
bears and knows instead of boring us with conjecture and speculation. Iwould be more than
pleased to provide Mr. Mitchell with CD Ring
samples for his evaluation. As for now, we feel
that Mr. Mitchell's talent as an audio critic qualifies him for our Not Recommended list!
Michael Goldfield

nects. Most of us know better!

Euphonic Technology

Iam at aloss to understand why Mr. Mitchell
refrained from conducting his own listening
test whose results he could have reported to his
readers. Instead he has quoted High Fidelity
and Consumer Reports, two publications not
particularly known for reporting in the areas
of high-end audio, and described the conclu-

Sims Vibration Dynamics
CD Rings
Editor:
It is important to note that just because you
cannot detect bit errors does not mean that

sions to which his own cerebral activity has led

data errors are not occurring. Ithink this is a
good tithe for me to discuss the preliminary

him: this is not the sort of nonsense that
Stereopbile readers have come to expect.

believe we have some very interesting results

CD Rings, since their introduction in mid1987, have been asuccess. It must be relevant
that every critique of CD Rings which has

findings of the CD Ring research project. I
from the initial work with the Kenwood Jitter
Analyzer showing that the Ring reduces jitter.

appeared in any high-end journal to date,
including Stereophffe, has been favorable. John

One question posed was "What is CD jitter?"
If we are to claim that the ring reduces jitter,
then aclear explanation of CD jitter is necessary.

Cooledge, in arecent issue (September/October,
1988) of Tbe Absolute Sound, said, "First, it [the

CD transport which result in data errors to the

CD Ring] increases the specificity of image—
location of instruments and voices, exact locations of boundaries between sound source and
surrounding air—by about 200 percent (no
exaggeration). Second, it smooths out grain,
grit, and edginess by asimilar figure. Third, it
clarifies details of soundstage space by perhaps

Jitter is caused by mechanical errors in the
signal in the digital RF section of the CD player.
The data errors last until the servo system(s) has
corrected the problem. The errors may originate from laser mistracking, laser/CD misalignment, speed irregularities, or acombination of
two or more of these problems between laser
and CD. Iwill briefly describe each.

80 percent. It does all this absolutely reliably

Speed Irregularities: The CD system requires

and predictably, on every CD you play, on

aconstant velocity between the laser and the
pits on the disc. Unlike aphonograph record

every CD player you try."
To my knowledge, Mr. Mitchell never
attempted to contact Steven Sims of Sims Vibration Dynamics, the inventor of CD Rings, for

where the turntable rotates at aconstant speed,
the CD is constantly being adjusted by the CLV
(constant linear velocity) servo to compensate

technical information or reports that might

for the varying diameter of the CD as the laser

help him understand the CD Ring phenomenon.

moves over the disc. The nature of all servo sys-

As one of the original distributors of CD
Rings, we at Euphonic Technology have well over

tems is that they are based on error. Servo systems use a"reference" and compare this refer-

18 months experience with this product. As
direct marketers of CD Rings, we have received

ence to the actual rate of the device that they

an overwhelming amount of feedback—

ence between the reference and the performance of the regulated device to provide the
correcting signal. All servo systems provide

virtually all favorable—from users: classical
musicians, audiophiles, serious music lovers,
even several who write record (CD) reviews for
Stereophile, June 1989

are regulating. The servo system uses the differ-

correcting compensation until they overcor237
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rect, sense that they have overcorrected, and

"teeter-totter"; vibration energy reaching the

proceed to correct again. The accuracy of servo

CD, causing the surface of the CD to "tremble";

systems varies. The faster they adjust the system
with aminimum of overadjustment is their figure of merit. Optimally functioning servos are

or external shock-vibration reaching the laser,
causing misalignment. All of these phenomena
result in measurable increases in CD jitter.

"critically damped." Poorly damped (unstable)
systems are characterized by "overshoot,"
"ringing," and "hunting" for the target speed.

have been identified, the next step is to measure the variation of jitter between the different

In normal operation, servo systems are in a
continuous state of oscillation around the refer-

CD transport designs, and the effect of damping rings and isolation systems on CD players.

Now that jitter and some sources of jitter

The preliminary findings are that the CD

ence value.
In the case of the CD player, if the speed

Ring reduces teeter-totter, disc-surface tremble,

regulation reference is miscalibrated and set too

and speed irregularities. The tests at Sims Vibra-

high or low, the data rate will be off (sort of like
the pitch being off in aturntable). The number

tion Dynamics, Inc. demonstrated teeter-totter
by using alaser reflecting off the disc surface

displayed on the jitter analyzer, such as .567s,

and measuring the range of movement with

etc., is the data rate (frequency). This number

and without the damping Ring. The same disc

corresponds to aradio frequency (RF) as the

that would wobble without the Ring would

CD system uses digitized RF modulation tech-

display significantly improved stability with the

niques for encoding. The integrity of the data

Ring. CLV spindle-motor speed regulation was

can be affected if the speed is off or is varying.

measured with the Kenwood Jitter Analyzer.
Ibelieve the improvement shown when using

When the spindle motor speed rotating the CD
is off more than acertain amount, then aseries
of data pits that has an actual value of, say, 3,

the Ring is due to aflywheel/mechanical governor effect of the 2-gram mass at the circumfer-

will be interpreted as a4. (Whenever the value

ence of the disc. Asimilar phenomenon, "cog-

drifts beyond 3.5 it will be rounded off to a4,
resulting in adata error.)

ging," is found with direct-drive turntables

Jitter is also caused by rapid fluctuation of
the data rate due to unstable servo systems,
which results in sort of awow and flutter in the
spindle speed. While this does not result in playback speed errors, it does result in data errors.
Perpendicularity Error Between the Laser
and the CD: Aside from errors in speed due
to poorly designed CLV spindle motors, another
source of jitter is alack of perpendicularity
between the laser system and the disc surface.
Loss of perpendicularity may be caused by a
poorly designed seating configuration of the

Fig. 2Jitter distribution of CD player

CD on the spindle/hub, causing the disc to
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when the platter mass is too low or improperly
distributed, which results in high peak wow &

optimal data retrieval rate. By helping to
optimize the data retrieval rate we are also

flutter. A more visual analogy is an electronic/
mechanical-movement watch in which the sec-

optimizing the data margin. One should note
that if aring is not properly centered it can
worsen the data margin.

ond hand jumps from second to second, rather
than moving continuously.
In order to measure disc flutter we had to set
up adielectric medium for measuring vertical
displacement. We did this by using aB8dC 2032
Dual Channel FFT Analyzer and B&K 4393
Microphone with its protective cap removed.
The microphone was mounted on atripod and
lowered to within 0.25" above the disc. We
measured the frequency bandwidth from 0

We were able to calculate distortion differences (using a300MHz oscilloscope) of 0.6%.
ADenon test CD was used with a12kHz pulse
signal. Although these are not conclusive measurements, they do show areduction in distortion through the use of aCD Ring.
Finally, it was necessary to correlate the
effects of CD jitter (and even the different
causes of CD jitter) with the sound quality from

through 55Hz. This was done because we

aCD player. In addition to measuring harmonic

could not find away to ground the CD with-

distortion, intermodulation distortion (using

out interfering with our measurements. Fig.1
is ablock diagram of the test setup used. Tests

the Sound Technology), frequency-response
and other conventional parameters, we have also

were run on asingle CD, changing the Ring

studied dynamic modulation effects, 3-dimen-

mass with each measurement and printing the
results of each test. The test was initially run

sional spectral decay plots of impulse settling time
(using the IQS 416 dual-channel FFT spectrum

on the first 20 seconds of track 1, and additional tests were run on the last track with simi-

(Kenwood Jitter Analyzer), and data error analy-

lar results. A ring with amass of 2.2 grams

sis techniques (using the Kenwood Decoder).

results in a66% reduction in total disc flutter

Because aCD player uses alaser beam to read
the data from the disc without making physical contact, it uses several servo systems. The

when compared to the same CD without aRing.
Our next test was areal-time measurement
using the Kenwood CD Jitter Analyzer. Fig.2 is

analyzer), jitter vs external vibration-shock

avisual representation of CD Jitter Distribution.

focusing servo keeps the laser beam correctly
focused so that the pickup can read the signal.

In using the Jitter Analyzer we performed tests

Atracking servo keeps the pickup over the cor-

on several different brands of CD players. We
did, however, narrow comprehensive testing
to Philips- and Sony-based systems. Jitter as
defined by Kenwood "represents the fluctuation in the time base of particular run-lengths
in the transmitted signal. Measurement entails
timing the run-lengths. By collecting many

rect pit track. A CLV servo maintains constant
linear velocity by controlling the spindle motor.
Disc flutter (or disc vibration) can cause angular
offset of the laser beam, which in turn can
cause coma aberration, which is asource of jitter in the CD player's signal. We know that

samples and finding the number of instances
of each run-length we can obtain apicture of

increased jitter leads to worsening of the intersymbol interference and areduction of the
data margin.

the jitter distribution. Increased jitter leads to
worsening of intersymbol interference and

that with the use of aCD ring the focusing

reduction of the data margin." Typically a
Philips-based system without aCD Ring had

servo will move less over time. This means
there will be less reduction of the data margin

ameasured run-length of 580-62Ons. The

which relates to less CD jitter.
These measurements have given us the infor-

same CD in the sarne player with aCD Ring has
ameasured run-length of 620-660ns. This
results in amaximum run-length increase of

From the test data obtained, one can assume

mation we need in order to scientifically
describe the benefits of CD damping rings and
vibration isolation systems for CD players. Just

13.79%, or amean average run-length increase
of 6.67%. This results in an increase in the data

as the terms dynamic headroom, slew rate, and

margin. These results relate to the pre-error

overload recovery time are starting to find their

corrected RF signal. One should note that it is
not the amount of time of the run-length that

this type of comprehensive analysis will point

causes the reduction of CD jitter, rather it is

out the need for additional parameters to ade-

how close the run-length is to the machine's

quately characterize the real performance of

Stereophile, June 1989
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CD playback systems.

Your test set-up also ran the LHH1000 trans-

Thank you for this opportunity to give you

port through the Sony decoder. A significant

some more technical background.
Steven Sims

contributor to the sound quality of the LHH1000

Sims Vibration Dynamics, Inc.

mum-strategy decoding and error correction,

Philips LHH1000 CD player
Editor:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on

system is the use of Philips's proprietary maxiwhich is performed in the transport section via
the SAA 7320 chip. Also, the LHH1001 transport uses aPhilips SAA- 7220 P/B digital filter
chip as part of the overall digital audio output

Stereophile's review of the Philips LHH1000

"conditioning"; another SAA 7220 P/B digi-

Compact Disc player system.

tal filter chip is installed at the LH H1002 DAC

While the LHH1000 system is manufactured

decoder input; Iwonder if the sonic results you

in Japan at our Philips/Marantz Japan facilities,

obtained would have been different if the Sony

the CDM-1 transport (derived from our profes-

transport drove the Sony decoder.

sional broadcast model LHH2000 CD system)

We are quite pleased that your findings place

is manufactured in our Hasselt, Belgium facility,

the LHH1000 among the very few finest CD
players available.

as are all other Philips CDM transports.
We duplicated John Atkinson's disc-tracking

David Birch-Jones, Marketing Manager

and error correction test, using the Pierre

CD, CDV, Audio Separates,

Verany disc set on a fresh LHH1000 here at

Philips North America

Philips, and we obtained significantly better
results. For the dropout test, our sample went

and Philips chips

to track 33 (1.5mm dropout) without audible

Editor:
Mr. van Willenswaard is correct in his reporting

glitches, and tracked (with audible glitches) all
the way up to track 38 (4.0mm dropout) with-

[in the May issue] about Philips grading the

out mistracking. For the two-dropout test, our

TDA- 1541A dual digital-to-analog converter
chip. While it is true that there are indeed three

sample went to track 47 (two 1.5mm gaps)
without fault, and tracks 48 to 50 tracked (with

grades, the nomenclature specified is incorrect.

audible glitches) without mistracking. As JA

Selections of the various grades have been

noted, these tests are quite severe, and it is
highly unlikely that any CD available today

linearity error (DLE). The actual grades of TDA-

would have similar severe defects. We feel con-

1541A are:

fident that the LHH1000 can handle any disctracking situation that would be encountered

1) TDA- 1541A —designated "SI" version,
marked as such, and also marked with acrown

in normal use.

symbol: Bits 1-7, DLE less than 0.5 LSB (Least

made with respect to the maximum differential

review results, the test set-up might have affected

Significant Bit); Bits 8-15, DLE less than 1LSB;
Bit 16, DLE less than 0.75 LSB. This is the top-

how the three units sounded, compared with

performing chip, found in our best units.

running them all individually. First, the use of

2) TDA- 1541A —no suffix: Bits 1-16, DLE
less than 1LSB.

Although we have no problems with the

Sorbothane feet under all transports-1 wonder how the units would have performed as is.

3) TDA- 1541A —designated "RI" version,

In the case of the LHH1000, particular atten-

marked as such: Bits 1-16, DLE less than 2LSB.

tion was paid to the design of the chassis for

Incidentally, this is not the first time that your

maximum isolation from external vibrations.

magazine has referred to our TDA- 1541A chip

Also, the use of the line conditioner might

selection program; Peter Mitchell covered it in

have affected the results; while we have no

his column some months ago [Vol.11 No.10, p49].

problems with line conditioners per se, the

Since the article also refers to MSB trim prob-

LHH1000 system uses no less than four indi-

lems with conventional DACs, let me remind

vidual toroidal transformers, with multiple

your readers that the TDA-1541A family utilizes

power-supply stages to prevent any AC line
noise from interfering with the sonic results.

technology, which obviates the need for any

Philips's patented Dynamic Element Matching

By running the test without the isolating feet

type of MSB or LSB trim, including, of course,

and line conditioner, the sound quality of each

external trim pots which,

model might have been different.

correctly points out, are notoriously unstable.
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David Birch-Jones, Marketing Manager
CD, CDV, Audio Separates,
Philips North America

Electrocompaniet AW100
power amplifier

flagship product, the XX -1. Dynavector's return
to the US market couldn't have happened at a
more exciting time: analog is flourishing, especially the "high end," and it pleases us to see
significant space devoted to the "other" (read,
original) side of the playback chain. As Mr.

Editor:

Balgalvis notes, source material isn't the con-

Sam Tellig's thumbs-up review of the Elec-

cern. In fact, more becomes available every day,
albeit through new and different channels.
Dedicated listeners will seek out and patron-

trocompaniet AW100 power amplifier is right
on target for those music lovers who choose
to synergistically obtain the very best sound
via separate components. What more can we
say but thank you for afour-star review, while
postscripting that the AW100's sister—the Electrocompaniet EC-100 Integrated Amplifier,

ize those channels.
The XX -lis the only high-output cartridge
included in this group of state-of-the-art contenders. Your readers will recognize the benefits of this approach when properly executed.

scheduled to debut at the June CES —offers

When one considers ease of loading (47k

similar circuitry and sonic qualities in acom-

ohms) and the elimination of the need for a

pact unit that is attractively priced and especially designed for audio-visual systems requiring additional inputs and outputs.

step-up device, the XX -1 would appear to have
adecided advantage in the areas of dynamic
range and signal/noise.

Mel Schilling
Music and Sound Imports

We especially enjoyed Mr. Balgalvis's reference to his initial skepticism regarding Softened

Kebschull 35/70 power
amplifier

Magnetism and Flux Damping. The fact that he
included avariety of superlatives like "vivid
and expansive soundstage," "first-rate inner

Editor:

detailing," and "images correctly" in discussing

All of us at German Acoustics wish to thank

the performance of the XX -1 gives credence
to Dynavector's approach. Patent offices world-

Stereopbile, and especially Dick Olsher, for talcing the time and effort to review the Kebschull
35/70 tube power amplifier. As you know,
German Acoustics and Kebschull are both new
to the US, even though Kebschull is well-known
in Europe.
We sincerely appreciate the very complimentary report, and enjoyed the communications with Dick Olsher, who we find to be a
very knowledgeable and helpful person.
Our only points of contention are very minor.
First, the input sensitivity is 450mV, rather than
the 300mV noted on our literature. We apologize for this. Also, the 350V electrolytics are
470g, not the 200µF noted in the review.
Klaus Bunge
President, German Acoustics

wide have concurred. Softened Magnetism and
Flux Damping have been incorporated in all of
Dynavector's cartridges, including the newest
versions of the Ruby and Diamond. Owners of
original cartridges may wish to contact their
dealer or the factory for upgrade details!
Mr. Balgalvis likens the characteristics of the
XX- 1to those of classic tubes. This is ahighly
rarefied category, and we feel honored to be
included; we agree with the use of that parallel
from the upper-bass on up. However, it has
been our experience that to extract the optimum bass performance from the XX -1, one
must fine-tune arm mass and arm resonances
very carefully. This properly done, the XX -1
will exhibit none of the abundance or low-

PS: We will be introducing the matching Kebschull model 35 tube preamp soon, which will

frequency elevation which Mr. Balgalvis reported.

complement the performance of our model
35/70 amplifier.

In fact, since we were the original importers,
we have afirm commitment to servicing our

Dynavector XX -1cartridge

chasers of Dynavector products. There are a
number of new, exciting products coming from

Editor:

Yes, Dynavector is back, stronger than ever!

new customers, as well as all previous pur-

Both Dr. Tominari and Iwould like to thank

Dynavector and LM Acoustics; the XX -1 is just

Stereopbile and Arnie Balgalvis for the thought-

the first.

ful, accurate, and well-written review of our
Stereophile, June 1989

Mark L. Schifter

Managing Director, LMA Distributing
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Day Sequerra FM Broadcast
Monitor
Editor:
Iwould like to thank Stereophile magazine and

David Chesky's remarks at the WCES (March
1989, Vol.12 No.4, p.87), to wit: "is to Colossus
as ajet is to apropeller plane." How profound,

Dr. Larry Greenhill for what Iconsider to be

since our internal operating specs have not
been revealed!

a fair and accurate assessment of the Day
Sequerra FM Broadcast Monitor.

Perhaps your question in response should
have been (or will be very soon), "would you

That the original Sequerra Model 1design
tradeoffs, made by Sequerra, were revealed

mind explaining the function of oversampling in
the audio loop in general; what 6MHz and/or 64x

within the context of this review, is acredit to
your thoroughness.

oversampling means precisely when compared
to none, 2x, 4x, 8x, ad nauseam; and if 64x is

The emphasis in the review given to the
musical properties of the Day Sequerra FM

so wonderful, then wouldn't 4096x be absolute nirvana?"

Broadcast Monitor was also exactly on target;
this was our foremost design goal.

Ithink that you get my drift. It is the 44.1kHz
sampling rate vs 48, 50, 96, or up, up, and away

Unfortunately, most recent FM tuner designs
are wholly incapable of uncovering the musical
potential inherent in the FM signal. Today, our
FM Broadcast Monitor stands alone in its ability
to recreate amusically satisfying experience from
an FM broadcast. And the new Day Sequerra
FM Studio Miner continues in this lineage.
We eagerly look forward to the upcoming
Stereopink review of the Day Sequerra FM
Studio Miner.
David V. Day
Davidson Roth Corporation
Dorian Recordings
Editor.

with the numbers. It is the 18-bit and 20-bit
D/A converters foisted upon the public without straightforward explanations as to their real
purpose—insuring full 16-bit linearity—once
again selling product with numbers!
The tragedy of this kind of approach is that
it tends to cheapen the intended beneficiary
product, which otherwise could be judged
solely on its merit, rather than on associated
distractions. As amatter of fact, Ihave not had
the privilege of auditioning the new Chesky
product, awaiting reciprocal courtesy from that
company. Several reviewers whom Ihave spoken with recently were quite complimentary
about the product, however.

Corrections are in order from your 1989 Winter

You should be aware that anumber of souped-

Consumer Electronics Show Report (March

up (customized) A/D digital front ends exist.
Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab has one, Chesky and

1989). The new and Exclusively Digital(TM)
compact-disc label on the block is Dorian
Recordings (Exclusively Digital is atrademark
of Dorian Recordings). Donan Recordings are
distributed to audiophile distributors, not record stores, by Aural Symphonies, which is

others have them too. The problem is that most
of these systems remain in-house Colossus, on
the other hand, with its discrete 4-channel
capability to boot, will begin shipping to the
professional audio community during the next
quarter. That is our commitment to music and

more than just merely using our system, as you
had reported. Dorian Recordings is currently
distributed through our dealer network of 83

sound lovers everywhere, and we don't intend

US dealers and to 12 exporting countries, with

such as the numbers game.

to make light of it with ludicrous distractions

continued growth every month. Further infor-

Colossus was designed to be an accurate,

mation about Dorian's nine CD recordings
can be found by calling or mailing to Aural

mirror-image archival system. It is not now, nor

Symphonies, 2016 Flintbury Ct., San Jose, CA

device. How we achieved the current perfor-

95148, (408) 270-6033; FAX: (408) 270-6039.
Thornasj. Dzurak
Aural Symphonies

Colossus

was it ever intended to be, an enhancement
mance status is our business, but that is not to
say that others have not or cannot improve the
front end of any digital recording system with
their own unique design approaches.

Ah, the numbers game again, and again, and yet

With the deluge of dreadful-sounding compact discs before us, it is encouraging that afew
bright spots are appearing on the horizon. I

again! Reference is made to your quotation of

believe that Colossus has in fact raised the con-

Editor:
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sciousness of the audio community, by leading the way and becoming the standard by

do, to be assured that we will do nothing to
damage this sound quality.

which all other similar technologies are to
be judged.

So are Counterpoint's new preamps "pure"
tube designs? No, they are not: in our opinion,
they're better-sounding, better-performing,

Now then, just wait until you hear our new
4096x-oversampling system—oops, there Igo
again. Sorry!
Brad S. Miller
Chairman, By the Numbers
PS: Lest one forget, Colossus is acomplete
archival/retrieval PCM system, not simply a

and more reliable products than that. But since
the tubes in our products are the actual amplifiers, they are neither perfunctory nor merely
symbolic. They do not qualify as tokens.
J. Michael Elliott, President
Counterpoint Electronic Systems, Inc.

front-end mod; nor is it limited to two channels!

Counterpoint tubes

Fried
Editor:

Editor:

Ifind Peter Mitchell's curves on p.41 of Stereo-

"Token tubes"? "Token tubes"!?! Imust protest Dick Olsher's cavalier use of this phrase
when applied to Counterpoint's new creations

',bile, March 1989, most interesting, and Ifeel
they reflect the conditions of test in our demonstration room at the Las Vegas CES.

(1989 Winter CES Report, Stereopbile, March
1989, p.81).

tions, Peter sat in achair and held the Ivie

Wilde Audio Research's current circuit designs
do seem to be showing atendency toward the
use of fewer and fewer tubes, I'm here to tell

As my associate and Irecall the test condianalyzer before him—at atest height of 34" or
so. There was no mention of "listening axis"
or "test axis" at that time. Peter sat more than

you that the tubes in our products have not

3' from the G/3 and D/2, which were at the

been reduced to the level of tokens. We use as
many tubes per stage as we always did, and

end of the room, and, later, for the R/4 tests,

they perform the exact same function that they
always did: voltage amplification. Our design
philosophy has not changed.

the speakers being across the room, within 3'
of the speakers. The room contained seven
different loudspeaker systems, so that the

What bas changed is our understanding of

speakers were literally on top of each other (we
do show our full range).

the environment in which tubes sound and
perform their best, and this is responsible for

Iwould like to comment on the published
curves:

the "hybridization" of our new preamplifiers.
Leaving the function of voltage amplification
entirely to the tube, our solid-state circuit ele-

1) The curves of the D/2 and G/3 clearly
show interference peaks between the speakers,

ments are used solely in support applications:
driving the resistive and reactive loads presented
by power amplifiers, long interconnects, volume pots, or RIAA networks; regulating bias
voltages to keep the tubes in the center of their
best-sounding ranges; and allowing us to use
the better-sounding input of atube: its cathode
What I'm talking about is partitioning tasks:
letting the tubes do what they do best (amplify
signals), allocating some other device to assist
with tasks that they do poorly. Appropriate
technology. The end result of our task partitioning is designs wherein the tubes are "happier" with their jobs—as evidenced by dramatically lower levels of measurable and audible

peaks that do not appear on curves taken under
other conditions.
2) The D/2 and G/3 curves were taken below
the midranges in each speaker, and farther
below the tweeter-midrange axis of each speaker
(7", in the case of the G/3, and 13" in the case
of the taller D/2). The tweeters and midranges
of the G/3 and D/2 are identical, the crossovers
very close to each other, the loading of each
midrange identical, only the frontal surface
configuration varying. In each loudspeaker,
our curves show a"suckout" of afew dB below
the "test axis" (defined as the axis between the
tweeter and midrange), which we have chosen
so that lateral and upward energy is flatter. The

distortion—and sound even better than before.

"quasi second order" series networks we
employ in these loudspeakers for optimum

Iwant DO's "industry pundits" to know that

transient characteristics always show some

we have not found asignal amplification device
that sounds as good as atriode and, unless we

"lobing" in some directions. Suffice it to say that
there exists an argument between such tran-
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ACCUPHASE
ADCOM •AKG
ALTEC LANSING
BANG & OLUFSEN
BRYSTON
CARNEGIE
CHICAGO SPEAKER STANDS
CVVD CABINETS
DENON
KEF •KLIPSCH
LEXICON •LUXMAN
MARK LEVINSON
MARTIN LOGAN
NAKAMICHI
NILES
PARSEC
RE VOX
PHANTOM ACOUSTICS
RUSSOUND
SIGNET •SME
MADRIGAL
SONY ES •SOTA
TERK •AUDIO PRISM
STAX •SUMIKO
THORENS
JVC VIDEO
PIONEER VIDEO
PROTON VIDEO
TERA VIDEO
VIDIKRON VIDEO
YAMAHA VIDEO

New England's Oldest Audio Dealer
Wonders Whether We've Entered
the Age of Reason or Magic.
We have watched audio performance improve
greatly over aperiod of sixty years, and it has
always done so with acareful blending of art and
science. Recently it seems we are asked to accept
'improvements' as being an article of faith not fact.
Significant advances are claimed without substantiation, just verbiage. It reminds us of the story of
The Kings New Clothes. We're not fooled when the
King is naked, don't you be either.
We've saved people from paying for nothing for over
sixty years. When you're ready we'll be here.

Quality Sound Since 1928

l'he Music Box
58 Central Street *Wellesley •MA •02181

(617) 235-5100

EXPOSE YOURSELF
to all of the speakers you've always wanted
to audition, now under one roof.

APOGEE Sonically and visually stunning ribbon
speakers. Frequent -best sound at show - awards,
available vi decorator finishes.
VANDERSTEEN Legendary baffleless designs;
openness and imaging comparable to planar
speakers. Superb values, outperforming
competitors twice their price.
FRIED Classic musical, phase-coherent
loudspeakers both large and small. Transmission line
loading for tremendous bass impact without
subwoofers.

EMINENT TECHNOLOGY Innovative, highly
reliable push-pull planar magnetic systems acclaimed
by The Absolute Sound. IAR and Stereophile.
Upper range clarity that surpasses even
electrostatic designs.
ISE Patented Infinite Slope crossovers eliminate
driver interference. Phase coherence assures
proper harmonic structure, lifetime warranty.
SPECTRUM Audiophile sound on abudget Best
performance in low cost loudspeakers.

Apogee •Ariston •Audioquest •BEL •B& K •British Fidelity •Counterpoint •Eminent Technology •Forte •Fned •Grace
ISE •Kimber Roble •Kiseki •Klyne •Melos •Meridian •MIT •Monster Cable Alpha •Musical Concepts •Nitty Gritty
Ortofon •Premier •PS Audio •Rauna •Rotel •Rowland Research •SME •Sonographe •Sony ES •Sota •Spectrum •Stan
Systemdek •Talisman/Akhemist •Tube Traps •Van Den Hal •Vandersteen •Vendetta Research •VTL •VVharfdale

Come listen and compare these world class loudspeakers on some of the best associated
components available. Then choose the one most suited to your listening requirements.

AUDIO NEXUS

33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 0790I—We Ship Anywhere

201-277-0333
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The
Astounling
MirageM4
loudspeaker
system is now on
display in the
Washington D.C.
area, exclusively at

Gifted
Listener
Audio
5866 Old Centreville Road
Centreville, Virginia 22020

703.818.8000
Just off 1-66 at Rt. 28. 15 minutes
from the Capital Beltway.

mirage

sient proper networks, and the proponents of
sharper networks, which show "flat" response—
one that cannot be settled here The "suckouts"
show most sharply in the D/2, because the loudspeaker axis is higher, and also in the G/3 curves
done by Peter and E. Brad Meyer—because the
microphone is below the speaker axes.
3) The bass response of both D/2 and G/3
is extended, in the curves. Ihope this puts to
rest my disagreement with the bass response
given for the G/3, in the Stereoplyile review of
the loudspeaker in Vol.9 No.7, p.104.
The R/4, which was also tested, is asmaller
loudspeaker, with the tweeter-midrange axis
being 29" from the floor. The slope rates of the
crossover are also sharper. Peter writes that the
"analyzer revealed their on-axis response to be
uncommonly flat." Peter and Brad told me during the test that the R/4 curve was the "flattest"
they had seen, at that time; and they proceeded
to rearrange the speaker, already pulled away
from the others, tilting it inward. Iwonder why
this "flattest" curve was not published.
The Pierre Verany test disc was aformidable
test, at the level they chose (quite high). Irecommend it unqualifiedly to anyone who wants
to know the real bass cutoff and power handling of his loudspeakers! The organ disc
(Titanic 162) was magnificent. Iknow that
organ from days past, and recommend it to all
lovers of the organ.
Itrust Peter and Brad will continue to test our
loudspeakers at shows to come. My question
to Peter on the importance of frequency
response (also mentioned in JA's article, p.11)
was not to disagree, but to enlighten. For the
record, having tested thousands of loudspeakers
over many years, and having written about
loudspeakers in various publications, Ihave
encountered "flat" loudspeakers which sound
"awful." Further investigation always reveals
the reasons, which, simply stated, are that the
time domain is at least as important as the fre-

Ariston Audio quest Celestion
ET Euphonic Technology
Forte Mirage Nitty Gritty
Onkyo Phantom Acoustics
Premier Sonrise SOTA
Sumiko SME Talisman
Threshold
Books Recordings Accessories

quency domain, music being akind of organized
"noise" that exists in both the amplitude and
the time domains.
Irving M. Fried
Fried Products Company

T-TH 12-7 Fri 12-9 Sat 10-4:30
or by appointment.
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Complete In-Home Demonstrations
Reno-Tahoe/Sacramento-Bay Area
Classe' Audio Now the finest electronics with the most musical sound.
Eminent Technology best of speaker
technology with the greatest chance
to succeed.
Brasfield best CD player.
Merlin musical dynamic speaker.

Cardas extremely natural sound
without brightness but with detail,
depth, and dynamics.
Wadia outperforms turntables and
sounds like master tapes, inputs for
CD, R-DAT and Satellite FM.
TDL a miniature WAMM for less.

John Garland Audio
OF

LAKE

TAHOE

P.O. Box 7292 • Incline Village, NV 89450
Klyne
Tube Traps

(702) 831-5801

Sound Labs
Well Tempered

• My time is spent in your home — not a store.
• My 22 years of experience provide you with the finest.
• Ionly represent reliable products and companies.
• Ipay shipping anywhere in the world. • 220V available.
• Ido consultations, custom design and installations.
• Call or write for an appointment or free newsletter

The BEST Audio Equipment.
•AR •Adcom •Alphason
•Apogee •Audible Illusions
•Audio Research • Bang & Olufsen
• Belles • B&K • B&W •Counterpoint
•Dahlquist • Dual • Eminent Technology
•Grado • Hafler •Janis •Kinergetics
• Koetsu •Live Wire •Magnavox
• Monitor Audio • Monster/Genesis
• NAD •NEC • Nakamichi •Philips
•Pioneer Elite •Polk Audio •PS Audio
•Shure Ultra •Signet •Sota •Spendor
•Stax •Straight Wire •Systemdek
•Target •Thorens •Ultra •VPI• Yamaha
The BEST Video Equipment.
•Canon • Harman/Kardon •JVC
• Magnavox •NAD •NEC • Philips
• Pioneer • Proton •Shure
•Sony •Yamaha

The BEST Service.
Delivery and custom installations are
available from all three locations.
Technician on premises in Manhattan.
The BEST Advice.
At Audio Breakthroughs, when you
talk to a salesperson. you'll be talking
to a long-time audiophile who loves
music as much as you do.
The BEST Quality.
Every piece of equipment sold at
Audio Breakthroughs must undergo an
exhaustive evaluation by our staff
before we agree to feature it.
The BEST Locations.
Easy to reach from anywhere in the
tri -state area. Open late Monday,
Thursday, Friday, all day Sunday.

AudioBreakthroughs
•New York City -199 Amsterdam Ave. at 69th St
•Manhasset -1534 Northern Blvd.. on the Miracle Mile
•Woodbury -Turnbury Commons on Jericho Tpke
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212-595-7157
516-627-7333
516 367-7171
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WHERE TO BUY STEREOPHILE
Dealers interested in selling Stereophile call (505) 982-2366.
Fairfield
C8M Stereo Unlimited
2020 N Texas
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
18214 Dalton Ave
Grass Valley
Alta Buena Stereo
214 E Main St
Hollywood
World Book 8News
ALASKA
1652 Cahuenga Blvd
Anchorage
Huntington Beach
Shimeks
Havens and Hardesty
405 E Northern Lights Blvd 15102-A Bolsa Chica
ARIZONA
Irvine
Soundquest
Mesa
4255 Campus Dr #116
Mesa Audio
456 W Main St. Ste M
Lancaster
California Soundworks
Phoenix
737 W. Lancaster Blvd
Tower Records
3949 E Thomas Rd
La Mesa
Preview
Scottsdale
8360 La Mesa Blvd
Esoteric Audio
4120 N Marshall Way. Ste 1 Leucadia
Music by the Sea
Tucson
542 N Hwy 101
Wilson Audio Ltd
2900 E Broadway
Los Angeles
Christopher Hansen Ltd.
CALIFORNIA
646 N Robertson
Benicia
Paris Audio
Benicia Audio/Video
12401 Wilshire Blvd
810 Southampton Rd
Mission Viejo
Berkeley
Home Technology Systems
DB Audio
28251 Marguerite Pkwy OC
2573 Shattuck
Videolaser
Tower Records
28451 Marguerite Pkwy
Classical Annex
Mountain View
2585 Telegraph Ave
Sound Goods
Burlingame
391 San Antonio Rd
Future Sound
Newport Beach
1118 Burlingame Ave
Audio by Design
Campbell
1000 Bristol St N
Sound Goods
Oakland
2627 S Bascom Ave
Pro Audio
Canoga Park
383 40th St
The Laser's Edge
Orange
22021 Sherman Way
Absolute Audio
Shelley's Stereo
1232 N Tusfin
6836 De Soto Ave
Palm
Springs
Upscale Audio
David
Rutledge Audio
8381 Canoga Ave
675 N Palm Canyon Dr
Capitola
Palo Alto
Cymbaline Records
Western Audio Imports
1475 41st Ave
4191 El Camino Real
Carmichael
Pasadena
Deetes Sound Room
GNP Showcase
5825 Manzanita Ave #4
1244 E Colorado Blvd
Clarernont
Riverside
Audio Basics
City Electronics
976 W Foothill #139
2955 Van Buren
Concord
SpeakerCraff
CAM Stereo Unlimited
6282 Magnolia Ave
2151G Salvia
Sacramento
Cupertino
Keith Yates Audio
Elite Electronics
20149A Stevens Creek Blwi 3019 DSt
Neal's Speakers 8Stereo
El bee
1728 Fulton Ave
Tower Records
Paradyme Audio/Video
23811 El Toro Rd
1720 Fulton Ave
Encinitas
North County Stereo Vision San Carlos
Digital Sonics
131 N El Camino
336 El Camino Real
Encino
San Diego
Sound Factor West
Stereo Design
17265 Ventura Blvd
9353 Clairement Mesa Bled
Fair Oaks
Stereo Unlimited
Pinkerton Audio
6716 Madison Ave. Ste 8
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
110 E Samford Ave
Huntsville
Campbell Stereo
1216 N Memorial Pkwy
Mobile
Audible Difference Audio
3963 Cottagehill
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San Francisco
Audio Excellence
425 Washington St
Harmony Audio Video
2238 Fillmore
Sounds Alive
731 Florida St
Tower Records
2525 Jones St
Ultimate Sound
141 Kearny St
San Jose
Paradise Sound
860 S Winchester
Presto Audio
2667 Cropley Ave 4128
San Luis Obispo
Audio Ecstasy
786 Higuera
San Mateo
Mateo Hi Fidelity Inc
2199 S El Camino Real
Santa Barbara
Audio Vision
612 N Milpas
Santa Marla
Jeff Lynn Audio
5455 Esplanada Ave
Santa Monica

Audio by John Dudley
1431 Ocean Ave. #400
Audio Shoppe
1322 2nd St. Ste 22B
Jonas Miller Sound
2828 Wilshire Blvd
Optimal Enchantment

COLORADO
Boulder
ADSystems Ltd
2525 Arapahoe Ave
Listen Up
2034 E Arapahoe
Cherry Creek
US Tech
248 Detroit St
Colorado Springs
The Sound Shop
528 S Teion
Denver
Sound Hounds
1575 S Pearl
Listen Up
999 S Logan
Fort Collins
Sound Hounds
646 S College
Westminster
Westminster Newsstand
5088 W 92nd Ave
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
169 Church St
Fairfield
Audio Design
195 Trunxis Hill Rd
New Haven
Take 5Audio
105 Whitney Ave
New London
Roberts
90 Bank SI

522 Santa Monica (by aPet IStereo Lab
Shelley 's Stereo
140 Bank St
2212 Wilshire Blvd
Sausalito
DELAWARE
MUSIC by Design
Wilmington
107 Caledonia St
Laser Sight 8Sound
Sherman Oaks
4723 Concord Pike
Tower Records
Classical Annex
DIST.OF COLUMBIA
14623 Ventura Blvd
Needle in aHaystack
1990 KSt
Simi Valley
House of Audio/Video
Serenade Records
1970-4 Sequoia
1800 M St NW
Stockton
FLORIDA
Private Line
Home Entertainment
Cleanvater
88 W Castle St
Rising Sounds
3135 US 19 N
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
Fort Lauderdale
23232 Hawthorne Blvd
Audio Center
4134 N Federal Hwy
Upland
Audio Haven
Select itieedio Design
2740 E Oakland Park
1937 W 11th St
Blvd. Ste 100
Van Nuys
Audio Den
Fort Pierce
15600 Roscoe Blvd
Sound Shack
2302 S US 1
Walnut
Audio Best
Fort Walton Beach
2411 S Joel Dr
Stereo Images
11 Eglin Pkwy SE #6
West Hollywood
Tower Records
Jacksonville
Classical Annex
House of Stereo
3505 Southside Blvd #10
8840 W Sunset Blvd
Westminster
Lake Worth
Audio Today
Audio Advisor
14306 Beach Blvd
928 N Dixie Hwy
Woodland Hills
Largo
Paris Audio
Sound Creations
20037 Ventura Blvd
3690 E Bay Dr. Ste E
Wilson Audio Video
Melbourne
Entertainment
Sound Gallery
20044 Ventura Blvd
912-BE New Haven

Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S Dixie Hwy
Audio Plus
6214 S Dixie Hwy
Sound Components
1536 S Dixie Hwy
Orlando
Alltron
2612 E Colonial Dr
Tampa
Audio Visions
14733 N Dale Maybry
Audio Visions
3953 W Kennedy Blvd
GEORGIA
Atlanta
Music Audio
2100 Roswell Rd NE
Music. MUSIC. MUSIC
Buckhead and
N Lake Tower Festival
Sounds of Distinction
3231 Paces Ferry PI
Stereo Shop
2774 Hargrove Rd
Stereo Video Designs
6300 Powers Ferry
Landing
Lilbum
Musical Designs Inc
4462 Burns Rd
Martinez
The Stereo Shop
104 Chamilla Dr
Tucker
MG Audio
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy
HAWAII
Honolulu
The Audio Shoppe
300 S Beretania #207
Sounds
502 Kaaahi St
Tower Records
611 Keeaumoku St
20/20 Stereo
660 Ala Moana Blvd
ILLINOIS
Barrington
Take One Audio Video
203-D W NW Hwy
Champaign
August Systems
901 N Prospect Ave
Glenn Poor .sAudio Video
114 W Church
Chicago
Absolute Audio
5211 S Harper
Chicago Speakeeworks
5700 N Western Ave
Superior Audio Systems
833 N Milwaukee
Victor's Stereo
8E Erie St
Chicago Heights
Audio Enterprises
202 Halsted
DeKalb
Audio Plus
866 W Lincoln Hwy
Lansing
Audio Clinic
2River PI
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•SHURE
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• DYNAVECTOR
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• PICKERING
•SIGNET
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•STAX
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•AR
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•MONSTER CD RINGS
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WE HAVE THE HARDWARE
Adcom
B&K
Cello
conrad-johnson
Motif
Philips
P.S. Audio
Sonographe
Threshold
Sumo
Sonrise

Amati
Dahlquist
Fried
Martin-Logan
Mirage
Rogers
Spica
Synthesis
M &K
Shure Ultra

Sota
VPI
Well Tempered
Michell
Thorens
SME
Sumiko
Eminent Technology
Talisman
DMP

Ortofon
Van Den Hul
Kimber
MIT
Monster
Target
Lead Balloon
Chesky
Sheffield
Carnegie I!
etc

AND WE KNOW HOW TO USE IT
The Audio Resource service facility can handle virtually any vintage or modern-day circuitry
problem or restoration. Audio Resource offers uncluttered hstenings in five private rooms.
Our experts will politely guide you to the highest levels of musical achievement at your own
level of investment.

audio resource
3133 Edenborn Ave. • 504-885-6988 • Metairie, LA 70002
Your satisfaction is guaranteed. Visa-Mastercard-American Express-Discover
Tues. -Fri. 10-6, Sat. 10-4 or by appointment.
We
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Ship Or Deliver Most Places Worldwide
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Sound Choice
5328 Rt 53
Murphysboro
Sabin Audio
1313 South St
Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd
20 W Jefferson St
Normal
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
106 E Beaufort
Peoria
Sound of Peoria
105 E Arcadia
Rockford
Absolute Audio
4227 Maray Dr
Skokie
Rosine Audio
4525 Dalian St
Springfield
The King's Stereo
1275 W Wabash. Ste S
INDIANA
Indianapolis
Audio Workshop
5357 N Keystone
Tone Studio
820 E 64th St
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E 64th St
IOWA
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E Kimberly Rd
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S Gilbert
KANSAS
Lawrence
University Audio
2319 Louisiana St
Wichita
Music. Inc
3203 E Douglas
Golden Stereo
5337 W 94th Terrace
KENTUCKY
Louisville
Musical Images
of Kentucky
6700 Sycamore Woods Dr
Sound Gallery
9916 Linn Station Rd
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys
Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
Metairie
Audio Resource
3133 Edenborn Ave
New Orleans
Oliver's
112 University PI
Tower Records
408 N Peters St
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscape
406 W Cold Spring Ln
Ellicott City
Gramaphone Ltd
9005 Chevrolet
Frederick
Audio Ceo
180 Stoneybrook Ct

Laurel
Needle in aHaystack
14270 Baltimore Ave
latherville
Gramaphone Ltd
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Pike
Absolutely Sound ,
833 E Rockville Pike
Silver Spring
OEM Audio
9330 Georgie Ave

MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E Excelsior Blvd
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S
Hi End Audio
4959 Penn Ave S
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
St. Paul
House of High Fidelity
157 N Snelling Ave

MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision
1060 Massachusetts Ave
Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury St
Encore Audio
225 Newbury St
Listening Studio
23 Stillings St
Looney Tunes Records
1106 Boylston St
Tower Records
360 Newbury St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
0Audio
95 Vassar St
Dartmouth
Sound II
576 State Rd
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Northampton
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
Peabody
Clearly Audible
255 Andover St
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St

MISSOURI
Ballwin
Flip's Stereo Place
15050 Manchester Rd
St. Louis
Best Sound Inc
1131 S Brentwood Blvd
Great St Louis Sound Co
1341 S Lindbergh, Ste 1

MICHIGAN
Bad Ase
Grewe Systems. Ltd
112 S Port Crescent
Birmingham
Almas HiFi Stereo
395 E Maple
Dearborn
Almas HiFi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
East Lansing
Jemstone
325 Grove Street
Farmington Hills
Almas HiFi Stereo
29401 Orchard Lake Rd
Ferndale
JAM Hi -Fi Specialists
22346 Woodward Ave
Grand Rapids
Spectrum Electronics
2019 Eastern Ave SE
Lansing
Great Lakes Audio
502 N Harrison
Muskegon
Stereo Showcase
3100 Hensy
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N Woodward Ave
Saginaw
The Listening Room
1305 Court St
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NEVADA
Las Vegas
Tiger Technologies
1550 E Tropicana
Tower Records
4700 S Maryland Pkwy
Reno
Audio Alternatives
26 Hillcrest Dr
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Hanover Audio
47-51 S Main St
NEW JERSEY
Deptford
Hi Fi Connection
136 At 41
East Brunswick
Atlantic Stereo
636 Rt 18
Englewood
Stuart's Audio
3Grand Ave
Franklin Lakes
Franklin Lakes Stereo
792 Franklin Ave
Hackettstown
Marcel Associates
57 Wood Duck CI
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
RD 1. Rt 73
Millburn
Professional Audio
Consultants
182 Essex St
Morristown
Sight and Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
South Street Stereo
20 South St
Northfield
Sound Inc
900 Tilton Rd
N. Plainfield
Stereo City
950 Highway 22E
Paramus
Leonard Radio
160 Rt 17 N
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
Sea Girt
Monmouth Stereo
2133 Hwy 35
Shrewsbury
Monmouth Stereo
450 Hwy 35

Tom's River
Rands Camera and Hi Fi
1841 Hooper Ave
Trenton
Hars Stereo
Lake Lawrence Plaza
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
Westfield
Stuart's Audio
544 North Ave E
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery NE
Santa Fe
the Candyman
851 St Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
130 W Palace
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo St
Santa Fe Sight 8Sound
500 Montezuma. Ste 109
West Coast Sound
2412 Cerrillos Rd
NEW YORK
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
206 E Main St
Binghamton
JSG Audio
1437 Front St
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main St
Stereo Emporium
3407 Delaware Ave
Colonie
Mom's Music Systems
1593 Central Ave
Goshen
Long Player Stereo
60 N Church St
Huntington Station
Audio Breakthrough
129 Fit 110
Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Latham
Auto-Sound Plus
947-949 Troy-Schenectady
Clark Music in Albany
1075 Troy-Schenectady
Liverpool
Audio Excellence
4974 Alexis Dr
Lynbrook
American Audiophile
373 Sunrise Hwy
Mamaroneck
Definitive Hi Fi
154 E Boston Post Rd
Manhasset
Audio Breakthrough
1534 Northern Blvd
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Mount Kisco
Fox and Sutherland
15 S Moger Ave
Nanuet
Eardrum Audio Video
148 E Rt 59
New York City
Audio Breakthroughs
199 Amsterdam Ave

Electronic Workshop
10 E 8th St
Leonard Radio
55 W 44th St
Lyric Hi -Fi Inc
1221 Lexington Ave
2005 Broadway
Stereo Exchange
687 Broadway
Sound by Singer
165 E 33rd St
Tower Records
692 Broadway
Tower Records
1961 Broadway
Patchogue
Square Deal Radio
and Television
456 Waverly Ave
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Rochester
Interior Images
317 S Broadway
Paul Heath Audio
217 Alexander
Rowe Audio
1737 Mt Hope
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Scarsdale
The Listening Room Inc
590 Central Park Ave
Smithtown
Audio Enjoyment
11 Caroline Ave
Stonybrook
Esoteric Sound Systems
Coventry Commons At 347
Syracuse
Superior Sight and Sound
2780 Erie Blvd E
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy
White Plains
Harvey Electronics
236 E Post Rd
Lyric Hi Fi
146 E Post Rd
Woodbury
Audio Breakthroughs
Turnberry Commons
Woodside
Leonard Audio
69-34 51st Ave
NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
Charlotte
Higher Fidelity
1620 South Blvd
Sound Systems
3748 E Independence Blvd
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Rd
Hendersonville
Pro Sound
1322 Asheville
Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave
Wilmington
Atlantic Audio
4127 Oleander Dr
OHIO
Bowling Green
Young's Newsstand
178 S Main SI

Select Audio
Electronics:
•Accuphase
•Conrad
Johnson
•Jeff Rowland
•Meridian
•Motif
•Muse
•B& K
•Marantz
•Audio Dynamics
•SAE
•Magnum
Dynalab
71entables:
•VPI
•JA Michell
•Systemdek

"Only the finest in audio components"

Speakers:
•Sound Lab
•Nestorovic
•Eminent
Technology
•Monitor Audio
•JSE
•Dahlquist
•DBX
•Snell
•Synthesis
•Rauna
•JBL
Accessories:

•Carnegie Two

Your unique audio specialist located at:
2740 E. Oakland Park Blvd.

FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA 33306
Phone: (305)564-0772-0773 FAX: (305)564-0774

•Stax
•Straightwire
•Van Den Hul
•Audioquest
•SME

It has to be
right!
No doubt, there's damned little to distinguish one stuffy audio emporium
from another these days. Some merely merchandise hundred-pound sonic
confections, others want to know at which particular alumino-silicon altar you
worship. We, on the other hand, don't ever pretend that the equipment you
select means beans to anyone but you. So we nose around for whatever hi-fi
gear we can find that best reproduces music the way we hear it in the first place.
Then we do everything in our power to make it right for you. Visit soon.
Adcom •Apogee •ARC •Basis •Belles •Carnegie •Celestion

Counterpoint •CWD •Denon •Dual •Duntech •JSE •Koetsu
Krell •Krell Reference •Lexicon •Mirage •Monster •NAD •SME
SOTA •Spica •Sumiko •Theta •Thiel •Veloclyne •VPI •WATT

AUDIO
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Everybody's favorite rogue hi-fi store.
1060 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, MA 02174
617/648-4434

Mereophilc.iuric

Centerville
Stereo Showcase
1516 State Rt 725
Cincinnati
Pete's News Shop
308 Ludlow Ave
Stereo Lab
11419 Princeton Rd
4582 Montgomery
Columbus
Custom Stereo Electronics
1391 S Hamilton Rd
Needle in aHaystack
2384 Wellesley Ln
Progressive Audio
1764 N High St
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W Dublin
Granville Rd
Fairbom
Audio Etcetera
2626 Col Glen Hwy
Findlay
House of Hindenach
229 N Main St
Heath
Threshold Audio
605 Hebron Rd
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Miamisburg
Stereo Showcase
Prestige Plaza 5
North Olmsted
Maximum Compact
28883 Lorain Rd
Sandusky
Audio Force
521 E Perkins Ave
Toledo
Audio Center
1546 Alexis Rd
Jamiesons Stereo
5431 Monroe
University Heights
Atlantis Home
Entertainment Systems
2220 Warrensville Rd

Discovery Discs
3417 Spruce St
Tower Records
Classical Annex
537 South St
Pittsburgh
Mook sAudio
2883 W Liberty Ave
Selinsgrove
Stereo Shoppe
19 N Market St
South Hampton
Classic Car-Tunes
1029 Street Rd
Willow Grove
Soundex
1100 Easton Rd

OKLAHOMA

TEXAS

Tulsa
K-Labs Audio
2806 S Harvard

OREGON
Portland
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 36th St

PENNSYLVANIA
Berwyn
Soundex
747 Berwyn Ave
Butler
Audiophile Accessories
119 E Wayne St
Camp Hill
Hi -Fi House
3300 Simpson Ferry Rd
Harrisburg
Hl-Fi House
3352 Paxton St
Hermitage
Sounds Good To Me
2481 E State St
Hershey
Stereo Barn
251 W Chocolate Ave
Philadelphia
All That Jazz
617 S 24th St
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 N 3rd

PUERTO RICO
Rio Piedras
On Top Audio
332-B Ave Jesus T Pinero

RHODE ISLAND
Providence
Ocean State Audio
304 Thayer St

SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Sound Advice
2821 Ashland Rd
Greenville
American Audio
597 Haywood Rd
Sound Source
2516 E North St
West Columbia
Upstairs Audio
746 Harden St

TENNESSEE
Memphis
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave
Nashville
Cumberland Audio
4013 Hillsboro Rd
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S
Tower Books
2400 West End Ave
Amarillo
Sound Systems Ltd
2502 Paramount
Austin
Audio Systems
3800 N Lamar
Beaumont
John Goodyear Audio
229 Dowlen
Dallas
Krystal Clear Audio
5330 Longview
Omni Sound
4833 Keller Springs
Preston Trail Audio
17390 Preston Rd #320
El Paso
Soundquest Inc
6800 Gatevray E 10
Garland
MJM Audio
4125 Broadway
Houston
Audio Concepts
2200 Southwest Fwy
Esoteric Ear
4230 Glenchase Lane
Odessa
Harold's Electronics
2809 Andrews Hwy
San Antonio
Bill Case Sound
4319 Medical Dr rr106
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Concert Sound
7103A Blanco Rd

UTAH
Ogden
The Hi Fi Shop
2236 Washington Blvd
Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr
Le Disque
2146 S Highland Dr

VERMONT

Wisconsin Rapids
Salon IAudio
2551 8th St S

CANADA
National Distributor
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24 Site One FIR1

ALBERTA

VIRGINIA

Calgary
KW Audio
344 17th Ave SW
Loyalty Sound
1107 8th St SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10746A 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd St
Harold's Stereo
16612 109th Ave
9024 51st Ave
Medicine Hat
Sounds Fantastic
3192 Dunmore Rd SE

WASHINGTON

ONTARIO

Burlington
City Stereo
207 College St
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St

Alexandria
Excalibur
323 S Washington
Bailey's Crossroads
Audio Buys
5177 Leesburg Pike
Skyline Mall
Centerville
Gifted Listener
BRITISH COLUMBIA
5866 Old Centerville Rd
Coquitlam
Charlottesville
Austin Books
Preferred Sound
1105 Austin Ave
309 E Water St
Kelowna
Danville
Audio
Aeolian Products 8. Svcs
1561 Pandosy St
215 Main St
Fredericksburg
Vancouver
Contemporary SoundsWarehouse
Book
1236 Jefferson Davis Hwy
632 W Broadway
Music Works
Richmond
4740 Main St
Audio Art
The Sound Room
2215 Broad St
2803 W Broadway
Virginia Audio
Victoria
7801 W Broad St
Sweet Thunder Records
Roanoke
575 Johnson St
Audiotronics
4235 Electric Rd
MANITOBA
Springfield
Winnipeg
Needle in aHaystack
Creative Audio
Springfield Mall
214 Osborne St S
Virginia Beach
Timothy Molyneux
Digital Sound. Inc
1853 Grant St
6519 College Park Sq
Bellingham
Landing Discs 8. Tapes
1307 11th St
Bellevue
Hawthorne Stereo
13107 Northup Way
Seattle
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
Spokane
Hal's Stereo
313 W Sprague Ave
Tacoma
Stereo Shoppe #2
11007 Bridgeport Way SW

WEST VIRGINIA
Beckley

Hi Fi Farm
RI 3, Box 20-A
Morgantown
Sound Investments Inc
467 High St

WISCONSIN
Eau Claim
Elite Audio
1498 S Hastings Way
Glendale
Sound Investments Ltd
2500 W Silver Spring Dr

Brampton
Audio Concepts
8Strathearn Ave
Chatham
Absolute Sound
425 Clair St
Hamilton
Globe Audio
552 1
/ Upper James St
2
McMaster University
Bookstore
280 Main St W
Same Day TV-Audioland
217 King St E
Thompsons Select Audio
610 Upper James St
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St
Vern Napier Camera
333 Princess St
London
Multimag
m
151
0
1to
D
n
undas

St #3

Sound Man
629 Main St E.
Oakville
Oakville Audio
2347 Lakeshore Rd W 03

Oshawa
Mike's Place
17 King St W
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Euphonies
687 Bank St
Stereo Trading Pos'
242V, Bank St
Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St N
Rude
Audio Empire
1011 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
Linear Sound
10176 Yonge St
Thornhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Tongo St
Toronto
American Sound
315 Spadina Ave
Classic Audio
1894 Lawrence Ave E
Executive Stereo
896 Queen St W
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W
High End Audio
2216A Queen St E
Ring Audio
553 Queen St W
Straight Gain Electronics
354A Yonge St
Toronto Home of
Audiophile
150 Dundas St W.
Waterloo
Sound Stage
56 Regina St N.
Whitby
Whitby Audio
223 Brock St S
Windsor
Audio Two
324 Pelissier
Better Audio
106 Eugenie St W

QUEBEC
Anjou
Son-Or
7339 St Zohque
Quebec
COR A
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
Rotac Electronics
2873 Ch Ste-Foy

AUSTRALIA
National Distnbutor
Thornbury. Victoria
Audio QImports
649 Burwood Rd
Hawthorn 3122

DENMARK
National Distributor
Graestad
Matrix
Bylyngen 4. Blistrup
Copenhagen
Fona
Ostergade 47
Hi -Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvei 162
KT Radio
Vesterbrogade 179-181

257

Viborg
Frydendahl Hi -Fi
Sot. Mathiasgade 72
KT Radio
Norregade 19-21
Aarhus
Cilla Hi -Fi
Ny Munkegade 65
KT Radio
M.P Bruunsgade 36

FINLAND
National Distributor
Oslo 1, Norway
Audio Impon
Box 9193 Vaterland

HONG KONG

Aeroplax Limited
Rm 201 Canton House
54-56 Queen's Rd Central
The Sound Chamber
Suite 1001, Dina House
11 Duddell St

ICELAND
National Distributor
125 Reykiayik
Steini HF, S Danielsson
Skulagata 61

ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca, 55100
Sound and Music
Via Mazzarosa 125

JAPAN
National Distributor
Suma -Ku, Kobe
Vedte
3-6-1 Selurnorl-Ch

NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
2611 RV Delft
lannoy Netherlands
Ezelsyeldlaan 52
Amsterdam
RAF HiFi Stereo
Rtinstraat 142 150

NEW ZEALAND
National Distnbutor
Petone. Wellington
H

NORWAY
National Distributor
Oslo
Audio Import Ltd.
Box 9193 Vaterland

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Flair System
Bt -03/04, Katong Peoples
Complex
112 E Coast Rd

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sarte Audio Elite
Padre Jof re. 22

SWEDEN
National Distributor
Oslo 1. Norway
Audio Import
Box 9193 Vaterland
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SWITZERLAND
National Distributor
Basel
Ensemble AG SA LTD
H Annoni Strasse 23
CH-4132 Muttenz
Amu
Stimmgabel— H Ineichen
im "City Mart' .
Bern
Klingler Hi- Fr
3072 Ostermundigen
Hi -Fi Technik K Buhler
Eflingerstrasse 29
Lugano
Musicdoor
Ouartiere Maghetti
Thun
Audiotechnik Luthi
Frutigenstrasse 61E

Sounds...

"Like you've never seen before"
SOUNDINGS the
fastest growing,
most knowledgeable,
audio source in the
Rocky Mountain
West offers the
"Classics" in fine
audio equipment

Zurich

HiFi-Forum
Stampfenbachstrasse 153

TAIWAN

Duntech •Entech

Taipei
Taifu Electronics
6F 457-1. Sec 2. Chun Chin S. Rd

Audio Research
Ariston •Lexicon

THAILAND
Bangkok
Focal (Thailand)
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Raidamn Rd
Future Land
Amarin Plaza. 3rd Floor
Pleonchit Rd
Pathumwan. Rumpinee

UNITED KINGDOM
National Distributor
Wilstead. Bedford
MCC !.1mk,:li',;
10 Dane Lane
Newstand Distributor
London
Periodicals in Particular
1Prince of Wales Passage
Hampstead Rd
Glasgow G2
Music Room
221 St Vincent St
London
Audio T
190 West End Ln
Douglas Brady Hi Fi
18 Monmouth St
Covent Garden
KJ Letsuresound Ltd
26 New Cavendish St
Sound Information
13 St John's Hill
Manchester
Music Room
50 Bridge St
Reading Beets
Reading Hi F1
Hams Arcade, Friar St

WEST GERMANY

ADS •Celestion
Boston Acoustics
Well Tempered
Soundstream
Snell •Sonograph

California Audio

Synthesis •Sumo

Labs Audioquest •

Thiel •Threshold

Luxman

Jeff Rowland

Martin Logan

Magnat •and More

MIT •NEC •Rotel

We specialize in:
y Custom Home Design
& Installation
y Phone Consultations
y Equipment Trade-Ins
• 30 Day Exchange Privilege
• Free Handling &Shipping

National Distributor
6Frankturt/M. 56
Audio International
Gonzenheimer Strasse 20

WEST INDIES
Jamaica
Kingston
Dataline Equipment
F. Systems
25 Waterworks Circuit

4697 E. Evans. Denver, CO 80222
(303) 759-5505
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electronics

COUNTERPOINT
NAO • OENON
MOO SQUAD
REVOX • McINTOSH
PROTON •TANOBERG
ROWLAND DESIGN
loudspeakers

M&K •MIRAGE
BOSTON ACOUSTICS
B&W •SONANCE
VANDERSTEEN
MONITOR AUDIO

In Southern California—
eilL1
11J 1
- 1M
—
11301=11‘1
SERVICE SUPPORTING SALES
15600 ROSCOE BLVD.

VAN NUYS. CA 91406

turntables

(818) 781-4700

WELL TEMPERED
SOTA
THORENS
DENON

Audio Den offers quality Equipment and
Professional guidance to the Music Lover.

video

For those who seek Excellence in the
reproduction of Music — We offer Custom

FOSGATE
SHURE HIS
PIONEER
PROTON

Home Installation and Personal Service.

accessories
AUDIOQUEST
KIMBER KABLE
SIGNET •MONSTER
CWO FURNITURE

Your Happiness and Satisfaction
is our Primary Goal

IN CHICAGO

SINCE 1967

COMPARE UNDER ONE ROOF ...
•MAGNEPAN, MARTIN LOGAN, THIEL, TDL. B&W ,GOLDMUND, VELODYNE...
•MARK LEVINSON, GOLDMUND, THRESHOLD, MCINTOSH, BRYSTON, TANDBERG, HAFLER,
FORTE...
•GOLDMUND, WELL TEMPERED, MICHELL, THORENS, SME, ZETA, B80, SUMIKO, DUAL...
• ACCUPHASE, STAX, REVOX, MCINTOSH, SONOGRAPHE, TANDBERG, YAMAHA, NAD,
MERIDIAN...
•NAKAMICHI, ADS, REVOX, TANDBERG...
•MIT, MONSTER, CARNEGIE, SHURE, SIGNET, ATHENA POLYPHASORS. MOD SQUAD,
BEYER, JECKLIN, CWD, STAX, TUBE TRAPS, VPI, VAN DEN HUL...
•PROTON, TERA, HARMAN KARDON, JVC, YAMAHA...

-IN STORE SERVICE •DELIVERY •CUSTOM INSTALLATION •

aucdo consuuranTs
the finest in stereo
EVANSTON
1014 Davis Street
312-864-9565
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LIBERTYVILLE
757 North Milwaukee Avenue
312-362-5594

HINSDALE
110 East Ogden Avenue
312-789-1990

2i1.1

- AFTER

A DECADE OF R & D-

TUBE TRAP
THE UPGRADE-ACOUSTIC

•AUDIBLE
•AFFORDABLE
•ARTICULATE
"DEMO THE DIFFERENCE"
Call

This patented design allows an $850
pair of loudspeakers to outperform
speakers costing many times their
price.
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Taddeo Loudspeaker Co.
(716) 244-6027 • 2604 Elmwood Ave
Suite 105 • Roch, NY 14618

AlwAll›.11\

KIMBER KABLE
Dealers, customers, reviewers and
manufacturers have all been raving about
the new Kimber Silver cables. We can
arrange for your home audition. Call us for
your nearest dealer.
Musical •Accurate •Dynamic •Flexible •Stable
Valuable

Cost effective cables
Speaker wire-E1.00 per loot up to $180.00 per foot. Custom
terminations available.

Interconnect Cables
KC-1 $68.00 /meter pair
KCAG $350 /meter pair
KCTC, $650 /meter pair
Al) other lengths, including custom are available. All are available with balanced XI,))

K1MBER KABLE
2675 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE -OGDEN,
UT 84401
(801) 621-5530
FAX(801) 627-6980

for nearby dealer

1-800-ASC-TUBE

ASC

ACOUSTIC III
SCIENCES 14.
CORPORATION

.10 ACC1.11CS -«We., lieSifin
vflNuruCtuMln O,

1.0.2.1.011.1111,

UMW TRAP'.

11-503-343-9727, FAX 343-9245/
Foctoroes also In Canada ond 11019

WHAT PRICE
HIGH END?
Incredible Imaging.
Room Audibility.
Dynamic Capability.
Spectral Accuracy.
$450.00 Per Pair.
The Audiophile-Rem says "I can
say with all honesty that I have
never -and lmean never - heard
any dynamic or other monopolar
speaker with such a sense of room
audibility" (JFT" -10/87)

Find out for yourself.
Lantana tads.

Lantana

P. O. Box 1958 •Garden Grove, CA 92642
(800) 234 -TADS (8237)
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AUDIO MART
RATES: Private, $.60 per word, $10 minimum on phone-in ads; Commercial, $1.75 per word, $70 minimum
on all commercial ads. PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are credit card
only: Master Charge, VISA, American Express. MAIL TO: Steroophile Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502, or CALL: (505)982-2366. DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day of the
month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear.

For Sale
AUDIO BEST: LA, ORANGE, SAN BERNARDINO,
California. Hot components: Celestion SL700, TARA
Lab, Counterpoint SA3000, PS 4.6, Audible Illusions
Modulus 3, Conrad-Johnson PV8, Mod Squad, Acoustat
Spectra, Spica Angelus, Beyer, Well-Tempered, 'Modyne, Magnum, Fosgate, MIT, Adcom, B&K, Superphon, Music Reference, Palantir, Spectrum, Rama,
Soundlab, VPI, Maplenoll, Systerndek, Grado, Alpha.
son. Garrott, vdHul, Monster, Straight Wire, (714)8615413, appointment.
LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Enhance fidelity, reduce wear and static, improve
tracking, excellent cleaning. See Stereophile review,
December, 1986, p.41. $21.95 per kit. Check/MO to
Rozoil Lubricant Co, Box 19003, Las lfga.% NV89132
TEST 'et )t "It CD PLAYER with the critically acclaimed
Pierre Verany test discs: Compact Test (one disc), 517;
Digital Test (two discs), $34. Details and catalog of
audio equipment and accessories: DB Systems, Main
Street, Rindge, NH 03461. ((03)899-5121.
HARMAN-KARDON CITATION I& II preamp and
amp. Just reconditioned, spare tubes, $550 for both.
(215)327-8323.
MELOS GK1 tube preamp, just ratified, excellent condition, list $1295, asking $680. Please call (718)3805760, NY
FOR SALE: THORENS TD-318 turntable with Grado
cartridge perfect condition, $250 including shipping.
Call Greg (906)482-0797.
NAKAMICH1 TX-1000 TURNTABLE, mint condition,
$3995; Fidelity Research FR-66FX tonearm, $350;
Nalcamichi OMS7 CD player, $695; Discrete Technology LSII power amp with power bridge, $599;
Nakamichi 620 power amp, $295. (314)427-7382.

AUDIOPHILE PARTS—CAPACITORS: Wonder Cap,
Rd-Cap, Chateauroux, Aselco. Resistors: Resista,
Holco, Vishay. Connectors: WBT, Tiffany. Wire/Cable:
TARA Labs, MIT, Cardas, van den Hul. Custom modifications available. Call/write for New 1989 catalog.
Sonic Frontier% 181 Kenilworth Ave, 7brorrtg Ontarici
Canada M4L 357. (416)691-7877.
AFFORDABLE HIGH-END AUDIO—Acoustic Energy
AE-1 (Stereopbile 'AM. II No.9), new AE-2 & AE-4, ASC
Mille Traps, Audible Illusions (new S-I20 power amp,
incredible!), Audioguest-LivrWire, B&K Sonata, Celesdon SL-700 (StereopbileVol.11 No.9), Celestion's new
SL-Si Bi- Wire series, Chicago & Target Stands, new
TARA Labs Phase II TFA-Retum cable, Epos ES-14,
Entec Subwoofers, Gold Aero Tubes, KEF Custom
Series, Kimber Kable, Lexicon CP-I, CP-2, Magnum
Dynalati new FT-101A Elite Mission/Cyrus, Mod Squad,
Merlin Loudspeakers, Niles Audio, PSE, Philips Audio/
Video—Philips CD-960, CD-880, Rep, Planar, Sonus
Faber Electa loudspeakers, Max, Sonrise handcrafted
cabinet systems, Velodyne. Custom installation available; for more information or free brochure and free
literature, please call (301)890-3232.J.S Audio, One
Childress Court, Burtonsville MD 20866. Audition
by appointment. Monday through Friday, 10am to
7pm; Saturday, Ilam to 5pm. M/C,Visa, Amex.
GENESIS PHYSICS may he gone, but LRS Electronics
mn provide cam replacement and upgrade parts. Aluminum 1" inverted-dome tweeters available now. Special: Genesis 44 loudspeakers. Floor-standing bassreflex two-way—limited quantities—retail was
$700/pair, now $450/pair ppd. Great speakers, cash
or trade, call! (603)749-1904, MCI VISA.
MAGNAVOX 2040 CD metal chassis extensively
modified, $200. Chicago Hercules stands, $65. New
AR EB101 dust cover, S15. Everything mint. (615)
928-3256.

MOSCODE MINUET with RAM tubes, $325 or bestCa MARK LEVINSON ML9, mint condition, $1800. Call
offer. Mac (205)826-6631.
Gary (402)563-1305 after 5pm.
CITATION TUNER, $300; Denon tuner 1U720, $100.
Call (502)866-6366 KY
LUXMAN LV-105u Hybrid integrated amplifier, very
limited use, $450. Call Bill (603)635-7856.
FOR SALE: KINERGETICS KPA- 1preamplifier and
KEA -I00 Basic amplifier, $550 each; niel 03A in teak
finish, $775; Legacy-1 5-way driver loudspeakers in
walnut finish & like new, $1000. Also, B&K 202 amplifier, like new, $400. Call Ron at (213)540-4257 day&
(213)541-8770 evenings.
JOIN THE BOSTON AUDIO SOCIETY, receive the
Speaker with meeting summaries, discussion, equipment clinics. No advertising. Sample issue, $2. Box
211S, Boston, MA 02126.
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McINTOSH MR80 TUNER, up-and-down scanning,
built-in headphone jack, new $4400, best offer.
(416)668-4520 EST
RCA LSC "Shaded Dogs," Mercury 90,000, London
FFSS "Bluehatics," factory-sealed MFSL Beatles boxes,
race colltable monos, & mutt more Call (212)496-1681.
CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, ADS,
Crown, Revox, Tandberg, Hafler, Adcom, Mission,
NAD, Harman-Kardon, Kyocera, Yamaha, Luxman,
Denon, Klipsch, B&W, KEF, DCM, E-V, JBL, Infinity,
dbx, AKG, and other quality components. Best
prices—professional consultation. All products
covered by manufacturers' USA warranty Amerisound
Sales, Inc., Jacksonville, FL 32241. East: (904)262 4000. West: (818)243-1168.

261

ABSOLUTE POLARITY/LEVEL/BALANCE infiniteresolution remote controller for virtual direct-wire
auditioning by the serious Audiophile. Change polarity
instantly, select alternate inputs, make precision
level/balance adjustments from your favorite listening
position. The Thornton Controller Model 100, $850
from TBG Productions, PO. Box 347010, San Francisco, CA 94134. FAX (415)468-5481. Phone (415)

chàio

abvancements

PO. Box 15, Verona, NJ 07044
Tel 201-857.1422
FAX: 201-633.0172

467-5697.
MONSTER CABLE M1000 and X-Terminator, used, all
half price; one Alpha Genesis 1000, new, $480. Call

OUT OF EUROPE

Alex (415)566-4407.
VPI 19M1d1/ETII tonearm, both with warranty, $800.
Call Philip (612)378-1164.

Denmark

AUDIO CLASSICS BUYS-SELLS-TRADES high-end
stereo components. Repairs by Cliff Ramsey & Richard

France

Modafferi, formerly of McIntosh. Free catalog. See
our list at the beginning of Audio marine's classifieds.
Audio Classics, United States Post Office Building
PO. Box I76S, Walton, NY 13856. (607)865-7200.
PHONO -ONLY PREAMP, highly reviewed, factory
direct, $149. For literature and review, write or call
Dept. 2825, Rt. I, Box 264-A, Hendersonville, TN
37075, (615)822-2737, Ext. 2825.
JAZZ RECORDS: liquidating collection, large list. Send

MORCH tonearms

LECTRON vacuum tube electroncs

Switzerland
SRT BOLERO loudspeakers

West Germany
KLIMO vacuum tube electrones

LPs & CDs
Audio/Stereoplay, Charlin, EdItlon Open W,ndow.
Gem,rk, KIku, Od.n. das Ohr

SASE. S Secol, PO. Box 551, W Swanzey, NH 03469.
RARE AUDIOPHILE (-speed, DD, etc.) RECORD
AUCTION. Low prices. SASE to D. Roth, 18891 Detroit
Ave, Lakewood, OH 44107.

extending the frontiers of audio
Dealer ,nquIrles nvitedl

SH1NON RED SIGNATURE CARTRIDGE—new, sealed
in box with warranty, $600. (313)399-3686 evenings

San Diego, Southern

CLARITY AUDIO SYSTEMS

California...and Beyond

Introduces

ARE

YOU

•Designing an audio/video
system?
•Upgrading your components or
cables?
•Pursuing the finest audio
accessories?
•Searching for superb recordings?

Music

Sdià

Please visit us or call
(619) 436 -7692 to find out
how we can help you.
542 North Hwy 101, toucodia, CA 92024

2b2

Godzila

The Ultimate AC
Power Cord
•Massive 12 Conductor Cable
•Silver Plated, Oxygen-Free
Copper Construction
•Fully Double Shielded-complete
separation of pos &neg wires
•4 Passive Filters for maximum
power filtration
The improvement in CD Players,
Preamps & Amps is absolutely
stunning. Call or write for Free Info.
Clarity Audio Systems
808 Post St., Suite 709
San Francisco, CA 94109
(415)641-7130
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B&K, CRAMOLIN, Kimber, Audiolab, Kevek, Kinergetics, Syncretic, Michell GyroDec, Magnum Dynalab,
Téchnics stylus gauge, Zeta. Ampenn 613J8, GE 6550,
JoLida KT88, I2AX7A, 6L6GC. CDs/LPs: Basbo's
Pond, Chesky, Delos, DM?, Dorian, GRP, Lyrita,
Mobile Fidelity, Reference Recording, Sheffield, lèlarc,
Wilson Audio. léctorElectrozika Box 82404, Portland,
OR 97282-0404. (503)233-2603. Visa/MC/Amex.

SUPERPHON REVII-G, $535; Linn LP-12 with Ittok,
latest armboard, $750; Berning 2100, $1250;
Sonographe SG3 with arm, $530; Systemdek 11X with
arm, $379 ;TARA, MIT, Kimber, SCVCral pieces. Rick
(703)628-3177.

SOUND EXCHANGE—UTAH's new, used, demo, classics store. Exunples: Levinson No.20s, ML-7A, Rowland
Mono 7s, Coherence One, Perrin« SA-3, TU -3, PMF2350. New: B&K, Sumo, Superphon, Hailer, Spectrum, Mission, Soundlab, Fried. Call for Mailing List.

PERFECTIONIST ENGINEERING PRODUCTS for Oncle Itirritables. These products excel using futuristic
design technology taking State of the Art beyond the
limits of today's standards. Some of these Modifications are Supremus Bearing, counterweight, disc coupling clamp, mat, boards, isolators, towers. Additional
products: Disc coupling clamp for VPI ibmtables and
Vibra -Damp isolation platforms. Perfectionist Engi-

Sound Exchange, 5130 South State Street, Murray,
UT 84107. (801)268-6066.

neering, 3724 Rosemary Street, Jacksonville, FL
32207. (904)398-9529.

Audioquest
B•gr.K
JSE
Counterpoint
Eminent

"Established Since 1959"

Technology
Lexicon
Sony ES
Spica

"We listen to Music with our ears;
We hear it with our minds."
A. Angers, Founder

SOUND UNLIMITED

169 Church St., Bristol, CT

Bring the Symphony Home
...with astate of the art
audio system from
The

(203) 584-0131

GA
Rare Records Ltd.

H )usto

end audio dealer

13194 VETERANS MEMORIAL DRIVE

We buy and sell

Authori:ed Dealer For:
SimplyPhysics * VPI * SOTA e ET2
Premier * Audioquest * Talisman

LP vinyl records

Magnum Dynalab* Counterpoint * Lazarus
MEA * Distech * Melos

Rotel

Convergent* Focus * Rauna * Vandersteen
Martin Logan * Chesky * Sheffield Lab

Over 100,000 titles in stock
Mail orders accepted

Reference Recordings * Audiophile
* Accessories.. ..& more!

G&A Rare Records, Ltd.

Free Newsletters * Expert Advice

139 West 72nd Street
New York, NY 10023

Mon 1ues Wed

fhur Fri

Sat Sun

(Between Broadway and

by appt.

12 -

10-6

Columbus Ave.)

537-8108
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Come and Relax at
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA'S
Newest High-End Audio Store

Upstate New York's Exclusive
MARK LEVINSON DEALER
Choose from completely developed
high-end audio products by:
Accuphase •Audio Quest •ARCAM
ASC •Bang & Olufsen •Carnegie
Denon •Linn Products •Magnepan
•Mark Levinson •HPC/CPC
Meridian •Mission •NAD •Proton

Fine Audio Components
TWO LIVING ROOMS DEDICATED
TO THE DISCERNING LISTENER:
•State of the Art room
•State of the Wallet room

Sound Engineering •Soundstream
Thiel •Velodyne
5Demo Rooms •Custom Home & Auto
Installations Our Specialty •Extended
Warranties •Liberal Trade Up •Single
Speaker Demo Room •Personal
Appointments Available'

THRESHOLD

MIRAGE

FORTE

APOGEE

VTL

SYSTEMDEK

ROTEL

BRASFIELD

PARADOX

CARDAS

GRADO

WTT

THE SOUND CONCEPT/

1937 W. 11th Street, Suite G
Upland, California 91786
(714) 982-8110

2314 Monroe Ave. Rochester, NY
(716) 442-6050
Mon-Fri Noon-9
Sat. 10-5

Ott the 10 Frwy where los Angeles
and San Bernardmo counnes meet

MCNISA/AMEX/DIS

Pinion
SOUND THAT
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF

i
_.

,
._
l

INFINITY-IRS • BETA & GAMMA • MIT
SPECTRAL
THIEL

• SOTA

• SME

• MAGNEPAN

• B&W

GRADO • NAKAMICHI

LURNE • SHURE ULTRA • BOSTON
ONKYO GRAND INTEGRA • M & K
• VELODYNE
•

(--'
4-- t -

• ADCOM

SUMIKO • CWD • LUXMAN • PIERRE

YAMAHA

.i.r..—

m

_11;elt &Lie D;

• TERA

MONSTER • SUMO • NITTY GRITTY

STAX

u

• LEXICON

WILSON

WATT

SINCE 1968

.0011.UST111111
(1111111011111ES
(402) 397-4434
7511 Pacific • Omaha, NE 68114

'Dike home this reference system
for only $27,000!
tar Well Tempered Table
Carnegie 2cartridge
car MSB Gold CD Player
se Vendetta Research phono stage
ear Counterpoint SA-5000 preamplifier
VTL 300 Monoblocks
se- MIT Shotgun cable and interconnects
Xstatic EC-3 full range electrostatic
eir ASC Ilibe Traps

re

731 FLORIDA SAN FRANCISCO 94110 550-1699
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MAGNEPLANAR TYMPANI IW, Magnepan MG-111a,
both black/oak, like new, with all packing and documentation. Call (919)542-4222.
THE GREAT CLEARANCE SALE is here. Now is the
time to buy. Super deals on B&K, Superphon, Precision Audio, Melos, JSE, Angstrom, JPW, Magnum
Dynalab, Musical Concepts, Distech, more. Stereo
Consultants, Lafayettg
Phone bows: 3-10pm EST
Mon.-Sat. (317)474-9004 or (317)447-0782.
ARAGON 4004, 1 year old, excellent condition,
$1000. (512)328-2497.
DUNTECH SOVEREIGN 2001 speakers. Mark Ucrossovers. Rare Japanese Ash finish. $12,950/pr. Call
(213)934-1817 PDT
HEAR AND EXPERIENCE the new reference in CD
players—The Barclay Bordeaux, engineered by Soloist
Audio, offers the perfect blend of analog and digital
performance—an exquisitely smooth, delicately
balanced spectrum combined with the resolution of
state-of-the-art digital. The Barclay Bordeaux, based
on the superb Philips CD880 with Q-S1 DAC, will add
anew dimension to your system's performance. For
the name of your local Barclay Bordeaux dealer or
information on CD Mods for your player, please call
or write Soloist Audio, 332 Ibttle, S.A., TX 78209.
(800)648-6637.
ESB7/06SPEAICERS, Soundcraftsman Pro-Power Iamp.
Onkyo Grand Integra P308 preamp. (215)567-4626 PA.
INFINITY RS-1B speakers, mint, spare crossover,
$4000 firm. (216)548-7231.

All the best.
Krell

Audio Research

B&W
Cello
SOTA

ProAc
Koetsu

CAL

Thiel
Meitner

Versa-Dynamics

Well-Umpered
Aragon
Dahlquist

TDL

Duntech

PS Audio

VPI

Wadia Digital

...and many more!

CSI AO
193 Bellevue Ave.
Upper Montclair, NJ
201 744 0600
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CONRAD-JOHNSON PV8, $1349; Sony ES650, $599;
Fosgate 360211, $749; Counterpoint SA2, $699; SA3.1,
$729; Grado 8MX, $99; Celestion SL600, $1199; MIT
Shotgun, 2meter, $399; 15', $875; Thiel 04A, $599.
(714)861-4830.
FOR SALE: ROBERTSON 4010 amp, $375; Carver
"The Receiver," $400; Monster Powerline III (four 7'
lengths), $30. Call (718)335-4170.
MERLIN 3B+ LOUDSPEAKERS with music posts,
$1300; full Merrill mod AR turntable with Alphason
Delta toneami, $550; As-One interconnects, 1M, $50.
(312)983-8496.
KLYNE SK-SA preamp. Nestorovic tube Mono-Amps
and Npeakers. Vitil-Tempered Eible/Ami with Monster
Alpha-2 LO-MC cartridge. Must sell. Jeff (302)
738-5284.
STEREOPH1LE CLEANS HOUSE!Wo—count them,
2—True Image Research amplifiers, model TIP-1500
(mono), half price at $2450:five Image TIP-2 preamplifier, $995. B&K ST-140 amplifier, older version,
$275. Robertson 4010, vintage, $550. Dayton Wright
XGIO Mk.3, Series III, rosewood, with stands—true
classics, $1800 or best offer. Audio Standard MX-10A
pre-preamp, one of the best in its time, $150. MIT MH750 cables, 15' pair, $375. Perreawc PMF 215013, highpower (200Wpc in stereo, 600W bridged) amplifier,
sounds good, virtually new, $1500, make offer Bedini
150/150 Mk.I1 amplifier, $600. Old Acoustat 4s, tier[Metric wonders in their time, $900 make offer Write
to Oldies but Goodies, PO. Box 5529, Santa l
NM 87501.

CHICAGO -_,:-.-SPEAKERWORKS
designs & builds
LIMITED PRODUCTION
LOUDSPEAKERS
• World Class Performance
• Factory to You Pricing
• Save 30% to 40%

Counterpoint
VTL
B&K
Musical Concepts
Acoustat • Convergent Audio
Rogers • Fostex • VP!
PS Audio • Proton
& much more
5700 N. Western, Chgo 60659

312 -769-5640
2()-;

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA
••Cciitral

high rod audio

for the dis rruminating listener. -

VANDERSTEEN

MERRILL

mRPTin LOGArl

ET

COUNTERPOIN I
. Well Tempered Lab

Threshold

§=s

ALJD117

MIT ‘_

Conrad

Infintt\,/

iohnson

IRS Series

audio research

O
c IU
SHOPPE
21 N Marker Sr. Selin,grose.

PA •717 174 0150

If You Purchased
Any High End
Audio Component
Without Calling Us
We Have aCap
For You.

et'
AUDIO OUTLET

Acoustat •Apogee • Aragon
•Boston/Acoustics •B&VV •
Celestion •CVVD• Audio Quest
•Energy 'Fried •Hafler•Precise
I
nf in ity• JSE• JVC Video. Dual
•Koetsu • Krell •Magnum
•Meitner • Lexicon •MIT •
Mod Squad •Monster •NAD
•Onkyo •Ortofon •Ratel •
Shure •SME •Snell •Sony ES
•SOTA •Stax •Sumiko •
Velodyne • Well Tempered

Sound CI Music
Sales & Service •351 Pleasant Street
Northampton, MA 01060 •(413)584-9547

Audio Unlimited
FOR SPECIALS LIST ONLY
CALL 1-800-233-8375
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR:

•AR

•Hafler

•Altec

•JVC

•Audio Control

•Monster Cable

•Audio Dynamics

•Pioneer Elite

•Audioquest

•Proton

•B&K

•Sony-Car

•dbx

•Stax

• Fried

•Superphon
•Thorens

•Grado

AND MORE'

The High End Mail Order Store
P.O.Box 673
Bedford Hale, NY 10507

(914) 666-0550
266

503-963-5731

10:00-5:30 NI-Thurs.

1203 Adams Ave.
La Grande, OR 97850

10:00-3:00 Fri.
Pacific Time

..,t(.•re()1)1111(.. lunc 1989

McINTOSH C-22 PREAMP, $1500; C-225 amplifier,
$450; Nestorovic SAS Mk.III speakers, $1795. Don
Kenney (612)927-9290.
AUDIO RESEARCH D125 amplifier, 3months old,
84000 or best offer. Call (717)374-2106.
li&W 801FS, rosewood, $2800. Velodyne ULD- 18,
black, 82400. Both in mint condition, willing to negotiate price. (419)472-5588 before 3pm. Toledo, OH.
SURROUND-SOUND DECODER, highly reviewed,
factory direct, 8299. For literature and review, write
or call Dept. 2833, Rt. 1, Box 264-A, Hendersonville
TN 37075, (615)822-2737, Ext. 2833.
AMAZING! INTERCONNECTS that can do so much
for musical realism-the newly developed Solid Core
Technology "Cormorant." Significantly better than
the excellent scr-o3. s119 per 1M pair. Performance
worth twice the price. SCT-03 now $89. IM pair.
Experience them for 45 days, then, if kas than &lighted,
return for refund including shipping both ways. Contact me for more information. Stewart G. Grand,
3808 Westview Ave., West Palm Beach, FL 33407.
(407)842-7316.
HOUSIDN AUDIOPHILES ARE LISTENING to important audio equipment by Threshold, Forte, Celestion,
Well-Tempered Labs, Kiseki, VMPS, Eminent Technology LFT, TARA Labs, Talisman, van den Nul, Aural
Symphonies, Alchemist, Chesky, Sheffield, and more
at Stereoworlzs, Houston's finest high-end audio alternative. By appointment. For information, please
phone (713)497-1114.

• audiolechnica

We specialize in hard to find
phono cartridges and original replacement styli.

(800) 221-0906

PAIR VMPS SUBVVOOFERS, oak/black, factory assembled with Tiptoes, $500. Vendetta Research TPC- IA
electronic crossover, $300. Electrocompanietlla amp,
$500. Call (201)226-2730 evenings and weekends.
THRESHOLD FET2-1I PREAMP, mint condition, $695.
Call Dan, (215)789-0187.
THRESHOLD 5/300 optical bias Stasis power amplifier, $2200. Call Walt (215)247-3171.
MIT CABLES, custom terminations, Camacs, XLR
balanced, hi-flexibility tonearm sets, Shotgun CVT;
MIT hookup for internal rewiring; Athena PolyPhaSOTS; Atma-Sphere OU amplifiers, Clements speakers,
Vendetta Research, van den Nul Grasshopper, ASC
lithe Traps; Mbnder Caps, solder, wire; Resistas; Edison
Price, Odyssey, Tiffany connecters; Simply Physics
Time Cones & lsodrive; many accessories-mod parts,
$1 catalog ($3 overseas). Michael Percy, !lox 526.
Inverness, CA 94937. (
41 5)669-7181 .

AND NOW
FOR SOMETHING
DIFFERENT...
THE ROCK TURNTABLE: A new, low cost version of

I,

the acclaimed Rock available at $650! Orders are now
being taken.
VACUUM TUBE LOGIC: The new tube disc player is
now available at $1190. Also the new mini-man preamp at $775!
COUNTERPOINT: The new Models 1000 & 3000
preamplifiers now available
TARA LABS: The new "TFA Return & Phase II
Series - is available with improved cosmetics and performance at $8.95 per foot including termination

LO -

LYLE CARTRIDGES
Dept. S, Box 158
Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582

2:1
2

Phones Open Mon Sat 9 am-8 pm
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LEVINSON No.23 AMPLIFIER, $4090. Apogee fullrange ribbon speakers, $4490. Levinson ML9 amplifier,
$1690. Levinson LNC-2 active crossover, $1990. dbx
10/20 eqcsalizez $690. All in excellent condition. Randy
(303)320-3921, 6-10pm MS7: weektizos & weekends.

Yeie e

CALL TOLL FREE FOR
11101111111-.
FREE PRICE QUOTES
AND VISA/MC ORDERS
0
NY STATE (516) 599.1112 -

orroron SHURE

Threshold, Conrad-Johnson,
SCI1X, TDL Speakers,
KEF, Polk, Energy, Monster, Straight Wire, Stax,
Naltamichi, NAD, Niles, Ortofon, Sumiko, Grace, VPI,
CWD, and more. Professional consultation and installation. The Listening Roam, 1305 Court Shret, .Saginaw,
MI 48602. (517)792-3816. No mail orders, please.

GLANDES cYlUDIO

YOUR SEARCH
IS OVER!

SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.

MICHIGAN RESIDENTS TAKE NOTE! We carry:

sraNron

TERPSICHORE 01 SPEAKERS: The choice of Keith
Jarrett, recent Grammy nominee for "Keith Jarrett Trio
Still Live - & J.S. Bach. Das Wohltempenerte Klavier
Buch t"
MELOS TUBE DISC PLAYER: Remarkable at $1500.

Route 24, Chester Mall
Chester, NJ 07930
(201) 879-6889

26-

in Central Indiana, it's...

emuaut

Attùiu Sc

For The Novice & Connoisseur
Representing.
Adcom • California Audio Labs e
Counterpoint •Dual • Eminent
Technology • Energy • Janis •
Kindel • Linn • Monster • NHT •
Onkyo • Sennheiser • VPI •
QUALITY USED HIFI!

We stock a good selection
of audiophile recordings
and accessories.

The Audio Workshop
5357 N. Keystone Ave.
Indianapolis, Indiana 46220
(317) 253-5260

Arcici • Atma-sphere • Benz
Cardas • Clearaudio
Chicago Speaker Stand
Cogan Hall • Creek • Distech
D N M • Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technology • Garrot
Lantana • Last • Mod Squad
Rego • Reference Recordings
Simply Physics • Superphon
Tara Labs • Vendetta Research
VMPS • & More
287 Clarksville Road
Princeton Jct., N.J. 08550
(609) 799-9664

audio
sPecialists
Authorized dealer for .
ADCOM•
AKG
ARAGON
ARISTON
REVER
BOW
CHICAGO SPEAKER STAND
CONRAD JOHNSON
CRAMOLIN
DAHLOUIST
DISCWASHER
GRADO
GRADO SIGNATURE
JPW
CUSS WIRELESS
KINDEL
MAGNUM DYNALAB
MAY AUDIO ACCESSORIES
MOD SQUAD
MONSTER
NILES

PROTON TELEVISION
PROTON TABLE RADIO
RATA
ROTEL
SENNHEISER
SHARE
SONOGRAPHE
SUNRISE
SUMO
SUMIKO
SWITCHCRAFT
SYSTEMDEK
TARGET
TEAK
30 ACOUSTICS
TORUMAT
TWEEK
VAMPIRE
VAN DEN HUI.
VPI
MT

'IN STORE ONLY
AND OVER 250 MORE MANUFACTURERS OF BOTH
CONSUMER AND PROFESSIONAL AUDIO AND
ACCESSORIES
Techrhcal advIce wIth no hype' Ask tor me. Cal
Walker
Itry lo answer all calls personally
FOUR PRIVATE LISTENING ROOMS
1620 South Blvd.. Charlotte, NC 28203
800-438-6040 USA
704-376-0350 Charlotte
Returns Reutore Wort. Authonzafion

Northern Indiana's Oldest
High-end Audio Dealer
Sota •VMPS •STAX
Counterpoint •Kyocera
Bang & Olufsen •Carver
Nakamichi •Onkyo
•DBX •Spica •Fried
Last •AKG •Monster
Denon Professional
Warranted Pre-owned
Equipment Available!

ji

electronics store!

401
.... N. Michigan •South Bend, IN 46601
(219) 234-5001
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AUDIO RESEARCH SP- II Mk.II preamp with black
faceplates, new tubes, immaculate, $3295. Duntech
Sovereign 2001 speakers, $8995 delivered. MIT 330
interconnects, new in factory wrapping. 28' pr, $365;
32' pr., $395. Ron (216)658-4092 evenings.
PRECISION AUDIO PRESENTS: The DIVC880, based
on the chassis of the European-made Philips CD880.
This superb machine features selected DACs and
superior digital filter ICs; 15 power-supply regulators
combine with our discrete current-to-voltage converter and filtering circuit. Superb sound, excellent
build quality, polished performance and appearance,
all in adiecast aluminum chassis with remote control,
yours for $1299. Write or call for information on all
our products and reprints of Stereopbile and Sensible Sound reviews of Precision Audio products. Write
or call Precision Audio, 223-4 765tb Avenue. Bayside, NY 11364. (718)631-4669.
AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS AT WHOLESALE! Mobile
Fidelity, Nautilus, Sweet Thunder, Century, Japanese;
also Reference, Sheffield, Chesky, Proprius, M&K,
Crystal Clear, Umbrella, Super Disk, Wilson, Lyrita,
EMI, Decca, Opus III, RCA Living Stereo, Mercury Living Presence, Casino Royale, Linn, Odin, North Star,
Super Analog, Concord Jazz, Three Blind Mice CD,
Ultradisc 24K Gold CD. Dealer inquiries invited. Onestop distributor prices for audio stores. Accessories
by AudioQuest, record-cleaning machine by Nitty
Gritty, and Last record-care products. Chad Kassem,
PO Box 2043, Salina, KS 67402-2043. (913)825-8609.
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY LFT-3 speakers, oak, latest,
mint, $2350. Call Ezra (803)327-4849 anytime.

'tt

tuthT c
*itippv

Music Specialists in Santa Monica
Feel free to drop by and listen to
the world's best hi-fi in a friendly
and relaxed atmosphere. and
choose what you like. Igive
personal service with home
installation.
After careful evaluation. Ioffer
the following fine hi-fi for sale.
all of which is serviced by me.
Linn •Naim •Creek
Exposure •Monitor Audio
Rega • Royd •Rotel
Epos •Goldring •and more
Gary Crighton
1322 Second Street, Suite 22B
Santa Monica, CA 90401
(213) 458-8148
(Trade-ins accepted)
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LONG ISLAND: Aural Symphonies, B&K, Audible Illusion MOD2C and the stunning new S- 120 amp, MEA,
TARA Labs, Kimber, Musical Concepts, Systemdek,
Grado, Merlin speakers, Spectrum, Target. Free UPS
shipping in USA. Audio Gallery, Bayport, NY (516)
472-4258, eves. /wknds.
PASSIVE PREAMPS WITH PENNY & GILES POTS.
Wholesale prices. Factory direct. The best! Audible
Illusions Modulus modifications. All models. Stunning transparency. Write for details. Electronic Visionary Systems, 2531 Regent St. #17, Berkeley, CA 94704.
(415)549-2394, M-P 9am-noon.
ADCOM, ARAGON, B&K, HAFLER, and Magnavox
modifications. Proprietary class-A FET circuitry
produces musical ecstasy, our money-back policy
insures it! Adcom and B&K amplifiers—$229
installed. Aragon amplifiers—$449 installed. Magnavox CDB players starting at $159 installed. Complete FET input boards for Haller DH series, $200 kit,
$300 installed. Also, our new CDB-582 CD player
with Discrete FET analog output, afirst at this price,
$599 with free 2nd-day-air shipping and our moneyback policy. Supermods, 2375 Met 21st Ave, Eugene
OR 97405, (503)344-3696; or Wavetrace Technologies, 4215 East Bay Dr #1205C, Clearwater FL
34624, (813)536-2904.
NEW LP RELEASES from Mobile Fidelity. Finally available. Also in stock, all audiophile labels. We are the
best place to buy all audiophile LPs and compact discs.
Great prices! Great service! if for catalog. Ultra Sound
Recordings, 585 Warm Springs Drive, Fairborn,
OH 45324.

Achieving sonic realism.
Audio by Design was
created by music lovers
and musicians with the
simple goal of offering
the highest level of
musical accuracy
possible.
We offer complete
systems from less than
$800 to state-of-the-art
audiophile and roomlo-room remote
systems.
Specialists in
design and installation
of all your audio/video
needs

AUDIO
e te9e

JU Bristol Street Nor;:
w;lort Beach. CA 9266L,

• ApUytt

Arislon •BK
California Audio Labs
Conrad-Johnson
Lexicon
Magnum Dynalab
MB/Quart
Meridian •Mirage
Monitor Audio
NA() •PS Audio
Rotel •SOTA
STAX •Threshold
.
in den Hal
Well-Tempered LaN

714/851-0112

Your Most Valuable
Component

MUSIC AND
TECHNOLOGY
IN HARMONY

You are undoubtedly aknowledgeable Audiophile, or
you would not be
reading this magazine. But shopping for a new
component can
be avery frustrating experience. Lack of expertise on the part of many audio salespeople is commonplace, and hype seems to have replaced
honesty. Let's change that: call me today (I answer
all calls personally) for arespite from mediocrity.
Ithink you will be pleasantly surprised with my
philosophy of doing business -Galen Carol

ADS • ALCHEMIST • BANG & OLUFSEN
B&K • BOSTON ACOUSTICS • DENON
CANNON VIDEO • CONRAD JOHNSON
CWD • EPOS • KEF • KLIPSCH • LEXICON
MADRIGAL • MARK LEVINSON • MEITNER
MONSTER CABLE/SIGMA • MERIDIAN
MARTIN LOGAN • MOTIF • NAKAMICHI
PHASE TECH • PHILIPS • PROTON .SOTA
HOTEL • SONOGRAPHE •STAX •SUMIKO
SYSTEMDEK • TERK • TARGET • THIEL
TRIAD •VELODYNE • YAMAHA

Convergent Audio •Vendetta •Atma-Spheres SME •
Stax •Merlin •Sonographe •Mod Squad •Maplenoll B& K Quicksilver •Superphon •Audible Illusions •
Kindel •ASC •Sumiko Magnum Dynalab •Kinergetics
Apogee •Quad Threshold •Counterpoint •SOTA
•Classe WATT -Aragon •Eminent Technology •VPI
•California Audio •Meitner •Spica and many more!

HAL'S
STEREO & VIDEO
609 883-6338

We carry virtually all cable, cartridge and accessory
hoes •Free informative Newsletter •Monthly specials on
new, used and demo equipment.

Galen Carol Audio

Att. US Route 1and Texas Avenue
Lawrenceville, New Jersey 08638

P.O. Box 17562 San Antonio. TX 78217 512-444-3551

+1---AUDIO ART'
Est. 1976

N. Illinois and S. Wisconsin's

Best Hi -Fi Dealer

ABSOLUTE
AUDIO

Featuring

Proudly
Presents
•

JEFF RDVVLAND

Boston Acoustics •Carver
Counterpoint •Denon

MPRTIn.LoGnn, LTD.
B&K
Eminent Technology
Klyne Audio Arts
Music Reference

Dual •Kyocera •Lazarus
Linn •Magnasphere
Mission •Monster •NAD

SME
Sony ES
Stax
Vandersteen

Onkyo •Paradigm
Soundstream
•
In House Service of all Brands
Custom Home & Auto Installation.

Qpen 11 to 6 Tuesdays thru
Saturdays, except until 8 Thursday,

ABSOLUTE AUDIO
4227 MARAY DRIVE
ROCKFORD. n_ 61107

2215 East Broad Street
Richmond, Virginia 23223 (804) 644-8901

815-395-1000
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USED AND DEMO EQUIPMENT SOTA Star Sapphire;
Vandersteen 2c; Spica TC-50 with Servo Sub; Mark
Levinson No.20 & 26 & ML-2; Well-Umpered Tele;
Quad ESL-63 Pro; PS Audio 100c; Lurné turntable;
more. Call Audition Audio for pricing and details at
(801)467-5918. Visa, MC, Amex accepted.
HIGH-END AUDIO IN SALT LAKE CITY: Audition
Audio features speaker systems by Magneplanar, Varidersteen, Celestion, Spica, Infinity IRS, Electronics
by Audio Research (new Classic 30 & 60 in stock),
Mark Levinson, Aragon, Counterpoint, NAD, Adcom,
Unman. Front ends by Versa Dynamics, SOTA, *EllTempered, SME AR, Accuphase CD players. Also
Sumiko, MIT, Monster, etc. Three hard-wired sound
rooms including anew room built for the Infinity IRS.
2144 Highland Dr, Suite 125, SLC, UT 84109 (801)
467-5918. Visa, MC, Amex accepted.
VPI FIW-19/IITURNTABLE with Eminent Technology
II tonearm (with two updates), with Grado 8MR cartridge. Call Bob (407)788-8747.
SAN DIEGO AREA: Merlin Signature speakers (Cardaswired), Cardas cables, Convergent Audio all-tube preamp (the SL- IReference), Wingate Class-A amps,
Sound Anchor equipment racks. High-end items for
outstanding musical excitement. Audio Archives,
(619)455-6326.
FREE HIGH-END KIT CATALOG. Power amplifiers,
preamps (tube/ic/JFET), active crossovers (tube/ic).
Resista ±I% MF Resistors, Gold RCA connectors,
Mogami cables. Old Colony Sound, Box 243S, Peterborough, NH 03458.

/

Progressive Audio,‘
A New Level!

AUDIOPHILE WAREHOUSE LIQUIDATION! Directto-disc, halfspred, Quiex Il recordings. 2000 available. Great prices—example: Abbey Road (new) was
$75, now $45. Elusive Dire, 4216 Beverly Blvd., Suite
230, Los Angeles, CA 90004. (213)388-7176.
AUDIO NOUVEAU, Western New York's source for
affordable high end. Join the new age of audio with
Et&K (including Sonata series), Counterpoint, Mirage
(including the amazing M- Is), NAD, Sony ES, Dah Iquist, Epicure, Michell, Rega, Thorens, AudioQuest,
Monster Cable, Arcici, 'Earget, Soundstream, and much
more. Stop in, write, or call Audio Nouveau, 71-73
South Main Street, Canandaigua, NY 14424, (716)
394-6180.
LESS THAN 7MONTHS OLD: ARC SP9, $1400; Aragon 4004, $1100; Carver CO, $300; Straight Wire
power conditioner, $200; Linn LP12 with look LVII
and AT-005 cartridge, $2200; RPG diffuser, $950;
Martin-Logan Sequel, 3weeks old, $1950; and MIT
750, $300. Call (212)543-2305.
MOFFAT DELUXE CD PLAYER, Class Arecommended
component, Vol. 10 No.3. DO's reference in "A Matter
of Taste," Vol.10 No.1, $1000. Moffat tube line stage,
Vol.10 No.1, Vol.10 No.2, $700. (307)587-5341 after
Gpm MST
KLIPSCH Kg4 SPEAKERS, 3yrs., mint, $400/pair.
(314)521-9158 eves. /wkends.
THE TUBAMAN CLEANS HOUSE: Mc, ADC, AR, Sony,
SMG, Garrard, B&W, etc. SASE for complete listing.
R. Vaughan, 226 Borromeo, Placentia, CA 92670

"Psssilf

With our upward expansion to
seven listening rooms, we invite

Phone in your ad
by July 3rd

you to experience the finest in
high end audio.

Central Ohio's exclusive
dealer for :
Infinity IRS Beta, CAL, Krell,
Mod Squad, RPG, SOTA,
SME, Virtuoso DTI, Thiel,
Vandersteen, VPI TNT,
Wilson Watt, Entec,

and every
10th caller will win
aFREE Stereophile
T-shirt and suspenders.

Spectral...
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High St.

Columbus, OH 43201

(614) 299-0565
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STEREOPHILE
CLASSIFIED
(505) 982-2366

ROWLAND RESEARCH Mono 7s, balanced, manufacture date June 3, 1988, Serial 07463/64, gray, $6500.
Call F,J (803)327-4849 anytime.
ACCESS ID QUALITY AUDIO: many brands of midand high-end electronics available. Amps, receivers,
tuners, speakers, Cl) players, and CD mods. Accessories, cubits, interconnects, stands, and audiophile software also available. Discounts! Quality Audio Equipment. Call Micbigan nies. -Sat., (517)269-2430.

Wanted
CASH FOR USED PWR/PREAMP—ARC, Levinson,
Krell, Threshold, & Conrad-Johnson, in good condition. Pick up amps from your home or just ship
UPS/COD. Call Sennie (213)257-6726 CA, or FAX
(213)258-7525.
WE'RE LOOKING FOR A FEW GOOD MONSTERS.
Monster Cable Products Inc. is looking for qualified
applicants in the areas of engineering, marketing, sales,
and administration. If interested, send resume to: Monster Cable, 101 Townsend St., San Francisco, CA
94107.

FREE MAIL-ORDER CATALOG, mid-high end audio,
low warehouse prices, the best in hi-fi, the best place
to buy it. Can't find it? Want to save 25-40%? The
Audio Advantage, since 1981. Join the crowd with
confidence. (602)829-6710.

WANTED: HAFLER XL-280. (312)526-6301.
WANTED: CLASSICAL LPs. Cash paid for RCA Living
Stereo LSC 1800/2600. Mercury Living Presence stereo
SR 90,000/90,500, years 1958-1965. Also London
blueback, Mercury Golden imports, English Deccas
& EM Is. Call or send list to Chad Kassem, PO. Box
2043, Salina, KS 67402-2043. (913)825-8609.

AR ES-1 'TABLE with MMT arm, $400; Belles 200
amp, $350; PS Audio 4.6. $350; SOTA clamp, $39;
Straight Wire TMC, $76; Grace 9E, $85. Call (216)
888-6769.

CASH & TOP PRICE for used High-Class equipment.
Luk (212)219-3352.

For records, tapes and CDs.

AUDIO CLASSICS PAYS CASH for your used high-end
stereo components. Free catalog. See our list at the
beginning of Audio magazirbe's classifieds. Audio Classics, PO. Box 176SIV, Walton, NY 13856. Call now
for aquote. (800)321-AUDIO ((800)321 -2834), or
(607)865-7200.

INTRODUCING...
Our speaker cables
and .nterconnects bong
the muse back to you
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The best record rack in America

e

Free mailorder brochure
(please mention Stereophile)
Per Madsen Design
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(415) 928-4509
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P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133
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Massachuseas Avenue,

Cambodge. MA (617) 354-8933

2525 Arapahoe Ave. E4/284

cfrierns,
Since 1960

Boulder, CO 80302

c1í

303/443-4443

•Room acoustics 8
acoustical treatment
•A/C power line conditioning
8 power cords
wIll

•Connectors 8connections
•Speaker cable
8 interconnects

•CD stabilizer rings
•Isolation bases, spikes, etc

improve the sound of your system.

Male

DR-S pre amp
Ile . DR-8 amp
incredible Spowerful
DR-9 amp
Class ADR-3B amp
DR-3-VHC amp
,
aiiiej m
e-Zarp

Fidler
IRIS pre ampremote
11115 tune' "'Del

system'

XL 280

by appt.

'everything matters &makes adifference'

Bulletin!: Attention to Details:

-mono's ,
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'watch for our

von don

exceptional
MC Gold •MC Silver
SCS-6 •SCS-2
unforgettable
0300 Mk II. 102 Mk Ill
oiC
pe352
.
Magnum

N

SoundConnectors!

•Equipment racks &
speaker stands
•Future' 'fully balanced system'

continuing informative bulletins!

ze_z (Audio

—"finest in AC --

Blk
Titan!
Micro 131k

Power

ZSE spkrs
Alt sqkrs
SMC-50A •SMC-100A

misc. 'audiophile'
analog 8collectible
compact discs
-custom cable Distech •Magnum Dynalab
Audio Ouest •Audio Pro
Clear Audio •Straightvere
Target •Nelson Reed
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading is never knowingly accepted.
If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards please write: Nelson .5
Associates, 62 Wendover Rd.. Yonkers, NY 10705.

ADVERTISER INDEX
AID Systems, Ltd.
272
Absolute Audio
270
Acoustic Energy
78
Acoustic Sciences
260
Adcom
18, 72, 76, 84-85
Allison Acoustics
50
Amrita
221
Apogee
66
Artech Electronics
74, 90
Audio Advancements
262
Audio Advisor
182, 184-186, 192-193
Audio Art
270
Audio Breakthroughs
252
Audio By Design
269
Audio Consultants
259
Audio Control
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Audio Den
259
Audio Haven
264
Audio Influx
216
Audio Nexus
250
Audio Outlet
266
Audio Research Corporation
42
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254
Audio Shoppe
269
Audio Specialists
268
Audio Studio
190
Audio Unlimited
266
Audio Vision
256
Audio Workshop
268
AudioStream
83
AudioVision
202
Audiophile Systems, Ud.
170
Audioquest
20
B&KComponents
275
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236
Bryston Manufacturing
164
CE -EX
238
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265
California Audio Labs
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Chadwick Modifications
272
Chicago Speakerworks
265
Clarity Audio Systems
262
Classe Audio
64
Clearaudio USA
228
Conrad Johnson
74, 82
Counterpoint
97
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264
D'Ascanio Audio
222
Dahlquist, Inc.
10
Definitive Hi -Fi
188
Denon
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Discrete Technology
62
Dorian Recordings
222
Dynavector
224
Esoteric Audio
44
Esoteric Ear
263
Euphonic Technology
218
Forte
82
G &A Rare Records
263
Galen Carol Audio
270
German Acoustics
159
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251
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196
Hal's Stereo
270
Hales Audio
244
Havens & Hardesty
242
Hi Fi Answers
208
Higher Fidelity
268
John Garland Audio of Lake Tahoe
252
Kevro Electronics
52
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260
Kinergetics
46
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Landes Audio
Lantana, Ltd.
Lazarus
Lyle Cartridges
Lyric HiFi
M &YCompany
Madrigal Audio Laboratories
Magnum Dynalab
Martin Logan
May Audio Marketing Inc
McIntosh
Melos
Mirage
Mission Electronics
Mitek Group
Mobile Fidelity
Mod Squad
Mondial
Monster Cable
Music By The Sea
Music Hall
Musical Concepts
NW GmbH
Naim
Natural Sound
New England Audio Resource
Nitty Gritty
Ohm Acoustics
Onkyo
Optimal Enchantment
Parasound
Per Madsen Design
Phantom
Pioneer Electronics
Polk Audio
Precise Acoustics
Precision Audio
Progressive Audio
Reference Recordings
Savant Audio and Video
Select Audio Design
Siltech
Simply Physics
Soloist Audio
Sound &Music
Sound By Singer
Sound Factor
Sound Goods
Sound II
Sound Unlimited
Soundings
Sounds Alive
Soundwave Fidelity Corp.
Speaker Builder
Stereo Exchange
Stereo Shoppe
Stereophile
Straight Wire
Taddeo Loudspeaker Company
Take 5Audio
Tannoy North America
The Music Box
The Sound Concept
Theta Corp.
Thiel
Tiare Acoustics
Tice Audio Products
Transducer Development
Upscale Audio
V.P.I. Industries, Inc
Vampire
Vandersteen Audio
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THE FINAL WORD
As Iwrite this, I'm just back from the San Fran-

of those who paid to get in couldn't gain an

cisco High End Hi -Fi Show, and I'd first like to
profusely thank both the 55 exhibitors and the

audition of the Vs, and amuch larger number
could only audition them in conditions of

4800 paid attendees who made the Show such
asuccess. (A full report will appear next month.)

extreme crowding. (One showing had 200 in
attendance!) Under such conditions, what can

Everyone I've heard from felt this Show was

actually be heard?
Then there was the Audio Excellence room
next door, whose Martin-Logan Statements, in

our best yet, our greatest advance over previous shows being the live music concerts that
concluded each day Hours of roaming in search
of good reproduced sound only made more
remarkable the ease of live music. Sure, you

their first-ever showing in current form, were
afflicted by the worst case of "show jinx" I
think I've ever heard of. No matter what ampli-

air conditioning, but the music was just so

fication was used, or what the hotel did, the
Statements caused amplifier line fuses to blow

sweet. Music concerts will be amajor priority

and hotel circuit breakers to trip on set-up

occasionally had to try hard to hear over the

at future Shows. By the way, the ongoing music
during the Show was way above our usual standard, with Dorothy Shell, Michelle Boyard, and
"Mama Pat" Patrick providing high energy with
gospel music, and Jorge Strunz and Ardeshir
Farah ravishing show-goers with their guitars.
This Show also stood out as far as the excel-

night. Fortunately, Gayle Sanders was on hand
to restrap the speakers to present ahigher
impedance, which made them playable but
altered their tonal character. They still made an
impressive sound, but by no means the best of
which they were capable—Show-goers take

near the top were the brand-new Thiel CS5s

note.
And, for some reason, there was more public
comment and after-Show response that exhib-

(first auditions anywhere), the Infinity IRS Vs
sounding even better than in New York, the

itors' choice of music militated against careful and representative audition, even with those

first public exhibition of the Martin-Logan
Statements (now in anon-powered-woofer

exhibits uncrowded enough for relaxed obser-

lence of equipment demonstrated. Ranking up

form), the first public exhibition (I think) of the
Avalon Acoustics speakers, the first public

vation. Based on my limited experience, these
complaints were valid. Isee no reason why ten
minutes of audition should yield no acoustic

demo of the Linaeum loudspeakers, which utilize abrand-new transduction technique, if not

music recorded naturally. This equipment costs

principle.. .
the list goes on and on. Not to
mention the excellent equipment present at

edly to more accurately transmit that which
was originally recorded; why not occasionally

thousands and thousands of dollars, purport-

most of the previous Shows: Apogee Calipers

demonstrate it with music that has some basis

and Divas, B&W 801s, KEF 107s, Quad elec-

in real life?

trostatics, IRS Betas, Vandersteen 2Ci's (first
exhibit in the i designation), and many

only place where consumers can meet both the

others. And that's just the speakers ...
I'm proud that Stereopbile sponsored the

My conclusion? Our Shows are perhaps the
people who write for this magazine and many
of the great designers, where they'll see this

Show, but such sponsorship brings responsi-

variety of great equipment, and get some idea

bility; both personal experiences and com-

of what its sonic virtues and vices are. But you

ments from others led me to abit of honest
analysis to look at what Shows can do at their

certainly can't make final equipment-buying

best, and what they simply can't.
My own experiences had to do with simple
inability to get into The Audible Difference

decisions at ashow, and you have to work hard
and carefully even to narrow down the field to
the really interesting products. These will re-

room, wherein were found the IRS Vs. Of

quire much more careful audition at relevant
dealers—who, Ihope, you will also have met

course, it's not important for me to hear the

at thc show.

IRSes; the Show's for those who pay to get in,
not those who put it on. But I'm sure that some
274
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"A runaway bargain
and astellar perfoI
rmer"
H FI HERETIC, FALL 86

"B&X products are among the finest values on the market today."
one of the most musical power amps on the market...sounds better
than many other amps selling for twice the price."
STEREOPHILE
VOL 8, NO 8, JAN 86

PRE-AMPLIFIERS AND
POWER AMPLIFIERS

)))

COMPONENTS, LTD.
POWER AMPLIFIER S1-20

Available from selected dealers
Write or call for complete specifications:
8& KComponents, Ltd., 1971 Abbott Road Lackawanna, NY 14218 .1-800-543-5252 (NY: 1-716-822-8488)

"A stunning realization of digital theory."

THE GRAND INTEGRA DX-G10
Compact Disc Player
•Linear 18 bit, 8x oversampling digital processing •Epoxy-damped D/A
converters with calibrated accuracy to the 4th significant bit •Optical power
supply stage •Dual transformers •Cast graphite and steel alloy anti-vibration
chassis •Separate optical data paths for audio and control signals •Variable
speed bidirectional disc scan •Absolute Phase control
Since the introduction of the M-510 amplifier, the name Grand Integra has been acknowledged
by the high end community as the benchmark of Japanese audio technology. We are pleased to
continue this tradition with the DX-G10 and other limited-production components for your
pursuit of the elusive musical ideal.

Grand Integra
by ONKV02., 200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446

